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PREFACE
so,

This Rate Training Manual and Nonresident Career Course (RTM/NRCC)
is intended to serve as an aid for personnel who are seeking to acquire the
management and operational skills required of candidates for advancement
to the rate of Data Processing Technician First Class or Data Processing
Technician Chief.

Designed for indiyidUal study, the RTM provides subject matter that
relates directly to the occupational qualifications for DP. It is recommended
that personnel studying this training- package should have completed the
Data Processing Technician 3 & 2 course.-The NRCC that accompanies this
RTM provides the necessary requirements for, completing the RTM. Beforestarting your study, browse the entire RTM/NRCC.. Note particularly the
information on course .administration and other mechanics at the front

RCC When you are ready, study the RTM pageg listed in Assignmedi 1Of the.NRCt, and go on from there. Good luck in your endeavors, ,

This training manual was prepared by the Naval Eduaatioti and Training
ProgrOb Development Center, Pensacola, Florida, for the Chief of Naval
Education and Training.
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rHE MNITEP STATES NAVY

GUARDIAN OF Oa COUNTRY

The United States N
sea and is a ready f
strong action to pr
win in war.

is res/onsible for maintaining control of the
rce on, atch at home and oyerseas, capable of

serve e peace or of instant offensive action to

It isupodthe maihte ance of this control thatiourinitry's gloribus
future depends; the nited States Navy'exists to make it so.

WE SERVE WITH HONOR

TraditOn, valor, and victory are the Navy's heritage from the past. To
these may be added dedication, discipline, and vigilance as the
wat words of the present and the future.

A,/ home or on distant stations we serve with pride, confident in the
respect of our country, out shipmates, and our families.

Our responsibilities sober us; our adversities strengthen us.

Service th God and Country. is our special privilege. We. serve with

honor.

THE FUTURE OF THE NAVY

The Navy will always employ new weapons, new techniques, and
greater power to protect and defend 'the United States on the sea,
under the sea, and in the air.

Now and in the future, control of the sea gives the United Sfatesher
greatest advantage for the maintenance of peace and for victory in
war.

Mobility, surprise, dispersal, and offensive power are the, keynotWig
the new Navy. The roots of the Navy lie in a 'strong belief in the
future, in continued dedication to our tass,-and in4-eflecfion on our .

heritage from the past..

Never have our opportunities and our responsibilities been greater.
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CHAPTER 1.

MAINiAGEMENTTECHNIQUES"

Good manaleinent traits and supervisory
abilities are prerequisites for the First Class or
Chief Petty Officer, who is required to function
as a front line supervisor and manager. The DPI
or DPC will be in immediate control of
personnel supervision and will have many
management. and supervisory responsibilities
added to those present at the second class level.
The supervisor should continuously MEASURE
arid EVALUATE the performance of the ADP
facility in suRport of establisjied manageMent
goals and objectives. For the purpose of this rate
training manual, an ADP facility will be
understood to mean the complete set of
resources dedicated to meeting a command's
requirements for automatic data pfocessing
ashofe or at sea. tt is not the intent of this rate
training *manual to set policy or direct any ADP
facility in an authoritative nature. This frianual
will only make suggestions or show different
approaches to* common problems to assist the
new DP1 or DPC in the requirements and
responsibilities of the position. Various helpful
authoritative publications, instrudtions,
standards, and dire kVes will be referenced
throughout thii manual These references are
cited for as purpose; "To assist you as a DPI or
DPC to gain widerf perspective of the data
processing rating and assist you in pay grade
advancement." The complexity of modern
computer s13s4ems requires the DP supervisor
and manager to have at hand a wide range of
information to aid in effectively meeting the
Responsibilities of the position. These
responsibilities :range from satisfying the
requirements of the "users," .to notifying upper
managenient of problems and status: A "user",
in this instancis anyOne 'who requires the
'services-of a computing system, AliP facility,,or
its products.t

SO'

,

Having acquired a vast amount of valuable.
knowledge and experience within, your field, it is
now, time to pass op this technical know-how to
others. This chapter will discuss some, of the

'various factors that will aid you in handling the
supervisory and management duties and
responsibilities of your job. Because the field is
sto vast, printed material on the subject so
voluminous, and the scope of this text so
limited, it gives yod,only a;cursory glance at the
various subjects. Your interest and dedication to
the DP field should, motivate you to, seek
additional inforination beyond this text -and
noted references. Remember, it is the dedicated,
studious, and knowledgeable DP that will sow
day be called "Chief."

THE SUPERVISORY POSITION

To most pedple, it is a wonderful feeling to
be promoted ,`to a supervisory position. Most
people like Ithe feeling of added prestige,
authority over others, and' the 'feeling of progress
that goes iivith promotion. Of course, that
increase ini-pay adds to the general good feeling,
too. <

Su'perkision involves 'working,,..with people,
and a major" responsibility' of --a'supervisor is
productiOn. A good superiisor knows how to get
a job dOne by getting the most out of personnel.
As a Word of caution, however, the drive for
production must not overshadow the,, tonsid-:
eration for the human element. People are
not machines, and if you treat them as such, you
will find that no atnount .of pressure will
permanently increase the produCtion rate. While
you want to achieve a high level of production,
you also Want your personnel to. produce
willingly and to show an interest in their work.

1-1
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DATA PROCESSING TECHNICIAN 1 & C

If you have even a-small amount of experience
in supervising &then, you are perhaps well aware
that the job of supervisor is not as easy as it
might sometimes. seem. The following discussion
will present some of the major factors involving
the supervisory position..

COMMON MIST AiCES

In learning any job; learning what NOT to
ido is often as important as learning what to do..

The following are some common mistakes'which
new. supervisois tend to .make, and which titew
supervisor should avoid.

Your first days as a new supervisor are
important. Your personnel will be watching to
see how' you . react to this new responsibility.
Your superiors will be observing you, too. This
is -the period to avoid some of the common
mistakes made by supervisors.

"New broom" tactics are out! It. is not
.unusual to see an inexperienced supervisor. go
into a new job with the idea that "things are
going to be ciilferent around here." A new
supervisor wantslo make a big showing, or let it
be known that the way the last supervisor
operated is now unacceptable. This precludes a
very o tent psychological factor called
"resistance to change." People fear and resent
change. It is far better to let your personnel

_know that nothing will be changed for the time
being; and, after you get your feet on the
ground, gradually make the necessary changes.

Do not make promises in order to gain
friendship and support. Even a hinted or implied
prolnise can sometimes be dynamite.

Avoid dictatorial practices; they are fiercely
resented. An overshowing of authority during
your -first days on the job will be particularly
noticed.

Careless remarks, which would go unnoticed
if they came fr,pm one of the crew, takeon a
new significance when they come from a

supervisor. You must carefully weigh your
remarks when members of your shop or crew are
listening.

Failure to delegate work and fearing to trust
subordinates are common failings of a new
supervisor. The result is that soon the new DPs
work gets stacked up and the whole unit is
bottlenecked.

1-2

When you make a promise and are unable to
keep that promise, yoti accept the blame. There
may .be a good reason for your inability for keep
your promise or the fault may lie with one of
your subordinates, but the important thing is
that you, accept the responsibility and do not
pass the buck. Passing the buck when something
goes wrong is 'sure way to lose the respect of
your subordinates. And above all, do not lose
your temper in -front of your personnel. You
must be master of yourself before you can
control others.

THE FINE LINE

. As I' supervisor, you must draw a fine line in
the relationships between you and your crew.
Do not assume a false dignity; but at the ,same
time, the old "buddy-buddy" relationships..that
you used to enjoy are no longer appropriate.
Drawing this fine line is one of the'most difficult
parts of the job of a new supervisor, but it must
be drawn. It is understood that the first class
who is the shop supervisor or crew leader has the
more difficult job in drawing this fine line,
especially when on duty. The team leader eats
and sleeps with other data processing personnel.
The new DP1 also attends the same clubs, but
must ensure that subordinates understand that
general. conversation in., the relaxed atmosphere
of the club and comments on the job carry
different weights and have different valties.
While this does not mean that a supervisor's
actions on the job are to Be radically different
from those off duty, it does alter some measure
of relakation.

To accomplish this task and maintain
balance, ask your subordinates for advice and
help, rather than give the-impression that you
know it all. Let the crew know that you have
confidence in them; maintain, a frieridly but
conservative attitude; treat them all alike; be
consistent; and set a good example yourself.

SUPERVISORY DUTIES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

A specific list of duties and responsibilities
can be made only when it concerns a specific
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position; however: here are some typical duties
and responsibilities:

1. Getting the right person on the job at
the right time

2. Using and storing materials economically
'3. Preventing accidents and controlling

hazards
4. Keeping morale high
5. Maintaining the quality and the quantity

of work
6. Keeping records and reports s

7. Maintaining discipline
8. Planning and scheduling work
9. Training personnel .

10. ProCuring the supplies and equipment to
do the work -

11. Inspecting, caring/or, and pfaerving
'equipment

12. Giving orders and directions.
13. Maintaining liaisons with other units
14. Checking and inspecting jobs and

personnel
. .

'15. Promoting teamwork
16. Maintaining good housekeeping on the

job
17. Keeping operations running smoothly

and efficiently

Analyzing the .typical duties and
responsibilities listed above, indicates that the
following major areas are common to all
supervisory positions:

1. Production
2. Safety, health, and physical welfare of

subordinates
3. Development ofcooperation
4. Development of morale
5. Tr aining and development of

subordinates
6. Records and reportso
7; Balanced supervision

These areas of responsibility will be
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Production

It is the supervisor's respbnsibility to- see
that all work is done properly and on time. This

1-3

is true in the office or in the shop. To
accomplish those jobs, the supervisor functions
in three main ways:

1. The work must be organized and
.planned so that -maximum production is
accomplished with a minimum of effort and
confusion;

2, As much as" possible, the responsibility
and authority for completing the,work must be
delegated, keeping in mind that thd final
product is the responsibilty of the supervisor.

3. The supervisor must control the work
load and see that all work is prepared correctly.

Safety; Health, and Physical Welfare

Safety and production go hand in hand. The
safe way is the efficient way. When personnel
are absent because of injury, they are
non - producers. A good supervisor stresses safety

'to the crew; sets an example by working safely;
teaches safety as an integral part of each job;
and most of all, plans each job with safety in
mind. A good' supervisor does not wait until
after an accident. happens to start safety
measures.

ShoWing concern 'over the health and
physical welfare of your crew will also pay off in.
increased production. It will add to their feeling
of trust and confidence in you as a supervisor
and increase the amount of respect. they have for
yOu. q:

Development of Cooperation

The necessity for developing cooperatin
between. the members of aesupervisor's own unit
goes without saying. Some supervisors, however,
tend to overlook the necessity for cooperatiop
in two other directions:

1. Cooperation with management
2. Cooperation- with supervisors of other

units

In carrying out the job, a supervisor often
has dealings with persons in other units of the
activity. It is particularly essential, therefOre,

9



DATA PROCESSING -PECHNICIAN 1 & C

that supervisors of these units develop the
cooperation listed in (1) and (2) above.

Development of Morale

The esprit de corps of _a- group and their
willingness to work . toward common goals
depend to a great extent upon the leadership of
the supervisor. A producing group will be found
to be a group with high morale.

Training and Development
of Subordinates

A good supervisor is invariably a good
teacher, and a good leader is a devel er of men
and __women: One of the basic polic of Navy
supervision reads:

The greatest contribution supervisors can
make is the development of their people. A good
supervisor will arrange to have at least one
trained person ready to assume responsibility
should the need arise.. It is a sign of good
leadership when a supervisor can take leave, and
the job continues to run smoothly. Do 'not be

,afraid to teach every phase ofr3ur own work to
at least one or two subordinates. A great deal of
the stipervisdr's time involves teaching, so
cultivate yottteaching ability.

RepOrtsand Records

A

e

Most supervisors, ,particularly shop
personnel; do not like to keep records and
prepare 'reports, yet they are a vital part of the
work. Make it a point to keep neat, accurate
records and reports, and get the reports in on
time. Paperwork may look like a waste of time
to you, but some day you will realize how much
your jqb depends upon it. Some required reports
and reporting procedures will be discussed in the
management portion of this chapter.

Balanced Supervision

Analyze the major duties and responsibilities
just covered. You, as a supervisor, must gay
proper attention to each phase of your job. Do
not emphasize production at the expense of
safety or , training. Also, do not become so

concerned with the human element that
production is neglected. Keep up with

,paperwork, and in so doing avoid its
accumulation* to the extent that you have
periods when you have, to devote your entire
interest to this responsibility at the expense of
others. Always strive, to put the proper emphasis
On each of your responsibilities and you will be
practicing balanced supervision.

TRAITS'Or A`GOOD SUPERVISOR

There are various traits that are desirable in a.
supervisor. Some of these traits are discussed
below:

Loyalty

One trait that should stand out in every
supervisor is loyalty. It is important that you
show loyalty tb your country, to the Navy, to
your unit, to yoUr superiors, and to the people
who work for you. Surely, you will agree that to

\ get the respect and loyalty of your personnel,
you must be loyal yourself.

Positive Thinking
,. 0

A . good leader wilt always be a positive
thinker. 'Thinking in terms of how things can be
done, not why they cannot _be done.. The
positivec thinker maintains an open mind to
changes, new ideas, and training opportunities,
looking to the future with confidence, a
confidence that is catching. Everything
worthwhile that has ever been accomplished in
this world was accomplished by positive
thinkers. IfAyou want to lead others, start today
and practice the art of positive thinking.

"Genuine IntereSf in-People.

Have you ever met really great leaders? If so,
instead of being cold, and aloof, this individual,
probably turned out 'to be a warm, friendly,
human being who seemed, to Make you feel
important by paying close attention to your
words.

One of the: first steps you, as a new
supervisor should take is td get to know your

1-4 10



Chapter 1 Iv1iANAGEMENT TEC,IIQUES

people personally. This not only creates the
feeling of genuirie interest in the individual, but
helps you to place the right peison in the right
job at the right time.

The importance of -knowing. your crew
personally increases when the need arises to
convert from a data processing technician .to a
professional defensive tactician and fighter.
Here, the wrong person in the wrong place
could prove disastrous.

INITIATIVE

A person with initiative is always needed in
the naval service. :Initiative is evidence of an
open and alert mind. If you have initiative, you
.continually look for a better way to do things;
you do not wait for others to do them. You do
not put off until tomorrow what should be done
today. If you see an unsafe condition, you
correct it before an accident &turs. If you see
that a new ,form or procedure would simplify
the job, you deVise it. If you see.an inadequacy.
in yourself, you sincerely try to overcome it. A
Weak perion lacks initiative. A leader is
characterized bystrong initiative. ,

Decisiveness

A leader is able to make decisions. One of
the most common complaints heard from
subordinates is, "You can't get a decisioh from
our supervisor.",

. A great m4ority of the decisions that have
to be made by a supervisor in the naval service
concern relatively petty things. As offen..aSnot,
the person merely wants the supervisor's
approval to perform some minor action which
the individual already knows should be done. A
prompt "yes" from the supervisor is all that is
necessary. In many trivial matters it makes little
difference whether the answer is "yes" or "no."
The important thing- is to get an answer. The
supervisor who stalls, puts off, eyades, dr refuses
to give a decision is a bottlerieck7

Of course, there, are times when a decision
'res careful consideration of many factors

and there ore much deliberation. In such cases,
the supervihould tell the person when to
return for the decision and. see to it that the
decision is ready when promised.

T And Courtesy

A good leader is habitually tactful and
courteous. Whether in the shop or office, a
supervisor can be courteous. Being courteous
does not imply that a supervisor is a weakling or
a sissy; rather, it implies thoughtfulness.

Tact can be defined as "saying and doing the
right thing at the right, time." It is the
lubricating. oil in human relationships. It is the
regard for the feelings of others based on an
understanding of human naturethe little
considerations that make the job pleasant and
smooth.

Courtesy can be defined as "treating others
with respect." It means treating people as
important- human beings, not tools to be-used
for your convenience. ,It means f011owing the
accepted rules of conduct, being polite.
Courtesy is one of the marks of a ,good
su- pervisor. Courtesy is important to the
supervisor._ One discourteous act, even though
unintentional, can make you an enemyadd, as
a supervisor, you cannot afford to have enemies.
"If you have one enemy, you have one too
many." Rempmber, courtesy is contagious.

Fairness

The personnel in a .shop or crew are ex-
tremely sensitive to partiality by the supervisor.
They will even single out little incidents where
there was absolutely no intent to show favor-
itism. For this reason, you must think ahead on
,changes to. be made, decisions, to be handed
down, work assignments, ;recommendations for
promotion, and the like. In each. instance you
must say to yourself, "This action will make this
particular individual happy; but how will every
other individual in my unit feel about it?"

Many experience,d supervisors will tell yoU
of cases where they' were very friendly with
certain individuals, when the time came for
discipline or some other adverse action, it was
very-difficult to deal with the situation.

Sincerity and Integrity

A supervisor who deals with personnel
squarely and honestly all the time, wins and

I



DATA PROCESSING TECHNICIAN 1 & C

holds the respect. Such a supervisor can talk
with crew embers on a one-to-one basis, and
not be afrai to face the facts. "Give me the
supervisor wh I looks you straight in the eye and
tells the truth .very time!"

Consistency of thought and action are
important if the crew is going to know where
they stand. Being oo strict one day and too lax
the next\ is worse han being consistently strict
or consistently lax. t is not wise to exhibit good
and bad moods. to your crew. Strike a happy
medium between fi mness and laxness and be
consistent. /

Dependability, on
involves meeting o
reputation for,being a
every effortAn your p
be built early, even p
supervisor. One violati
months to rectifyor f

Confidence

,A good supervisor as-a quiet confidence
(not an arrogant o co ky manner) based on 'a
ihorough.knowledge of the job and a belief in
personal ability. -Confidence begets confidence.
The mousy, hesitant supervisor who lacks
personal confideitte, ca' not inspire confidence
in others. It is amazing Ito see how people will
follow an individual bVho is charged with
confidence personally nd in an idea. ,ven
crackpots or cranks ca win followers if they
appear confident. Some eople put on a front of
aggressive confidence t hide an inferiority
complex. Theyliclicule he opinions of .others;
they dominate conversat ns; they are -arrogant.
Such individuals get thei come-uppance sooner
or later. However, the individual who,has quiet\
inner confidence, expre sed by a confident
manner, by,actions,.and y. words, is respected
and followe&--

of the marks of integrity,
ligations promptly. A
`square-shooter" is worth
rt. This reputation must
for to appointment as a
n of integrity. may take
rever.

MAINTAINING DISCIPL E

One of the major pro lems_which you as a
new supervisor may en ounter is that of
maintaining discipline o 'subordinates, The
following discussion provid om pointers that

will help you . achieve success in maintaining
discipline of those under yotir supervision.

The Art of Giving Orders

A good supervisor, gives much thought to the
art of giVing orders. Proficiency in this area reaps
many benefits, and since most disciplinary
problems are the result of the failure of people
to carry out ordeis, this subject cannot be
overemphasized. There. are three basic types of
orders:

0

r
1. The,comniand

2: The request

3: The suggestion

Consideration should alwayS be given to
(1) the situation under which the orders are to
be given,iind (2) the individual who is to carry.,
out the-orders. Succeeding paragraphs examine
the types of orders (tsted above in the light of
each of these two considerations.

The Situation.

In military formations, the direct command,
or formal type of order, is always used. The
direct command should also be tilled when there
is immediate danger, a-fire, an accident or,,other
emergency, disobedience of safety rules, and so

et forth.

1-6

The simple request is the best type of order
to give for daily routine work. The request is
used for most orders given;by gOod supervisors.

The suggestion is excellent when you wish-to
use personal initiative, when you do not have
time to work out the details,, or when, youdo
not know yourself exactly how 'the job should
be done. This method of-giving orders builds
morale and shows your pe6ple that yOu have,
confidence in them. However, it is not cleareut,,,
and you certainly wjuld have no recourse if the
job were not done properly.

The Individual

The direct command might haie to be used
in giving orders to the careless, lazy,
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insubordinate, or thick-skinned individual.
Except in the unusual situations mentioned
above, the,direct command is normally reserved
for those to whom we muss speak firmly and
positively.

The requestis by far the best type of order
to use with 'a normal, individual. With most
individuals, a simple request in the-form of .a

question has the full effect of a direct order,
Moreover, it fasters a feeling of cooperative
effort, of teamwork.

The' suggegtion is excellent for those to
'.whom a suggestion or hint is sufficient.

Individuals with real initiative like to be "put on
their own." In dealing with a sensitive, highly
intelligent individual, a mere hint that something
is desired is enough to get a project started. For
example: "Petty Officer Smith, I wonder if it
would be a good idea to do thig,?" or, "Do you
have any ideas on how this can be done?". or,
"One thing we "really4need is '. . . ". Petty
Officer -Smith-then beebmes a key person in the
project and feels important. It shows your
confide* -in Smith as ap individual, and thus
provides excellent training. The suggestion type

of order stimulates an individual's . personal
performance.

Although the situation and the ipdividual are
the prime Vsiderations in giving orders, the
attitude and tone of voice in which they, are

- given are very important. Give all orders in
accordance with the five "C's"-Clearly,
Completely, Concisely, Confidently, and
Correctly. Also avoid orders that are,
unnecessary and/or superfluous.

THE ART OF REPRIMANDING

When an order is'disobeyed or not carried
out, you. would be remiss in your duties as a
supervisor if you did not do something about it.
The most common type of discipline used by
supervisors is the simple reprimand.

The reprimand, too, must be fitted to the
individual and the situation. Just the slightest
hint-of something, wrong will be more crushing
to a sensitive individual than the severe tebuke.
,ytoi might give a thick-skinned person.

The reprimand should be a calm,
constructive action, not a destructive one. You

'1-7

are interested in 'building strong individuals, not
tearing them down. You are interested in the
underlying cause(s), not in how to get even with
an individual.

Failure toy act when a reprimand is due is a
sign of poor supervision. A supervisor should not
be too lenient. and ingratiating: If one of your
crew "gets, by" with something, you may 19se
control. Issuing too many reprimands is just as
bad: an inexperienced school teacher," for
instance, ' may . keep scolding pupils until
complete bedlam results!

A fine line should be drawn between
harshness and leniency. Only a supervisor with a
keen understanding of human nature can discern
this line.

Practice the three "F's" of discipline:
Fairness, Firmness, and Friendliness. The
recommended procedure for administering
reproof follows:

1. Get all the facts.
2. A person should not be reptrinianded in

fropt of others. ;-

3. Put the individual at ease. Give a word of
praise first, if appropriate, to take out
the sting.

4. Use no sarcasm, anger, or. abuse.
5. Fit the reprimand to the individual.
6. Have all the facts at hand; there may be

an attempt to deny the charge.
7. Present.the facts.
8. Ask the person why there was an nor.,
9. Try to get the person to admit to he

mistake.
10. Do not threaten; the individual kno

how far you can go.
I1. Once there is an admission of guilt, the

reprimand is over.
12. Leave on a friendly note, letting the

person-know the incident is closed. Do
not nag.

13. Later, follow up with a casual and
friendly contact at the shop.

To tea the effectivene,ss of your reprimand,
ask yourself, "Did it build morale?" Remember.,
that you must get along with su,bordinates in the
future; you must keep them working, a
producing unit; and you must be able to get

13
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along with your own conscience. You do not
have to be soft, but remember that there is a
great deal of difference between dignity and
arrogance. \

POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE D,L.IPLINE

So far; discipline has been spoken of in
terms of punishment. -Actually, - discipline is
much mote titan reprisal for wrongdoing,
Discipline exists also where no disciplinary
actions ever have to be taken. Most people
realize that they cannot get along without
self-discipline, and that no organization can
function, no progress cari be made, unless
individuals conform to what is best for the
whole group. The supervisor who can build the
spirit of cooperation, *Wirtebithe basis for true
discipline, has no discipline pcoblem:

- Positive- discipline, the trend in' discipline
that is being studied widely by intelligent
executives and supervisors, is the force that
originates within the person that prompts
Obedience to rules and regulations. People in a
Navy ,Organization do what is right because they
do not want to hurt' the group as a whole, and
because they believe that by following the
accepted rules the group's objectives will be
accoMpliShed. The supervisor who builds up this
esprit 'de corps has little need to resort to
.negative discipline. Negative discipline is a
dis'cipline of fear, based on threat of
punishment. This type of discipline originates .
from 'without the person. An individual
subjected to this type of discipline will do only
enough. to get by when you are watching. When.
you leave for a few minutes, discipline leaves
too. The individual's only . motivation for
W6rking is fear of reprisal.

Discipline and high morale go hand in, hand.
Positive disctbline is closery tied` in with the
admiration and respect of the people, for their
supervisor. This, in turn, is based o' good
human relations. 4,

THE HUMAN RELATIONS ASPECT
OF DISCIPLINE - A

Whg good human relations exist betWeen
you and your work force, it is usually an

indication that you appreciate and understand
ryOur people, have their interests/ and welfare at
heart, and respect their opinions, knowledge,
and skills.

Some of the -h i tnan relations factors that
'lead tp positive discipj mare listed below:

1. As a good supervisor, you should
understand the principles, standards, rules, and
regulations necessary to good 'conduct. Believe,
in these things and practice them yourself.

2. Know your people as individuals, and
treat them fairly and impartially.

3. Develop the feeling of "12elbnging", and
security in the group.

4. Get information to the group through
proper channels, end promptly eliminate
rumors. -

5. Use authojity sparingly and always
without displaying it. I\
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6. Delegate authority as far down the line
as possible.

7. Natir make issues oiMinOr -infrattions
or perSonal issues of disciplinary matters.

a. Display confidence in the group, rather
thanseticion. (Workers,are reluctant to betray
expressed confidence.)

9. Train the group technically..
10. Loop after the mental and physical

welfare of the group.,
11. Try to avoid errors, but show willingness

to adpilit errors when they are made.
12. Develop loyally in the group and of the

group.
J3. Know that idle hands or minds lead to

trouble, so keep them busy. (Slack work periods
can be used for training.)

14. Know that _because of individual
differences discipline cannot be a completely
routine matter-. Discontent, idleness, lack of
interest in *, the job, misunderStanding of
'regulations, lack of uniform enforcement of

emulations, resentment, and emotional strain are
sorA of the principle causes of misconduct. The
wise supervisor. will avoid the fiecessity for
fornial discipline by removing as many of these
causes as possible.

14
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ACHIEVING TEAMWORK
WITHIN YOUR OWN GROUP

' Since prirhitive es people have learned to
band together of ction, to build, or to
attain a goal to e to be accomplished by an
initividua ve learned that in itnity there
is streng . There are also psychological factors
involved anti every supervisor should know and
appreciate these psychological Awards that a
grout must give to hold its members:

1.' A feeling of security
2. A feeling of "belonging"
3. A fling of . "being somebody+ within

the group

4. A feeling of pride in the group.

5. A feeling of recognition from outside the
group, (The harder it is to get into the group, the,
more important the members feel.)

6. A feeling of accomplishment (The group
is attaining commpn goals.)

7: A satisfaction o certain needs
(adVaricement, Pfide in walk, acquiring new
skills, and so on) while attaining the goals of the
gout.

A good leader will encourage these'feelings,
s ce the, stronger these psycholOgical rewards,
t e stronger will be the group. Some supervisors
chieve such a strong feeling of.grohp pride that

their crewactually feel that it is a privilege to
work in the group. The, people w.e supervise are
human beings with individual differences, and
they usually produce only to the extent that
they feel like pr' iducing; and their will to
produce is based primarily on the ability. of
'supervisors td. win their cooperation. Good
leadership is reflected in= this ability to get
cooperation; and cooperation, in turn, is a
reflection of the respect the people have for
their supervisors. Teamwork 'or cooperation,
then, is lased on good human relations.

When you, walk into any shop or office, you
can almost feel whether dr not the spirit of

'cooperation is present. If it is there;you cart see
it in -t* faces of the people, in the appearance
of the Work spaces, in the receptidri you receive,
in the way the work is performed.

,
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Poor cooperation is indicated
bickering,. jealousy, and...friction,
Low production is the inev
Frequeht accidents, indifferenc
griping, complaints and gtiev
the unit, buck-passing, lo
for 'transfer, poor plan
indifference to trainin
indicate lack of coop

.

enever, ,
present.

ble result.
, sloppy work,

ces criticism of
ny requests

ng, poor training or
all these danger signials

ration.

ELEMENTS TO CONSIDER IN .

DEVELOPING COOPERATION

Developing cooperation within your group is
largely a matter or-adaptirig your _behaVior to
meet thb varying situations encountered
dailyand in going out of your Way to show a
willingness to cooperate. You do not just order
cooperation! You achieve it.

Cyrre cting Mistakes

When correcting a mistake a crew member is
making, unless safety is involved, make the
correction through,those who deal directly with
the individual. There may be a valid reason for
the performance of what you may consider to
be a mistake. Remember, the individual takes
orders from an immediate Supervisor, and this
supervisor may have a valid reason for -making
changes to your orders.

Delegation of Authority

A good supervisor, soon learns 'to delegate.
work, developing subordihates and.getting them'
'to do all the routine work: Such a supervisor
then has time to handle personnel problems,
time to study, and time to do the necessary
planning and creative work. The supervisor who
does not learn the knack of delegation, develops
ulcersand a noncooperative group!

Keeping Your People Informed

Keeping your people "informed zans
exactly that. It is extremely important that your
people know the reasons "why" regarding
changes that affect them. If security prevents
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you from giving reasons, tell your people.
Remember, "Morale does not well up from the
bottomrather does it trickle down from the
top!"

Setting the .Example

It is your job to set the example. Ifyou are
enthusiastic about your job, friendly and
good-humored, and foster harmony among your
associates, you will attain your goals- and do
much to create a cooperative attitude in your

.group by your personal example.

Giving Credit

Do not fail to give credit where credit is due,
and do not forget to pass on any credit given to
you. A good supervisor gives full credit to, the
team. Frequent and sincere praise is a wonderful
incentive to individuals and to the group as a
whole.

Tactful Handling of
'Personal Problems

Personal ,problems come .up almost daily in
any group of peopk A supervisor must tactfully
handle each of thes6. Rumors about any of your
people, disputes between the workers, family
troubles, and iimilar situations can disrupt the
efficiency of the group. Usually positive action
by you is required.

u, as a supervisor, should try' to solve
problems that arise in your shop or..-crew that are
within your capability of solving. This does not
mean that you should act as chaplain, marriage
counselor, and/or psychiatrist, rather it
emphasizes the need to be able to recognize the
symptoms of those problems rejuiring special
ability- in salving, so that you may arrange to
have them placed in proper hands as scion as
possible.

In each case, you-must first listen and get all
the facts, then tactfully bring about a solution
so that of concerned can go backeto the job and
work in harmony. Facing problems squarely and
honestly, bringing them out into the open on a
personal basis, and solving them before they
explode, are usually the best courses of action.

COOPERATION WITH YOUR SUPERIOR

Your superior is very important to you.oin
this individual's hands, rests much of your ability
to successfully complete your job.

Many supervisors rate loyalty as the most
desirable quality in an employee. As a loyal
"supervisor jotirself, it is your duty not' to
criticize yogi superiors to others, even when you
do not agree. .

Dependability is another desirable quality
your superior looks for in you. Your boss likes
to know that once an assignment is given to you,
it will be carried out to Completion to the best
of your ability, and on lime.' There are few
things more annoying than the person who
always has an alibiwho cannot be depended
upon.

Do not be a "yes" person, but on the other
hand, do not go to the extreme of being a "no"
person. Your superiors want subordinate
supervisors who are not afraid to state opinions
tactfully, even if this mean§ opposing opinions.
This does not mean, however, that you should
disagree constantly and consistently oppose
eventidea!

Make Suggestions Tactfully

Most bosses resent emi5lOyees who make it a
common practice to tell them bluntly what
should be dohe or what shouldn't be done. It's
easy, to get your ideas- across, to the boss without
incurring resentment; just put themin 'the form
of a question: "What do you think about this
idea?" or "Do you think this would work?" If
yotkr supervisor gives you an assignment that is
obviously a mistake, tactfully inquire about
handling it in another manner. However, if your
supervisor insists, do not argue.
2,

-Keeping the Boss Informed

140

- Your boss likes to know what is going on,
but he'does not want to be bothered with all the
petty details., Keep your boss advised of
personnel problems, proposed changes, and
other important matters.

If you make a serious mistake, tell your
superior about it immediately, rather than wait

16
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for it to be discovered. Remember also, yoi
superior Will not want a lengthy 'explanation of,.
your actions,

COOPERATION WITH YOUR
FELLOW SUPERVISORS

Friction and jealousy are your prime
enemies in establishing 'a feeling of cooperation
with. your fellow supervisors. -It ig the good
supervisor who avoids "back-stabbing:"
gossiping, or criticizing fellow superyiscirs when
the competition becomes keen. The big thing to
remember is that you do- not rise by crashing
others. Eventually unkind actions will
boomerang, and if enough people dislike you,
you will start failing in your job.

In addition to being cooperative personally,
a go d supervisor may sometimes have to
enco age cooperation Oti" the part of other
sup isors. In the long run. it is the person who
is le to foster and maintain harmony in at
relationships who is needed for the Navy's key
jobs.

THE MANAGER POSITION

The first part pf this chapter has dealt with
the supervision of personnel. As a DP1 or above,
a good portion of your time will be taken up in
the .technical management of the ADP facility.
The data proces-sing technical manager, usually a
DPI, or above, is responsible for carrying out the
objectives set forth by higher authority. The
technical ADP manager must have the autharity
to accomplish the responsibilities of the position
and must have the complete cooperation of all
other levels of., management in performing
job-related duties. In accomplishing the
objective of the ADP facility, the technical ADP
manager must keep upper management informed
of the'progress made, as well as many problems
which may arise.

Allhough the procedures for ADP
equipthent vary according to the purpose for
which the equipment is to be used, problems of
management' are quite similar among all ADP
installations.' No Navy activity using ADP
equipment is, relieved of the tasks of applying

the most economical contract terms, assuring
proper computation of rental and maintenance
costs, accurately recording time, effectively
using the equipment, and all the other aspects Of
good management.

All Navy activities that have an ADP facility
shotild establish or have a reasonable replica of a
Computer Performance Management -(CPM)
program. A CPM - program is any structured
effort that measures and evaluates the
performance of installed computer systems in
support of established local upper management
goals and objectives. This subject area is
suggested to assist the DP1 and above in
planning and. organizing a CPM' program at all.
Navy ADP facilities. The- folloWing paragraphs
provide an explanation of the relationship
between CPA and the functional respousibilities
of the ADP facility DP technical manager.
Specific 'responsibilities to be considered
include: (1) service to users; (2)itnanagement of
resources; (3) communication with upper
management and higher authority; (4) vendor
and Customer Engineer (CE) relations.

CPM AND MANAGEMENT
RESPONSIBILITIES

The .problenis and responsibilities that. the
' ADP technical manager must face are similagto
those encountered by petty officers in other
functional areas of any command. The goal Of
maximizing productivity at minimum cost
applies to the DP technical manager as well as
the manager of the engineering spaces of a
carrier: The BT or EN petty officer's need for
timely and accurate information with which to
plan for future requirements is as acute, as the
needs of the DP technical manager of an ADP
facility., But while the growth of computer
technology has helped to ease the burden and
increase the effectiveness of managers in nearly
every other aspect of command operations, it
has sometimes turned the ADP facility technical
manager's job into an overwhelming challenge.
The DP1 or above may be charged with the
responsibility for > technically managing a
multimillion dollar resource ashore or at sea that
operates at electronic speed on hundreds of
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independent problems at a time. The Navy's
largest computers can process thousands 'of
Afferent jobs, from as many different sources,
each day. Except for sporadic messages on the
operator's console, and the visible movement of
tapes, disks, and printers, most of what ,

determines how well a computer system doesiVs.kom,v
work is concealed within the circuitry of th
hardware itself. It cannot be observe
measured, or e'Valuated without the application,
of specialized technology. Yet .many of the
important decisions that a DP must make about
the ALP resource depend upon a detailed and
precise understanding of these invisible events
and what they signify.

Consider a few of the decisions that the ADP
facility technical manager faces nearly every
workday.

11.1s there anything that can be done with
the present configuration to enhance its__
performance during prime hours?

12. If so, will the benefits justify the cost of
the enhancement?

1,. Are user cqmplaints about poor service
justifier

2. If so, what is the most economical and
feasible Way to 'remove or minimize the
cause(s)?

3. If not, what kind of human factor may
have led to user dissatisPactiori and how should
the facts about service levels be commilnicated
to the user?

4. What improvements could be realized by
minor modifications:to user requirements?

5. How are user-requirements expected to
change in the next ,1 to 5 years, and with what
affect on present resources?

'6. As for the facility itself, how many
operator shifts are needed to handle the existing/
workload?

7. How should the computer room be laid
out to optimize operator efficiency?

8. What kind of background should be
required of support and opetator,persortnel, and
what kind of training should they receive after
they arrive?.,

9. Is the amount of downtime the system
suffers reasonable, given the state of
contemporary hardware electronics and software
engineering?

10. Is the apparent slowdown in throughput
during prime time hours (0700 to 1600)
acceptable to users? To upper managment?

.

24:
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13. If .not, where is the
system and what is the most
to alleviate it?

bottleneck in the
cost-effective way

Questions like these could fill the entire DPI
and DPC rate training manual. The point is that
having reasonable and well-documeny answers
to these questions largely determines , the
effectiveness with which a DP manages an ADP
facility, instead of merely supervising it. The
fact is that good supervision and good
management go hand-in-hand in the control,
operation, and financial budgeting of an ADP
facility.. The answers to the preceding questions
will provide the Navy with substantial dollar
savings, or significantly enhance' a command's
ability -to carry out its mission. The most
immediate objective of a CPM program is to
maiiiein control of a complex, costly, and
critical resource through, thorough
understanding of Show that res6 ce performs.
Supervisors and managers must be aware of the
alternatives that care available to make the
program perform' more effectively and
efficiently. .

User Requirements

ADP management's greatest responsibility is
to its user. They are the reason the ADP facility
exists and the reason you, as a DP, are stationed
in the billet at your parent command. Although
specific user needs cannot be stated for every
c,ornmand, several categories of user
requirements do appear to be common at all
ADP facilities. These common requirements are
(1) timeliness (2) accessibility (3) reliability and
(4) availability. These requirements, are discussed
in the following paragraphs.

TIMELINESS.Most ADP users have
deadlines to meet and rely on the computer to
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help them to meet these deadlines. This is as
factual during a project's research' and
development phase as it is in .the production
phase, and is reflected in the user's need for
rapid turnaround time. In order to meet these
system demands, the ADP technical manager
must know all system turnaround time
requirements, and whether the ADP facility is
meeting these. Personally surveying users is not a
practical approach to defining such requirements
and waiting for the user to complain is no
solution for monitoring levels of service. The
ADP technical manager should obtain detailed
information from system accounting log files for
each job class. This entails the number of jobs
submitted and the percentage of jobs meeting
predetermined turnaround times. This type of
information is invaluable- in resolving questions
abOut batch job turnaround time while the job is
actually in the system. (See figure 1-1.) If a
critical delay is outside the system, the
production control logging procedure should
record actual batch, job submission and pickup
times, and should include manual operations
such as reading in cards, bursting output reports,
pulling input tapes, etc.

100%

CLASS A

CLASS B

LOWER CONTROL
LIMIT -

Although degradation of turnaround time by
a few seconds is not noticeable to the mainframe
batch user, an equivalent delay in response time
can be very irritating to the remote batch
processing ()?BP) unit or remote terminal (RT)
user. The development of system software has
made it possible to accurately measure RBP and
RT response time at a large number of ADP
facilities. From management's view this
information is very helpful.

ACCESSIBILITY.The location and
quantity of remote batch processors and remote
terminals can do much to affect a user's attitude
toward an ADP facility. A user who has
difficulty in finding an unused terminal will have
little--regard for the ADP technical manager's
efforts to satisfy immediate requirements.
Measurement techniques can be used to record
the port numbers and sign-on IDs of every
remote access to the mainframe Central
Processing Unit (CPU). The ADP technical
Manager should analyze this data and make
suggestions to upper management for a more
balanced placement of available terminals, if
needed. ,

X%

.

cY0 OF JOBS MEETING
GUARANTEED TURNAROUND
TIMES

0%

NOTE A CONTROL LIMIT IS A VALUE
CHOSEN BY THE ADP TECHNICAL
MANAGER AND UPPER MANAGEMENT, TO
REPRESENT THE BOUNDARIES OF AN
ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE FOR A
PARTICULAR SYSTEM VARIABLE

2 3

FREQUENCY: WEEKLY

4 5 6 (WEEKS)

PERFORMANCE CRITERION:

I. V3/0 OF ALL JOBS IN EACH CLASS SHALL SATISFY THE
GUARANTEED TURNAROUND TIME REQUIREMENTS OF THAT CLASS.

Figure 1-1.Sample turnaround time report for management.
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RELIABILITY. A brief system crash
(software or hardware abort) may have little
impact on the total turnaround time of a hatch'
user's job, but it is unnerving to a user sitting at
a remote terminal wondering when the system
will come up again and how much wort/ may
have been lost in the process. Withotit sufficient

0

information as to the frequency and duration of
system crashes, the ADP technical manager has
no real feel for the quality of service that is
being provided to the users. Simple logging
procedures such as mean time between failures
(MTBF) and mean time to repair (MTTR) can
provide this information. Figure 1-2 is a sample.'

A

1

AVERAGE LENGTH OF X UPPER CONTROL
SYSTEM 'INTERRUPTIONS LIMIT
(MINUTES)

0

MAXIMUM LENGTH OF ANY Y
SYSTEM INTERRUPTION
(MINUTES)

2 3 4 5 6 7 (DAYS)

FREQUENCY OF SYSTEM Z
INTERRUPTIONS

0

UPPER CONTROL
LIMIT

6 7
I (DAYS)

2 5 6 7

UPPER CONTROL
LIMIT

(DAYS)

FREQUENCY: DAILY.

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA:

I. THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF SYSTEM INTERRUPTIONS
SHALL BE LESS T N X MINUTES.

2. NO INTERRUPTION SHALL LAST LONGER THAN Y MINUTES.
3. THERE SHALL BE NO MORE THAN 2 INTERRUPTIONS PER bAY.

Figure 1.2,Sample report of system reliability for upper management.
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report for upper management showing the
reliability of the system.,

AVAILABILITY. System availability is
usually defined as the percentage of scheduled
and unscheduled time during which the
computer,system is operational and available to
the users. There is another aspect of availability,
however which concerns the nature of
scheduled time itself. Complete' system
dedication for. a single purpose should be
avoided during prime work hours,- if at all
possible. Information concerning the magnitude
and types of demands covering several weeks can
be used to determine the appropriate hours of
scheduled time for each user or project.

SCHEDULING,

Scheduling is onekf the most important and
difficult jobs of an operating installation.
Schedules should be tight enough' to preserve
valuable machin4 time, yet flexible eiough to
allow for set up time, manual operations in case
of moil, and unavoidable delays. Scheduling
requirements will ogenerally be determined by
the characteristics of an installation. The
following cases present two extremes:

1. An Installation . that operates within
iigidly prescribed standard application ,

2. An org4nization that provides service for
a multitude of users

Most installations fall somewhere between
these, extremes, and the scheduling must. be
tailored to meet the -needs of the particular
installation. Operating' under .rigidly prescribed
standard applications normally ensures a
relatively fast turnaround. With a multitude of
usert the turnaround time depends on, the total
workload, and the distribution of this workload.
To do an effective, job of scheduling, the
schedule must be realistic. A realistic schedule
allows for buffer periods. The basic reason for
buffer time involves the required coordination' in
time of several activities in a data processing run.
Perfect coordination of all activities cannot be
expected.

r

The value of 'scheduling specific 'time for
program testing has been proven by experiente.
A continuing need for test- time is evidenced by ,

the development of new applications, and
maintenance and improvement of existing
programs.

To keep setup time,to a minimum, optimum
scheduling must be employed. Also useful in
minimizing setup, time is intelligent
programming which keeps to a minimum the
number of changes of tape reels, disks, and other
pepheral equipment.

A typical example of a daily operating
schedule is shown in figure 1-.3. The average

' computer task is 30 minutes or less. Scheduling
in one 1 hour blocks allows for special setup
time, buffer time, and a good Mix of other tasks.
This schedule shows 24 hours across the top.
Auxiliary; remote, and system components are
shown in the left margin. The codes in the time
blocks will let the operating shift supervisor plan
the job mix on the, system with a reasonable
degree of advance planning during the day. For
better turnaround time9and testing for the user,
as much of the system as possible should be left

-open during prime working hours for regular job
mix, remote batcly.processing and remote
terminal use. However, this will not be possible
100 percent of the time.

In addition to scheduling testing time, `all
production runs muit_ be scheduled to ensure
utilization of the equipment. In the case of
standard runs, they should not 'exceed certain
set limits on "input/outRut (I/O) and running
time. Reasonable limits can be detegnined only
through,' a study of the systems environment.
For instance, do all appliCations utilize all I/O
time? The norm, usually-leveals. that I/O time

- just 'about doubles that of the processor.

Special nonstandard ions that exceed the set
time limits for standard runs usually are run at
night in a busy installation. Inghe case of often
expected longer runs, it might beleasible to
hive a monitor with an automatic interrupt
feature. With this system the computer can
alternate between standard and Special "runs.
Some time may be lost each time ari interrupt is
required, because appropriate storage of all
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ADP OPERATING SCHEDULE . DATE: /
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Figure 1.3. Typical daily operating schedule.

conditions within the main processor is required,
at the tine of the interrupt. But this loss is
normally insignificant compared to the
improvement in the overall c9mputer utilization.

Scheduling Operations

Scheduling operations cannot be a..hit or
miss proposition. Machine utilization at all times
should be in accord with a predetermined
schedule. The schedule should give the operating
group either a specific listing of jobs to be dbne,
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or a spepific timetable of theAequence in which
jobs should be processed. Input data availability
and all demands for machine time should be
coordinated and reflected Ii the schedule. The
schedule must make provision. for regular'
production runs, special requests, rogram
testing and assembly, unscheduled

I
duled Maintenance,

tand rerun time.
Scheduling can be considered as the act of

screening all requests- for machine time and
allocating time on the basis of optimizing
machine us-age, meeting all prearranged
comrrtitments, reducing , idle machine
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minimizing personnel overtime, and designating
sufficient time for conthngencies.

'There are several ways of establishing an
effective schedule. Basically, the scheduling
operation is spread out over a time period.
Repetitive requirements may be planned as soon
as they are known. For example, if a specific
report is to be premed on a_specific date and
the time requirement is two hours, this can be
-planned, because the requirement will remain
static for as long as the job exists. Further, the
approximate time of day can be specified
according to the availability of-input data or the
need for output data.

Areliminary schedule should be devised on
a monthly basis and should include recurring
jobs..' In developing this schedule, an
examination of 'the following factors will
provide enough information to outline
operations, throughout the month , with some
degree of accuraoy:

1. Is this a' repetitive run or a one-time
request?' If it is repetitive, is it permanent ,ork
temporary?

2. hoes the volume of -data vary from one
run to the next?

3. Does the production time take into
account setup time?

4. Is the availability of the input data
always on time or is it often late and
incomplete?

5. Does the input data require extensive
setup time?

6. Are there occurrences of poor data
preparation or invalid controls?

7. 'What are the number and type of data
errors ancl,exceptions encountered?

S. What is the relationship' of one
applicatiop to anothercan the 'setup functions
be consolidated to faci'itate setup time?

There. are -many things which will cause a
variation in setup time. Examples incluode
individual operators, the number of manual
interventions required, for.. 'a given program/and
the mode of operation at the data processing
center. Historical data that will aid in making
reasonable estimates' of setup tune can be
accumulated.

Estimates of program running,time should
be included with requests for machine time. The
programmer can determine this estimate in the
final stages 'of testing the program. An example.'
of a machine time request /form is shown in
figure 1-4. Note that the entry "estimated' .

running time' does not include setup time or
provision for error recovery. These should be
estimated by the scheduler and added to the
programmer's time estimate. .

The following questions should be answered' _

for each installation before scheduling
procedures can be established:

1. Who determines the priority and
sequence df proces.ling and issues schedule
commitments?

2. -To 'whom are requests for .machine time
made?

3. From whom do machine operators
receive final machine schedtiles that indicate the
actual job processing sequence?

1-17
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REQUEST FOR:
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ESTIMATED RUNNING TIME

SETUP 1I ME
ERROR RECOVERY
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Figur. 14.Job requost.
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The answers may differ greatly among
installations, 'depending .on the nature of the
processing done, the size of the installation, the
organization of managementand the extent of
computer operation.

Several scheduling techniques may be
applied during the scheduling period to
determine the final sequence of processing. They
are summarized below,:

Priority System.For many reasons, tone
progrim can take precedence over another. It
may be determined, for example, that all the
requests from the supply department will receive
immediate attention, ahead of the requests from
other departments. It may be that priority is.
dictated by the .processing sequence of an
application, or priority may have to be decided
on the basis of a subjective evaluation..

'Normal Freque,ncy.Regularly scheduled
-(that is, repetitive) jobs may take precedence
over all others. In some cases repetitive work
may not be required on a specific date and can
be processed within a specified range of time.

Demand.Jobs may be accepted and
processed in strict, chronological sequence, as
requests for processing time are received.

Combination of the Above.-*-In most
installations, actual scheduling is a combination
of till of the preceeding techniques.

When scheduling machine time and when
reviewing machine utilization, distinction must

be made between different' categkies of time'.
This is of value for analysis,, and for projections,
of machine requirements. If machine utilization
analysis is done mailltally, forms used for
scheduling machine time should have room for
the actual time used to be posted after the fact.
The Daily Log form, illustrated in figure 1-5, can
be useful in this respect. However, the layout is

. not an important consideration as long as there
is provision for the following categories of time:

1. Productkon timetie used for
processing an application.

.2. Assembly timetime used for program
assembly or compilation.

3. Testing time time used for program
testing,., whether used by operations` or
programming.

4. Training timetime used for training
operation or programming personnel.

54. -Preventive. maintenanceregularly
scheduled time when the machine is to be made
available for maintenance.

6. Unscheduled maintenance or
downtimeany time that computing equipment
is under maintenance that has not been
scheduled.

7. Rerun timetime required because of
either operator error, data error, machine
malfunction, or faulty inplit or output Media.
Whenever a job must be reprOcessed, the reason
should be indicated..

"8. Buffer timeidle time allowed to give
some schedule protection for unpredictable
events during processing (example is a fire

DAILY LOG

RUN
DEPT

NUMBER

TIME ERRORS COMPONENTS
USED

ON OFF
PRODUC

TION ASSEMBLY
Tisr-
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TRAIN-'

ING PM DOWN RERUN
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ER OTHER MACHINE

a.

USER ca. )

4r

a.
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a.

c.)
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U

c:)
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cc
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O

REMARKS

J

Figure 1-5.Deily Log.
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The amount of delta and logging by hand
shou t be duplicated if the system software
has autom ted logging capabilities.

Run Sc

Use of the run scheduling method permits
estimating the completion time of any run,
assuring the user when delivery can be met. For
each indiyidual operation, the setup time, start
time, and completion time must be specified.
Under this method it is necessary to develop a
program for setting' accurate time standards and
an adequate internal communications system,
For each job processed of the following
mininium information is required;

0
1. The availability of input data

2.' The volume or number of items handled
or produced'

.3, The identification of the computer or
*ork center assigned to do the operation .

4. The time necessary to set up each
required operatiort

5. The required running time for the job
6. The .knowledge of the exact status of .the

run and itg inputs and outputs as it relates to
other runs

Scheduling by Shift

When shift scheduling, periods of time are
allocated for various types of processing such as
production, testing, compiling, and
maintenance. Instead of attempting to do the
detailed planning normally associated with run
scheduling, each application is assigned to a
specific shift or portion of the shift. No attempt
is made to specify when; within the time period,
the processing is to bestaried. At the beginning
of each time period, each shift supervisor is
provided a list 9f runs that must be completed
during the period. It becomes the responsibility
of the shift supervisor to determine the best
sequence for doing the processing, or whatever.
In short, the shift supervisor is responsible for
the detailed scheduling within a shift.

PRODUCTION CONTROL
AND SCHEDULING

In discussing scheduling, it becomes
apparent that some of the production control
functions are highly interrelated with scheduling
computer opetations. For instancexealistic,
scheduling is quite dependent on routing of
work. Dispatching of work is dependent on
planning and reporting. However*. whatever
technique is used, a good production control
and scheduling systemian reduce cost and be
responsible to the user. Since computer time
runs at a fixed rate of speed, the, techniques to
get the work done fastergenerally involve a new:
setup, scheduling, and handling techniques. A
Portion of the usable time of an ADP system is
consumed by assembly, compiling, program

keep it running*othly. It is this get-ready
checkout, sort, other get-ready work to

phase which offers a fertile area for cutting costs
through better scheduling and handling.

USER SUPPORT

r

ti Support functions such-as training seminars,
user consultations, manuals, and regular center
news bulletins are perhaps the most elusive user
requirements to determine and evaluate.
However; analysis of this type and frequency of

of existing vendor products, and
s to support .personnel usually

e ADP technical manager with enough
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user errors, u
user inggi
provi
information to make intelligent and timely
training and staffing decisions (figure 1-6).
Additionally, the diligent logging.and analysis of
user problems and complaints may help to'
alleviate similar future problems.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

The most obvious responsibility of the ADP
facility technical manager is the direct control of
resources (equipment, space, personnel, etc.).
The technical manager must continually balance
resource costs againkt the requirements of the
users. Having to work within, an allocation
budget, the ADP technical manager may find,
over a time, that costs increase to the point thtt
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FREQUENCY: WEEKLY

PERFORMANCE CRITERION:

I. THE NUMBER OF INQUIRIES TO THE USER 'SUPPORT ,
GROUP SHALL' NOT EXCEED X PER WEEK.

Figure 1-6.Sample report for upper management on user support. ,

they exceed the command's allowable budget.
This may be due to increased cOril service-.
persongel costs (ashore), decreased demand,
inflationary increases in the cost of equipment
and supplies, or procurement of additional
hardware or softwaie.

For ADP facilities with civil service
employees, One solution to cutting cost is a
cutback of civil service 'overtime. Elimination of
underutilized peripheral equipment, elimination
If unneeded operator shifts, and tight control of
supplies are direct cost savings resulting from
computer performance evaluation efforts.

Resource management also involves planning
for the future. This implies that the ADP
technical 'wager must have detailed
information concerning the current
workloadits history of growth, its present
resource demands, its likely expansion in the
future. The number ofz, jobs completed per
month, the perantage of utilization of major
system resources, and the hours .of system
availability are several' measurek applicable to
this problem. rerforrniice data is,thus valuable
not .only for enhanCifittiOresent system, but
also for planning future resource requireinents.

MMUNICATING WITH
UPPER MANAGEMENT

I

ik

TheiADP technical manger has a
responsi ity to report to upper management
(civil service or military) on the 'status,
performance, and requirements of the facility.
The reports should include,. at a minimum,
summary information concerning the previously I ,

discussed areas of responsibility. The form of
such reports is the responsibility of each p5rent
command's upper management. This rate
training manual/ can provide only general
suggestions and nonauthoritative guidance as
follows:

1-20

1. Status reports should be regular, concise,
and preferably graphical in,poture.

2., The amount of information, reported
should not' exceed *upper management
requirements. "Too much,. $ too often" is a
problem common to many 'perfortvance
reporting schemes.

3. Infoimation should be at a lever of
abstraction which up er manageme,can easily
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digest and understand, but sufficient to support
the decision-making process.

4. The reports should compare the facility's
current level of performance against a set of
predefined performance goals.

Performance measures are thus not only a
basis for satisfying the informational needs of
the ADP technical manager, but also an effective
means of communication between diffeidnt
levels of upper management responsibility
within the command.

VENDOR RELATIONS

Although the increase in purchased ADP
equipment has aroused considerable interest
regarding ADP equipment maintenance, it is
fundamental that whether the equipment is

° leased or purchased, the user must be assured of
Its reliable operation. Consequently, the data
processing technical manager' must devote,
special attention to scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance to assure an uninterrupted flow of
products to the user. Also, continued review of
maintenance can avoid unnecessary data
processing equipment costs.

The following common maintenance
classifications, and definitions a;e used:

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE ( CM).
Maintenance performed by the technician
(contractor or Government) which results from
equipment failure and -which is performed as
required, and therefore, on an heduled
basis.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE (PM).
Maintenance performed b'y the . technician
(contractor or Government) which is`designed to
keep the equipment in proper operating
condition and which is performed on a
scheduled basis.

Close liaison with the vendor's local
'representative on maintenance matters is
encouraged. The vendor is required,

\°-contractually, to keep the equipment in
first-class operating condition. It is, therefore,

3

mand)atory that there is a complete
unders nding on all equipment maintenance
matters between the ADP facility, and the
vendor's representatiVe.

Local upper management must be
thoroughly knowledgeable concerning all terms
and conditions of pertinent contracts. In the
maintenance areas, as in all others, these terms
and conditions must 'be applied with care to
ensure that the best interests of the Navy are
served.

The Navy, in recent years, has expanded its
potential to maintain ADP equipment with its
own personnel, namely for that ADP equipment
being employed aboard ships, remote locations,
and security areas. When in-house maintenance
capability is employed, the scope of the data
processing technical manager's responsibility will
increase.

Close coordination with assigned DSs is
mandatory fdr proper maintenance. The
technical manager's attention sho=uld also be
focused on such items as stock levels,
replenishment of peculiar parts through vendor
distributors, and the host of problem associated
with in-house supplie.

INSTITUTING A COMPUTER
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

(CPM) PROGRAM

Although measurement and evaluation
techniques are available to support the efficient
and effective management of an ADP center, the
question facing today's ..ADP ,technical manager
is how to introduce this new technology into the
facility. How often should the information
obtained from performance data be reported to

. upper Management, for example? In what form
should it be reported? What is the ADP techrllcal
manager's role in instituting CPM procedures?
The following paragraphs, present a number of
such issues that should be considered in
inaugurating a performance management
program.
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CPM Reporting

Figure 1 -7 depicts the life cycle of a typical
computer system, progressing from an analysis
of requirements to the final installation,
operation, and enhancement of the selected
system. In each phaie of the computer life cycle,
measurement and evaluation play major roles in
satisfying the informational needs of the ADP
technical and upper,. manager. As noted earlier,
performance data is as useful during the
requirements analysis phase as it is during the
system enhance"ment phase. Every ',Navy ADP
facility, regardless of size, should have some
form of reporting during each phase of its
system's life cycle. (See SECNAVINST
10462.18 series.)

a

The types of data to be collected and
reported should be determined not by their
mere availability, but by the informational
requirements of upper management. These
informational requirements are in turn compiled
by the ADP technical manager's scope of
responsibility. Each report should provide a
historical trend of the center's performance
which is updated on a regular basis (depending
upon the nature and importance of the
information), and should contain specified
performance criteria. These criteria may be
ttanslated into control limits on the
performance chhrts. A control limit is a value
chosen to represent the boundaries of acceptable
performance for a given, system variable. Some
of these variables and their associated control
limits /nay be "objective directed"that is, they
indicate the facility's ability to meet certain
specified objectives (e.g., 1-hour average batch

REQUIREMENTS

ANALYSIS

REQUIREMENTS

.., SPECIFICATION AND ,_11,,
REQUEST FOR

PROPOSAL

VENDOR

EVALUATION AND

SELECTION

turnaround time). Others are "process directed,"
indicating the level of performance of ipternal
system itsources (e.g., the CPU, disks, or
memory). When control limits are exceeded, an
exception ,report is generated and, When
appropriate, an in-depth study may be
recommended to determine the specific cause(s)
for the exception and appropriate remedies for
correction.

Determining control, limit values is highly
dependent on the constraints and resources of
the ADP- facility, and indeed on the goals of the
command. Frequently, past performance has
been used as a standard against which current
performance is evaluated. Althougfr'past
performance does not necessarily mean good,
performance, it is a reliable indicator of the
baseline system's natural reaction to various
workload demands.

Finally, the performance reports generated
by an ADP facility should always remain highly
visible, especially to its user community.
Publication of "performance charts" in the
facility's regular newsletter is an excellent
vehicle for accomplishing this.

EVALOATIO AND IMPROVEMENT

An effective ADP installation involves the
use of skilled data,oprocessing technicians and
expensive, complex equipment. To employ these
resources in an optimum manner demands
continuing analysis of the operation: The
establishment of good operating procedures and
techniques does not necessarily mean thatihese
methods will always be the best for continued
operation. Changes in prothiction requirements,

,

SYSTEM

DELIVER,
INSTALLATION,

ACCEPTANCE

SYSTEM

OPERATION

SYSTEM

ENHANCEMENTS

Figure 1-7.The computer system life cycle.
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4vorklo-ads, and 'equipment necessitate
continuous review of Iresent procedures in an
endeavor to obtain optimum results through a
.mininium.of effort and cost.

Mog( Department of the Navy activities and
contractor operations are required by
SECNAVINST 10462A 8 series to report on the
equipment utilization and application. Although
SECNAVINST 10462.18 series specifies the
format for'these reparts,.most activities require
utilization data for their own use above and
beyond what they are required to report.

.The. collection of operating data, analysis of
utilization and performance, and continuous
review of existing procedures are factors which
can be used for evaluating the effectiveness Of
existing data processing systems and for
improving the original plans.

When practical, results of the analysis can be
presented in chart form displaying trends. These
shosuidt, illustrate to the technical manager the
trend of the, operations and point out areas
whiCh need detailed attention. Other results may
be in report form for future guidance. Principal
review areas of an installation's operations are

1. Equipment 'utilization
2. Utilization rates
3. Benefits
4. quipment capabilities
5. npower effectiyeness
6. \Maintenance
7. Production sChedling
8. Adherence to thAristallation's approved

dad processing program

GEMENT'S ROLg'

e ADP facility' technical manager should
play a entlal role in instituting and overseeing a
CPM p grad. The scope and objectives of the
progra stiould be clearly established from the
beginning so as to preclude any misconceptions
and unnecessary data collection. Perhaps most
importantly, subsequent control and review by
the. ADP technical manager is needed to
guarantee that the program is continually
meeting the "organizition 's ?information al needs,
in addition to ensuring that the morale of
program personnel is.maintained.

_
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As an ADP technical manager, you should
have a clear understanding and definition of the
scope of your responsibilitieand requirements
from upper management. The objectives of any
reporting program should be established and the
information requirements should be defined in
order to ensure that only pertinent data will be
collected. The nature of the actual reports to be
produced, the frequency with which they should
be produced,. and the performance criteria
related to each should be determined. The
reports should reflect enough, and ONLY
enough, information for upper management to
!unction effectively within the scope of their
responsibility and higher authority require-
ments.

A successful CPM program requires skilled
personnel who are intimately familiar with the
computer resources being measured and the
tools being used, and who have, the ability to
properly analyze and interpret the measurement
data.

Any ciN program, or its equivalent type of
program,, should undergo a, periodic review at,
least once a year. Changes in informational
needs' should be reflected in new CPM reports.
aisting reports should be examined to
determine their current relevancy. Too often 4t
i Navy command, reports continue to be
generated when there is no longer a need for
them.

IMPROVEMENT THROUGH
EVALUATION

The technical manager of an ADP
installation should be on constant lookout for
ways in which to improve the operating
efficiency of the installation. Improvements may
be made occasionally on the basis of sudden
inspirations but,'Inore likely than net, they are
the result of a careful review and analysis of
existing reports, procedures, machine usage,
*ration, and experience. Cooperation on the
part of all personnel concerned, from upper
management to data handlers, is essential if
improvements most beneficial to an ADP facility
are to be realized.

20
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Improvement of Reports.All reports being
produced by a data processing installation
should -be reviewed at least annually to
determine if the preparation of each report is
justified, and if any changes can be made which
will improve their quality. Increases in job
requirements often result in the establishment of
new reports, some of which may contain
information similar to that in reports presently
being prepared. It may be possible to-
consolidate two or more reports into one that
will provide recipients with the required
information, resulting in substantial savings of
time and money within the ADP facility.

Improvement of Procedures.Changes in
report requirements may necessitate establishing
new operating procedures or modifying existing
procedures. New procedures which are put into
effect wi th out first analyzing existing
procedures may overlap" or duplicate' work
already being performed. On the other
hand, cancellation of job requirements may
eliminate some of the job steps in existing
procedures. In the interest of realizing the most
effietentwiveration, all operating procedures
sho410 be reviewed from time to time to
determine whether any changes are required so
tI procedures may serve the most useful
purpose.

Improvement of Machine Usage.One of
your principal objectives as a technical manager
shoVld be to achieve maximum utilization of the
data processing equipment for which you are
assigned control. Maximum value is assured only
when such equipment is used productively to
the maximum extent possible during a regularly
scheduled work shift. A careful analysis of.
machine utilization over a period of time may
reveal several important facts. It may reveal that
certain machines are standing idle for several
hours each day during the "slack period" but are
used extensively for overtime work during a
peak period. Machine rental rates generally are
based on a stipulated charge for a specified.
number of hours of operational use time 'for
each machine during a calendar
Additional charges accrue when equipment is
used in excess of the operational use time. In the
interest of economy, the operating schedule

should be analyzed and revised, if possible, to
provide for more evenly distributed work
throughout the rental period, thus reducing peak,
workloads and the amount of extra use charges..

In \ some cases 'an analysis of machine'
utilization may .indic.ate consistent idle time for
certain machines throughout. the Month. While
this may be construed to "Mean that jobs are
being performed in the most efficient manner, it
means also that room for improvement still
exists if maximum value is to -beiplerived from
the equipment. In this case, you should search
for additional work which will produce results
of value to the recipient without placing an
undue workload on any given machine required
for the job.

Improvement of Operation.When
productive tools are provided for performing
jobs better and faster, there is a natural
tendency to forget the job the PERSON is doing
and to concentrate attention on the job the
MACHINE is doing. While data processing,
equipment may perform many of the detailed,
repetitive, and routine functions, the operator

istill performs important duties which the
equipment cannot do. The operator must
exercise the functions of control, analysis,
judgment, decision, and evaluation, which
remain the most important aspects of a given
operation. Operation efficiency will vary,
depending upon the /raining and experience of
the operator and the nature of the job.

As equipment with greater productive
potential is brought into use, the THINKING
function of the operator increases - in
importance. To illustrate, consider the
difference between an operation performed with
an accounting machine and one performed with
an electronic data processing system. If an
operator using an accounting machine fails to set
alteration switches correctly, a worthless report
may be produced. When the error is d\iseovqed,
the only corrective action necessary is to set the

- switches, correctly and rerun' the report. If A.
ADPS is being used, however, the operator may'
accidentally use master tape reels for a writing
operation, and by inserting write rings:destroy
valuable records which may be extremely
difficult or impossible to reconstruct.

1 - ;4
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*Past performance records determine the
standard operation efficiency which the
technical manager uses when assigning time
requirements to various jobs and when
establishing schedules. It: should be the objective
of each technical manager to raise this standard
gradually and continually. 1%---ere are a number
of ways in which the (*rating standards of data
processing ,installation can be raised. A
continuous on-the-job training program should
be instituted and maintained for machine
operators. 'Manuals of procedure containing
accurate operating instructions for all jobs
performed should always be available to
operators.' Morale should be kept high by
promoting better working conditions, improving
administrative relationships, and by being fair
and impartial. Above all, a technical manager
should exhibit those traits which mark an
individual as being a real leader of people.

Use Idle Time Productively

Another method of improvement is to use
idle machine time for productive pruposes.
Soin
the
prey'

of this idle -time may be used in relieving
peak workload period, as indicated

1 . Other ways of reducing idle time
include preparing additignal reports in those
areas not previously mechanized and adding
more record-keeping functions to the machines
when it is economical to do so. The economies
that_ can result from mechanizing additional
parts of the ,record-keeping activities, of an
organization can well justify the cost. When idle
machine time is employed for additional work,
the cost may be negligible compared with the
results.

The use of idle machine time is more easily
controlled for Electrical Accounting Machine
(EAM) applications than it is for EDP systems,
Sometimes it may be found that one facility
cannot possibly find enough jobs to keep its
hardware in full-time operation. In this,case, the
postibility of sharing the system 'with anothef
organization should be investigated. (See
SEeNAVINST 10462.16 series; Subj:
Government-Wide Automatic Data Processing
Sharing Program.) In this way, maximum
utilization of the system may be realized, while

at the same time lowering the operating costs for
the facility and providing services to additional
users.

PERSONNEL EVALUATION

The efficiency of machine operators must
be considered when assigning time factors to
various jobs and establishing schedules for .ADP
operations. Likewise, the skill and experience of
programmers must be considered when setting a
target date for completion of a program. In
either case, evaluation generally is based on a
comparison of an individual's capabilities against
standards established from past performances of
skilled personnel.

When evaluatiDg the work ofa in-achine
, operator, it is imp5rtant to consider training and

experience. For, a new operator the number of
--cards processed on EApMequipment or the

number of errors made on a computer system
are not so important as how much improvement
is being made. This tend is the best indication
of the type of production that can be expected
in the development of each omator. The
efficiency of an operator should. be measured
against established standards only after a level
rate of production has tieenkeached.

Skill and experience -Must be taken into
consideration also when evaluating \ the
efficiency of programmers. A new programmer
may require an excessive amount of time and
may encounter considerable difficulty during
early attempts at writing programs. 'These
programs may require extensive desk checking
and machine testing before they* be executed
successfully. Eventually, a programmer will have
been writing programs long enough so that
personal efficiency can be -measured against
expectations. A programmer who measures up
to expectations may be considered qualified. Oh
the other hand, it may be better to assign to
other duties an operator who does not have
What it takes to become a programmer.

PROGRAM MAINTENANCE
EVALUTION

Program maintenance should be a matter of
concern to everione associated with it. Once a
program is successfully converted to the data
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processing system, it is subject to change.
Experience has proven the need for and value of
making periodic changes to a program after it is
in operation. Some of the more common reasons
for making program changes can be attributed to
such things as:

1. Additional output needs

2. Desire for I/O format changes

Normal changessuch as new or obsolete
requirements

4. Changes in ADP equipment, new or
improved programming techniqUei, changes in
auxiliary', equipment, etc.

5. Changes in the scope of application

6. Realization that some aspects of a
program's results are not acceptable ,

7. UhrealistAnput requirements
8. Misunderstandings regarding the output

requirements of the program

9. A possible or unforeseen condition or
occurrence

Once a program is released for production,
after final review, and found acceptable under
operating conditions, -it must be completely
documented, as outlined in SECNAVINST
5233.1 series; Department of the Navy
Automated Data System Documentation. This
subject will be discussed in another chapter of
this rate training manual. ,

Once these areas are covered, the original
programmer should be relieved of most .of the
responsibilities of the pro am, and freed togc0
work on another pro am. Since it is possible
the original programmer may be transferred
before a program is completed, all programs
should be maintained by a predetermined
section or division. Where major changes to a
program are required, the original programmer,
if available, may be called on for assistance.

The need for keeping documentation current
is essential. Procedures must be established to
ensure that changes made to programs are
immediately, and completely documented. .

The section or division charged with
program maintenance should maintain a master

copy of each run manual. This master copy has a
twofold purpose

1. To prevent loss or destruction of
program instructions

2, To facilitate the prepafation of new run
manuals in the machine room when they
become dirty and/or torn

RESOURCE REVIEW AND REPORTS

For the proper guidance and requirements
relevant to the management of automatic data
processing resources and reporting, there are
numerous higher authority instructions and
standards to aid the DP1 or DPC.(ADP technical
manager) and upper management, at all levels of
an ADP command. It is recommended that the
following instructions and standards, with their
references, be reviewed semiannually.

1. SECNAV INSTRUCTION 5200.28
series, Information Processing Standards for
Computers (IPSC) Program. (This instruction
will be reviewed briefly later in this chapter.)

2. SECNAV' INSTRUCTION 5230.3 series,
;ADP users group program.

3. SECNAV INSTRUCTION 5231.1 series,
Management of Automated Data System
Development.

4. SECNAV INSTRUCTION 523,3.1 series,
Automatic Data Processing Program Reporting
System (ADPRS)Resources Accounting. (This
instruction will be reviewed briefly later in this
chapter.)

5. SECNAV INSTRUCTION 10462.16
series, Government-Wide Automatic Data
Processing ,Sharing Program.

6. SECNAV INSTRUCTION 10462.18
series, Automatic Data Processing Review and
Evaluation Program.

MANAGEMENT'S SOURCE MATERIAL

In addition to the various responsiblities and
requirements demanded of a DP1 and above, an
ADP technical manager must make sure that

1-/.6
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proper publications`, directives, instructions, and
reference materials are available for the. crew:
The ADP technical manager's 'reference material
should cover the parent .command's ROPE.. It
should also cover all subjects pertiining to pay
grade advancement for all, enlisted personnel
under the ADP technical manager's control.

A magnitude of subject area information is
covered in the Federal Information Processing
Standards (FIPS) publications. Tlv use of these
publieations was approved, by higher 'authority
in SECNAV INSTRUCTION 5200.28 series,
Information Processing Standards for Computers
(ISC) program. This instruction established the
Information Processing Standards for
Computers (IPSC) program for the Department
of the Navy. It provides the frarhework for the
development and implementation of ADP
standards within the Department of the Navy
and it provides the basis for formal Navy
support for the international, national, federal,
and DOD levels of ADP standards development.

The Department of the Navy IPSC program
is an integral part of the Department of Defense
IPSC program and is administered in accordance
with procedures of Defense Standardization
Manual 4120.3M. Included within the scope of
the program are areas such as ADP terminology,
problem description, programming languages,
system documentation, automatic data
processing equipment (AD characteristics,
input/output format and co s, source data
media pd fonts, and software.

The 'objectives of the IPSC program are to
identify, develop, and establish those standards
which will: (1) allow the integration of
management information systems; (2)'enhance
information interchange through , the use of
standard or uniform data links and terms; (3)
facilitate the development a machine
independent computer systems; (4) make
general use of related standardization efforts of
ADP organizations; and (5) enhance the ability

'to interchange computer routines and programs
among ,diverse ADP operating environments.
Further, the program is to'implement standards
on a sustained; realistic timetable that
anticipates and facilitates planned changes in
equipment and related systems. The final
objective is to avoid proliferation of premature

1.

standards which inhibit ADP and information
systems' research and development efforts.

It is suggested that every ADP facility's ADP
technical, manager (maintain af;complete Federal
Information Processsing Standards register. The
FIPS publication is a gopd daily reference and a
ready 'reference to study for advancement in
rate, as noted on the current advancement in
rate bibliography, NAVEDTRA 10052-( ). The
FIPS publications are used as a prime source of
information to write advancement examinations
from E-4 through E-7. The suggested secondary
reading list to be studied before an advancement
exam should contain, as a minimum, the
following current issues of FIPS publications: 1,`
23-1, 7, 11-1, 14, 15, 20, 21-1, 22-1, 24, 25,
26, 30, 31, 35, 41, 42-1, 48, 49, 53, and 57. The
following paragraphs give a brief synopsis. T the
recommended reading list of FIPS public% ions:

FIPS PUB 1: ODE FOR INFORMATION
I NTE R CH ANGE. This document provides
administrative, policy, and guidance information
relative to the implementation and utilization of
the standard code for information interchange.
It is generally applicable to 'the representation of
character-coded information in information
interchange and ,files used in data processing,
communications, and related equipments.

' FIPS PUB 2: PERFORATED TAPE CODE
FOR INFORMATION INTERCHANGE.This
document provides administrative, policy, and
guidance information pertaining to the
implementation and utilization' of the standard
perforated tape code , for information
interchange. It is 'generally applicable to the
representation of character-coded information
on perforated paper tape used with data
processing, communications, and related
equipments.

FIPS PUB : RECORDED MAGNETIC
TAPE FOR INFORMATION INTERCHANGE
(800 CPI, NRZI).This document specifies the
recorded characteristic,s of 9-track,
one-half-inch-wide mac computer tape,
including the data format for implementing the
Fed eial Standard Code for Information
Interchange at the recording density of 800
characters,per inch (CPI).

11.27
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FIPS PUB 7: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
CODE-, FOR INFORMATION INTERCHANGE
AND RELATED MEDIA STANDARDS.This
FIPS 'publication provides further details
covering the implementation of subjects covered
in FIPS PUB 1, 2, and 3-1.

FIPS PUB 11-1: DICTIONARY FOR
INFORMATION PROCESSING.This
document provides administrative, policy, and
guidance information pertaining to the
utilization of the American National Dictionary
for Information Processing (X3/TR-1-77) This
DICTIONARY is to be regarded as a guideline
for general use throughout the Navy to help
promote a common understanding of
information processing activities. Its use is
encouraged but is not mandatory.

FIPS PUB 14: HOLLERITH PUNCHED
CARD CODE.This standard specifies the
representation of the Federal Standard Code for
Information Interchange (FIPS 1), in
3 1/4-inch -wi dl, 1 2-row, rectangular-hole
"Hollerith" punched cards, and is used in Fed-
eral information processing systems, cornmun-
ication systems, and associated equipments.

FIPS PUB 15: SUBSETS OF THE
STANDARD CODE FOR INFORMATION
INTERCHANGE.This publication provides
three subsets of 95, 64, and 16 graphic
characters, derived from the Federal Standard
Code for Information Interchange (FIPS PUB
1), which was' adopted from the American
Standard Code for information Interchange
(ANCII) (X3.4-1968). These subsets are used in
Federal printers, display devices, punched card
equipment, and other data processirig or
communication equipment which utilize a
character subset less than the full 128 character
set of FIPS PUB 1.

-FIPS PUB 20: GUIDELINES FOR
DESCRIBING INFORMATION
INTERCHANGE FORMATS. This FIPS
publication provides guidelines which identify
and describe the various characteristics of
formatted information that should be
considered whenever formatted information is
interchanged. The objective is to clarify and

4,4

improve the documentation necessary to
effectively provide, process; or use the
information involved. The guidelines provided
are to be used throughout, the Navy as a
checklist for preparing effective documentation
of formatted information interchange.

FIPS PUB 21-1: COBOL.This FIPS
publication announces the adOption of the
American National Standard COBOL
(X3.23-1974) as the Federal Standard COBOL.
Tits ANSI publication defines the elements of
the COBOL programming language and the rules
for their use. The standard is used by
implementors as the reference authority in
developing compilers and by users for writing
programs in COBOL. The primary purpose of
the standard is to promote a high degree of
interchangeability of programs for use on a
variety of automatic data processing systims.
The COBOL language is intended for use with
business-oriented applications.

FIPS PUB 22-1: SYNCHRONOUS
SIGNALING RATES BETWEEN DATA
TERMINAL AND DATA COMMUNICATION
EQUIPMENT.This standard specifies the rates
of transferring binary' encoded information in
synchronous serial or parallel form between data
processing terminals and data communications
equipments that employ voice band
communication facilities.

FIPS PUB 24: FLOWCHART SYMBOLS
AND THEIR USAGE IN' INFORMATION
PROCESSING.This publication establishes
standard flowchart symbols and specifies their
use in the preparation of flowcharts in
documenting information proCessing systems.
This standard applies to any Navy information
processing operation where symbolic
representation is desirable to document the
sequence of operations and the flow of data and
paperwork.

FIPS PUB 25: RECORDED MAGNETIC
TAPE FOR INFORMATION INTERCHANGE
(1600 CPI, PHASE ENCODED).This standard
specifies the recorded characteristics of 9-track,
1/2-inch-wide magnetic computer ,tape,
including the data format for implementing the
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Federal Standard Code for Information
Interchange at tie_ cording density of 1600
characters per inch ( I). It is one of a series of
Federal Standards implementing the Federal
Standard Code for Information Interchange
(FIPS 1) on magnetic tape media.'

FIPS PUB 26: ONE -INCII PERFORATED
PAPER TAPE FOR INFORMATION
INTERCHANGE. This standard specifies the
physical dimensions and tolerances of
1-inch-wide paper tape, including the size and
location of the perforthations used for recording
information.

.FIPS PUB 30: SOFTWARE SUMMARY
FOR DESCRIBING COMPUTER PROGRAMS
AND AUTOMATED DATA SYSTEMS.This
publication provides a standard/ software
summary form together with instructions for°
describing computer programs and/or automatic
data systems for identification; reference, and
dissemination purposes.

FIPS PUB 31: GUIDELINES FOR
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING PHYSICAL
SECURITY AND RISk MANAGEMENT.This
publication provides guidelines to be used by
Federal organizations in structuring physical
security programs for their- ADP facilities. It
treats security analysis, natural' disasters,
supporting utilities, system reliability,
procedural measures and . controls, off/site
facilities, contingency plans, security awareness
and security audit. It contains statistics and
information relevant to the physical security-of
computer data and facilities, and references
many applicable publications for a more
exhaustive treatment of specific subjects.I

FIPS PUB 3 5: CODE EXTENSION
TECHNIQUES IN 7 OR 8 BITS.This standard
speCifies methods of extending the 7 -bit code of
the ASCII (American Standard Code for
Information Interchange) (FIPS 1), remaining in
a 7-bit environment or increasing to an 8-bit
environment, and builds, upon the structure of
ASCII to describe various means of extending

'the control and graphic sets oNfte code.

FIPS PUB 41: COMPUTIR SECURITY
GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTING THE

, PRIVACY ACT OF 1974.The Privacy Act" of
1974 impose,s numerous requirements upon

Federal agencies to prevent the misuse or
compromise of data concerning individuals. This
standard provides,a handbook for use by Federal
organizations in implementing any computer
security safeguards which they must adopt in
order to implement the Act. They describe risks
and risk assessment, physical security measures,
appropriate information management practices, "4,',,*

and computer system/ twork security controls,'

FIPS PUB- GUIDELINES FOR
BENCHMARKING. ADP SYSTEMS IN THE
COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT
E NV IRONMENT. These guidelinesN., provide
basic definitions and 'recommended prgctices to
assist Federal agencies in organizing their
benchmarking efforts.

'FIPS PUB 48: GUIDELINES' ON
EVALUATION OF TECHNIQUES FOR
AUTOMATED PERSONAL IDENTI=
FI CAT ION.This guideline desC.ribes'
methods for verifying the identity of users
seeking to gain access to computer systems or
networks via terminalst.,Q-iteria are given* for

.evaluating the effectiveness of personal
identification techniques. System consideration
for inclusion as further safeguards to data
confidentiality are indicated, as a supplement to
personal identification.'

FIPS. P UB 49: GUIDELINE' ON
'COMPUTER PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT: AR INTRODUCTION. This
guideline provides general assistance 'to Federal
ADP managers in planning and organizing a
Computer Performance Management (CPM)

1-29
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FIPS PUB 53: TRANSMITTAL FORM FOR
DESCRIBING COMPLIr ER1MAGNETIC TAPE
FILE PROPERTIES.This publication pxoyides
a standard magnetic tape transmittal form
(SF-2 7 7), together with, instructions for
providing the necessary information on the
form. The standard magnetic tape transmittal
form, Computer Magnetic Tape. File Properties
(SF-277), will be used by Federal agencies to
document the physical properties and,,
characteristics of a recordecl magnetic -tape file
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needed by the receiving agency to process the
tape.

FIPS PUB 57: GUIDELINES FOR THE
MEASUREMENT Of INTERACTIVE
COMPUTER SERVICE RESPONSE TIME AND
TURNAROUND TIME. These guidelines define
measures and: describe methodologies for
measuring interactive computer netwoilc,
services.

FIPS ACQUISITION.

In addition to the previously listed FIPS
Manuals, the ADP technical manager sholild
acquire all publications, instructions, and
directives listed on the DP's Bibliography sheet
(NAVEDTRA 10052-( )). The American
National Standard prograiiiiiting language
FORTRAN manual (ANSI X3.9-1978) was
adopted 15 November 1978 and was approved
for voluntary up by the Departments Of the
Army, Navy, and Air FormA.11 FIPS and
approved ANSI manuals can be ordered on DD
Form p425 from U.S. Naval Publications and
Forms Center, 5801 Tabor Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19120.

ADPPRS C

Most ADP com#nands are required to suhinit
certain reports to

o.

er authority. One of these

reporting procedUres is covered in . SECNAV
INST 5238.1 series Departsnent of the Navy
(DOW) Automated Data. Processing Program
Reporting System (ADPPRS). The senior DP in
the command (the AD!' DP technical manager)
will probably be responsible for the submission
of this report.

The ADPPRS. it. the DOW system,
implemented to collect, data, that should be
submitted to a Governnient-wide Automatic
Data Processing Management Inforntation
System (ADP/MIS),-., ,administered ,and.
maintained by. the General," Services
Administration (GSA). Data .maintained in the
ADP/MIS concerns the inventory -and use of
automatic data pro&ssing eqiiipment:(ADPE).
The information obtained from the ADP/MIS is
used to present appropriate informatiOn for the
attention' of ADP management, .assist in
negotiating improved terms and conditions for
federal supply schedule contracts, 'reCords the
ADPE acquisition history,' isolates improper
utilizatiOri practices, gauges sharing potentials,
enhances reutilize on possibilities, evaluates
equipment puroliase opportunities, and
otherwise assists in the effective acquisition and
"management of ADPE and related resources..

Special gOvernment design (SGD) tactical
ADPE and analog computers at-full)) exempt
from the reporting, requirements .01 the
ADPPRS. SGD tacti ADPE is both integral to
a combat weapon o space system; and is built

.

Control Fields ,
Data Submission Format

. Card Types

.

I

UIC (Unit Identification Code) -

UA :. SA MA D
..

X X X X'

CBC (Command/Bureau Code) X

SIN (System Identification No.) X X X

Component Serial/ID Nos X

Activity/Contractor Name,
J

X

Figure 1-8.ADPPRS control fields and types ottards.

1-30
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or modified to special government design spec--
ifications. An analog computer is computer
which represents variables by physical analogies.
In geheral, an analog computer uses an analog
for each variable and produces analogs as
outputs, whereas a digital computer counts
descretely.

ADPPRS data is to be reported in
accordance with SECNAVINST 5238.1 series:to
COMNAVD4C, code 91. There are four
categories ()Nate submission format cards. The
four categories are (1) ADP Unit Identification,
card type is UA; (2) ADPE System Inventtiry,
card type is SA; (3) ADPE Component
Invep-t6ry, card type is MA; and (4) ADPE

a

System Utilization*, card type is D. Figure 1-8
shows .a matrix of Control fields 'arid types of
ADPPRS cards with the data elements required
for each data submission transaction. Certain

4 data elements (control fields), shown in figure
1-8, are common across all aggregations of data
and for all data submission formats prescribed
for ADPPRS in SECNAVINST 5238.1 series.

Every DPI and above should review
SECNAVINST 5238.1 series on a semiannual
basis. The material and reporting procedures
contained in this instruction are too voluminous
to include in this chapter but will be used inn rate
advancement examinations. r
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, CHAPTER 2

ADP, ORGANIZATION AND PERSONNEL

The organizational structure of the Navy's
automatic data processing community has gone
through many significant changes since 1977. As
a DP1 or DPC, you shoilld know management
strategies, e.g., methods of personnel
acquisition, the delineation of personnel
responsibilities, and the organizational structure
of an ADP. organization. These and other major
areas' of concern. are presented in this chapter as
information/guidelines only. The suggestions
contained in this chapter are not the only means
of organizing an ADP installation.

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

Personnel administration isthe management
of people. ,Thi adininistration of naval personnel
involves recruitthent, classification, training and
development, assignmvit and rotation,
transportation, discipline, advancement,
personnel records; personnel accounting,
performance evaluation, separations; and
retirement, as well as providing morale services.

RESPONSIBILITIES

The objectives of personnel administration
in any- organization are (a) to supply the
organization with a number of pefple sufficient
to man the billets or ,work stations of that

.ganization, (b) to effect the best possible
distribution of people throughout the
organization, and (e) to ensure maximum
utilization of personnel. Manpower management
determines personnel requirements and ensures
the effective use of available manpower.
Cobcepts of personhel administration and

manpower manager ient are equally applicable to
the Navy, business corporations, educational
systems, and research organizations.

Naval manpower management and personnel
administration are engineered to cope with
personnel problems inherent at all organization
levels. Additionally, it must cop& special
problems posed by the size of the Navy, the
variety of its functions, the global scope,of its
operations, the mobility of its forces, the rate of
change and complexity of its technology, the
turnover and rotation of its personnel, 'and the
requirement to develop and implement its own
training programs.

To cope with these formidable problems, the
Navy utilizes personnel specialist to. aid in the
planning and implementation of procedures and
actions. These specialists and others who have
responsibilities and duties connected with
manpower management and personnel
administration are, in turn, supported by a
modern data gatheting, procesiing, and reporting
system which provides timely and accurate
information necessary to make decisions.

Responsibility for manpower management in
the Navy begins with the Secretary of the Navy,
who has an Assistant Secretary for Manpower
and Reserve.

2-1

MANPOWER MANAGEMENT

Manpower management includes planning,
statistical forecasting, balancing, and approving
manpower requirements. These requirements
relate to the specific numbers and kinds of
military billets required by each activity (sea or
shore) to perform its assigned mission and taski;

38
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Billet and shore position requirements must at
all times adequately provide for operational
readiness, augmentation of the fleets,
maintenance, adniinistration, training,, and
sea/shore tation. Plarming and control of
manpow and the 'effective qtilization of
manpow meet such requirements are proper
functions of management (command)
coordination.

CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS'

Management of Navy military manpower is a
--responsibility of the Chief of Naval Operations,

who has a Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for
Manpower and Naval Reserve. The officer
assigned to this billet is also the Chief of Naval
Personnel, which illustrates the close
relationship between manpower management
and personnel administration. (Marine Corps
manpower 'management is a responsibility of the
Commandant of the Marine Corps.) Military
manpower management i§ a function of
Command and operates through the military
chain of command.

The manpower requirements resulting fiom
the systems aad,subsystems described in
OPNAV Instruction 1000.16 (series) provide the
base from- whiCh_flans are developed to procure,
train, and, asAign personnel. The Chief of Naval
Operationk directs and coordinates the
developinent, and implementation of the
manpower planning system- with the following
objectives;

1. To determine minimum military and
civilian manpower requirements to achieve
appioved operational and mission demands

2. To provide staffing standards for
functions performed ashore and afloat, based on
recognized management and industrial
engineering techniques and . objective
determinations of workload

3. To provide, a system for the aggregation
of manpower requirements information at the
various levels above the activity level

4. To support and justify Navy manpower
requirements during all stages of the Planning,
Programming, and Budgeting System

1
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5. To relate support manpower
requirements within the shore establishment to
the changing demands of the operating forces

6. To minimize response time for
manpower information by responding rapidly to
Management queries

7. To ensue hat manpower requirements
for he maintenance and operation of new

pons, equipment, systems, and initiatives
are known far enough in advance of fleet

..introduction to allow their consideration in the
programming cycle and to allow the
development of requisite-personnel skill levels
and

8. To provide reliable planning information
to personnel inventory managers, both military
and civilian, so they may assess the feasibility
and impact of manpower management actions.

MANPOWER SUPPORTING
ORGANIZATIONS

While policy control and direction of the
Navy Manpower Requirement System is vested
in the Chief of Naval Operations, important
support for these programs is provided by two
major field components, the Navy Manpower
and Material Analysis Centers, Atlantic and
Pacific (NAVMMACLANT/NAVMMACPAC).
The purpose of these commands is to apply
work study and management engineering
techniques throughout the Naval Establishment
in ordet to document and recommend (by
means of onsite surveys, special studies, and
evaluation of material maintenance support), the'
optimum use of manpower and material
resources in carrying out assigned missions.
Additionalresponsibilities include stocking and ,
maintaining manpower listings for the Naval
Establishment; storing and issuing all
momuigated manpower aocutaents; operating
the Naval School of Work Study; and
performing such other manpower or material ,

analyses and work study functions as may be
directed by the Chief of Naval.Operations.

HOW MILITARY MANPOWER
IS ACQUIRED

The senior DP ntay be required to
participate in planning the DP allowance when
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ordered to a "new construction" billet or
assigned, to a command acquiring an additional
or larger computer system. It is also pfobable
that the current allowance is ineffective and

'requires adlustment to meet the, command's
present ADP4equirements. Requesting new or
additional allowances requires'a knowledge of all
the skills that are required in a computer
installation. The folloiring paragraphs provide an
overview, of the events related to establishing
manpower requirements and should be vatuable
to the senior DP involved in allowance planning.

Military manpower requirements are
included in the Department of Defense Planning,
Programming, and Budgeting System. This
system operates on an 14:month cycle and is

'repeated annually. Eventsin this cycle which are
necessary for the development and authorization
of Navy, military manpower requiremen'ts are
briefly summarized ih the following paraNaphs.'
This information is provided to enhance the
understanding of how manpower is acquired.

Intelligence is collected and an appraisal is
made of any potential threat to the security of
the nation. The President, the National Security
Council, and the Department of DefenF are
involved in these actions.

Based upon national policy, a strategy is
developed to meet any threat to national
security: This strategy is developed by the Joint
Chiefs or Staff (JCS). and submitted to the
Secretary of pefense.

The Secretary of Defense issues the Defense
Policy and Planning Guidance, and also the
Material Support Guidance (draft Logistic,s
Guidance).

Based upon the planned strategy and the
Secretary of Defense Guidance, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff identify requirements and objective
forces necessary to meet the threat under the
policy. guidance. These requirements and
objective forces are not fiscally constraiied in
these planning actions. -

The Secretary of Defense then issues to the
JOS- a Planning and Programming Guidance
Memorandum; Fiscal Guidance and Material
Support Planning, Guidance; and Guidance' for
Program objective Memoranda/Joint Force
Memorandum Preparation.

N

The JCS submits to the Secretary of
Deferise a Joint Force Memorandum. This
memorandum contains recommendations for
force's and reSodices, rationale and- risk
assessments, These recommendations are fiscally
constrained to conform to the Fiscal guidance
previously issued by the Secretary of- Defense.

Based upon the" ICS- Joint Force
Memorandum, the military departments, and
defense agencies develop and submit program
objectives memoranda (POM) to the Secretary
of Defense. Each POM -contains forces and
resource recommendations with rationale and
risk assessment. The POM is. fisCally constrained
to conform with the Fiscal Guidance previously
issued by the Secretary of Defense. The POM is
developed by FiScal year, and is concentrated
two fiscal years in advance of the current fiscal,.
year. It includes planned projections of forces
programmed for eight fiscal years and manpower
programmed for five fiscal years. It is
emphasized that 'the reqiiired forces are first
determined, then manpofver requirements
necessary to support the planned foices are
determined. Therefore, manpower requirements
are first introduced into the system during the
development of the POM. The Department of
the Navy's POM is the Secretary of the Navy's
annual recommendation to the Secretary of
Defense for the detailed application of
Department of the Navy resources,.

Upon receipt and analysis, of each military
gepartment's POM, the Secretary of Defense
issues program decisions. These decisions include
intended adjustments in the POM submissions.
Rebuttals to these decisions'may. be submitted
by the military departments; then final program
decisions are issued.'

When program decisions are finalized,
departments/agencies submit to the SECDEF
budget estimates for tie budget year. The
budget year is usually the fiscal year in advance
of the current fiscal year and is the first program
yeaf of the Five-year Defense Plan (FYDP5.

Upon receipt and evaluation-of the 'budget
estimates, the SECDEF issues program, budget
decisions and submits the Department of
Defense budget,as part of the President's budget
submitted to Congress.

2-3
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MANPOWER AUTHORIZATIONS

The manpower authorizations (OPNAV
Form 1000/2) promulgated by the Chief of
Naval Operations are the detailed expression of
the numbers (quantity and types (quality) of
the Navy military'manpower authorized for each
Navy activity.

As an integral part of the Navy's manpower,
personnel, ami training information system-:
(MAIMS), the manpower authorization has the
following uses and applications:

1.. As an expression of-the manpower needs
of an activity, it is the authority used by the
Commadder, Naval Military Personnel Command
and the applicable enlisted personnel
distribution office to provide requisite personnel
distribution and Naval Reserve recall.

2. It is the basic document for current and
future peaCetiine and mobilization Navy military
manpower planning hi the areas of recruiting,
training, promotion, pth.sonnel distribution', and-
Naval Reserve-recall.

3. It is .the single official statement of
organizational manning and billets authorized.

Accordingly, changes to an 'activity's mission,
tasks, or functions, which'will require manpower
changes, must be identified to the Chief of Naval

, Operations a minimum of 18 months prior to
the beginning of the fiscal year in which t1
manpower change is required. This early
notification is essential if the desired manpower
changels to be included in the POM.

REQUESTING CHANGES TO
MANPOWER AUTHORIZATIONS

Changes to OPNAV Form 1000/2 often
involve a change to the billets authorized for an
a c tivi ty , necessitating the movement of
personnel to fill the revised authorization.
Frequent and numerous billet changes result in
excessive administrative efforts in the
management of Navy military manpower and an
unnecessary expenditure of severely limited
fmancial resources.

Early identification of billet changes which
will require the movement of personnel is
essential if the required persOnnel are to be
onboard when needed. In order to sallow

All Navy manpower authorizations- sufficient time for orderly personnel detailing,
collectively reflect the 'total Navy military any changes which require permanent change of

manpower apportionment resources as station (PCS) orders to a geographical area are
authorized by the Secretary of Defense in the , -projected with an effective date least four'
Department of Defense Five-year Defense . months from the date of Ipproval.
.Program (FYDP). Tlie total Navy-wide
mobilization military manpower is phased from ' Administrative Chain
the day of mobilization throuih,the succeeding r of Colnmand
12 months. Total Navy-wide, manpower
authorizations cannot exceed the end-strength

'authorized by the Secretary of Defense for each
fiscal years Mobilization requirements, however,
are not subject to end-strength limitations.

The Navy's annual progrim objectives
memorandum (POM) is the, primarg-vehicle for
proposing.,FYDP manpower adjustments to the
Secretary or Defense. Accordingly, any
uncompensated request far manpower increases

'should be included in the POM. Once the POM
for a particular fiscal year lias been reviewed by
the Seeretaryetbefense and Program Decision

,,Memorandum (PIIM) issued, no further increases
to a program are usually possible, except by
reprogramming 1;vithin existing resources.

2-4
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When requests for changes are forwarded
which include quantity, grade, or rate increases,
but do not identify compensation, the chain of
command makes recommendations regarding
compensation. The Chief of Naval Operations
retains decision authority on all change requests.

Commanding Officers. Individual
commanding officers are responsible for keeping
their manpower claimants, informed regarding
the manpower situation and for ensuring that
the number of billets (including skills,
paygrades, and special qualifications reflected in
'manpower authorizations) are the minimum
military requirements necessary to support the
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mission, tasks, and functions of the command..
In order to ensure optimum manpower
utilization, each commanding officer should
periodically review and evaluate' manpower
authorizations, including mobilization
requirements, and, when appropriate, recom-
mend changes to the manpower claimant via the
chain of command. Particular emphasis should
be placed on identifyin areas in which
Manpower may be "saved r d/or skill levels
reduced thout adverse e ect on mission
accompli ment. The probab' is extremely
low for the approval of increases for _Which
compensatory decreases are not i ntified. The
following checks should be applie to change
requests:

4. Change ,requests are to be sub ited a
minimum df 10 months-prior to the of = ctive
date of the desired chiirge.

2. Each requested action is to be compl- e
and accurate and is to include necessa
mobilization requirements.

3. A complete justificatioriNs
provided in each request for a revision.

to be

If'it becomes necessary to request increases
without complete compensation from within-the
manpower assets of the activity, a priority for
each of the. requested billets should be indicated
to assist the manpower claimant in making
recommendations to the Chief of Naval
Operations. Should the identified 'compensation
be insufficient,- 'invalid, or unacceptable,
apprval of only portions of the request may be
possible.

As "appropriate, change requests shduld be
initiated to establish new component activities
and required billet transfers when detachments
are established ''at locations geographically
separated from the parent activity. Requested
chAnges should be summarized by
desighaitor/gade or rate/ratings. .

Manpower Cl aim ants, The manpower
'claimant is the command, bureau, or office in
the administrative chain of command assigned
the responsibility -by the Chief of Naval
Operations for management of manpower,
requirements of assigned activities. Requests for
changes -in manpower authorizations are
forwarded via the chain of command to

r°

Manpower claimant. The manpower claimant
will then forward requests that are

\ recommended for approval to the Chiefof Naval
Operations. Following are some of the specific
responsibilities of the manpower claimant:

2-5

1. To perform final review of all change
requests forwarded through' the chain of
command and forward those requests
recommended for approval to theChief of Naval
Operations with appropriate recommendations,
including comments concerning the applicability
and availability of compensation.

2. To ensure that information copies of
those change requests recommended for
approval are forwarded promptly to appropriate
program element sponsors with copies of all
endorsements.

.. To respond. promptly to requests from
the Chief of Naval Operations for specific
activity change's. required to implement
manpower end-strength adjustments directed by
higher authority.

4: As necessary, to coordinate with other
manpower claimants when proposed ,changes
Which affect activities under the command of
one manpower claimant have significant impact
on the operational capabilities of activities under
the command of another manpower claimant.

5. When proposing changes in mission',
tasks, or functions of an activity, to ascertain
the manpower implications of the ,proposed

.change. This includes the requirement to arrange
for associated programming of manpower,
quantitatively and qualitatively, in phase with
the change.

6. To, recommend to the Chief of Naval
Operations billet 'reQuirements.1 for assigned
activities and plannedNmobilization activities
which do not exist in peacetime.

7: To establish internal manpower analysis
and validation procedures to accomplish areview of the mobilization manpower
allocation /requirement plan (M-MARP) which is
promulgated, annually, by the Chief of Naval
Operations.

8. Upon gOmpletion of the annual review
of the M-MARP, to submit Manpower
Authdrization Requests '(OPNAV Form
1000/4A) to the Chief- of Naval. Operations
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(0p.O1BG). -The revision should reflect all

,.....changes which are required to be made to
activity manpower authorizations.

0'81 9. As necessary, to assume the
responsibilities of commanding officers for
planned activities not curreptly in existence., ,

ORIGINATING CHANGES

Requests for changes will be submitted on
the Manpower Authorization Request (OPNAV
Form 1000/4A), except for the short format for
requesting minor changes. The completed form
is forwarded under a letter which must reference
the transaction, number and date of the
manpower authorization on which the
requested-change is based and must include the
justification for the requested.change.

Bold, legible hand printing is acceptable On
any OPNAV Form 1000/4A submission. The
expense of typing these forms is seldom
warranted. The expense of photographically
reducing these forms is never warranted, since
reduced forms cannot be used because a new
manpower authorization can be generated only
with a keypunch operation that uses completed
full-size OPNAV Fofms 1000/4A.

Officer and Enlisted
Billet Changes

Separate OPNAV Forms 1000/4A must be
prepared in requesting changes to officer and
enlisted manpower au ations. When either
the officer -pr, n14ted 'Change request is

prepared, consideration must be given to all
officer or all enlisted billets in the a tivity that
will be affected 'by, the chan This
consideration includes billets which result om
projected change to the MARP code or activi
code. .

I.

New OPNAV Form 1000/2

Approval or partial approval of a change
request will result in preparation 'and
d' tribution of a new manpower authorization,

PNAV Form 1000/2, if significant changes are
made. However, minor changes in most cases do
'not justify the cost of printing and distribution.
In these cases, most of the 'data reflected in the
billets authorized may be verified by checking
the officer data control report (ODCR) for
officer billets and the Enlisted Distribution
'Verification Report (EDVR) for enlisted billets.
The transaction number on each of these reports
should be noted and, compared with the
transaction number on the activity's latest
manpower authorization. If the number is

'different, then there is probably a minor change
that has been approved which'did not warrant
reprinting a new manpower authoriiation.

However, unless a complete reorganization is
being requested, only those billets to be added,
changed, or deleted are entered on OFVAV
Form- 1000/4A. The original-and two copies of
the form are submitted to the CNO.; additional
copies should be prepared as required for
retention by the- originator and intermediate
addressees.

Short Format For
Requesting Minor Changes

A short format for requestingipinor changes
Ito manpower authorizations is .authorized to
reduce response time. The use of this format is
restricted to minor changes 'not requiring
quantitative or qualitative compensation. ,Only
requests for changes ih Navy enlisted
classification code (NECs) incident to changes in
shipboard equipment, billet title changes, and
coirection of errors noted in manpower
authorizations should be submitted using the
short form. It is not to be used for requesting
additional billets or changes to paygrades.,

The, format (fig. 2-1) is adaptable for use in
official correspondence and, messages but is
intended for use primarily in speedletter format.

The request should be brief and concise, and
should present specific substantiating data which
ncludes equipment identification for NEC

revisions.
The short format may be used only by fleet

and fleet staff units.. When the originator of a
-request believes that the Chief of Naval
Operations' can act upOn the request without
comment or ,re ommendation by officers in the
chain of command, the request may be sent
directly to the Chief of Naval Operations.

2-6
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Manpower Authorization (Activity Title), Transaction Numberof (Date)

Situation:

,

(classification)
(Originator)
(Date)

Describe changed .relquirements .:,necessitating revision of the manpowerauthorization. Iriclude authority for, or cause of the changed requirements.This paragraph constitutes the justification for the request.

Billets: Identify billets by Billet Sequence, Code, title (if any), designator or rating,grade and 3;hether base or augment. Indicate recommended changes on aseparate

Specific Action Recommended: Include the
action is not required.

Copy to,:
Administrative chain of command
Prograrri Element Sponkq'

estimated time to implement if immediate

Figure 2-1.Manpower Authorization Short-Format Change Request.

However, copies are sent to the administrative
chain of command and to the program elem4it
sponsor.

If additioLl information should be required
to clarify a requested change, the originator or
appropriate, official in the chain of command
will be informed of the spetific information
desired.

PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

The 'senior DP at an ADP installation, is
usually required to identify ,skill requirenients to
satisfy the appropriate billet structure
allowance. It is, therefore, important to have a
thorough knowledge of the various tasks and.
skills that are needed at an ADP installation. The
Navy assigns billets mostly by NECs. The NECs
andlable do not, however, truly reflect in their
descriptions the many diversified position's that
could be required in a largp-ADP organization.
The various DP positions njust first be defined..

6
3
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The descriptions of the.available NECs can then
be screened, and those beit filling the various
positions at an ADP facility can be selected.

Asa ieneral guide, figure 2-2 will help
identify the various positions in a large ADP
organization. These positions are described in
the following paragraphs. The total -number of
perionnel required for each billet desCriptions
depends upon the mission of the ADP facility,
the required workload, and the 'required hours
of operation. These factors vary from one ADP
facility to another. The responsibilities and
duties .for the following billet 'descriptions are
discussed throughout this trate training manual
and the DP. 3 & 2 manual (NAVEDTRA

-10264-D).

DATA PROCESSING MANAGERThe
incumbent is the administrative and technicalhead of all data processing activities for a
particular ADP facility. The individual in this
billet is responsible for all data processing

44
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DATA
PROCESSING

MANAGER

k,

DEVELOPMENT
CONTROL

SUPERVISOR
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SUPERVISOR

DATA
BASE
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SUPERVISOR

PROGRAMMING
SUPERVISOR

OPERATIONS
SUPERVISOR

OPERATIONS
CONTROL

SUPERVISOR

STANDARDS
CONTROLLER

SENIOR ,

SYSTEMS
ANALYST

SENIOR
DATA

_ BASE
ADMINISTRATOR

SENIOR
PROGRAMMER

SENIOR
CONSOLE
OPERATOR

TAPE
LIBRARIAN

TRAINING
TECHNICIAN

SYSTEMS
ANALYST

DATA

BASE
ADMINISTRATOR

APPLICATIONS
PROGRAMMER

CONSOLE
OPERATOR

CONTROL
CLERK

MAINTENANCE
PROGRAMMER

KEY-TO-DISK
SUPERVISOR

KEY- TO- DISK
OPERATOR

. 0

1

KEYPUNCH
OPERATOR

Figure 2-2.Billats Within a Ladle ADP Organization.

performed by the facility, including systems
analysis, adminitration, programming, and
operations. This individual serves as liaison -to
authoriied users of data processing services and
develops improved techniques and methods for
assisting a command's mission.

STANDARDS CONTROLLERThis
individual coordinates data prpcessing standards
development and implementation; enforces
methods and performance standards; audits
adherence to the prescribed standards; and
reports deficiencies to the supervisor of
development control.

i

;
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TRAINING TECHNICIANThis individual
organizes, schedules, and coordinates all data
processing training activities, including:

1. Departmental instruction for new
personnel

2. Programme': and operator Iraining
3. Professional technica.development
4. Management and supervisory training

SXSTEMS ANALYSIS SUPERVISORThis
person prdvides technical analytical assistance in
identifying and ,solving the system's problems,
deals with personnel throughout the command,

45'
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and is required to coordinate project control and
approval.

SENIOR SYSTEMS ANALYSTThis
individual is assigned to -systems projects to
provide: direction and control within the
specifications of the project schedule. As project
leader, the senior systems analyst paiticipates in
the project organization and scheduling and it in
direct liaison with the management and
personnel of the user department. The position
carries project (but not administrative)
responsibility over the systems analysts assigned.
The incumbent fulfills the detailed duties' of the
systems analyst, as required.

SYSTEMS ANALYSTUnder the' directiOn
of a senior systems analyst, the systems analyst
participates in the analysis of systems problems
and the development of probl9t solutions..
concerning hardware and software. This
individual is responsible for working with
personnel in problem areas and defining the
pertinent specifications of information
requirements and operational needs. The
systems analyst must make formal presentations,
conduct interviews, and submit written reports
for review purposes.

DATA BASE ADMINISTRATOR
SUPERVISORThis person is assigned as
central manager of all data bases. The incumbent
manages, controls, and directs the organizing of
the data base management system'and data base
schemas. The DBA supervisor approves all
software and hardware changes affecting
structure and administrative handling of the data
base.

SENIOR DATA BASE ADMINIS-
TRATORThis individual i,s assigned
ag systems technician to provide direction and
control withincommand specifications for,Data
Base Management Systems (DBMS) and inherent
schemas. As senior, technician; the incumbentjs
in direct liaison with Systems, prograinining, and
user departments for all local data bases.

DATA BASE ADMINISTRATORUnder
the direction of the senior DBA, the incumbent

A.

I

is assigned as the ADP facility,DBA
, designing, developing, implementing, testing,

documenting, and maintaining the entire, data
base environment. The DBA coordinates all data
base activities between management, analysts,
programmers, operators, and users. The DBA
maintains and updates DED/D, the DBMS
schemas, and the other ciga base support
software.#

PROGRAMMING SUPERVISORThe
programming supervisor provides technical and
administrative direction to the development of
new programs and maintenance of operational
programs. 'In this capacity, the programming
supervisor is in direct liaison with systems
personnel, operations personnel, and
representatives of user departments.

rp

SENIOR PROGRAMMERThis individual is
assigned to programming projects to provide
direction and control within the specifications
of the project schedule. As senior programmer
op the project, this person participates in project
organization and scheduling and is in direct
liaison with the systems analysis project leader.
This position carries project (but not
administrative) responsibility over the
programming personnel assigned. As required,the incumbent) fulfills the duties of a
programmer.

APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERUnder
the direction ,of a senior . programmer, the
applications programmer participates in analysis
liaison with a systems analyst, and creates
etogram logic structure and codes. Other

t programming. tasks include producing reports
and mathematical computations, and
rfiaintaining information files. This indiVidual
prepares the required logical interface between
related programs, and assists, as required, in the

"solution of operation 'difficulties encountered in
existing programs.

MAINTENANCE PROGRAMMERUnder
the direction, of a senior pro'grammer, the
maintenance programmer takes action to

. improve program performance or to correct
deficiencies. This person also. performs all
programming tasks neededto implement the

1.
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changes, including testing and updating of
program documentation.

OPERATIONS SUPERVISORThis
individual supervises the operation of all digital
computing equipment, key-to-tape/disk
equipment, keypunching and verifying
machines, and other media, conversion devices.
In this capacity, the operations supervisor
reviews' equipment and personnel performance,
and develops techniques to .,improve
performance. The incumbent reviews new
applications and programs, and projects their
effects on equipment opefation for management
evaluation.

SENIOR CONSOLE OPERATORThe
incumbent operates and controls digital

, computing equipment by means of a peripheral,
console device or auxiliary control panel. The
senior console operator prepares the computer
for program processing and is responsible for the
satisfactory completion of each scheduled
computer operation.

CONSOLE OPERATORThis individual
operates digital computing equipment with a
console device or auxiliary control panel. Under
the direction of the senior console operator, the
console operator prepares the computer for
program processing and operates the equipment
for the completion of a scheduled program.

KEY -TO- TAPE/DISK SUPERVISORThe
incumbent supervises the operation of the
system computer with associated equipment,
including the keystations, magnetic disk unit,
magnetic tape unit, teleprinter, and supervisory
console which houses the system's computer.
This individual also manages and supervises the
preparation of source data entry.

KEY-TO-TAPE/DISK OPERATORUnder
the direction of the key-to-tape/disk supervisor,
the key-to-tape/disk operator controls computer
equipment by means of a supervispry console;
prepares source data entry material for keying
and processing; and displays data on video
screens for immediate verification and
'correction.

KEYPUNCH OPERATORThe keypunch
operator keypuncheS/keyverifies data as directed
by the keypunch supervisor or the supervisor.

OPERATIONS CONTROL SUPER-
VISORThis individual directs the
control and coordination of all operational
facilities through supervising library activities,
production control procedures, and operating
standards. This person is also concerned with
developing and enforcing procedures, and in
several instances, with supervising the personnel
who execute the procedures.

TAPE LIBRARIANThe tape librarian
stores and circulates program documentation,
and controls foreign tapes and data maintained
on all recording media. This person performs a
multitude of administrative;cluties, such as filling
out tape labels, run request's, degaussing control
forms, and security check lists.

All O'f' the previously described positions or
any that may be desired at an installation must
be designated by an NEC. A complete roster of
Occupational Standards, which covers a

thorough list of duties for all DPs, can be found
in the Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and
Personnel Classifications and Occupational
Standards (NAVPERS 18068-D).

ADP INSTALLATIONS

Smaller ADP installations are not allowed
the luxury of having specialized people for each

'specialized position. However, these smaller
installations (such as most ships) do have other
advantages over the larger ADP installations
ashore. The most evident advantage is that a-i)P
aboard a ship is involved With all aspects of the
data processing.field. A DP aboard ship could be
expected to function in billets ranging from the
senior systems analyst to a keypunch operator.

The cross-training a DP receives aboard ship
is very beneficial, allowing this person to
become a completely trained data processor.
The close working - relations with the
departments and divisions requesting data
processing services will help the DP aboard ship
become qualified in more occupational
standards before a- DP ashore. This allows for
complete familiarity with a system 'and p ovides
an invaluable background for future Navy
assignments and advanceinent opportunities.
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No. of Comput

1

Total Memory Total
Words (W) Bytes (B) Purchase Price* ..' Size

greater than or
equal to 100K

greater than or
equal to 10K

. ,
greater than or greater than or . Large
equal to 400K equal to $1.5M

greater than or greater than $500K Medium
equal to 30K

2-5 greater than or greater than or
jequal to 600K equal to 3.2M

greater than or greater than or
equal to 60K equal to 180K

,
Any number Any amount

.

Anything else

W
*If equipment is rented, purchase price equals monthly rental multiplied by 40.

greater than $8.0M Large

greater than or Medium
equal to $3.0M

greater than $16.0M Large,

greater than or
equal to $8.0M

Anything else

,
Source: Naval Audit Service

Medium

Small

.
,A senior D an compute the sizesrfall td

largeof a partie of ADP activity's automatic
data prodessing installation department (DPID)
utilizigg the chart in figure 2-3. The size is based
on total memory size and total purchase price
of an activity's computer(s). For an activity to .
have a DPID, it must have at least one central
processing unit (CPU) and one computer
operator.

For an activity to have a data processing
programming support department (DPPSD), it
must have an organizational element whose
primary function is to design, develop, or
maintain application ftware/computer
programs. An ADP activity with fewer than five
programmers/analysts/specialists is not usually
considered to have a DPPSD. The sizes of a
DPPSD can be deternined using figure 2-4.

Figure 2.3. Table for Computing DPID Size.

2-1 I

NO. OF ANALYSTS,

PROGRAMMERS, OR
SPEZ1ALISTS

DPPSD SIZE
FOR AN
ACTIVITY

5 T010
II TO 30

30 OR MORE

SMALL
MEDIUM

LARGE

°,

Figure 2-4.DP Programming Support Department
Configuration.
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When an ADP installatibn is classified as a
design/development activity, it functions as. a
special category for program development
act iv it e s , and may provide centralized
applications systems development and
maintenance. The program develdpment is for
standard systems that are run at multiple
activities throughout the Navy or at a single
location providing Navy-wide suppOrt. The
organizational structure and/or responsibilities
may vary considerably, but the primary function
is responsibility for. applications .desiR and
developm-ent.

For an installation to have a technical
support department (TSD) the activity must
have an organizational element whose primary
function is to provide "generalized technical
support." Functions performed are normally in
support of hardware, a DPID, a DPPSD, or
generalized sbftware which supports multiple
applications, as opposed to supporting a specific
user application. Functions 'which may be
performed in a TSD include systems software
acquisition, installation, testing, distribution and
maintenance, performance monitoring,
configuration planning, teleprocessing services,
and standards and procedures. The sizes aza
TSD can be determined using, figure 2-5.

EQUIPMENT ORGANIZATION

'There are many organizational planning
needs to be met when a new installation is to be

NO. OF ANALYSTS,
PROGRAMMERS, OR

SPECIALISTS

TSD SIZE

FOR AN
ACTIVITY

1 TO 5 ' SMALL

... MEDIUM

LARGE

5 T015
15 OR MORE

Figure 2-5.Technical 'Support , Depertmegt
Configuration.

Size
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established' or an existing system modified.
Planning for the incbming hardware is concerned
primarily with space, arrangement, and
environment. In most cases Rimming for
hardware installation is fairly routine. The
specifications for each unit's required spacing
(for repair access) and environment (air
circulation, cooling, tumidity, raised floor, etc.)
are detailed by the manufacturer.

The arrangement of equipment should be of
special concern to the senior DP. If possible
locate a noisy printer outside the system area.
The harsh printer noise and. paper lint /dust may
be harmful to personnel and may contaminate
system hardware. Other problems concerning
hardware can usually be resolved by consulting
specification books, manufacturers'
representatives, and Data System's Technicians.

NONTACTICAL ADP ORGANIZATION

In ,1975, a General Accounting Office
(GAO) report was very critical of the ADP
structure in the Navy. Because of the report, the
Navy conducted a reorganization study during
.1976. As enumerated by the Vice Chief of Naval
Material in 1976, the top 10 ADP problems
besetting the Navy were:

1. ADP configuration managementThere-
was no control over the use Of computer
capacity. Many times the capacity' was
exhausted by local techniques.

2. Low thresholdsEverything had to be
justified; therefore, staffs were swamped with
paperwork.

3. Improper support of new-projectsNew
projects were locally received without .the
addition of necessary resources.

4. Economic justification This frequently
prevented standardization across command lines.

5. Lack of Navy-wide hardware
standardizationThis command-line problem
was created by the differentes in development
time of large-scale sy§tems.

6. Nonstandardization a systemsThis was
another command-line problem. Many activities
duplicated what other commands or activities
had already done.'

7. I n suAic ie nt overhead to properly
manage ADPOverhead, in this instance,

49 .
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referred to personnel cutbacks that tended to
reduce the management and planning staffs.

8,,Lack of Navy-wide telecommunications''
planning.

9. Lack of standard procedures for
requesting ADP services and managing systems
development.

10. Lack of technical standards and
enforcement of them.

AUTOMATIC
DATA

PROCESSING
SELECTION

OFFICE

(ADPSO)

The study resulted in the formation of the
Naval Data Automation Command as a
second-echelon command of the CNO, effective
1 January 1977. Third-echelon commands under
NAVDAC are ADPSO (the ADP Selection
Office of the Navy), DODCI (the DOD
CoMputer Institute), and a system of from "Six to
eight Regional Data Automation Centers
(NARDAC). (Set-fig.-2-6.)

NAVDAC
HEADQUARTERS

WASHINGTON, D.C.

(WASHINGTON, D.C.)

DEPARTMENT
OF

DEFENSE

COMPUTER
INSTITUTE.
(DODCI)

(WASHINGTON

NAVY
REGIONAL

.DATA
AUTOMATION

CE NIE Ft-

( NAR bA C)

WA8HINGTON,
D.C.

(ESTABLNE D
MARCH 1977)

\ I
NAVY

REGIONAL

DATA

AUTOMATION

CE NTER
(NARDAc)
NORFOLK

( ESTABLISI4D
OCTOBER 1978)'..

,

NAVY

REGIONAL
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AUTOMATION

CENTER
(NAA0 )

POISA LA

NAVY

REGIONAL

DATA

AUTOMATION

CENTER
(NARDAC)

SAN DIEGO.

,'ift$14)3LISHED (ESTABLISHED
, OCTOBER 1977) OCTOBER '1978)

NAVY DATA

AUTOMATION
FACILITY

(NAVDAF}
NEWPORT RI

(ESTABLISHED
MAY 1980)

I

NAVY

REGIONAL
DATA

AUTOMATION

CENTER
(NARDAC)

JACKSONVILLE

$4,,

NA

REGIONAL
DATA

AUTOMATION

&NTER e
(NARDAC)

SAN

FRANCISCO

NAVY '-

R AL.

D TA

CENTER4
NAftbAo

NewPORLEXNS

NAVY DATA

AUTOMATION
FACILITY

(NAVDAF)
PEARL

HARBOR, 111
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JULY 1978) JULY 1978) OCTOBER 1979) MAY 1980)

d .

i 78.167
Figure 2-6.NAVDAC Commands. ,
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NAVDAC's principal objectives are to
improve the effectiveness of ADP systems in
support of Navy operations; to exploit all the
potentials of ADP and teleprocessing technology
in multicommand and multifunctional ADP
tystemsiand to improve the overall management
of the Navy's ADP resources.

NAVDAC's
CNO, en ils:

mission, as approved by the

1. Collaboration on ADP matters with all
Navy ADP claimants.

2. Approval of systems development, and
acquisition and development of ADP equipment
and service contracts.

3. Sponsoring ADP technology.

4. Career development and training of
personnel.

DEP

SYS

GPO

L_
Y TECHNICAL

RECTOR FOR
EMS EVALUATION
POLICY AND
ACQUISITION

(CODE 10)

5. Technical management of all Navy ADP
activities.

6. Navy-wide ADP policy, plans, and
procedures.

NAVDAC, in brief, is charged with fostering
bro sed improvement in the contribution ofv-
nontactical ADP to Navy operational
effectiveness: NAVDAC's goals include better
planning and coordination (Navy-wide) to
anticipate, budget for, and satisfy ADP
requirements before rather than after they
become critical; standardization of systdms and
consolidation of facilities where it makes good
sense; more aggressive and consistent
exploitation of computers and teleprocessing;
career development of ADP professional
personnel; and the formulation of more
responsive, up-to-date policy and procedures for
the acquisition and management of ADP
resources. A summary of organizational'
structure can be viewed in figure 2-7,

OFFICE OF COMMANDER

COMMANDER
r (CODE 00)

DEPUTY COMMANDER
(CODE 09),

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
(CODE 00T)

DIRECTOR
ADMINISTRATION

(CODE 04)

SPECIAL STAFF

CODE 00A EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
CODE 00B INSPECTOR GENERAL
CODE 00C GENERAL COUNSEL
CODE 00E CDEEO a CFWPC

CODE -00H SPECIAL ADVISOR

COMPTROLLER

(CODE 07)

DEPUTY TECHNICAL
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Chapter 2ADP ORGANIZATION AND PERSONNEL

NONTACTICAL ADP SUPPORT

As part. of the overall /reorganization of the
Navy's non tac tical ADP resources and
management, each Navy ...Regional Data
Automation Center (NARDAC) was formed
from existing facilities and operations in a
particular geographical alta, of which the former
Data Processing Service Centers ( DPSCs) formed
the nucleus. The NARDACs have a significantly
broader mission than the DPSCs, and in all
cases the NARDACs were expanded in scope
and responsibility, including assignment of
Navy-wide areas of AD, technical management
responsibilities.

The NARDACs provide a wide range of ADP
support services, from assisting potential
customers in defining their requirements to
providing a modern, on-line, real-time

4P
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teleprbtessing environment in Which users do
their data processing.

Each NARDAC is organized under a
standard structure patterned after NAVDACs.
NARDACs are also standardized with ADP
capability with the UNIVAC ADPE, specifically
the U1100/40. The standardized ADPE gives the
NARDACs the means to respond rapidly,
efficiently, and economically to the user
requirements in the field.

The NARDACs have facilities geographically
removed from the NARDAC. These sites, called
NAVDAFs (Navy Data Automation Facilities),
are located in such areas as Pearl Harbor, Hawaii,
and Great Lakes, 4nois. They provide onsite
support to major Navy commands /activities in
areas not otherwise supported by NARDACs or
having special support requirements. The
NAVDAFs also have an organizational structure
patterned by NARDAC.
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CHAPTER 3

ADP PHYSICAL/SECURITY, RISK
MANAGEMENT, AND PRIVACY

Thil chapter provides basic information
about 'automatic data processing physical
security and risk management, and covers the
Privacy Act of .1974. Authoritative references
are cited throughout the chapter and are to be
utilized when implementing any type of security
measures. This chapter should not be used-as
authority to implement any security measure. It
is intended to assist the DPI and DPC in
defining specific ADP physical security
requirements. Additionally, it lists referenced
instruction(s)/manual(s) for developing and
implementing sound physical security programs,
and establishes and provides.background training
for conducting audits of these programs.

PHYSICAL SECURITY PROGRAMS
4

Every ADP organization has, or should have,
an on-gbing physical ,security program., The
majority of these programs differ as the needs,
requirements, and locations of the commands
differ. The physical security program for a
highly classified defense coinmankwould not be
comparable with the physical security program
of an unclassified, nontactical command. Also, a
physical security progrim for an ADP facility in
Florida would not require as much emphasis on
earthquake protection Measures as would an
ADP facility in California. Planning a physical
security program is as important as actually
implementing the prograni.

The DP technical manager of an Apt. facility
will derive the most from this chapter if security
is designated as an on-going operational functiOn
and if an adequate staff is provided to support
the function. Theogeneral guidelines suggested

3-1

here for developing and implementing a physical
security program can be summarized as follqws:

1. Analyze risk as the basis for
development of a security policy.

2. Select and implement appropriate
security measures to reduce exposure to losses.

3. Develop contingency plans for back-up
operations, disaster recovery, and emergencieS.

4. Provide indoctrination and training for
personnel.

5. Plan and conduct continuing tests and
audits and adjust security measures and
contingency plans as needed. \-/--/

ADP THREATS

When planning a physical security program,
the DP technical manager should be aware of all
the types of threats that may be encountered.
Not every Navy ADP facility will be faced with
each type of threat, especially if the facility is
aboard ship. The impact of a given threat may
depend on the geographic location of the ADP
facility (earthquakes), the local environment
(flooding), and potential value of property or
data to a thief, or the perceived importance of
the facility to activists and demonstrators or
subversives. Not all threats and preventative
measures can be discussed in this chapter. For a
thorough review of the subject, refer to FIPS
PUB 31 and OPNAVINST 5510.45 series. Solne
of the natural and unnatural threats include:

1. Unauthorized access by persons to
specific areas and equipment fol. such purposes
as theft, -arson, vandalism, tampering,
circumventing of internal controls, or improper
physical access to information.

sa
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2. ADP hardware failures.

3. Failure of supporting utilitiecluding
electric power, air conditioning, commu-
nications circuits, elevators, and mail conveyors.

4. Natural disasters, including floods,
windstorms, fires, and earthquakes.

5.. Accidents causing the nonavailability of
key personnel.

6. Neighboring hazards such as close
proximity to chemical or explosive operations,
airports, high crime areas, etc.

7. Tampering with input, programs, and
data.

8. The compromise of data through'
interception of acoustical or electromagnetic
emanations from ADP hardware.

The preceding list of threats to the operation
of an ADP facility contains only a few of the
reasons why each command should have an
on-going physical security program that is
adapted to/tailored to its individual needs and
requirementsOnly the most likely and-contimon
threats are discussed in this chapter.

RISK ANALYSIS

It is recommended that the ADP facility
upper management begin development of the
physical security program with a risk analysis. A
risk analysis, as related to this chapter, is the
study of potential hazards that could threaten
t he performance, integrity, and normal
operations of an ADP facility. Experience at
various:Commands has shown that a quantitative
risk analysis produces the following benefits:

1. Objectives of the security piogram are
directly related to the missions of the command.

2. Those charged with selecting specific
security measures have quantitative guidance on
the type and amount of resources that it is
reasonable to expend on each security measure.

3. Long-range planners receive guidance in
applying security considerations to such things

site selection, building design, hardware
c oriirglirations and procurements, software
systems, and internal controls.

R.

4. Criteria are generated f6r designing and
evaluating contingency plans for backup
operatiohs, recovery from disaster, and ealihg
with emergencies.

5. An explicit security policY can . be
generated which identifies what is to be
protected, which threats are significant and who
shall be responsible for execution,, revieW, and
reporting of the security program.

Loss Potential Estimates
I.

The -first step to be considired when t
repparing the risk analysis is .to e timate the

potential losses to which the ADP facility is
exposed. The objective of the loss potential
estimate is to identify critical aipeqs of the
ADP facility operation and to place a monetary
value on the loss estimate. Losses may result
from a number of possible situations, such as:

1. Physical destruction or theft of tangible
assets. The loss potential is the cost to replace,
lost assets and the cost of delayed processing.

2. Loss of data Or program files.,The loss
potential is the cosi to reconstruct the files
either from backup copies if available or from
source documents and possibly the cost pf
delayed processing.

3. Theft of information. The loss potential
here is difficult to quantify. Although the
command itself would sustain no direct loss, it
clearly would have failed in its mission. In some
cases, information itself may have market value,
for example, a proprietary software package or a
name list which can be sold.

4.. Indirect theft of assets. If the ADP
system is used to control °that assets such as
cash, items in inventory, or authorization for
performance of Services,. then it may also be
used to steal such assets. The loss potential
would be the value of such assets which might
be stolen before the magnitude of the loss is
large enough to assure detection.

5. Delayed processing. Every application-
has same time constraint, and failure to
complete it on1,4ecauses a loss.,,In some cases
the loss poten may not be as obvious as, for
example, a delay in issuing military paychecks.

3-2
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The ADP DP technical manager and- upper
management should, construct a, table of
replacement costs for the physical assets of the
ADP facility. This usually includes the building
itself and all contents.

Preparation of this tabulation, broken down
by specific areas helps to identify areas needing
spftial attention. While the contents of the
typical office area may be valued at $5 to $10
per square Toot, it is not unusual to find that the
contents of a computer room are worth $500 to
$2000 per square fdot. The estimate is also

' helpful in planning for recovery in the event of a
disaster.

The remaining four loss potential types
previously listed are dependent on the
characteristics of the individual data processing
tasks performed by the ADP facility. The ADP
DP technical manager should review each task to
establish which loSses the facility is exposed to
and which factors affect the size of the potential
loss. The DP technical managers should call on
'users to help make these estimates.

In order to make the 'best use of time, the
ADP DP technical manager should . do rapid,
preliminary screening' in order to identify the
tasks which appear to hive significaiif loss
potential. A table of preliminary estimates is
shown in figure 3-1.

Having made a preliminary screening to
identify the, critical tasks, the ADP DP technical
manager should seek to quantify loss potential
more 'precisely with the help of user
representatives familiar with the critical tasks
and their impact on other activities. Mishaps and
1psses that 'could occur should be considered, on
the assumption that if something can go wrong,
it wilt. The fact that a given,task has never been
tampered with, used for an embezzlerhent, or
changed to mislead management in the
command is no assurance that it never will be.
At this stage of the risk analysis, all levels of
management should assume the worst.

Threat Analysis

The second step of the risk analysis is to
evaluate the threats to the ADP facility. Threats
and the factors which influence their relative
importance were outlined earlier in this chapter.
Details of the more common threats are
discussed later in this chapter and, to the extent
it is available, general information about the
probability of occurrence is given. These data,
the application of common sense, and -higher
authprity. instructions/manuals should be used
by the DP technical manager to develop
estimates of the probability of occurrence for
each type of threat.

TASK
NAME

RUN

, TIME

FILE
RECON- .

STRUCTION

CLASSIFIED/
SENSITIVE,
DATA .-

.. PRIOR

COMPROMISE/
-.THEFT OF INFO

DELAYgD
PROCESSING
IMPACT PROJECT

MANPOWER
COST

ESTIMATE

R

S

T

U

V

W

1.5/D

On line

2.0/D
..

0.5kW

0.71M

4.54

Easy

V. Diff

-Difficult

Normal

,Difficult

Easy

-

No'

"des

Yes
s.

No

Yes

No

,

.

-

.

, .

NO

Yes

No

No .

No .

No

, . Extreme

Extreme

,'Moderate

Low

., Very lOw ;

Moderate

.
r

Payroll

Operations

Inventory

Research

Research

Inventory

1 day --t

8 hours

1 week

6 days

2 days

3 hours

:Figure 3-1.Prelimigary Estimates of Loss Potential.
,
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While the overall risk analysis should be
conducted by the ADP DP technical manager,
other personnel at the ADP facility can
contribute to the threat analysis and their help
should be solicited. Figure 3-2 includes a list of
common threats at a shore ADP facility, with
space allowed for* the agency or individual to
contact should the need arise and a
corresponding telephone number for each. The
DP technical manager should fill in a similar list
with local contacts of help and infon'nation.

Annual Loss Expectancy

The third step in the risk analysis is to
combine the estimates of the value of potential
loss and probability of loss to develop an
estimate of annual loss expectancy. The purpose
is to pinpoint the significant threats as a guide to

the selection of security measures and to
develop a yardstick for determining the amount
of money which is reasonable to spend on each
of them. In other words, the cost of a given-
security measure should relate to the loss(es)
against which at provides protectioh.

To develop the annual loss expectancy, a
matrix of threats and potential losses can be
constructed. At each intersection, ask if the
given threat could cause the given loss. FOr's
example, fire, flood, and sabotage do not 'cause
theft-of-information 'losses, but, in varying
degrees, all, three result in physical destruction
losses and losses due to delayed processing..
Likewise, 'internal tampering could cause an
indirect loss of assets. In each case where there
can be significant loss, the loss poten)i,i1 is
multiplied by the probability of occurrence of
the threat to generate an annual estimate of loss.

COMMON THREATS
SOURCES OF
LOCAL,INFORMATION AND HELP

LOCAL
PHONE
NinelBER

FireFlood-
;

Earthquake

Windstorm

Power failure

Air conditioning failure

.,...CQQLntmications failure

ADP liardw,are failure

Intruders, Vandals

Compromising emanations

Internal theft

Internal misuse

,

,

.
,...

.

-, _

,.,),
.
,_

.

.

.

. ,
. ,r ., - .

.

Figure 12.Threat help list.
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Selecting Remedial M idvs

When the mate of annual loss has been
cOmplete P upper management will have a
clear icture of the significant threats and
c cal ADP tasks. The response to significant
threats can take one or more of the- following
forms:

4

1. Alter the environment to reduce the
probability oroccurrence. In an extreme case,
this could lead to relocation of the ADP facility
to f less exposed, location. Alternatively; a
haiardous occupancy adjacent to or inside the
ADP facility could be moved elsewhere.

2. Erect barriers to ward off the threat.
These might take the form,. of changes to
strengthen the building against the effects of
natural disasters, saboteurs, or vandals. (See
OPNAVINST 551-0.1 series and 5510.45 series
for evaluation guidelines.) Special equipment
can be installed to improve the quality and
reliability of electric power. Special door locks,
military guards, and intrusion detectors can be
used to control access to critical areas.

3. Improve, procedures to -close- gaps in
"controls. These might include better 'controls
over operations or more rigorous standards for
programming and software testing. ,

4. Early. detection of harmful situations
permits more rapid response to minimize
damage. Fire and intrusion detectors 'are both
typical examples.

5. Contingency plans permit satisfactory
accomplishment of comMand.missions following
a damaging event. Contingency plans include
immediate response to emergelcies" to protect
life and property and to limit damage,
maintenance of plans and `materials needed for
backup operation offsite, and maintenance of
plans for prompt recovery following major
damage to or destruction of the ADP facility.
The command's Disaster Control Plan should
,coinCide with the ADP facility's contingency
plans.

There are two criteria for selecting specific
remedial measures.

1. The an' iival cost is to be less than the
redpction in expected annual loss which could
be caused by threats.

2. The mix of remedial measures selected is
to be the one havirig the loviest total cost.

44)

The first criterion simply says that there
must be, a cost justification for the security
programthat it returnmore in savings to the
ADP facility than it costs.. This may seem
obvious but it is )fot uncommon for an ADP
manager ,to for a .security measure, to
comply with higher authority security
instructions and directives, without first
analyzing the risks.

The second -criterion reflects the fact that a
given remedial measure may often be effective
against more than one threat. (See fig. 3-3.)

REMEDIAL
MEASURES.

THREATS 2

Fire Internal
theft

External
theft

Hurri-
cane

Sabotage

Fire detection system
Loss control team

eRoviiig guard patrol
Intrusion detectors
Personnel screening
On-site povier

generator
Backup plan

X

X
X
X

Figure 3-3.Remodial Measures.
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Since. a given remedial measure may affect
more than one threat, the lowest cost mix of
measures probably will not be immediately
obvious. One possible way t make the selection
is to begin with the thre having the largest
annual loss potential. sider possible remedial
measures and list theme for which the annual
cost is less than the expected reduction in
annual loss. (Precision in estimating cost and loss
reduction is not necessary at this point.) If two
or more remedial measures Would cause a loss
reduction in the same ,area, list them all, but
note the redundancy. Repeat the process for the
next most serious threat and continue until
reaching the point where no cost justifiable
measure for a threat can be found. If the cost of
a remedial measure is increased when, it is

extended to cover an additional threat, the
incrernerital'cost should be noted. At this point,
there.,eNiqs a matrix of individual threats and

`remgdial` measures with estimates of loss
reductions and costs, and thus an estimate of the
net saving. This can be shown graphically, as in
figure 3-4.

For each threat, the esNtnated, loss
reduction, the cost of the remedial measure, and
the net loss reduction have been given (in that

order). By applying remedial measure J to threat
A at a cost of $9,000, a loss reduction ,of
$20,000 can be expected (a net saving of
$11,000). Furthermore remedial measure J will
reduce the threat B loss by $10,000 at no
additional cost and the threat C loss by $4,000
at an added cost of only $1,000. Finally,
though, it appears that it would cost more than
it would save to apply J to threat D. Therefore,

REMEDIAL
MEASURES

THREAtS-

A B C D

J
K

.20*
20*

9

15

11

5

10
12

0

0

10

12

4

6

1 8

6

5

2

-3

2

*Same effect.

4.

Figure 3-4.Threat matrix.

J would not be implemented for R. The net loss
,reduction from J could be expressed as:

J(A,B&C) .= 11 + 10 + 3

= $24,000

The table indicates that J and K have the same
reduction effect on threat. A. Since K costs more
than J, it might, at first glance, be rejected:
However,

.K(A,B,C&D) = 5 + 12 + 6 + 2
4

and

= $25,000

J(A,B&C) + K(A,B,C&D) = -4 + 22 + 9 + 2

= $29,000

Therefore, while J and K are equally effective on
threat A, IC- appears to be more effective than J
on the 'other threats. Further checking shows
that their combined use results in the greatest
overall net loss reduction.

By going through the process just described,
Using preliminary estimates for cost and loss
reduction, a DP technical manager can test
various combinations of remedial measures, and
thus identify the subset of remedial measures
which appears to be the most effective. At this
point, the DP technical manager'should review
the estimates and refine them as necessary to
ensure compliance with ,,higher authority
security instructions.

If all of the preceding procedures have been
followed, the following .4actors,. will have been
established and documented:

4

1. Significant threats and probabilities of
occurrence

2. Critical tasks and the loss of potential
related to each threat on an annual basis

3. A list- of remedial measures which will
yield the greatest net reduction irr-losses,
together with their annual cost

V
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With this information at hand, ADP upper
management can move ahead with
implementation of the physical security
program. Since the analysis of remedial 'measures
will have identified those with the greatest
impact, relative priorities for implementatign
can also be established.

IMPLEMENTING A
SECURITY PROGRAM

The use of a risk analysis and higher
authority instruction's has been suggested as the
basis for developing an ADP security program.
EVen though implementation of the program
depends on local instructions /directives and
conditions, it may not be clear just where to
begin. Following is a suggested outline that can
be used as a basis for Planning an ADP security
program.

1. Preliminary planning. Establish Em ADP
security team to prepare an ADP security
program and make responsibility assignments.

2. Perform a preliminary risk analysis to
identify major problet areas.

3. Select and implement urgent "quick fix"
security measures as needed.

4. Perform and document a detailed risk
analysis for review and approval.

5. Based on the approved risk analysis
selected, justify cost and document action plans
with budgets and schedules for security
measures, contingency plans, training and
indoctrination plans, and test and audit plans.

6. Carry out the approved action plans.
7. Depending on the results of tests, audits,

and changes in mission or environment, repeat
the detailed risk analysis and subsequent 'steps
on a regular (at least annual) basis. .

The action plans shbuld include adequate
documentation. 'For example, the
documentation might include:

1. A security policy statement which
provides general ,guidance and ,assigns
responsibilities.

2. A security handbook with instructions
that describe in detail the security program and
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procedures, and the obligations of ADP
personnel, users, and supporting personnel.

3. Command)standards for system design,
programming, testing, and maintenance to -
reflect security objectives and requirements.

4. Contingency plans for backup
operations, disaster recovery, and emergency
response.4

5. Booklets or command instructions for
ADP staff indoctrination in security program
requirements.

Depending on the normal practice *the
ADP facility, these documents may be,
completely separate items or may be included in
other documents. For example, emergency
response plans for the ADP facility might be
included in the command's Disaster Control
Plan. Similarly, security, standards could be
added to existing documents.

The final point to be made. is the importance
of continuing an audit and review of the security
prograrri. A major effort is required for the
initial risk analysis,- but once it has been
completed, a regular review and updating can be
dohe much more quickly. By evaluating changes
in command mission, the local environment, the
hardware configuratipn, and tasks performed,
the DP technical manager can determine what
changes, if any, shotild be made in the security
program to keep it effective.

Authoritative Reference .

There are , numerous higher 'authority
instructions for physical security, data
protection, and security in general that the DP,
technical manager should have a thorough
knowledge of before implementing any security
plan. The DP technical manager should referenCe
the following instructions and manuals when
making security decisions and also when
studying for advancement in rate:

1. OPNAVINST 5 23 9.1 series with
enclosures, Department of the Navy security
program for automatic °data processing .systems

2. FPS PUB 65 (encl. (3) to OPNAVINST
5239.1 series) Guideline for autothatic data

.processing risk analysis

50.
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3. OPNAVINST 5510.1 series, Department
of the Navy Information, Security Program
Regulations

4. Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI-
CS-63-1-76), Guide for security Equipment

NATURAL DISASTERS '-

Fires, floods, windstorms, and earthquakes
all tend to have the same basic effects on .ADP
operations. These effects are the physical
destruction of the facility and its contents and
interruption of normal operations. They also
represent a threat to the life and safety of the
ADP staff. Fire is the only natural disaster that
will be discussed in this chapter. ;

FIRE SAFETY

EXperience over the last two decades has
demonstrated the sensitivity of ADP facilities to
fire damage resulting in disruption cif-operations."
A number of major losses have involved
noncombustible buildings. In' those cases where
vital tapes were safeguarded and the computer

'hardware was relatively uncomplicated, rapid
recovery was possible, often in a matter of days.
However, it seems likely that ifa large Computer
configuration, such as a World Wilde Military
Command and Control System' (WWMCtS),
were destroyed or if backup records `were
inadequate, recovery would be a lengthy process
that could take weeks ormonths.

Fire safety should be a key part of. die ADP
facility's physical security program and should
include these elements:

1. Location, design, construction, A and
maintenance of the ADP facility to idipimize ffie
exposure to fire damage. .

'. 2. Measures to ensure prompt detection of
and response to a fire emergency. 4'

3. Provision for quick human intervention
and adequate means to extinguish fires.

4. Provision of adquate means and
personnel to limit damage and effect prompt
recovery.
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Facility Fire Exposure

, The first factor to consider in evaluating the
fire safety of an ADP facility' is what fire
exposure results &dm, the nature the
occupancy (material) of hdjacent buildin and
the ADP facility building. Generally speaking,
the degree of hazard associated with a given
occupancy (material) depends on the amount of
combustible materials, the, ease with which they
can be ignited, and the likelihood of a source of
ignition.

The second and third fire safety factorS are
the design and 'construction of the building.

-There are five basic types of construction
described in figure 3-5, with the approximate
destruction time shown for each fire
classification.

The actual performance of a building will
depend not only on the type of construction,
but on design detailksuch as:

Fire walls which in eff ct divide a
structure into separate buildings wild respeCf to
fires.

, 2. Fire rated partitions which retard the
spread of a fire within a building.

Fire rated Stairwells, dampers, or
shutters in ducts; fire stops at the junction of
floors, and walls and similar measures to retard
the spread of smoke and fire within a building.

Use of lbw-flame spread materials for
floor, wall, and ceiling finish to retard
propagation of flame.

Type of Construction
Approximate,Fire

Classification

Fire Resistant
Heavy Timber, .

,Noncombustible
*Ordinary Construction
Wood Frame

2 or 3 hours
1plus hours
1 hour
Less than 1 hour
Minutes

*depends on size of timber used.

GO

Figure 3-5.Types of construction.
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It should be understood that thjs discussion
hats been much simplified. However,
consideration of `these factors as they apply to
an-existing or projected ADP facility will help to
determine the amount of attention that should
be payed to fire safety. Seek the assistance of a
qualified fire protection engineer or local base
fire personnel i evaluating the inherent fire
safety of , th ADP facility and identifying
hazards.

can start. Experience has shown repeatedly that
prompt detection is a major factor in limiting
fire damage. Typically, a fire goes through three
stages. Some event, such as a failure of electrical
insulation, causes ignition. An electrical fire will
often smolder for a long period of time. When
an open flame develops, the fire spreads through
direct flame contact, progressing relatively

' slowly, with a rise in the temperature of the
surrounding air. 'The, duration of this stage is
dependent on the combustibility of the
materials at and near the ',Joint of ignition.
Finally, the temperature reaches the point at
which adjacent combustible materials give off
flammable gases. At this point the fire spreads
rapidly and ignition of nearby materials will
result from heat radiation as well as direct flame
contact. Because of the high temperatures and
volumes of smoke and toxic gases associated
with this third stage, fire fighting becomes
increasingly difficUlt and often people cannot
remainat the fire site?

Given the objective to discover and deal with
a fire before it reaches the third stage, one can
see the limitation of fire detection which
depends on-detecting a rise in air temperature. It
is for J this reason that the areas in which
electronic eqUipment is installed be equipped
with products-of-combustion,(smoke) detectors.
Such detectors use.electronic circuitry to detect
the presence of abnormal constituents in the air
which are usually associated with combustion.

To be effective in providing prompt
detection, the following points should be
considered in desighing a fire detection system:

The July 1973 fire at the U.S. Military-
Personnel Records Center, Overland, Missouri,
was an unfortunate demonstration of the result
when well-tested fire safety design criteria are
disregarded in overemphasizing protection
against other risks. Lack of sprinkler protection,
inadequate access to the fire site, and related
design deficiencies seriously hampered fire
fighting and in the end resulted in much more
damage to records than would have resulted
from the operation of sprinkler heads.

The fciiirth factor in fire safety is the way in
which the. building is operated. It should be ,

understood that theiinherent fire safety of a
building can be rendered ineffective by careless
operation. This includes: fire doors propped
open; undue accumulation of debris or trash;
careless use of flammable fluids, welding
equipment, and cAtting torches; substandard
electric wiring; inadequate maintenance of
safety controls on ovens and boilers; and
excessive concentration of flammable materials.
ADP facilities for example, have a particular
hazard from fhe accumulation oflint from card
and paper operations. The ADP physical
security program should strive, in coordination
with the building maintenance staff, to identify
and eliatinate such dangerous 'conditions.'
Futhermore, it should be understood that this
must be a continuing effort and a consideration
in the assignment of security management
responsibilities. The security audit plan should
include Verification of compliance with
established standards:

Fire Detection

Despite careful attention to the location,
design, construction, and operation of the ADP
facility, there is still the possibility that a fire

3-9

1. The location and spacing of detectors
should take into consideration the direction and
velocity of air flow, the presence of areas with
stagnant air, and the location of equipment and
other potential fire sites. Note that detectors
may be required under the raised floor, above
the hung ceiling, and in air conditioning ducts as
well as at the ceiling. It may also be wise to put
detectors in electric and telephone equipment
closets and cable tunnels.

2. The design of the detection control
panel should make it easy ,to identify the
detector which has alarmed. This implies that
the detectors in definable areas (for example,
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the tape vault, the east end of the computer
room, and administrative offices) should be
displayed as a group on the control panel. In
other words, when an alarm sounds, inspection
of the control panel should indicate which area
or zone caused the alarm. Generally, and
preferably, each detector will include a pilOto
light which lights when the detector is in..the
alarm state. In some cases there should be a
separate inditator light at the control panel for
each detector. It is also important to see that the
alarm system itself is secure. Its design should
cause a trouble alarm to sound if any portion of
it fails, or if there is a power failure. Steps
should be taken to assure that the system can
not be deactivated readily, either maliciously or
accidentally.

3. Meaningful human response to the
detection and alarm systems is necessary if they
are to be of any value.. This means that the fire
detection system should be designed to assure
that someone will always be alerted to the fire.
Typically, it is expected that the computer room
staff respond to an'alann from the ADP facility
alarm_,system. A,remote alarm. should arso be
located at another point in the building, manned
at all times, such as the lobby guard post,
security center, or building engineer's station.
This provides a backup response when the
computer area. is not occupied. If there 'is any
possibility that the remote alarm point will not
be manned at all times, a third alarm point
should be located offsite, usually at the nearest
fire station or thecommand's fire department
for the facility:

4. Proper maintenance is essential to the
fire detection system. The nature of smoke
detectors is such that nuisance alarms may be
caused by dust in the air or other factors. Thus,
there is a,tendency to reduce sensitivity' in order
to eliminate nuisance alarms, with the result that
detection- of an actual fire maybe delayed. To
ensure proper operation, it is important to see
hat qualified personnel (a vendor

resentative, building engineer, or Public
Works Center personnel) verify correct
operation at the time of installation, and at least
once each year thereafter. Furthermore, each
fault conditidn should be corrected
immediately. Unfortunately, there is a common

ci

tendencY to turn off the fire detection system or
silence the alarm bell, creating. the danger that
there wifl be no response if a fire should occur.

In addition to alerting personnel to the
prgsence of a fire, the detection equipment can
be used to control the air conditionihg 'system.
There is some support for the view that, upon
detection, air handling equipment should be
shut down automatically to avoid "fanning the
flames" and spreading smoke. This may not be
the best plan, as nuisance alarms will result in
needless disruption. A preferred technique may
be to cause the system to exhaust smoke by
stopping recirculation, and switching to
10kercent outisde air intake and room air
discarge. As a rule this can be done by
adjustment of air conditioning damper controls
and their interconnection with the fire detection
system. However, it may be necessary to modify
the air conditioning system.

The use of this technique is at the discretion
of command policy.

Fire Extinguishment
,

Fire extinguishment may be accomplished
using one or more of the following four
methods:

1. Portable or hand extinguishers operated
by military ;or -civil service personnel,in an,effort
to control the fire beforesit gets out of hand:

2. Hose lines used by military, civil service,
or professional fire fighters to attack the fire
with water. .

3. Automatic sprinkler systems which
release water from sprinkler heads activated in
the temperature range of 135° to 280°F.

4. Volume extinguishment systems which
fill the room with a gas that interferes with the
combustion process.

To ensure the effectiveness of portable
extinguishers, several measures should be
observed. Extinguishers should be placed in
readily accessible locations, not in corners or
behind equipment. Each location should be
marked for rapid identification; for example, a
large red spot or band can be painted on the wall
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or around the column above the "pbint where
each extinguisher is mounted. It is important
that each DP technical manager ensure proper
inspection in accordance with command policy.
Each extinguisher should have an inspection tag
affixed to it, on which is the signature of the"
inspecting petty officer or, fire marshal and the
inspection .date.

In all probability, the.ADP facility technical
manager will want to establish a first line of
defense against fire iay,olvement between the
time of notification bf and response by
professional or highly trained fire fighters, and
will incorpotatet this as 'part of the command's
disaster control plan. Every command, regardless
of size, needs military personnel who are
knowledgeable and trained in fire safety. Any
practical and effective organization for fire
protection must be designed to assure prompt
action immediately at the point where a fire
breaks out. This usually necessitates every
organizational unit or area of a command having
a nucleus of key personnel who are prepared,
through instruction acrd training, to extinguish
fires promptly in then' incipient stage. 1,ich

individuals become knowledgeable in specialized
fire protection and the systems applicable fo the
facility in question: how to turn in an alarm,,,
which type of extinguisher to use for which type
of fire and how to use it. Further, such
individuals can serve as on-the-job fire
inspectors, constantly seeking out, reporting,
and correcting conditions that may cause fires.
They can help ensure that fire fighting
equipment is properly located and maintained,
that storage does not cause congestion which'
could hamper fire fighting, and that general
housekeeping is maintained at a reasonably high
level to minimize fire risk.

r
SUPPORTING UTILITIES

Every Navy ADP facility is dependent upon
supporting 'utilities such as electric power and
air-conditioning and may have to depend on
communication circuits, water supplies and
elevatorffor its operation. Not all commands are
self-sufficient; they contract some or all of these
utilities from civil sources. In using these

utilities, the DP technical manager should
consider the probability of occurrence and the
effects of breakdowns, sabotage, vandalism, fire,
and flooding These effects tegn then be related .Et\
to the needs of the ADP facility as established
by the risk analysill

ELECTRIC POWER

Variations of a normal waveform in the
electric power supply can affect the operation of
ADP hardware. The ADP hardware rectifies the
alternating current, filters, and voltage regulates
the resulting direct current, and applies it to the
ADP circuitry. The filtering and regulation
cannot be expected to "eliminate voltage
variations beyond a reasonable range. If- line
voltage is 90 percfflit or less of nominal for more
than 4 milliseconds, or 1,20 percent or more of
nominal for more 4. inn 16 milliseconds,
excessive fluctuations can be expected in the
d.c. voltage applied to the hardware circuitry.
This power fluctuation causes unpredictable
results on hardware, logic, and data transfer.
These power line fluctuations, referred to as
transients, are usually caused by inclement
weather. -r

Internally generated transients depend on
the configuration of power distribution inside
the ADP facility. The effects of internal
transients can be minimized 'by isolating the
ADP hardware froin other facility loads. Ideally,
the computer area power distribution panels
should be connected directly to the primary
feeders , and should not share step-down
transformers with other high-load equipment.

The 'risk analysis shoUld include a complete
power transient and failure study. It should also

iOake into careful consideration the projected
growth in pariticularly sensitive applications
(such a real tithe or teleprocessing) in projecting
future loss potential.
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In some cases it may be economically
feasible to connect. the ADP facility to more
than one utility feeder via a transfer switch.
Thus if one feeder fails, the facility's load may
be transferred to the alternate feeder. This
technique is of greater value if the two feedrs
connect to different power substations.
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If the ADP facility is in a remote. area, an
uninterrupted power supply (UPS) usually is
required as a backup power source. The-UPS
system can be manually or automatically
controlled from prime power sources, or from
the ADP computer site. The typical UPS consists
of a .solid-state rectifier which keeps batteries
charged and -drives a solid4state inverter. The
inverter synthesizes alternating current for the
computer. A simplified block diagram is shown
in figure 3-6.

Depending on the ampere-hqur capacity of
the battery (or batteries), the UPS can support
its load for a maximum of 45 minutes without
prime power source input electricity. At the
same time, it will filter out transients. To
provide extra capacity to protect against a
failure of the UPS, a static transfer switch can be
inserted between the UPS and the computer, as
shown in figure 3-7: The con'trol circuitry for
the static switch can sense an overcurrent
conditiOn and 'switch the load to the prime
power source without causing a noticeable
transient.

If the facility's current needs exceed its
capacity, it may be economically feasible toiise
multiple, independent UPS units, as shown in
figure 3-8. Since each unit has its own
disconnect switch, it can be switched offline if it
fails. o 46;

Finally, if the risk analysis has shown a
major loss from poWer outages lasting 30,to 45
minutes or beyond, an onsite generator-can be
installed as shown in figure 3-9. The prime
mover may be a diesel motor or a turbine. When
the external power fails, UPS takes over and the
control unit starts the prime mover

A.C..
INPUT

SOLIDSTATE
RECTIFIER

D. SOLID -STATE
INVEIITER

A.C. OUTPUT

TO COMPUTIR
LOADS,,

BATTERY FOR
ENERGY STORAGE

Figure '3-6.Simplified block diagram of an

uninterrupted power supply. (UPS)

-OW SOLID-STATE
RECTIFIER

SYNC.
SIGNAL

BATTERY

.111.1.111,

SOLID-STATE
INVERTER

° I.

I I I
ISOLID STATE

I 'CONTROL] i

TRANSFER-WI
SWITCH L

Figure 3-7.UPS with transfer switch.

automatically. The prime moie7 brings the
generator up to speed. At this point, the UPS
switches over to the generator. Barring hardware
failures, the syste suppprts the,connected load
as long as there is' f el for the prime mover. Note
that the generato must be large enough to
support other essential loads, such as
air-conditioning.or minimum ing, as well as
the UPS load.

When this cbnfiguiation is used, the DP
technical manager should have a close"'
communication liaison with the power plant
source to ensure that the generator is coming up
to normal speed for the switchover from UPS. .

A.0 INPUT A.C.OUTPUT TO

COMPUTER LOAD
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Figure 3.8. Multiple, independent UPS units.
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ON-SITE
FUEL SUPPLY

A.C.

INPUT
L _

* OPTIONAL

U.P.S,
* TO CRITICAL

COMPUTER LOAD?.

, TO OTHER

CRITICAL LOADS

Figure 3-9.UPS with onsite generation.

The UPS system takes over automatically and
the change in power source may not be noticed
in the ADP facility. However, when the UPS
system. changes over to the generator it may
reqtdre a manual power panel settiti4-In the ADP
facility by the DP technical manager.

- PHYSICAL ADP PROTECTION

The physical protection of the ADP facility
can be thought of as the process of permitting
access to the facility by authorized persons,
while denying. access to others. The physical
protection of an ADP facility is not as stringent
for an ADP facility that processe "unclassified"
data as it is forl.an ADP facility that processes
"classified"' data. In the following
example/discussion, assume that the facility

''.processes classified material and physical
-protection is afforded in accordance with
OPNAVINST 5510.1 series and OPNAVINST
5510.45 series. Particular attention should be°
paid to applying physical protection wand
security policy wherever automatic data
processing equipment is employed for processing

78.167

classified, information in , accordance with
OPNAVINST 5239.1 series.
' The DP technical manager. should ensure-
that plans are -developed for the protection,.,
removal, or destruction of classified material in
the case of a natural disaster, civil disturbance,
or enemy action. The plans should establish ,
detailed procedures and responsibilities for the
protection of classified material so that it does
not fall into unauthorized hands in the event of
an emergence They should also indicate what

-material is .To be guarded, removed, or
destroyed; An adequate emergency plp for
classified material should provide for guarding
the material,': removing the classified material
from the area, complete destruction of the
classified material on a phased priority basis, or
appropriate combinations of these actions.

The emergency plans should alx4rovide foil
the protection of classified information in a
manner that minimizes the risk of loss of life or
injury to ADP personnel. The immediUte
placement of a trained and -preinstructed
perirqeter guard- force around the affected area
to prevent the removal of classified material is
an acZeptable means of protecting the classified
material. This action reduces the risk of
casualties.
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Physical security requirements for the
central ckinputer ADP facility area should be
commensu'r'ate with -the highest classified and
most restrictive category of information being
handled in the ADP system. If two or more
computer sy5tems are located in the same
controlled area, the equipment comprising each
system may be located so that direct personnel
access, if appropriate, is limited to a specific
system.

BOUNDARY PROTECTION

The threat analysis may indicate the need to
protect the property boundary of the ADP
facility. This may be accomplished by installing
fences or other physical barrie4s, outside
lighting, or perimeter intrusion detectors, or by
using a patrol force. Often a combination of two
or more of these will be efficient. Fences should
be 8 feet high with three strands of barbed wire.
Fences provide crowd control, deter casual
trespassers, and help in controlling access to the
entrances, but they do not stop the determined
intruder.

In situations where manpower shortages
exist, .the fence can be equipped with
penetration sensors that should sound an
internal alarm only This type of phySical
protection system uses small sensors mounted at
intervals on the fence and at each gate.

.

EMANATIONS

hr_ evaluatirt the nTid for perimeter
protection, the DP technicgsmanager' should
take into account the possibility that
electlinagnetic or anoustic emanations from
ADP hardware may be intercepted. Tests have
shown that interception and interpretation of
such emanations may be possible, under the right
conditions by technically qualified persons using
generally available hardware. As a rule of thumb,
interception of electromagnetic emanations
beyond 300 meters is very difficult. However, if
the-DP technical manager has reason to believe
that. there may be a potential exposure to
interception, technical- guidance should be
sought from upper management and the Chief of
Naval Operations (OP- 009D).

Measures to control compromising
emanations are subject to approval under the
provisions of DOD Directive S-5200.19 series,
by the cognizant authority of the component
approving security features of the ADP system.
Application of these measures within industrial
ADP systems is only at the direction of the
contracting activity concerned under provisions
of DOD Directive 5200.28 series, and the
requirements are to be included in the contract:

INTERIOR PHYSICAL PROTECTION

The Joint-Services Interior Intrusion
Detection System (J-SIIDS) is designed to
provide-reliable detection, on a 24-hour basis, of
intrusions, attempted instrusions, and
equipment tampering attempts. All components
of the J-SIIDS, except for the monitoring and
display equipment, contain internal tamper
switches that are activated when the component
enclosure cover is removed or opened.

The Join t-Sery ic,es Interior Intrusion
Detection System (Fig. 3-10) consists of a
family of intrusion and duress nsors, a control
unit, monitoring . and 'dis ay equipment

`consisting of alarm and status nitor modules
and monitor cabinets, a secure data transmission
system, and an audible alarm. When properly
installed, the system detects attempted and
actual intrusions and notifies the designated
authorities. _

The sensors,and the control unit are located
in 'a protected area. The control unit receives
and processes the alarms from the sensors and
sup ies power to the_sensors. The, alarm :
stat s . signals after processing, are ::fie:
directly to the audible alarm if used except for
a duress alarmY, and to tfie monitor modules via
the data transmisssion system or directly by
unsupervised hardwire connections. The audible
alarm normally is mounted on the outside of the
room or building being protected and gives
notice to personnel in the area that an alarm
signal has been generated by the sensors. The
monitoring and display equipment normally is
located in an area where monitoring personnel
are on duty 24 hours day. The monitoring and
display equipment consists of monitor cabinets

3-14
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Figure 3-10.Joint-Services Interior Intr.usion Detegion System (J-SIIDS).

and status or alarm monitor, mpdules, (one for
each control unit).,-The status monitor. module
gives an audible and visual indication of alarm
and status changes. The alarm monitor module
gives audible and'-visual indication only of alarm
conditions. '11,

J-SIIDS Componepts

'By using the .1-5405 Components for
internal physical security, commands should be
pettei able to select those types of alarm-system.
configurations . time best suit their speCific

4
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requirements. All J-SIIDS components and the
use of ea,ch are described in the Office of Naval
Intelligence ,publication for the "Guide for
Security EquiPment,"ONI-CS-63-1-76.

REMOTE TERMINAL AREAS

While the 'physical and personnel security'''.
requirements tfor the central computer facility
afea are based upon the overall requirements of
the:tail ADP system, remote terminal area
requirements are based upon the - Highest
classified and most restrictive category and type

67
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'of 'material Which will be accessed through the
terminal under system. constraint's.

Each remote terminal should be individually
identified. to ensure required security control
and protection, with each terminal identifiedas
a feature of hardware in combination with the
operating system.

When a peripheral device or remote terminal,
whether or not approved for the handling of
classified.material, is to .be usedby pers,onnel of,
a component that is not responsible for the

, overall operation and control of the ADP
system, the security measures fOr the device or
terminal and its area is prescribed by the
authority responsible for the security of the
overall ADP system. Such security measures are
agreed to and implemented before the user's
peripheral device or remote terminal is
connected to the ADP system.'

When one or more DOD's component's ADP
systemsecbme a part Of a laiger ADP network,
the approval and thrJauthority to authorize
temporary exceptions-to security measures for
the component's ADI) system in the network
requires the ,concurrence and approval of both
the DOD .coinfrobent operating The ADP system
and the DOD component having overall
responsibility for the security of the network.

411each. remote r anal which is not
and d protege) as required for material

accessible through it, should be disconnected
ftom the ADP system when the system contains
classifiecnin form ation.

Disconnect procedures, when rewired to
protect classified material contained in the ADP
system, are used .to disconnect remote
input/output terminals`-and peripheral devices
froin the system by a. hardware or software
method authorized by the designated approving.
authority of the central computer facility.

PHYSICAL SECURITY SURVEY

An annual physical security- survey -of the
ADP facility's area should be conducted by the
DP technical manage?: The first step of the
survey is to'evaluate all potential threats to the
ADP facility as discussed earlier in this chapter.
The secont step of the survey is to define and

tabulate areas within the facility for
control purp9ses. Details depehd on the specifics
of each facility, but the following are common
areas which should be considered:

1. Public entrance .or lobby
2. Loading dock
3. Spaces occupied

tenants
4. ADP facility reception area

. 5. ADP input/output counter area
6. ADP data conversion area
7. 'rape library
8. Systems analysis and programming areas
9. Computer room spaces

10: Communications equipment spaces

11. Air conditioning, UPS, and other
mechanical or electrical equipment
spaces

The survey should verify security measures
already in place and recommend any
improvements to upper management. The DP
technical manager should obtain a currPt floor
plan which depicts all areas within the facility,
and includes all access points and any adjacent
areas belonging to the ADP. facility, such as
parking lots and storage areas. Begin the survey
at the perimeter of the ADP facility, considering
the following:

1. Property line to include fencing, if any,
and type,---*Ie the conditionjhe. number of
openings according to type and use, Ancl how
they are secured. Are there any,mannedNoosts:at
the property line?

by other building

,
t

2. Outside' parking facilities. Is this area,
enclosed and are there any controls? Is the '
parking Jot controlled by anned p9sts o (,are "
deVices used? , -

,

,

3. Perimeter of facility. Note all vehicular_
and pedestrian entrances and what controls are
used, if any. Check all dOOrstheir number, how
they are secured, and any controls or devices,
such as alarms or key.card,devices. Check for all
ground floor or basement windows and how
they are secured, screening of bars for example,
and their vulnerability. Check for, other
entrances such as vents and manholes.:Are they

3-16
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Secured and how? Check for fire escapestheir
number and location and accessibility to the
Anterior or the facility from the fire 'escape
(windows, door's, roof). , How are accessways
secured?

4. Internal security. Begin at the top floor
or in the basement. Check for fire alarm systems
and devices noting, the type, location, and
number. Where does the alarm annunciate?
Check telephone and 'electrical closetsqo see if
they are locked. Are mechanical and electrical
rooms locked or secured? Nbte any existing
alarms as to type and number. Where do the
alarms annunciate? Determine the number 'and
location of manned posts, hours, and shifts.

5. Monit ring facility. Know the location,
who monitors, who tesponds, its type, and the
numberof alarnis being monitored..

The following questions should also be
included in a physical security survey:

,
c

1. Is the installation/building protected by
(an) alarm system(s)?

2. How 61'nany zones of protection are
within the protected building

3.. Is the alarm system adequate and does it
provide the level of protection required?

'4. Ate - there any vulnerable areas,
perimeter, or openings not covered by.an alarm
sYste,m?

5: Is there a particular system that has a
high nuisance alarm rate?

6. Is the alarm system inspected and tested
occasionally to ensure operation?

7. Is the system backed up by properly
trained; alert protection: personnel who know
what steps to take in case oT an alarm?

8. Is the alarm system regularly inspected
for phyical and mechanical deterioration?

9. Dbes the system have -tamper-proof
switches to protect its integrity?

10. Is there an environmental or protective
housing or cover on the system(s)?

11. Is there an alternate or separate source
of poWer' available for use on the, system in the
event of an external power failure?

12.'Wh e the annunciating unit
located cal, ntral station, or remote?

13. Who maintains' the equipment and how
is if Maintained (contract, lease equipment,
force account personnel, military or civil
service)?

'14: Is the present equipment outdated?
15. Are records kept of all alarm signals

'received, including the time, date, location,
action taken, and cause of the alarm?

16. Are alarms:generated occasionally to
determine the sensitivity and the tapabilities of
systems? 'I"

0,

When . the physical 'security survey is
Completed,- it should .provide 'a picture of the

,_existing alarm systems and the location of each,
and also the number and location of manned'
:posts, the number of personnel at these posts,
and the schedule of each.

With these facts in hand, the' DP technical
manager can proceed to the evaluation of
existing access controls and protection measures,
identification of areas where remedial measures
.are needed, and selection ,of specific measures.

The use of various types of security
hardware devices to augment the existing'
personnel protective force should, always be
considered. Through the use of such devices, it
may be possible to save on operating

.
CONTINGENCY PLANNING

Each command of,the Navy has an assigned'
mission. Operation plans and the command's
organizational manual are prepared and
executed for the accomplishment of that
mission: These Operation plans assume normal
working conditions,. the availability of the
command's resources and personnel, and a
nooal workin4 atmosphere. Eg; so, the .DP
techhicil manager should recog that, despite
careful use of preYentive measures, there is
ahvays some likelihood that events. will occur
which could prevent normal operations and
interfere with the command's mission. For this.
reason, contingency plans should be included in
the ADP security program. For the 'purpose of
this chapter, these contingency plans are
referred to as the Continuity of Operations
(COOP) Program.

3-17
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There should be three different types of
contingency ,.plans that make up a COOP
security program for an ADP facility:

1." EmergenCj, response. There should be
procedUres for response to emergencies such as
fire, flood, civil commotion, natural disaSters,
bom'b threats, enemy attack, etc., in order to
protect lives, limit the damage to naval property,
and minimize the impact ollADP operations.

2. Backup operations. Backup operation
plans are prepared in order to ensure that
essential tasks (as identified by the risk analysis)
can be completed subsequent to disruption of
the ADP and, that- operations continue until the
facility is sufficiently restored or completely
relocated.

,-----

3. Recovery. Recovery plans should be
made to permit smooth, rapid restoration of the
ADP facility following physical destruction sok_
major damage. , .,/
COOP PREPARATION

It is recomthended that each ADP facility
.establish. and appoint members to la formal
board to construct, review, and recommend
command procedures for approval in creating a
COOP program. ,Figure 3-1 1 shows suggested
tasks and how they may be set up and assigned.
Each ADP facility will need to adapt to its own
special circumstances and make full use of the
resources available to it.

Emergency Response Planning -

- 1
The term emergency iesponse planning is

used here to refer to steps taken immediately
after an emergency, occurs to protect life- and,______
property and to minimize the impact of the
emergency. The risk analysis should Ire reviewed
by the DP technical ager td identify
emergency' conditions which articular
implications for ADP operations, such as
protection of equipment during a period of civil
commotion and subsequent to a natural disaster
(fire or flood, for example): Where civil
commotion and natural disaster are found, local
instructions should be developed and v

implemented to meet the special needs of the
ADP facility. It is suggested that these
instructions and procedures be designated the
"Loss Control Plan" and implemented as part of
COOP.

Loss control can be particularly important
to the ADP facility. In a numbei of recent fires
and floods, the value of being prepared to limit
damage has been amply demonstrated. By
reviewing operations and the location of critical
equipment and records with shift leaders, the DP
technical manager can develop measures which
can be used in case of an emergency. The

_guidelines should be similar to the following:

1. Notify online users of the service
interruption.

2. Terminate jobs in progress.
3k Rewind and demount magnetic tapes;

remove disk packs; clear card readers.
4. Powei down ADP hardware and cover

with plastic sheeting or other waterproof
material.

5. Put tapes, disks, card decks, run books,
and source documents in a safe place.,

6. Power down air-conditioning equipMent.

If evacuation of work areas is ordered or'
like4y, all personnel should be instructed to:

1. Put working papers and tither
unclassified material in desks or file cabinets and
close them.

2. Turn off equipment but leave room
lights on.

3.. Close doors as areas are evacuated, but
ensure that locks and bolts are not secured.

3-18

The loss control plan should define the steps
tob-etakeir,--assign responsibilities for general
and specific steps, and provide any, needed
materials and equiPment in handy locations. In
some eases, there will be ample time to take all
measures, but in extreme emergencies life safety
will dictate immediate ,evacuation. For this
reason the loss control plan should designatane
or more individuals in each ADP area who, in
the event of an emergency, shall determine w1hat
can be done to protect equipment and records

#,
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COOP Backup Plarinin(i °

The risk analysis should have identified
those situations in which backup operations Will
probably be needed to avoid costly. delays in
accomplishing the command's mission. The next
step is to develop plans, for backup operations
which are economically, technically, and
operationally sound. Details will depend on
circumstances at the ADP facility, but some
general guidance and suggestions can be helpful
in considering the alt rnatives.

Backup operati s may take place onsite
when there is only a partial loss of capability,
but may require one or more offsite locations
when there has been major damage or
d estruction. The backup procedures may
replicate normal operation or be quite different.
Quite often ADP mangement, when considering
backup, find that an enact replica of the
onsite ADP system is not available for backup or
that the time available per day is less than what
is needed to complete all assigned tasks. From
this it might be" concluded that backup is
impossible. On the contrary, there are a number
of things that can be done -to make backup
resources available:

1. Postpone the less urgent tasks. The DP
technical manager should tabulate the ADP tasks
in descending order or urgency as identified by
the risk analysis. Having estimated the time to
return to normal following a disruptive event,
ADP management can quickly see which tasks
can be set aside. These include such things as
program development, long cycle (monthly,
quarterly or annual) processing, and long-range
planning. As long as adequate catch-up time is
available after the return to normal, there should
be a nuniber of tasks which can be safely-
postponed.

2. Substitute other procedures. If increased
cost or degraded service can be accepted
temporarily it may be ,possible to use other
procedures. (For example,'a punched card input
could be used fora failed OCR unit.) If printer
capability is lost, print tapes could becarried to
a backup facility for offline printing. It might
also be possible to substitute batch processing
for online processing temporarily. In some cases,

where compatible hardware is not available, it
may be feasible to maintain a second software
package which is functionally identical to the
regular package but technically compatible with
the offsite ADP hardware that is available for
backup use.

3. Modify tasks to reduce run time. To
stretch available backup resources, it might be
feasible to eliminate or. postpone portions of a
task, such as information-only reports .or file
updates which are not time urgent. In some
cases, it might help to double the cycle time for
a task, that is, run a daily task every other day
instead.

By considering all these possibilities for each
task, the DP technical manager can develop the
specifications for the minimum backup
requirements (ADP hardware, resources, and
hours per day) necessary for a4,equate backup.

To evaluate alternate backup modes and
offsite facilities, the DP technical manager
should consider such.factors as:

1. ADP hardware.usage.
.2. Transportation of military and . civil

service personnel with needed supplies and
materials.

3. Maintenance personnel at the pffsite
location.

4. Overtime cost factor for civil service
personnel.

As these factbrs coinb into focus
identification of critical tasks, specific
backup modes, and usable offsite ADP
facilitiesthe outlines of the optimum backup
plan will begin to emerge. In general, it is wise to
form several COOP backup plans, for example:

1. A. plan for backup operation which is
not expected to extend much beyond the cause.
of delay which forces a shift to backup
operation, viz., a minimum duration plan' which
would probably include, only the most time
urgent ADP tasks. t

2. A plan for backup operation for as long
as it takes to reconstruct the ADP facility after
total destruction, or the worse case plan.

.3-20
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3. Plans for one or more operating periods
between minimum duration and worst case.

4. A plan for each major partial failure
mode.

--.While the individual COOP plans are geared
to different objectives, they can usually be
constructed from a common set of modules. It is
often most effective to make a detailed plan for
total destruction since this is the most
demanding situation. Scaled-down versions or
individual elements from this plan can then be
used for the'less demanding situations.

Each COOP backup plan should dibver these
five basic areas:

1. Performance specifications. This is a
statement of the specific ways in which
performance of each task departs from normal,
e.g.,' tasks postponed, changes in cycle times,
schedu es, etc.

ser instructions. Backup operation may
require that users submit input in differeht
forms or to different locations or may otherwise
call for altered procedures. se should be
clearly spelled out to a confusion and
wasted motion.

3. Technical requirements for each ADP
task. Backup operation of an ADP task will
require the availability at the bffsite ADP
facility of the following: current program and
data files, input data, data control and operating
instruction (which may differ from normal'
instruction), preprinted forms, carriage control
tapes, etc. These requirements must be
documented for each task. Procedures also need
to be established to ensure that the materials
needed for backup operation, are maintained
offsite on a currentbasis.

4. Computer ,system specifications,One or
more offsite- computer systems are selected for
backup operation. The following information
should be recorded for each system:
administrative information about the terms of .

backup use, the location of the system, the
configuration and software. operating 'system, e

...,schedule of availability for backup, operation,
and the tentative schedule of ADP tasks to be
performed on the system.

3-21

5. Administrative information. It is
probable that COOP backup operation will
require special personnel assignments and
procedures, temporary employment or
reassignment of personnel, use of special
messengers, and other departures from normal;
Details are to be documented along with
guidance on obtaining required approvals.

When each of the COOP, backup plans is
completed, it should include full documentation
and- be approved by upper management. Each of
the plans may have considerable duplication, but
it is suggested that each plan be completely
documented in order to be sure that nothing has ,

been overlooked.

Recovery Plarihing

The use of a backup facility 'usually
occasions both extra expense and downgraded
performance. It is therefore worthwhile to give
some thought to jovery and to develop and
maintain supporting documents which minimize
the time required fot recovery. Furthermore, the
ADP staff will be hard pressed by backup
operations. If others can handle recovery, the
workload on the ADP staff will be reduced
during the eniergency and The process will
undoubtedly be carried out more effectively and
economically. Recovery from total destruction
requires that these tasks be completed:

L Locate and'obtain possession ofthough
floor space to house the ADP facility with alive
load capacity as required by the ADP hardware
and .suitably located with respect to users and
ADP staff spaces.

2. Perform required codifications for
needed partitions, raised floor, electric 'power
distribution, air conditioning, communications,
security, fire safety, and any other special
reqUirements.

-- 3. Procure and install ADP hardware.

4. Procure needed supplies, office
equipment and furniture, tape storage rack's,
decollators, etc. .
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5. Verify that all needed hardware,
equipment, and materials are on hand and in
good working order and then transfer operations
from the backup site to the reconstituted ADP
facility.

If the necessary documents have been
prepared and stored offsite prior to the
emergency, it should be possible for all but the
last tasks to be completely reconstructed with
minimum effort. Figure 3-12 shows a simplified
step diagram of a normal reconstruction effort.

PROCURE
NEEDED
FLOOR
SPACE

PROCURE
ADP'

HARDWARE

INSTALL
ELECTRIC POWER,
AIR CONDITIONING,

ETC.

PROCURE
SUPPLIES

NEEDED FOR
CHECK OUT

INSTALL AND
CHECK OUT

HARDWARE AND
UTILITIES

PROCURE
OTHER NEEDED

SUPPLIES

TRANSFER
OPERATIONS

FROM
BACK UP SITE

Figure 3.12. Simplified diagram: of ADP Ii
4

reconstruction.

COOP TESTING

Since emergencies do not occur often, it will
be difficult to assure adequacy and proficiency
of personnel and plans Without regular training
and testing. Therefore, it is important to plan
and budget for both. The availability of needed
backup files may be tested for by attempting to
repeat a particular task using onsite hardware
but drawing everything else from the offsite
location. Experience has demonstrated the value
of such tests in validating backup provisions; it is
not uncommon to discover gross deficiencies
despite the most careful planning. Compatibility
with the offsite facility should be verified
regularly 'by running one or more actual tasks. A
number of ADP facilities conduct'such tests as a
part of an overall audit.

Similar tests of Procedures for fire fighting,
loss control, evacuation, bore threat, and other
emergencies will give assurance thatplans are
adequate and workable and will-at the same time
provide an opportunity for training of ADP
personnel. Each test should have a specific
objective. A team should be assembled to
prepare a scenario for the test, to control and
observe the test, and to evaluate the results. This
evaluation provides guidance for modificatidns
to emergency plans and for additional training.
The important point is to be sure that the
emergency plans have substance and do, in fact,
contribute to the security of the ADP facility.

PHYSICAL SECURITY AUDITS

Every naval ADP facility should have an
ADP physical security program and the final
element of the program should be a review or
audit process. The audit should be an
independent and objective examination of the
information system and its use (including
organizational wcomponents) and include the
following:

1. Checks to determine the adequacy of
controls, levels of risks,' exposures, and
compliance with standards and procedures.

Checks to determine the adequacy and
effectiveness of system controls, versus

3-22 74
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(dishonest, ineffiqiency, and security.
vulnerabilities.) The Vords ."independent" and
"objective" imply that the audit complements
normal management inspections, visibility, and
reporting systems and that it is neither a part of,
nor a substitute for, any level of management.

What can an °audit be expected to
accomplish? First, it evaluates security controls
for the ADP facility. Second, it provides each
level of management an opportunity to improve
and update its security program. Third, it
ptovides the impetus to keep workers and
management from becoming complacent.
Fourth, if done effectively, it tends to uncover
areas of vulnerability. Remember, risks change
and new threats arise as systems mature.

Major factors to consider in determining the
frequency of internal audits include the
frequency of external audits, the rate of change
of the ADP system, the amount and adequacy of
controls, the threats that face the facility, the
results of previous audits, and the directions of
higher authority. Audit activity, direction, and
implethentation are usually at the discretion of
the commanding officer of the command that
has jurisdiction over the ADP facility.

AUDIT PREPARATION

One of the main principles in audit team
selection is that members should not be
responsible for ADP operations: This means that
the audit should be conducted by some
department or facility outside of the span of
control of the DP technical manager. Team
members should. have some knowledge of data
processing and, if possible, balic auditing
principles. A programming or ADP operations
background is desirable but not essential. An
experienced rrlilitary or civil service user of ADP
services might have the necessary qualifications.
The role of the team is not to develop security
controls; but to evaluate established controls
and procedures. Nor should it be respohsible for
the enforcement of control procedures, which is
clearly an ADP management responsiblity.

The character- of each of the audit ,team
members is extremely important. Judgment,
objectivity, maturity, ability, and a probing
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nature will all affect the success of the audit.
The leader of the audit team must be able to
organize the' efforts, prepare a good written
report, communicate findings effectively; be an
officer, warrant officer, chief petty officer, or
U.S. civilian employee GS-7 or above. if not
technically oriented, the' team leader should be
assisted by someone whose technical judgment
and knowledge of ADP is reliable.

The size of the team depends upon the size
of the installation and the scope of the audit. A
large installation should consider including
personnel from the following areas on the audit
team:

4fiff

1. Internal audit, The knowledge and
discipline to conduct an audit can be provided
th?ough tesn al audit specialists.
Inquisitiveness, a probing nature, and attention
to detail are typical characteristics desired for
audit board members. Even though an auditing
team member generally is not trained in data
processing technology, it should not be difficult
to appckint team members with some data
processing knowledge.

2. Security. Each audit team is appointed
in accordance with OPNAVINST 5510.1 series.
A security officer is a welcome addition to an
audit team.

3. Data processing. Technical expertise in
data processing is required. Both programming
knowledge and operations experience is helpful.
Perhaps the data processing internal security
officer has these skills, and if so, should be a
prime candidate' for the team. Using someone
from the ADP facility that is being evaluated
need not significantly affect the objectivity of
the audit process.

4. Users. Users have the most to gairk from
an effective audit because of their dependence
on the ADP facility, yet ,too often they have
little or no interest in ADP controls or security
measures. To encourage participation in the
ADP security program, one or more users who
are concerned 'about sensitive data being
compromised, disclosed, or destroyed should be
motivated to join or should be appointed to the
audit team.
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5. Building management. Many of the
physical security controls to be auditedfire
prevention and detection, air conditioning,
electric power, access controls, and disaster
preventionrelate to building management and
engineering.

6. Outside specialists. Independent,
experienced viewpoints provided by outside
consultants can be very helpful.

The composition of the team can be flexible.
One of the prime requirements is that it consist
of people who are objective. If only one ADP
facility is to be audited, the members of the
team can be assigned for the term of the audit
and then returned to their normal jobs. If there
are many ADP facilities under the jurisdiction of
the command, it might be advisable to establish
a permanent audit team to review all
installations on a recurring basis. In any event,
the composition of the team should be changed

'periodically in order to bring in fresh viewpoints
and new and different audit techniques.

4 /
THE. AUDIT PLAN . .

In order to properly conduct an internal
audit oT security, a comprehensive audit plan
must be developed. It should be 'action-oriented,
listing actions to be performed. It must be
tailored to the particular installation. This means
that quite a bit of work is requited in its
development.

The first.step is to examine the security
policy for the: ADP facility. This policy may
apply to an entire Naval district, a command, a
ship, department, or a single ADP facility. In
any case, it should be reviewed and pertinent
security objectiys extracted for subsequent
investigation. The next step is to review the risk
analysis plan, identifying' those vulnerabilities
that are signficant for the particular installation.
Third, the ADP 'Facility Security Manual, the
Operations Manual, and other such documents
should be reviewed in order to determine what
the specified security operating procedures are.
And last, the ADP facility organization chart
and job descriptions should be examined to
identify positions with specific security or
internal control responsibilities. This

background material forms the basis for the
development of the audit plan. There are a
number of general questions that should be
considered when formulating the audit program:

- 1. What are the critical issues with regard to
security? Does the ADP facility process
classified or otherwise sensitive data? Does the
processing duplicate that of other data centers,
thereby providing some sort of backup or
contingency capability, or is it a stand-alone
activity processing unique. applications? What
are the critical applications? What are the critical
applications in terms of the audit emphasis?

2. What measures .are least tested in
day-to-day operations? For example, if
the computer fails every day at 1615 because of
power switchovers, the immediate backup and
recovery requirements are likely to be well
formulated and tested. However, the complete
disaster recovery plan probably has not been
tested, unless there is a specific policy to do so.
This is a key point. Security measures of this
type are often inadequately exercised.

3. 'What audit activities produce the
maximum results for least effort? A test of fire
detection sensors under surprise conditions tests
not only the response to alarms but also the
reaction of the fire party and the effectiveness
of evacuation .plans. In interviewing personnel,
questions should be desigfied to elicit
comptehe ve answers. For example, the
question w would you run an unauthorized
job ?" is lik Iy to elicit more information than
"Are job authorization controls effective?"/The
most likely ansVer to the second question is a
simple apd uninformative "Yes."

4. What are the security priorities? Because
of particular policy, a request for an
investigation, or an incident of loss, interruption
or compromise, the testing of a particular
security measure probably should receive more
emphasis than another equally important but
noncurrent tppic. One must, however, avoid
irrational concentration on any one aspect of
the program. Management overemphasis as a
result of a recent security breach should be
tempered with a rational approach toward
investigating all aspects of computer security.

3-24 '
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Another step in the process of developing
an audit plan is the review of previous audit
reports. Many times these identify weaknesses or
concerns which should have been corrected, and
so should be an item of special attention in the
current audit.

CONDUCTING AUDITS

There are advantages to be gained from using
both scheduled and surprise audits. A Scheduled
audit should meet the general policy
requirements of the particular installation and
should occur at least annually. This could be a
major audit conducted by an outside command,
an internal audit, or a spot check audit to review
specialized items of interest, perhaps as a result
of previoUs audit reports of findings. The
distinguishing characteristicy is that it is
scheduled in advance, with a resultant flurry of
preparation by the data centers. It motivates
''cleaning 'up loose ends, but limits hat can
really be learned from the audit. sunrise
audit, should be approved by the mmanding
Officer of the command.in ch e of the ADP
facility and is designed to test on a no-notice
basis certain elements of secu and control. It
can be accomplished by the command, or an
external audit team, and it can be used to test
those elements best reviewed on a surprise basis,
suckas fire fesponse, access control, and
personnel complacency:

0
, In conducting an audit', the first step

normally is to interview ADP personnel,lalthough this is not the ca 'if any surprise tests
were required.. Generally, e first walk-through
includes interviews wityi the data processing
technical manager. Searching, rather Own
leading questions should be the rule, and the
best approach is to allow the interviewee to talk
as freely as possible. Ask questions to put the
interviewees in the position of probing for their
answers. For example, "What is your biggest
access control problem?" not "Do your people
wear badges?" Ask how illegal entry or sabotage
would be accomplished. Do not hesitate to ask
the same questions of more thn.one person. It
is interesting how varied the responses can be.
The conduct of the interviewer 0 important. %.

Strive to be open in dealing with interviewees
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and avoid allusions to private information and
obscure references to other people or even
in any other way cultivating an air of myste
superiority. It goes without saying that
of good human relations techniques is esseri
to a successful interview. Nothing can be gained
by being belligerent and antagonizing the
interviewee. Your conduct should be firm and
inquisitive but also calm, sincere, and open. Any
answer which appears evasive or defensive
should be probed in some detail.

The taking of notes is a matter of individual
preference. Some individuals take very adequate
notes at listening speed. Others must devote all
their. attention to listening. If note taking is a
problem, the interview could be conducted by
two-person tees. Another alternative is to use a
portable tape recorder, making certain that the
subject knows in advance that the interview is
being taped. If none of the above is possible,
you should attempt to listen and absofb as much
as possible, then record Dotes and impressions
directly after the conclusion of thOnterview.

The evaluation tests can be scheduled or
come as a surprise. Most security audits include
a 'testing of the emergency, fire, evacuation, and
disaster recovery activities. Access controls
should also be tested on a no-notice basis. Tests
are best scheduled or conducted early in the
audit rather than after everyone is alerted to the
presence of the audit team. Special concern,
guidance, and instructions must be taken into
consideration when the ADP facility has armed
guards. It is possible to test the adequacy of
programmed controls and data authorization by
submitting jobs that attempt to bypass these
controls. Care must be taken not to destroy live
dat3. However, if ADP4 upper management
believes that error detection and correction
controls really work, then there should be no
objection to the introduction of deliberate
errors to test these controls.

The audit team should convene periodically,
preferably at the end of each d(y's activity, to
review progress and to compare.notes. Areas of
weakness or concern should be highlighted, and
additional tests or interviews scheduled to
investigate further any particular areas of
concern. Copies of the audit working paper
should be classifild, numbered, dated and
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organized for ease of understanding, review, and
comparison.

At the completion of the audit, a written
report is to be prepared immediately, ,while
impressions are still fresh. As a rule the audit
report includes:

o

1. An executive summary
2. A description of the auditdates,

locations, scope, objec fives, etc.
3. A detailed report of observations made
4. Conclusions drawn from the obser-

vations

5. Recommendations for corrective actions,
as appropriatel,

The degree of cooperation recieved shotild be
noted and favorable conclusions should be given
the same prominence as deficiencies. Tables,
charts, and matrices of results, statistical tests,
and conclusions may be very helpful. In the
planning phase, agreement should be reached as
to how the final report is to be distributed to
the ADP facility and command's upper
management.

AUDIT FOLLOW-UP

An audit is of little use unless it is the basis
for improvement, correction, allitYmanagement
follow -up.' The responsibility fcr
implementation of such activity normally resides
with the Commanding Officer (CO o the
command. The CO must, in turn assign
responsibilities for corrective action. e best
approach is to summarize each major deficiency'
on a Control sheet, outlining requirements,
problem definition, responsibility, action taken
or required, and follow -u action. In addition,
an indication should be Illage of the date that
action should be completed, or if it is to
continue. Some of the' corrective action may
require additional funds and this should be
noted.

Corrective action, followup, and disposition
of the deficiencies should follow a recurring
rep,orting cycle to upper management. Quarterly
reports are recommended for any audit control
items still open.

The final step is a frank and honest
evaluation of the audit itself by ADP facility
management and the audit team. A group
discussion should be held with the expressed
purpose of improving future audit- procedures
and process. The audit plan may be amended as
needed or the team composition may need to be
changed., The emphasis of the audit should
always be po'sftiveone of \ helping ADP
management at all levels to improve the security
and control of the ADP facility.

DATA PRIVACY

The Privacy' Act of 1974 (Public Law
93-579) imposes numerous .requirements up,on
naval commands to prevent the misuse or
compromise of data concerning individuals.
Navy ADP facilities which process personnel
data must provide a reasonable degree of
protection against unauthorized disclosure,
destruction, or modification of personnel data,
whether it is intentional or results from an
accident or carelessness.

SECNAVINST/ 5239.1 series provides
guidelines for Wei, by all Navy oranizations in
implementing any ,security gafegbards which
they must adopt in order to implement the
Privacy Act. It describes risks and risk
assessment, physical security measures,
appropriate information management practices,
and computer system /.network security controls.

SECNAVINST 5211.5 series implements the
Privacy Act and personal privacy and rights of
individuals regarding their personal records by
delineating and prescribing policies, cdnditions,
and procedures for the following:

1. Any Department of the Navy system of
records possessing a record on an individual
must verify it has the record upon the request of
the individual.

2.. The identity of any individual requesting
personal record information maintained on them
must .be confirmed before the information is
released.
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3. An individual must be granted access to
their personal files on request.

4. Any request from an individual
concerning, the amendment of any record or
information pertaining to the individual for the,
purpose of making- a determination on the
request or appealing an initial
determination must be reviewed.

5. Personal informatibii is collected,
safeguarded, and maintained, and decisions are
made concerning its use and dissemination.

6. The, disclosure of personal information,
decisions concerning which systems of

records. are to be exempted from the Privacy
Act.

7. Rules.of conduct are established for the
guidance of Department of the Navy personnel
who are subject to criminal penalties for
noncompliance with the Privacy. Act. -

The Chief of Naval Operations (0P-09B) is
. responsible for administering and supervising the

execution of the Privacy Act and SECNAVINST
5211.5 series within the Department of the
N avy. Additionally, the Chief of Naval
Operations (0P-09$1) is designated as the
principal Privacy Act coo4inator for the
Department of the Navy.

The major provisions of the Privacy Act
which most directly involve computer security
are found in the following parts of title 5,
United States Code (U.S.C,), section 552a:

1. Subsection (b) limits disclosure of
personal information to authorized persons and
commands.

Subsection (e)(5)requires accuracy,
relevance, timeliness, and aompleteness -of
records.

3. Subsection (e)(10)requires the use of
safeguards to ensure the Confidentiality and
security of records.

Although the Privacy Act se legislative
prohibitions against abuses, tech ng.rglated
procedural safeguards gre require Order to
establish a reasonable confidence) that

compliance is indeed achieved. It is therefore
necessary to provide a reasonable degree of
protection against unauthorized disclosure,
destruction, or modification of personal data,
whether it is intentional or results from an
accident or carelessness.

The following terminology is used
throughout the remainder of this chapter in
discussing the treatment of "personaLdata":

1. ConfidentialityA concept which
applies to 'data. It Is the status accorded to data
which requires protection from unauthorized
disclosure.

2. Data IntegrityThe state existing when
data agrees with tl}e source from which it is
derived, and when it has not been either
accidentally or maliciously altered, disclosed, or
destroyed.

3. Data SecurityThe protection of data
from accidental or intentional, but
unauthorized, modification,, destruction, or
disclosure.

Safegudrds which provide data protection
are grouped into three categories: physical
security measures, information management
practices, and computer system/network
security controls. Specifically, these are:

1. Physical Security MeasuresMeasures for
protecting the physical assets of a system and
related facilities againef environmental hazards
or deliberate actions as discussed earlier in this
chapter.

2. Information Management Practices
Procedures for collecting, validating, processing,
controlling, and distributing data.

3. Computer ,System/Network Security
ControlsTechniques available in the hardware
and software of a computer system or network
for controlling the processing of and access to
data and other assets.

,$ Since the present emphasis is on "personal
data," the term "data" will be used
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synonymously with "personal data" for the
remainder of this chapter. t.

Technological safeguards are presented in
figure 3-13, where they may be viewed in
relation to the control points within a computer
system/network where security risks occur and
where appropriate safeguards can be applied.
This :perspective shows the elements of a
computer network, beginning with the Qffline
grorage of data in machine-readable media (e.g.,
tapes and disks) and progressing through the
many possible processing modes. It includes the
use of interactive computer terminals at local
and remote locations and the linking of local
system via : communications: networks. It

stresses the value of physical security measures
and information management practices, in
relation to computer system/network controls.

DATA RISK ASSESSMENT
raw

The first step toward improving a system's
security ig to determine its security risks using
the criteria discussed earlier in this chapter. A
data security risk assessment benefits a

command in three, ways.

1. It provides a basis for deciding whether
additional security safeguards are needed for
,data.
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Figure 3-13.Technological safeguards and data security risks.

2. It ensures that additional security
safeguards help to counter all the serious data
security risks.

3. It saves money that mi t have been
wasted on safeguards which do no significantly
lower the overall data risks and exposures.

The goal of a risk assessment is to identify
ansi prioritize those eve", which would
compromise the integrity and confidentiality of
personal data. The seriousness of a risk depends

3-29
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both on the potential impact of the event and its
probability of occurrence.

In general, the risk assessment should
consider all risks, not just risks to personal data.
While this section of the chapter emphasizes the
security of personal data, it is best to develop an
integrated set of security safeguards and
regiments which protect all classified and
other valuable data in the system wherever
pOssible.

The risk assessment should be conducted by
a team which is fully familiar with the problems
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that occur in the daily handling and processing
of the information. The participants on the risk
assessment team should include experienced

/representatives from:,

1. The operating facility supported by or
having jurisdiction over the data under
consideration

2. The programmers responsible for.
support of the operation or function under
consideration

3. e cility responsible for managing,
ADP operations

.4. The system programmersif the
command has this as a separate function

. 5. The DP assigned the responsibility for
overseeing or auditing system security

6. Those ,responsible for physical security

DATA SECURITY RISKS
L

ri
to
in
sec

Each command should identify its specific
sks and evaluate the impact of those risks in
rms of its information files. Experience
di,cates that the most commonly encountered
urity risks are usually accidents, errors, and
issions. The damage from these accidental
nts far exceed the damage from all other data

rity risks. Good information management
ices are necessary to reduce the damage
can result from these occurrences. Some
ecurity -risks include:

om
eve
secu
prac
that
data s

1. Input errorData may not be checked
for consistency and reasonableness.at the time
they are entered into the system: or data may be
disclosed, modified, lost, or misidentified during
input processing.

2. Program errorsPrograms can contain
Many undetected errorsespecially when they
are written with poor programming practices or
Are not extensively tested. A program error may
result in undesirable modification, disclosure, or
destruction of sensitive information.

3. Mist
requests m
example, if a

4. Data
magnetic tap
media may be

aken processing of data Processing
ay update the wrong data; for

tape is mounted at the wrong time.

lossData on paper printouts,
es, or . other removable storage,
ost, misplacedv or destroyed

5. Improper data diisemination
Disseminated data may be misrouted or
mislabeled, or it may contain unexpected
personal information.

6. ,4Careless -disposalPersonal data can be
retrieved from waste paper baskets, magnetic,
tapes,,or discarded files.

Every ADP facility's DP technical manager
and upper management should establish strict
controls and procedures over indAigals
authorized to access the personnel data files. If
everyone at the facility needs authority to access
personal data files, the physical security
measures should adequately control system
access. If there are persons working on the
system who are limited in their access, the
following risks should be considered:

1. Open system accessThere may be no
control over who t an either use the ADP system
or enter the computer room..

2. Theft of dataPersonal data may be
stolen from the computer room or other places
where it is stored.

:3. Unprotected filesData files may not be
protected from unauthorized access by other
users of the ADP system. This applies to online .
files and also to offline files such as magnetiev
tapes. The latter are sometimes accessible simply
by requesting that they lie mounted. .

4 4. Di4-in accessThere is serious danger
that unauthorized Versons can access the system
when remote, dial-in access is allowed.

5. O. access during abnormal
circumstances Data which is adequately
protected during normal operations may not be
adequately protected under abnormal °
circumstances. Abnormal circumstances include
power failures, bomb threats,' and natural
disasters such as fire or flood.

Physical destruction 9r disablingaf the ADP
system is not normally a primary risk to privacy.
All computer systems presently in use are
vulnerable to deliberate penetrations which can
bypass security controls. These types of security
penetrations require vast amounts of technical
knowledge. At present, the Navy has very few
instances of these types of actions, Commands

0
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that are designing large computer .networks
should consider the following risks in the early
planning stage:

1. Misidentified accessPasswords are often
used to control access to a comtotite-ror to data.,
but they are notoriously easy to obtain if their
use is not carefully controlled. Furthermore, a
person may use 'an already logged-in terminal
which' the authori d user has left unattended,
or may Capture communications port as an
authorized u attempts to disconnect from it.

2. Operating system flawsDesign and
implementation errors in operating systems
allow 1 user to gain control of the system. Once
the user is in control, the auditing controls can
be disabled, the audit trails erased, and any
information on the system accessed.

3. SubVerting programsPrograms con-
taining hidden subprograms that disable security
protections can be submitted. Other programs
can. copy personal files into 'existing or

. misidentified files to use .when protection is
relaxed. ,

4.vSpoofingActions can be taken to
mislead systeni personnel or the f,ystem software
into performing _an operation that appears
normal but actually Jesuits .in unauthorized
access.

5. EaN;e'sdroppttigCommunications' lines
can be "monitored' by unauthorized terminals
to obtain or modify information or to 'gain

authorized access to an ADP system.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT.
PRACTICES

,

Information managemeht practices refer to
those techniques and procedures used to control
the .many-operations performed on information
to accomplish the command's objectives, but do
not extend to- the essential managerial
determinatibn of the need for and Uses; of
inforMation in relation ,to any -commanil's
mission. In' ttlis context, iftformation
rnahagement includes: data collection, validation
and transformation; information processing or
handling; record keeping; information control,
display., and presentation; and', finally,
standardization' of information management
operations. .

It is suggested' that changes . to currgrit
practices be analyzed. by the DP technical
manager prior. to_ enacting neW policies in
personal data handling 4ocedures. The
information management guidelines presented in
the follow,ing material are grouped into major
categories to facilitate the, explanation of their
role. Every practice presented may not be
required at every Navy ADP facility by upper
management. The DP technical manager should
select only the suggested practices that are
relevant to * the designated command's
environment and ,mission, or approved by up
nianagement.

Handling of Personal Data

Access to personal information shall be.
limited tc authorized individuals of agencies in
the Department of Defense who have an official
need for ethe , record, except when the
information is otherwise releasable under the
disclosure or access provisions of the Privacy
Act.

The following practices are suggested for the
handling of personaldata.

° 1. Prepare a procedtiress handbook which
describes the preCautions to be used and
obligations of -computer facility personnel
during the physical handling of all personal data.
Include a reference regarding tfie applicability of

'the procedures to those government contractors
who are subjeCt to the Privacy Act. Personal
information that is processed, accessed,

, maintained, op disposed of by contractors shall
be handled within the terms and conditions of
Section 7-104.96 of the Defense Acquisition
Regulation,

2. Label all recording'media which contain,
personal data. Labeling such media reduces the
probability of accidentalabuse of such data, and
also aids in fixing, the 'blame in the event of,
negligent or willfully malicious abuse. If the
information resides on removable storage media,
it should- be .externally labeled. External
warnings ,shall clearly indicate that the media
contain personal information Subject to the
Privacy' Act; 'e.g.' PERSONAL DATA
PRIVACY ACT of 19741 It should be noted that
abbreviations must not be used.

ak. '
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3. Store personal data.,in g manmer that
conditions users to respect its configientiality;
e.g., under lock and key when not beingusecl,,,

4. If a program generates reports containing
personal data, have the- progfam print clear
warnings of the presence of such data on
reports.

Data Processing Practices

The follOwingprac-tices_are suggested for

\the______vislo.Traise control .numbers -to account for
p data upon receipt and during input,
storage, and processing.

5. Color code all computer input/oillput
card trays, tape reels, disk pack covers, etc.,
which contain personal data, so that they can be
afforded the special protection required by law.

6. Keep a record of all categories of
personal data contained in computer- generated
reports to facilitate compliance with the
requirements that each command identify all
such data files aid their routine use by the
command.

7. Carefully control products of
intermediate processing steps, e.g., scratch tapes
and disk packs, to ensure that they do not
contribute to unauthonzed disclosure of
personal data.

8. Maintain an up-to-date hard copy
authorization list . of all individuals (computer
personnel as well as system users) allowed to
access personal data for use in access control and
authorization validation.

9. Maintain an up-to-date hard copy data
dictionary listing the complete inventory of
personal data files within the computer facility
in order to account for all obligations and nsks.

Maintenance of Records to Trace
the Disposition of Personal Data

The following practices are suggested for the
maintenance of re-cords.

1. Establish procedures for maintaining
correct, current accounting of all new personal
data brought into the computer facility. .

2. Log each transfer
cont personal data to or from the
com ter facility.

of storage media

2. Verify the accuracy of the personal data
acquisition and entry ineihods employed.

3. Take' both regular and ,unsclieduled
inventories of all tape and -disk storage media to
ensure accurate accounting for all personal data.

4. Use carefully devised backup procedures
for personal data:A copy of the data should be
kept at a second location if its maintenance is

'required by law.

5. Create a records retention timetable
covering all personal data and stating minimally

...the data type, the retention period, and theauthoritking the retention
decision.

6. After a computer failure, check all
personal data which was being processed at the
time of failure for inaccuracies resulting from
the failure.

7. If the data 'volumes permit economic
processing, some sensitive applications may use a
dedicated processing period.

8. Files created from files kown 'to
contain personal data should be examined to
ensure that they caTir10-tbeused--to regenerate
any personal dat . A formal process must be
established fo . the determination and
certification that ch files are releasable in any
given instanle.

9. In aggregating data, give consiaeratiOn to
whether the consequent file has been increased
in value to a theft-attracting level.

10. When Manipulating aggregations and
comb' dons of personal data, make it

ace any information concerning
an individual. Steps should be.taken so that no
inference, deduction, or derivation processes can
be used to recover personal data. r -

3. Maintain logbooks for terminals that ate
used to access personal data by system users.

3 -3 2'
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Prograniming Piactices

The following pradices are suggested for
programming procedures.

_ 1. Subject all programming developinent
and modification to independent checking by a
second programmer, bound by procedural
requirements developed b3r- as responsible
supervisor.

2. Inventory current programs which
process or access personal data; verify their

'authorized usage.
3. Enforce programming practices whist'

clearly and fully identify personal data in any
computer program.

4. Strictly control and require .written
authorization for all operating system changes
that involve software security.

41

Assignment of Responsibilities

The fbIlowing practices are suggested for t
assignment of responsibilities.

AI. Make a designated individual responsible
for examining installation, 'practices in the
storage, use, and processing of personal data,

-including the use of physical security measures,
information. management practices, and
computer system access controls. Both internal
uses and the authorized external transfer of data
should be considered by this individual and any
risks reported to the relevant upper management
authority and the DP technical manager. *w.

2. 'Make a designated individual responsible
! during each processing period (shift) for

ensuring that the facility /is adequately manned
with competent personn and that the policies
for the protection of persOnal data are enforced.

3. Ensure that all military, civil gel-vice, and
other emplOyees engaged in the handling or
processing of personal data adhere to established
codes of conduct.

4kt
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Procedural Auditing

Whenever appropriate, conduct an
independent 'examination of established
'procedures. Audits of both speci is information
flow and general practices are possible, The
following points should' be c sidered when
developing an audit.

1. Auditing groups can be establiihe'd
within organizations to provide assurance of
compliance independent of those directly
responsible.

2. Independent, outside auditors can be
contacted to provide similar assurance at
irregular intervals.

3. Audit repOrts should be maintained for
routine inspection and used to, provide
additional data for tracing compromises of

.'

IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES

Once physical security measures and
information management practices have been
established, the DP technic-al manager should
considek methods of peysonal identificaton of
individuals for authorized access to the ADP
facility. The identification of each individual
*ho is allowed to use a system is, a necessary
step in §afeguatding the data contained in that.
system.

For a broader knowledge of personal
identification and identification techniques,
refer to FIPS PUB 48, Guidelines on Evaluation
of Techniques for Autom atgd Personal
Identification.

Security of all types should be a continuous
matter with every DP technical manager. This
chapter has scratched only the -surface of the
material available on clasSified security, physical
security, and security and privacy. It is a subjee
with which every DP should be completelq up to

state: The material presented and referenced in
this chapter should be stucljed for advapcement
in rate exams through the E7

A
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SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

This chapter deals with a subjeCt considered
controversial by many, knowledgeable 'ADP
personnel. The dimension of the term ."systems"
and its unrestrained use have caused confusion
about., the term "systems analysig." The
confusion has come from- the fact that the term
is not restricted to the data processor's
community- and terminology. It is used by
economists, engineers, scientists, and many
others. To make the situation worse, such terms
as . systems approach, systems kijilications,
systems engineering, Systems science, systems
concepts' and, systems methods denote similar
procedures and are smetimeg used
interchangeably -with the term systems analysis.

The term ,"analysis" is defined in the
American Natibnal Dictionary for Information
Processing (FIPS PUI3' 11 -1) as "The methodical
investigation of a probltm, and the separifion of
the prOblem, into smaller related units for*
further detailed study." The term "systems
analysis" is delined in the ADP' Glossary
(NAVSO Pt3097) as (1) "The exanination of an
activity, procedure, method, technique, or
'business to odetermine what must be
accomplished and how the necessary operations
may best be accomplished. (2) To conduct an.
orderly study of the detailed procedures of,
collecting, organizing, and evaluating the data of
asystem." ,

It is not the intent of this chapter Co. set
policy, standards, or procedure for any ADP
installation., The purpose of this chapter is to aid
the DPI in becoming knowledgeable of the
requirements,' functi.olis, and general

--performances and tasks of in analyst. 'However,
this chapter gives only short simujated problem,..
situationt-Uec-ause or text limitations.

'44
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Many factors prevent the formulation of
exact rules, (standards, and instructions for
systems analysts to follow. Some of these
factors are:

1. The varietY of different data processing
systems that the Navy maintains.

2. The volume of manuals that would be
required to describe these data processing
systems.

5

.3. The different configtiration of each of
these systems.

4. The different requirements .of each
command supported by. each of, the ADP .

facilities.

Amtgoo"-
There are many avenue of approach that an

Analyst can take when collecting, organizing, and
evaluating facts about a system firoblem and the
environment in which it operates. These avenues
of approach, including the design, and 6,
implementation of problem, solution, assist
management in their, deoisions. ,kThe main
objective Of a'systems analysis is to learn enough
about a problem either to establish the <,

foundation' for designing and'implementing a
new system to solve the problem, remedy or to
correct the present system if it is found desirable
or feasible to do so. The majority of the Navy
DP analyst's functions will nisi:Ave investigating
problems, designing new .prpcedures, and
recommending actions needed to fully, utilize
command's present computer system.

DEFINITIOOS

4-1
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To reduce the possibility. of confusiOn and
enhance the understanding of the terminology
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tised in the area of systems analysis, the
following definitions and terms as used in this
chapter ar$,emphasized:

1. Systems Analyst.=A . systems analyst
investigates problems ,and develops algorithms-
and procedures for their solution in ALL areas
of data processing. This person should have an
extensive knowledge. of and background
experience in, operations, programming of
COBOL and FORTRAN, .data.management, and-
in formation collection, leadership, and
management experience.,

2., Problem Analyst.A problem Analyst
4)nvestigates problems and deyelops procedures

for their solution. Thislicson shoUld have an
extensive knowledge of and background
experience in operations and ADP management,
and the ability to converse with all ADP
management, and the ability to converse with all
ADP area personnel, acid management., This
person should have an excellent ability to speak,
read, write, and understand ADP-oriented
terminology.

3. Data Afialyst.A data analyst
investigates problems and develops procedures
for their solution.. This person should have an
ex tensive , knowledge of and background
experience:in managing a Data Base Management

-System, organizing data and tilde, as a Data Base
Adnumstrator(DBA), creating and formatting
repokts, and wnting systems utilities. This
person shoilld also display 'leadership qualities
and be thoroughly conversant in ADP
management problem-solving techniques.

4. Programming Analyst.A programming
analyst investigates problems and .develops
procedures for their solution. ThiS person should
have an extensive knowledge of and background
experience in programming,. COBOL,
FORTRAN. -the parent systems :'Assenibler
Language Coding (ALC), and Other high and low
level languages appropriate for the t parent
sygtem. This person should have the abililikto
document_ all requirements of the particular

`system concerned., in ,accordance with
SECNAVINST 5'233.1 _series, revise sQftware
requirements, debug all parent system Software,
interpret ebre dumps, an* write subroutines.
This person should also be knowledgeable in

a

'r

segmentation, overlays, parent systems software
procedures, and-jot control language,

5. Design Analyst.A design analyst creates
and develops procedures for problem solution..
This,person should have an extensive knowledge
of and background experience-in tioopeians and
wogramming Management. This person' should
also have extensive knowledge of hardware and
software capa'biliti'es and the, ability to solve
complex problems of hardware and software

'interfacing.'
6. Systems Study Plan.A systems study

plan is the broad "framework of objectives that
management has ket forth for the analyst to
follow when conducting a systems analysis for a

,single problem or a complete system. A system
study plan gives the gUidelines required by upper
management to determine the facts and establish,
minimum- requirements to efficiently complete
the analysis. Further, it gives detailed
instructions on how the analisis is to be
conducted 'and suggestions for the analyst to
follow.

7. Systems Design.A systems design is the
developmentiof a plan or scheme for processing.

. data based on the facts gathered in the systems
analysis. It is done within the 'framework
developed ,during the design phase of the
systems analysis (study). Systems design can be
in the area-of redesigning software or hardware
for the parent computer, meeting a new
software arel new hardWare requirement: or
designing and putting together a complete new.
system to meet, the requirement of upper-
management,-

8. Feasibility study.& feasibility, and
:ec6nomic anaksis is conducted for a total
systems analyfis and is generated by higher
authority in accordance with SECNAV,INST
5231.1 series.

THE SYSTEMS ANALYST

All Navy ADP facilities, regardless of size,
have some type of task-analysis to perform. The
data processing departm t must develop, and
maintain a series of com user programs in order
to' `meet informati requirements and
accomplish the' ADP facili y's mission...

, 4-2
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JOB DESCJUPTION

In the Nan,' Enlisted Classification Codes
Manual '(NEC-2751) p systems analyst billet
description is as .folio

"SUbdivides given problems into
their simpleSt parts. Cooidinates with
system sponsor selection of essential
elements, incieding. determination of
their relationships, and designs necessary
procedures to achieve the desired results.
Performs job analysis, Program Evalua-
iion Review Technique (PERT) and
Critical Path Method (CPM) analyses and
designs software procedures. Performs
document analysis simulation and
design"'

To obtain the DP-2751 systems analyst NEC
requires 6 months of experience\s a systenis
analyst on any computer system other than the
Honeywell H60Q0 series.

Hai`ie you ever akked more than one person
the question, "What, is a systems 'analyst and
what is his /h'r function within the data
processing organization?" More than likely their
responses were totally different. While .a great
dell has been/written about the overall ADP.
organization and the data processing system
whiCh supports the organization, 'ery little has
been writjen in the DP's rate training manual'
about the data processing systems analyst. The
reasons for this are as varied as the answers that
you would receive to th.question, "If I had a
systems anialyst NEC, what would be my job at a
large ADP facility?".The major reason for this is
ghat the data processing department of 4any
single orgalization is likely to differ
considerably in structure, equipment used, and
confi tration. from that of any other
organi tion. Additionally, the missions df the
commands that the ADP facilities support are
different:

The three common principal functions
rfortned within a data processing department

sually result in the basic configuration shown
in figure 4-1.

A ygtems analyst can be compared to a
yman 'or a :person, who is knoim as a

"jack-of-all-trades." Their duties and

a I

ADP
DEPARTMENT

HEAD

PROGRAMING
BRANCH

OPERATIONS
BRANCH

USER

BRANCHES

SYSTEMS
BRANCH

78.147
Figure 4-1.Typical organizatiop of an ADP department.

' responsibilities will vary at each new command.
or pillet. The systems analyst is a member of the
Systems Analysis and Design. Branch at most
Navy ADP facilities. The position or billet that
an analyst occupies .may beresponsible for the
following duties:

4-3

.

I.. Serve on project teams and perform
duties as required in developing and
documenting the concepts, Airinciplei, and
specifics applicable to de-signing the procedure
for automatic data proceising of information.

2. Analyze and evaluate ADP requirements
for functional support for total systeins

-applications.

3. Analyze hardware interfacs, software
interfaces, comniunications interfaces, and
time-sharing schemes as-required.

4. Prepare' questionnaires and conduct
interviews.

5. Prepare reports do mdtitattn, and
charts, and collate reports four fin review.

6. Report orally the progress or results of a
systems analysis study to the users or upper
management.

7. Attend planning, scheduling, and lir
technical conferences- on subjects relating to

88
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ADP support of requirements for intelligence,
management,"and logistics functions. .

8. Assist the users in defininginformation
requirements.

9. Analyze and determine if available data
can be transferred into information.

10. Evaluate available' technolog' for use in
problemsol talons.

4
II. Evaluate and suggest° the best mixture of

resources ( pe rso n nel, money, machines,
material, and prOce'dures) for implementing a
new system (hardware or software).

12. Evaluate and determine parent system
software flows, debug system errors, and
recommend corrective procedures.

13. Analyze and design additional
requirements For software and hardware for
parent computer systems.

In general. the systems analyst analyzes the
problems of the operations branch,
programming branch, data base- branch, and
users branch. The s"istems analyst is the
INTERFACE between all the' branches of an
ADP facility. This function is logical as well as
important, because 'act-notion systems are
developed to fill. the information requirements
of a wide variety of users thrOu4out ,a
command. The systems analyst (or group of
analysts) interface ensures that the system meets
the users needs, A/bile the programmers,
operators, and . data base administrators deal
with the technical 1portions of the existing
system.

EXPERIENCE
. -

When detailing the background that a

successful systems analyst should possess, a

number of factors emerge. A formal education
in ADP is not required to receive a 2751 NEC,
nor does its possession" guarantee to produce a
good systems analyst. However, a college degree
in either business or: computer science, does
indicatefhat the individual has been exposed to
modern business concepts and problem-solving
techniques.
- Before an individual cons..is applying for
an analyst 2751 NEC, a self-evaluation covering

I

past experience and background knowledge of ,
analysis should. be completed. Following are
some guidelines that need to be considered in
such an evaluation.

1. A government- sponsored manufacturer's
analysis course should be completed successfully.
on the parent computer system or its equivalent,
locally.

2. Experience should include:4

a. At least 6 months operating the
parent computersystem.

b. At least 6 months programming the
parent computer system using all programming
languages inherent (o the system.

c. At least 6 months as a Data Base
Administrator on the parent computer system.

d. At least 6 months as an ADP
manager, dealing with people effectively and
harmoniously.

e. At least 6 months working with
.systems concepts and in data processing in
general,. becoming thoroughly familiar with the
parent computer systems hardware and softw
capabilities.

f. At least 6 months working with
documentation, becoming thoroughly familiar
with alLSECNAV instructions.

g. At -least 6 months flowcharting
problems Cm the parent computer system.

. ,

3. A formal education, including a college
degree in business or coniputer science should be
completed.

4. The desire to- become tia successful' and
completely qualified systems analyst should be
expressed.

A qualified systems .analyst should possess °
most of the preceding attributes and background,
experience. It would be difficult to find a person,.
with less than 6 years experience in data
processin! with all orthe preceding background
experience. If the preceding list of qualifications
were required rathei than suggested, the Navy
would have very few systems analysts. In

actuality, an individual is granted an analyst
NEC after 6 months of experience 9f any kind
and/ gains background experience white
functioning as an analyst in a specialized pbrtion

4-4
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of the analyst area of responsibility. Although
officially a systems analyst once a 2751 NEC is
received, some commands assign an individual
with minimum experience to such locally-titled
billets as problem analyst, data analyst,
ro amming analyst, or design analystJhe
ecision depends on the individual's background

and experience (as defined earlier in this
chapter). Take, for instance, an individual who
If' °had extensive experien e in 'programming

'`a is thoroughly knoivledge le in the systems
software, but has no operatio experience or
possesses limited knowledge of systems

hardware capabilities. This indidual would
probably perform a' very good analysis of a

\problem with software and perform pdorly in
analysis of `! a hardware-oriented problem.
Naturally, this systems analyst should be
assigned to a systems study team as a
programming analyst and assist a problem
analyst, thus gaining experience in the hardWare
.area. Although all analysts with 2751 NECs are
officially systems analysts, the local command
progression.. as related to experience and
background on a particular computer system, is
depicted in figure 4-2.

The lack of'knowledge and experience in the
areas of operations, data base creation and
manipulation; and programming by -a systems
analyst may result ,in a new design or redesign of
systems .that are impractical from an operating,
programming, and implementation standpoint.
Generally speaking, a systems analyst should
have ,more experience in ADP than an operator
or programmer before becoming a ,soccessful
DP-2751 systems analyst: To be a qualified and
successful systems analyst takes Time and
experience. It does NOT come with the
Completion of this .cotrespondence 'course or
with the abilit to ;peak ADP jargOn and
terminology. ,T col4P ailed hard fact remains
that a systems an st thst be skilled in the art
and science of pro Iem solving.

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS °

Next to experienoe, dealing with people
effectively is ,,the most critical factor in
becoming a successful systems analyst. The
ability to converse (communicate) and deal With

4-5
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Figure 4-2.Common local command 'billet titles- for

systems analysts as related to backgyound experience.

all types of people at every level in an
organization is an attribute that a systems

'analyst must posses# While conducting a
systems analysis study, it is not uncommon for
an analyst to interview a .mqviber of top
Management and a DPSN (Dab Processing
Technician Seaman) keypunch operator in the
same day. Very often,conflicts between tlre,
requirements of the user and the requirements
of other branches of the ADP facility are
identified during interview. The systems analyst )
must be able to communicate the nature of
these problems to 3,11 the branches and interface
with them in each of the solutions.' Most
analysts are extremely vers%tile and resourceful
Wrin Tierforming liaison duties between
branches. -When performing liaison and_
interfacing duties, the 'ability,of the systems
analyst to communicate knowledgeably is
essential. The interfacing requirements of a
systems analyst are, summarized in figure 4-3.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
.

systems analysis is not conducted exactly
the same way in all situations. Once -it has been ,,

0
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I. OGJECT IVES
a REQUIREMENTS
& APPROVING

AUTHORITY

1 °
Figure

78149
4.3.Knowledge', intense"! capabilities and

requirements. ,

determined ,that a problem exists, the analyst
must determine (1) what is taking place, (2)
what should be taking place, and (3) what the
user wants to take place. This could encompass
an analysis ranging from a simple new Sort
requirement to an analysis of a completely new
systernirware/hardware requirement.

Since the Navy does not change computer
systems very often, this chapter will relate to
problems of software/hardware, additions,
changes, and modifications of input/Output
requirements of a command's parent conWuter
system. that has already been funded and
systems approved.

'Systems analysis involves collecting,
organizing, and evaluating facts about an

existing or proposed system and the
environment in which ft pres'ently operates or
will operate-after it has been implemented. This
requires determining the following user needs:

.
1. inputs and outputs.

.2. The data and information requirements
of an organization ',for both operating and
management purposes.

3. The sources of data.
4. The processing methtds and files

(Manual/Automatic) .that serve as a link between
Input and output.

Systems analysis, as used in this chapter, is
restricted to fact - finding and to examining
present systems to determine problem areas. Tim
reason for this restriction is because this type of
analysis is applicable to existing systems.

The objective of a systems analysis stud? is
to learn enough about the problem, system,
equipment, personnel, and operating conditions,
and the demands on these factors, to establish
the foundation for designing or redesigning and,
implementing a better- system, if it is found

"'desirable or feasible to do so by upper
Management. A redesigned data processing
system on information system is better onty if it
increases the overall output of the organization,
considering the cost of systems design or
redesign as part of the total cost.

al

Arialysis Generation

1.4

Consider the question "What generates a
systems analysis study?" The answer to this' can
vary as much as the ways in which an analysis
can be performed. UsUally, it will b0 for one of
the following reasons:,

1. The user has a problem in one of the
software systems.

2, A new requirement of input or output
data:tvill change' or crate a new data base and
report.

3. New users have, additional systems °
requirements.

4. A new or -requirement is 4

Oal, or external).initiated by managenttn
5. The parent computer4ystem cannOt

perform efficiently under, present requirements.
6. A request for additional or new

hardware requirements is geaerated,
7. Excessive material and i+-sourc

expended for a project which xceeds
managem erit's budget goals.

8: Tf e. present software or hardware system
takes to6 long to produce the output the user

.'wants.

9i
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9. There are frequent hardware or software
failures.

10. There are frequent e\rors in command
Written programs.

li-,T-Iltore is dissatisfaction. With . the
operating results of 'the ADP facility's present

'computer system. This would include
insuffiCient or inaccurate infOrmation, excessive
burdens on operating prsonnel to collect data,
excessive system operating costs, or
administrative ADP problems.

Facetiously speaking, the ,only time some
type of analysis is not being performed is when
(1) the systeni is operating perfectly, (2) no
changes or new requirements exist, and (3)
technological change in ADP hardware and
software is at a standstill. Ofcourse this status is
never true, -and some analysis is always being
performed by the analysis branch. A system has
not been developed thatis perfect and cannot be
improved. If you agree with the latter statement,
you should consider applying for a DP-2751
systems analyst NEC.

.

PHASES OF A SYSTEMS
ANALYSIS STUDY

, There are five phaseS in a systems analysis
study' for analyzing an existing funded system
(fig. 4-4). For the purpose of this chapter, an
analysis of an installed computer system will be
emphasized. The five phaes are mentioned,

briefly here and are discussed in detail later in
this chapter.

I. Preparation Phase.During this phase,
the analysis is approved by uppar inanagement.,
and a' systems analyst or a complete systems
analysis study team is appointed to complete the
'analysis project, whichever is appropriate.
Defining, the scope of the analysis, setting
schedules, and similar preparatory activities to
lay the ground work for the full-scale study are
included in thf? phase. As a general rule, the
systems analysis study plan is prepared in this
phase. -This includes preparing appropriate
questionnaires, collecting adequate blank forms,
and becoming familiar with any special written
guidance instructions or documentation from
upper management.

2. Interview/Survey Phase.In this phase
all existing doCurtientation concerning the
analysis is reviewed; the present systems
processing is surveyed (hardware/software); the
date and files involved are determined; and the
products, which are presently being obtained,
are determined. This, phase is accomplished by
scrutinizing the documents used y conducting
interviews, and collecting all facts,Nertaining to
the analysis study.

3. Analysis/Decision Phase.In this phase;
all the information. data, and facts pertaining to -
the analysis study gathered during the
interview /survey phase is 'analyzed. A
recommendation is submitted to upper
management if the result of the analysis. is

PHASE I PHASE 2 PHASE 3 PHASE 4 PHASE 5

t.

PItEPARATION INTERVIEW/ SURVEY ,,ANALYSIS 7.
DECISION DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION

AUTHOR3TY
TO SELECT A
STUDY TEAM

FACT ATHERINO
DATA AND
REMEDIES

ANALYZED
NEW PROCEDURES

itb

Fftur,444.Systems analysis study ,phises.

47

4

92 .

DEVELOPMENT
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negative .0' not feasible', for design and

implementation.

. Ddsign Phase.--In this phase the systems
analyst or systems analysis study team bring
together the solutions for the probjems of the
present computer system or an approved new
system if 'appropriate. The new software/
hardware modifications are designated,
Processing' and procedures are determined, and
any other requirementilre specified.

5. Implementation Phfte. In this phase
additional equipment is selectechanand new
systems .programs are develop'id lailtrtested. If
additional hardware equiptrient is approved, it'
will be installed. Also, live tests are performed
and evaluated. After the hardware and/or__
software modifications or additions have been
accepted by kipper management, the systems

. analysis study, and team are dissolved until
another modification is needed to the system.

THE ANALYSIS STUDY TEAM

When determining the total size of a systems
.analysis study' team; upper Management will
appoint the team members in accordance with
the workload involved in the,analysis study. If al

"totackystdms analysis" is undertaken, then the
apaly is study team should have enough analysts
and non-analysts appointed to complete the
project through each phase and be conducted in
accordance with SECNAVINST 5231.1 (series`

_latest revision). A iota.] systems analysis may
evaluate the entire ADP facility structure at
every ilevel when designing a new system. A total
systems ''analysis approach (as detailed in

SECNAVINST 5233.1 shies) .will not be
emphasized in this-chapter.' An already funded
prOject initiated at local ADP facility level will

'be discussed.
Each ADP facility has its owinINFirernentsw

and work-load responsibilities, aneappoints the
analysis study to un members according to local
requirements /nee. Usually not\,mOre than two
analysts' arcas,signed to analyze a small systems
addition or modification. The reason two
analysts are suggested is that an .inexperienced
DP-175P systems analyst ,can be teamed with an
expRenced analyst qualified to complete the
entire project.

When condutting- a total systems analysis
study, there are usually members appointed to
the analysis study team that are not DP-2751
systems analysts. There is a great deal of work
involved in an analysis study of this nature and
expertise from all areas of the organization is
required. Members are appointed to the analysis
team from higher authority commands, upper
management, middle management, operations,
and programming, and include users, civilian and
military engineers, and DP-2751 systems
analysts.

REPARATION (PHASE 1)

The first phase of i,systeins analysis study is
the preparation phase. In many instances, this
phase is skimmed over or rushed. This phase is
very important, and the systems analyst in.

charge Should devote adequate time, effort, and
preparation to it. Following, are the_10 back
steps in phase 1:

1. Approval for the analysis study is

granted.
2. The team is,jappointed:
3. The scope of the analysis study,... is

defined. .,
4. Time schedules for the analysis study are

set:
5. The analysis study plan is prepared.
6: Questionnaires are prepared.
7. Blank, forms for interviewing, are

prepared.
8. he analysis study team is indoctrinated.
9. e rso nn el interview schedules are

-coordinated.
10. The analysis study is begun.*

When starting phase 1-of a systems analysis
study, the team leader should give considerable
thought to flexibility and not treat the 10 steps
as an unchangeable procedure.

Approval (Step 1),

The first step of ,,preparation (phase 1) is
receiving 'approval to do the analysis study. This
approval will usually be generated within the
local/ command because it is already under

/

N4-8
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funded approval and concerns a problem that
exists, with the present system. When doing a
total systems- analysis, the approval will come
from higher authority, down thrbugh the chain
of command. A total systems analysis directed
by higher 'authority usually indicates a large
hardware or software change and is performed in
accordance with SECNAVINST 5231.1 (series).

' For the purpose of illustration in this chapter, a,
hypothetical "analysis .is being performed on a'T
problem using existing funded hardwaie and
software. This type Of analysis is approved by
the parent ADP ficility and is usually in the
form of a project request approved by the
commanding officer of the ADP facility.

Team Appointment (Step 2)

. The second step of preparation (phase 1) is
the acfttal assignment of the analyst(s) to do the
analysis. The number of analysis study team
members can range from one to as many asit__
takes. to complete the analysis: This depends on
how big the project is and the workload of the
systems analysis branch. As stated earlier in this
chapter, it is recommended that a minimum of
two analysts be appointed to each project if
inexperienced analysts, are assigned to the
analysis branch.

It is usually the responsibility of the
officerin-charge (OIC) of the systems. analysis
branch to- assign members to the systems
analysis study team for each project.

Scope (Step 31
. _

The thirci step of preparation (Phase-1) is the
defining of_the scope of the analysis study. At
this time the riser; management section, 'or"
branch that requested the systems analysis study
should II* 'provided a clear and precise

.1! 'statement (with, the project request) of what
should be accomplished, This statement should

-identify the operation, the system or subsystem,
or the areas- that will bs. affectdd by the study.
Generally speakingv1he scOpe of.ilie study is the
problem desctibed in Netail by per
management and/or the. !Aer.-request ng.- the
analysis study. Detailed information- inth,t qi)c.
statement is very important becau-se it 'set's the -

,boundaries within which the analySt will work.

The scope of the analysis study should
answer or identify the following list of problems
(if they exist) for the systems analyst:

1. What are the nature and purpose of the
-work products desired?

2. Isthis a new system or subsystem7
3. Is this -a hardware or software problem,

of both?
4. What data files are involved or will be

created?
5. What ne*-er-old reports are involved?
6. Is existing documentation for' the system

'or subsystem available andup-to-date? \
7. What is the due date for imple-

mentation?
8. Are external resources or organizations

involved?
1%.

If the scope of the analys'is study is
sufficiently describedfsit will permit the systems

__analysisstudy team to start visualizing the
problem in a wider spectrum immediately. The
'scope statement is the document that gets the
analysis off to a correct start.

. Ott (
Schedules (Step 4

The fourth step of prepartation (phase 1) is
the setting Of time schedules. After a thorough
review of the scope statement, an experienced
analyst should have a good idea of how long the,
analyiis should take. This time factor should be
discussed with all' members of the systems
analysis study team and cooidinated with upper
management. Always request ,enoUgh time, and
set milestones that are realistic.

Setting time schedules ,could' be a major
factor in the analysis if it involves,. offsite
total ',systems, analysis study of an organ,ization
that presently does not have a computer" system.,
If this situation exists, all travel time schedules
should also be coordinated with the organization
under study and the present upper management

. "during this phase step.

4-9

Analysis Study Plan(Step 5).
.:The fifth step of preparation (phase fj is -

-

preparing the 'actual analysis' gnidy plan,:clie- ,
.,
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majority of the material needed in the-analysis
study plan should be collected and inserted into
a bound document duFirig the preparation
(phase .['):.(step 5). When drafting the- analysis
study plan; it .should not be 'regarded as a final
document, but as a starting too1,4 subject to
change until the analysis study is completed.
Later in this chapter an outline format for an
analysis study plan 'is displayed in detail. The
items and forms included will always vary,
because every analysis-study is different in some
way. This outline is only a suggested procedure
on how to-prepare a-problern-for analysis. The
following items, however, are common in every
analysis study and should always be included in
the analysis study plan:

1: The written authority to conduct the
analysis study.

. A written'statement of the mission of
the analysis study, the 'problem as it is known to
exist, and what the survey is expected to
accomplish.

3. A written statement assigning. the
analysis study team members, including each
member's security Oearance.

4. A schedule showing when each major
step is to be accomplished and which team
member will perform i i -

Questionnaires (Step 6)`

During , the -sixth step of preparation
(phase 1) all locally designed questionnaires
should be typewritten to completion except for
information the questionnaire asks the recipient.
Questionnaires should be locally designed to
supplement personal-, interviews.. The form
should be designed 'for the conlpuler sys/ern
h4rdwa re. And so ft wa re 'on Miic1n theianalyais
being performed. The 'use of such,qulisti
should be. limited to_ situalf6ns 4 whore it'.
incOnveniht to interview .all of the indi
involved .in the analysis in person. Following

_some of the instances when,a questionnaire cfain
he useful as a fact-finding tool when persai
interviews are prohibited:

1. In cases when the analyst and recipient
are physically .separated and travel is not
feasible.

2. In cases when the recipients are too
-voluminous.

3. In cases when the information gathered
is repetitious and wilt'be used to verify similar
data from other sources.

Interview Forms (Step 7)

During the seventh step of preparation
(phase 1) the team leader should prepare
interview forms and fill in data that is already

J. Name of indiVidual to be interviewed.
2. Project number.
3. Security of interview form (if known

prior to the actual interview):
4., Department where individual is to be

interviewed.
5. ...Phone number.
6. Status of individual; for example, DPI,

GS-9, contracted civilian, etc.
7. Remarks -sectionlist all appropriate

questions pertaining to the analysis as can be
determined for the problem under study for the
indNidual being interviewed. Quegtions of this
type help organize the material in logical
sequence and keep tije interview in -order. The
particular systems analysis study, project-topic,
and managements desired outcomes will derive
the actual questions.

The analyst should, be prepared to go to the
interview with a documented list of questions

-pertinent She analysis being 'performed.
Without thought-out list of prepared'',

-questions, the analyst- may not generate all the
require& information, the interview could tend
to 'ramble; and the' analyst could appear "not
op bright." , :

wO1JI,
0

. . ,
,b

,i...a.Study Team Indoatrinaiion
4, (Step 8).

. During the eighth step of preparation
(phase 1) the -entire analysis study team, should
be oriented; by -the team leader. The team should
be briefed on all aspects of The analysis and all
pertihent information and material to be

--associated with the analysis, such as

4-10
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organizational e harts, functional charts,
directives, regulations, instructions, policies, and
documentation manuals relative to the analysis
study. The briefing should also specify which
forms are to be used and how they are to be
completed, the people to be interviewed; d,o,
the required data to be collected.

Upon completion of the indoctrination
briefing, the team members should have their
work schedule and expected completion dates
for each phase of the analysis.
--AmpleTin: -should be given during the

briefing to answer any team member's quespOn4,....
It is essential that the team leader explain the
assignments of and requirements of, each team
member in detail. Reniember, the moretailed
the indoctriFtion is, the better eird-results will
be H ccompliAleti in the analysis.

Interview Schedule Coordination 4.
(Step 9)

During the ninth step of preparation
(phase 1) all interview schedules should be
confirmed.' The analysiS team leader should
arrange appointments as far in advance as
possible and coordinate all interviews through
department branch heads and division leading
petty officers. When coordinating the interview
schedules 'With these individuals; a thorough
explanation of the analysis study should be
given.

Analysis Study Conunencement
(Step i 0)

During the tenth and final step Of
preparation (phase 1) all steps of preparation
should be checked for completeness. /

. If time permits, it migift be desirable to take
.an orientation trip to the branches inyolved in
the analysis. In this visit, the analyst has the
opportunity to meet concerned individuals and.
can 'break down any initial j'esistance to the
forthcoming interviews.

.

INTERVIEW /SURVEY (PHASE 2)

The 'second phase of asystenis analysis study
cOrrsists of the interview and actual survey.
There hake been -rn.any different approaches

taken toward this phase oilk systems analysis
study. These approaches have varied from a
cdmplete data gathering and fact-finding analysis
to a cursory look at the problem that generated
the systems analysis. ',hese widely different
approaches stem from he actual policies, needs,
and requirements .set f,Orth at different
commands.

. When time and manpower permit, a
t horough--a nays is---sh ould--b e

co n du ct ed using set prOcedures. The procedures
for a small problem analysis should generally1be
the same as for a large project systems analysis.

'Every command should follow the
documentation 'procedures , set forth in the
SECNAM 5233.1 _series instruction, and Other
appropriate instructions- 'for equipment
acquisition (SECNAVINST 5230.6 (series)),
operation, review, and'evaluationl.

The main purpose of the interview/survey
Time .is to gather facts. This is basically
accomplished in the 'folloWink three steps of'
Phase 2:

1. Survey the problem using° existing
documentation.

2. Interview individuals_
environment.

3. Document and collect data.

in their

Phase 2 of the systems analysis study should
be started as soon as Lpossible after the
completion,olphAe I (step 10):

Problem Survey (Step 1)

4-11

..,

The firs step of the interview/survey
(phase 2) is to ensure that the existing
doCumented and operating procedures', as

areforth in the documentation manuals, are
currently tip-to-date and are being adhered to in
actual operations. If the problem being analyzed
does exist and is not -a new 'requirement, it -is
then necessary for the, .analyst , to ctually
observe and survey current operating pro
Of the project's software and hardwar
extremely ,important that the analyst
copies of
and .m

edures
. It is-

btain
he actual forms, operating documents
als that are currently,being used in the
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system and are pertinent to the problein under
analysis. c

The Purposes of observation are many. It
allows, the analyst' to determine the following
facts:

What is being done.
2. How it is being done: .

,3. Who is doing it.
4. When it is being done.
5. How long it takes.
6. Where it is being done.
7. Why if is being done in its present

manner.

This procedure, is often very helpful to the
analyst% because in many instances is
discovered that the systems documentation is
incorrect and that actual piocedures are
different from what some of the interviewed
people think.

Interviewing .(Step 2)

The-personal interview is the most powerful
fact- finding tool available to the systems analyst.
It provides the analyst with a means of getting
informatiOn that may not be recorded anywhere
ei8ept in the mind of the individual being
interviewed.

r
An interview should' be construed by an

analyst as being a purposefu, conversation,
planned and controlled by the an y , to gain a
specific objective. An interview should be
thought of as a face-to-face conversation rather
than a professional interrogation. The interview
that drifts into a confrontation of
old-versus-new will produce nothing tangible for
the systems analysis study. If the interview is
conducted properly, it can produe meaningful,
useful, and correct information.

In short, the interview is the tool used by
the systems analyst to help resolve the .project
request that generated (originated) the systems
analysis study. This is true whether the analysis
is a simple project request for additional or
modified reports, or a total systems analysis.

\

Conducting the Interview.--To start an
interview in the right direction, the systems

. . .
analyst should ensure that 'all interview
appointments are kept On time in the
interviewee's office, space, or environment. If dt
all possible, the arialyst- should not require
persons being interviewed to leave their work
.areas. The interview should' be conducted as
informally as possible, yet consistent with the
need for organized and planned results. Further,
the systems analyst should.be courteous without
leaving the impreSsion of being apologetic for
interrupting the individual's work schedule with
an interview.

As mentioned earlier' in' this chapter; the
systems analyst should. have a locally prepared
interview form for each individual to be
interviewed. A check list of questions may prove
very helpful during the interview: Following is a
list of some possible questions that might be
used:

I. What items are- maintained 'as f1e
_information?

2. What is the number_ of A/N (Alpha-
numeric/Numeric) char,acters in each item in the
file?

3. How many s-4arate files make up the
systems data base?

4. What are the source data?
5. What is done with the source data,

step-by-step, during tilt performance of each
operation?

6. What other data ,are used in each
operational step? .

7. What -decisions% are made in each
operational step?

8. What normally recurring conditions are
accounted for in each operation?

9. What exceptioenal conditions arise during
the data Processing? .

VVhere, ace the exceptional .conditions
reintroduced into the operation?

11. What are the results (punched cards,
documents, listings, reports, magnetic media,
etc.) of each operation?

12. How frequently is the operation done?
13. What resources (personnel and

equipment) are ripw utilized for,the operation?
14. Are the source. data processed in

batches?
15. 'Flow mad' items are processed on an

hourly, daily., or any other periodic basis?

,4-12
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16. How many items of output result &oh'
processing on the same periodic basis?

17. What deficiencies in processing* are
known to exist?

18. What deficiencies in spurce data are
known to exist?

19. What:Aeficiencies in output information
are known to exist?

20. What are some recommendations-for the
new requirements?

21'. What is your recommendation Tor the
solution to the problem?

The preceding questions are just a few out of
the thousands that could be asked during an
interview. The ones created locally should be
direct and pertinent to the problem under
analysis.

During the interview the _analyst should take
notes. Notes help organize the material in logical
sequence and clarify thinking. Facts are more
reliable when they are immediately recorded.
Individuals being interviewed might consider it
insulting ifa written record of their donVersation,
is not kept; especially if they feel 'their answers
cannot be remembered by thesystems analyst.

'Further, this practice will 'help prevent,, the
analyst. from coming back after the interview to,
verify facts.

While it is important that a sySftems analyst
have an excellent command of the English
language, it is more important that this
individual be a good listener. A' good rule to
remember is "you cannot obtain facts while
talking." Observing this rule 'will give the
interviewee the impression tha e analyst is
interested in what is being said.

There .are many personal and professional
traits that an analyst should either possess or
control to make any interview 'a success. The
following are just a few of the "do's" and
"don'ts" that a systems analyst should conside&
during an interview:

1: Be on time for the interview.
2. Explain the problem and "purpose of the

interview.
3. Be a good ligtener and refiain from

talking' about subjects that are not pertinent to
the problem being analyzed.

4-13

4. Ask frank and forthright questions.
5. Be courtaous but not apologetic about

taking up the interviewee's time.
6. Do not maka\disparaging statements.
7. Do not give i

know more about th 'problem under analysis
31e impression that you,

than the individual being.\interviewed.
8. Conduct the inteririew as informally as

possible, but consistent with respect of the
status of the individual being intezviewed.

'9. Avoid using ADP terminology (computer
jargon) with individuals who are not ADP
oriented.

10. Obtain ideas, opinions, and facts abdut
the problem under analysis:"

11. Do not ,make derogatory remarks about
other individuals or present procedures.

Interviewing Problems.There are special
problem's capnnected with interviewing, both in
the analyst's attitude and in the interviewee's
attitude.

_____
_

As an analyst, it is easy to failto take into
account a preconception concerning the results
you would like to obtain. That is, instead of
objectively attempting to get_ the facts on a
particular situation, the natural impulse is to
arrive at a tentative conclusion and then attempt
,to get the necessary facts to back up 'some
,premature theory, already half formed. Nothing
could be more detrimental to a successful
systems interview. Likewise; when a new
situation, arises, there may be an unconscious
attempt to associate it with some past
experience. Even highly experienced analysts,
who mayliave used certain methods successfully
in the past, have a tendency to attempt to
"straightjacket" theexisting situation into this
previous experience.

During an interview, the analyst'should be
aware of. the attitude of the person being
interviewed; for example:

1. Nervousness Many individuals are
nervous under the actual strain of any type of
interview,. The more experienced _analyst will
notice this at the beginning of the interview and
will explain that the interview is not formal in
an attempt to set the interviewee atease.
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Over-responseThrough a desire to
coo erate, some individuals, when interviewed,
have a tendency to supply answers that they feel
are most favorable tilthe analyst, rather than to
state the facts as th6 exist. Questions should be
carefully worded to avoid suggesting an answer.

DATA PROCESSING TECHNICIAN 1 & C

3. Conjecture and inaccuracySome
individuals being interviewed may give
informatiOd without actdally checking the facts.
This is true when the interviewee feels that
he/she should already know the answer without
having to look,.it up. Questions should be
prec,isely worded to require specific and.factual
answers. When an analyst 'ants an opinion, the
question should be so stated and noted in the
recording of such information.

4. Cautiousness-Directly opposite to the
overzealous person is the cautious individual
who answers questions only when pcisi_tiv_e the
answer is correct. This type of individual may
wiold valuable information if not absolufely
sur of its accuracy in every detail.

5. ResentmentIndividuals with hostile of
resentful attitudes toward what is under analysis
are pefhaps the most difficult sources from
which tb get information. They may have any
number of reasons for not cooperating with the
analyst. Sonie,of these reasons are that they may
be averse to change, fearful of losing their job to
a, machine, or just too busy to be bothered. A
considerable amount of tact and resourcefulness
must be called upon to convince this type of
individual of the need for cooperating in the
systems analysis study. The fears brought about
by this type of attitude can be allayed by a
careful explanation of the purpose(s) of the
analysis. .

, Tone of the Ihterview.IThe tone of thd
interview is a reflection of the mental and
physical attitudes of the -interested parties, If

. they are relaxed, friendly, and informal, the
interView will produce positive results. It is
mostly up to the analyst to bring about this
desirable situation. Interest cannot, be
successfully pretended, but must. really exist.
People are quick to recognize sincerity and
usually react to it in a favorable mariner.

Remember never to give adverse criticism of
the .way things are presently being done, and
never verbally express an opinion about the
problem that is under analysis.

Guiding the, IntOview.The interview
should be :limited, to information and fact
gathering. While free discussion should be
encouraged, be careful nbt to be drawn into
conversational detours about hunting, fishing, or
other hobbies. The analyst should recognize that
this is a waste of time and quickly guide the;
conversation back to the analysis'.

Further, the analyst should be very reserved
about making conclusive statements during an
interview. This is neither the lime nor the place
for the analyst to make co' nflusions because all
the facts have pot been studied or even gathered.

Ending the Iriterview.Prolonged interviews
are rarely, desirable. If it is necessary to discuss
the problem of the analysis for more than an
hour at one setting, the analyst should split the
interview into two sessions. Interviews' are hard
work for both the analyst and the interviewee.
The maximum time for any single discussion
should never be more than an hour. If the
interview is scheduled for an entire day, the
appropriate thing to do is break every hour for a
minimum Qrs minutes. If, as the interview
progLesses, it becomes evident ,that all the
material cannot be covered in the allotted time,
the analyst should make another, appointment
that, is mutually convenient., Any question that
was Important enough to have been, included in
the ,systems analysis study outline should not be

'eliminated simply because it is not covered
within a particular time period. .

When the analyst e nds the interview, it
shotild be explained to the interviewee that
additibnal time may still be required for
verification of the notes taken during the
interview.

Follow-up of Interview.As soon after the
interview as possible, the analyst should make
complete flowchart of the information gathered
during the interview. Further, a good summary
shyld be made from the interview notes, and

- 4-14
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drawings of charts should be completed. When
the information has been compiled by the

analyst, a copy should be returned to the
individual who was interviewed for verificattn,
corrections, and additions. It is always advisable
to have the interviewee sign the copy and return
it for use in future phases of the analysis.

Document and Data Collection

By the time the systems analysis Study has
progressed to this point, many of the source
data and documentatiorf manuals describing the
source inputs and outputs have been identified.
As soon as possible after' the interview, the
systems analyst should collect samples of all the
source data pertinent to the analysis and any
other documents found to -exist --during the
interview not already identified and reviewed.
Once all operating. and programming functions
are identified and all supporting documents and
source data (inputs/outputs) collected it is
imperative that this information be recorded in a
meaningful manner for analysis study. These
compiled documents and sample source data will
provide insight into how the existing or
proposed systems operate or will operate. But
this insight will not materialize unless the
analyst and other members of the.analysis study
team have some, designed Means and techniques
that will aid in the analysis of the documents
and source data collected. In a system analysis
of a small problem, only a few documents anti a
small amount of source data would becollected;
in more, complex systems analysis studies, the
number of documents and source data collected
could run into the thousands. When collecting
any volume of documents and source data,, it is
necessary and practical to employ a worksheet
for recording the information about a document
or source data as it becomes available to the
systems analyst. For example purposes in this
chapter, this type of worksheet will be referred
to as a Systems Analyst Document/Data
Collection Worksheet (SAD/1)CW). It is
recommended that a similar form be designed as
local conditions warrant and used while
interviewing individuals and during actual
document and source,data collection. As shown
in figure 4-5, an SAD/DCW is a self-explanatory

form that can be reused to concrise large
amounts of reference data onto a single sheet of
paper for each piece of data or document
collected. This type of locally prepared form
should contain actual facts and not opinions,
since it is used later in phase 3 of thrstems
analysis study.

Other sytems analysis tools that can be used
in data., and °document fact gathering include
flowcharts, grid charts, matrix charts and
decision, t*les. Basically, it is up to the analyst
to deteridine which tools to use and how
thoroughl the -systems analysis is to be
conducted. Remember, the more facts that are
gathered during this phase of the systems
analysis the better will be the solutions during
the analysis and decision phase. --

ANALYSIS/DECIgION (PHASE 3)
,

The third phase of a systems analy sis study
is the analysis of. the documents and data
collected, plus informational data generated by
the analyst team thus far in the systems analysis

. study. This task sounds relatively, simple, but in
actuality, it can ,becOme very complicated, even
for small projects such as an addition to an
operating'systems software already in existence.

. After the interview/survey phase, the
systems analysis team is likely to have quantities
of detailed information gathered on the problem
that generated the systems analysis study; the
bigger the problem that generated the study, the
more bits and pieces of information that will
probably be collected for phase 3.,The primary
purpose of the analysis /decision -phase is to
analyze the bits and pieces, draw conclusions,
and make recommendations to upper
Management concerning the -assessment of the
problem.

In previous phases, the analysts have
collected documents and data on (1) what is
being done, (2) who is doing it, (3) where it is
being done, (4) when it is being done, (5) how it
is being done, and (6). why it. is being done in a
particular manner.

The' analysis/decision (phase 3) is often
divided into four.steps to provide a successful

4-15
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SYSTEMS ANALYST DOCUMENT/DATA COLLECTION WORKSHEET (SAVDCW)

TYPE DATA/
DOCUMENT

DOCUMENT IDENTIFICATION
1 , ORIGINATOR

L ' ' INPUT SYSTEM

SOURCE DATA FORMAT VOLUME . LOCATION OF DATA

...DOCUMENT

INPUT SOURCE DESTINATIDN

INTERMEDIATE
DATA

'. '
A

FINAL DATA
OUTPUT

USE OF THIS DATA/DOCUMENT

4i .

. .

DISPOSITION FDRWARDED SUSPENDED "FILED' -

.,

DESTROYED - CLASSIFICATION

HON DATA PREPARED

-

RETENTI TIME MEDIA TYPE NO. OF MEDIA

..- .
DOCUMENTS ORIGINATING FROM THIS'AND 0 UPDATED GT THIS DOCUMENT/DATA

I

__ .. ..

. -
INPUT/ DUTPUT RECORD FORMAT LAYOUT INCUJDING FIE SIZE AND TYPE (A/N)

. .

b
.

. ....

11

/ . .

( REMARKS ON REVERSE) t

DATE / ANALYST SIGNATURE ,

a
VERIFYING SIGNATURE

a

Figure 44.--Systerns analyst document/data collection worksheet
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, s
and meaningful recommen4ation
management. The four steps are:-

.1. Document and data collating.
2. Analysis of facts.
3.. Conclusions. .

4. Recommendations.

Before the documents and data collected are
reviewed, they should be arranged into some.
type. of sequence. This 'is usually a
time-consumipg task, but the results, of this
organizing activity 'will make the -copious
mounds of information collected less
cumbersome.

Document-and-Data Collating
(Step 1)

upper . they should .have a general, overallR.
understanding of,, the problem under analysis.
However, this is 'usually not enough to allow
Arm conclusions. 4nd _recommendations of the
systems analysis td be made. During this step.of.
the systems analysis study, each docunlent and
each piece of data Information should be studied
in a meticulous manner.

It is recommended that the systems analysis-
team analyze the documents and data collected
using the step-by-step procedure outlined in

' phase 3 (step 1).

Input.-Tp ensure that all of the information
needed is obtained, it is,a good practice for the
analysis team. to first study the facts about the _- to,:thesYstem. Some.of the questions to be -

answered are: r
The first step of the analysis/decision phase

(phase 3) is to separate and sequence tie
dottuments and data previously collecteVip/
some opderly fashion. It should be apiaren by
now that each analysis study varies at leatt
-slightly from every other analy0s study. Since
this is the case, it is necessary that this step be
performed according to the requirements of the
problem under analysis. In most cases, the
collected docubents and data can be sequenced
into 'four categories. The four categories are,
document and data (1) inputs, (2) communi-
ca'tionst (3) processing and storage, and (4)
informational outputs.

.The input to any system is that point at-
which data first enters the system or where a
record is made of any action. Communications is
the transforming of data from the point-of entry
to and between propessing and storage points.
Proc'essing and storage is the method of receiving
incoming data, transforming it into a medium
which can be readily used by human or machine,
and retaining it for retrieval by the user. The
informational output of the system occurs when
information is delivered from storage in a-format
suitable for the user to understand.

Analysis of Facts (Step 2)

14- By the time 'the analysis study team have
reached this step of the systems analysis study,

1. What arethe inputs into the system?
2. Where do the inputs come into the

system -2

3. In what form are the inputs?

4. What are the volume's- Of the inputs?

5. What are the frequencies of the inputs?
6. What /nd how many alphabetic\ and

numeric characters are in each item aft the
source data?

7. What areas in the system do, the in uts
affect?

,8. What is the reliability of the source ?"
9.' What is the quality of control for the

source data?

10. Are gall ,of the personnel processmathe
source data qualified and professionally
knoWledgeable? .

It should, be noted here that use of the
preceding questions, varies depending on the
problem under -analysis and -'the types of:
documehts and data collected for the analysis. It
would be impractical to attempt to list all of the
types of questions pertinent to all of the types
of analysis in a rate training manual,

ommunications.-The record type of
documents and data',,to be analyzed includes
facts ( sow ce meet'. 1) collected about

4-17
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communications. Some of the: questions to be
answered may be:

1. What communication equipmeht is being
used?

2. are any special- communications
-4required, such as remote input, output,

and inquiry? .

4 3. .Wilat problems exist in these areas?
4. Flaw many persons are involved?
5. Ait'e -*presents communications adequate?

An understanding of system communi-
cations enables the analysis team to determ. the
how items of. information .and data are
trarisrnitted- into -andout- © the system- under
study. This' is the 'urea where data transmission
bottlenecks- are often found. The analySti 4ian
then deterinine whether the communications are
adequate or are being routed through areas that
ptrform no action,and are therefore superfluous.

Processing afid Storage.The third type of
documents and data to be analyzed covers facts
(source material) collected about the actual
processing storage of data fora system. In most
cases the source material collected in the area of
processing and storage offers the systems analyst
the greatest opportunity to analyze facts on how
to improve the system, or how. to, solve the
problem under analysis. The analysis of the
material .pertaining to "processing and storage
usually results in . locating 'areas where
duplication of effort, dUpliCation of data
:elements, duplication of `reports, and improper
procedures are found.

Processing and storage, although closely
related, are two separate areas. When analyzing
material in the processing area, the analysis team
should try to answer the following (or similar)
questions:

J. How much of the operating system is
required for processing each task?

2. What. human decisions aFe made during
processing?
What outputs are required?

4. How frequently is processing required?
5. How much professing time is involved

(human and machine)?

S.

6. What are the peaks and valleys of
process* Jolum es?

7.What online and offline equipment is
utilized during processing?

8. What programming language is utilized'
for processing?

9. What systems utilities are utilized "for
processing? . .

10. What is the abort ratio for software? :

When analyzing the material (dochments and
data) collected in the storage area, the analysis
team should ,try -to answer the following (or
similar) questions:

-1: -What files are maintained?
2. What types of files are maintained?
3. How many-records are in the file?
4. How many items are in each record?
5. How often. are the files updated?
6. What, type of storage media is utilized?
7. What retentioti period is required?
8..Are data elements duplicated?
9. Can files be combined? .

10. Whal access method is utilized?

Output.The fourth type of material
(documents and data) to be analyzed is made up
of facts collected about 'the outputs of a system.
The Outputs of an existing system or the outputs
of a requested system are actual purpose, of
the system and are of prime concern to
manageMent. Whether the systems, analysis team
is analyzing collected 'facts pertinent to an
existing system or a requested system,
depending upon the scope of the -sstems
analysis in accordance with. SECNAVINST
5231;1 (series latest revision), the requirements
of management are satikied with actual output.
It is the responsibility of the systems analysis
study team to produce a timely and efficient
means for the production of such system
output. Some of the following, questions should
help the systems analysis study team to
determine output requirements:,

.1. What are the outputs?

2. How'are they prepared?

3. Can the present system produce the
additional requested output (if any-is required)?

4-1b3
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4. How many copies are required?
What modification to the present system

is requireno produce any new reports?
6. Is the requested report produced iri part

as a whole by another system or subsystem?

/ After' analyzing the different categories of
Material that were collected during the interview
and survey phase, the analyst should have a
thorough ktiowledge of the problem that
generated the systems analysis. The
analysis /decision phase of the systems analysis
study should be eXecuitd to resolve all questioV
pertinent to the scope' of the systems aila4sis.
Naturally, the preceding sample questions are
not--pertinentin -every :type ofTaitalysit. 'The
requirements set forth in the scope of an actual
analysis will dictate what type of locally
prepared questions should be asked about
collected material. The - locally prepared
questions should produce information upon
which to base 'conclusions about the material to
be analyzed.

Conclusions (Step 3) ''

During the third, step of the analysis/
decisiOn phase (phase 3) the system 'analysis
study team should be prepared to agree 'on
conclusions about the systems analysis study:
Here 'again, it will,depend on the scope of the
analysis as to what type of conclusions will
result.

Generally speaking, the analysis team should
make their conclusions 'based on the. FACTS
gathered during the systems analysis. The
following are just a few sample questions that
can aid the systems analyst in making
conclusions:

1. Has all the material pertinent to the'
scope of the systems analysis study been
analyzed?

2. Is the' project request feasible?
3. .Can the project request that generated

the systems analysis study be accomplished
within the command or does fall within the
puryiew of SECNAVINST 5231.1 series and
require higher authority processing.

4. Can the software/hardware be modified
to accomplish the results requested?

5. .Has each member of the systems analysis
team reached the same conclusions?

6.' Is the cost factor within . command
budget limits in accordance with SECNAVINST
5231.1 series.

When there is more than one 'individual
performing the systems analysis study, there will
always be the possibility that 'different
conclusions could be drawn about a 'particular
part of the analysis. If this happens, the member
in charge of the systems analysis team should

;, Mention the' differences when making
recommendations to the official who authorized
the study._

.4-19
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Recommendations (Step 4)

4
The fourth step of the analysis/decision

phase (phase 3) is for the systems analysis team
to make a written report to the official who
authorized the systems analysis study. This
report should be prepared intelligently and
carefully with respect to all requested objectives
'within the original scope`Of the systems analysis
study.

This report will contain different types of
information, depending on- the following two
factors:

I. Whether the analysis study was
authorized at a local level for an in-house
problem. involving softWare, hardware, 9t
operating' procedures.

2. Whether the analysis study was
authorized by _higher command authority
directing.,a total systems analysiA,-

As Stated earlier, examples of total systems
analysis studies in accordance with
SECNAVINST 5231.1 series are not thoroughly
covered in this chapter. The following items
should be contained in the report and' forwarded
to- upper management for theit review- and
approiql: -

1. Concise statements of anticipated
benefits as a result of enacting the project
request.

ss'
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2. Specific recommendations, wheje
deemed appropriate, for. ,redesigning hardware

ittconfigurations or software systems.
3, Precise statements with supporting

reasons when recommendations are submitted to
disapprove a project request.

4. A brief description of each modification,
addition,- or deletion required to the present
software /hardware system.

5. Explicit statements for alternate avenues
that could produce identical results in relation
to the scope of the study.

6. Explicit statements of any additional
requirement that was not included in the project
request._

Sufficient detai should -be included in 'the.
report to assist up er management in making a
decision as to w ether 'or not to authorize the
design, documentation, development, and
implementation of the project request.

,

If the project- request is disapproved for
implementation, upper management should take
the following actions:

1. Notify the user of disapproval.
2. Send a copy of the systems analysis

study team's recommendation report to the
user.

3. Disestablish- the'analysis study team and
reassign them to their normal duties.

DESIGN (PHASE 4)

In the fourth phase of a systems. analysis
study, the systems analyst utilizes past
experience, ingenuity, and knowledge of all
areas of data processing to solve. the problem
Mat generated the systems analysis study. The
procedures and approach of the design phaSe of
an analysis will fary, depending on the actual
scope of. the project request under study. For
e >mple, the procedures and approach for
designing an additional software subsystem for
an existing system would differ from that for a
total systelps analysis. A total systems analysis
would iroolve deiigning a new h4dware
configuration, data bases, operating software,
and, preparing a Mission Element Need
Statement (MENS) in accordance with

SECNAVINST 5231.1 series. The likelihood of a
Navy data processing technician designing a total
system on any duty assignment is very unlikely.
For the purpose pf this rate training manual, a
project request for an additional software
,subsystem on an existing funded system- will be
analyzed.

of

At this point, upper management has
approved the ,project -request and any
modifications that were submitted at the end of
phase 3. It should be mentioned here that some
commands do not r oroughly perform phase 1,
phase 2, and phase 'because of heavy work
schedules. Although/ it is not recommended to
start -k systems-analysis at-phase-4-,-it-ca-nand has
been done by skimming over _the previous,
phases. If only a cysory attempt to complete
phase 1, phase 2, and hase 3 occurs,-sooner or
later, redundancy and duOcation will exist in
the installation's software; data base, and
operating procedures. A paramount con-
sideration in maintaining an optimum system is
to avoid duplication. It should be remembered
that systems analysis/design and optimum
system performance are the responsibility of the
DP (2751) systems analyst.

.During .phase 4 of most analysis studies, a
new system is designed or an existing system is
redesigned using four steps. These steps, in order
of commencement, are (1) output design, (2)
input design, (3) data base design, and (4)

specifications.

Output 'Design Specifications
(Step 1),

Through phases 1, 2, and 3 of the systems
analysis Study, the systems analysis study team
determines what is needed as output-- from the
system 'to meet the needs of /he user and upper
management. The design or redesign of systems
starts with the design or redesign of the systems
outputs. It is virtually irnposspare to design the
input and processing prOceddres if the desired
outputs and output formats are not first
determined.

,During thiS step of .the analysis, the systems
analyst should use the dociimehts colleRted in
the analysis,and maintain a close liaison with the
user while designing the new output: content and
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format. Also the systems analyst should at this
time consider new documentation requirements.
Any time a new system is designed or an existing
system is redegigned a requirement (kir a new
documentation is generated. Guidance on
documentation is in chapte0 of this rate
training manual. At most'commands the systems
analyst branch will be involved With and
sometimes responsible for certain
documentation manuals such as the Data
Requirements pocumenf (RD), the
System/Subsystem Specification (SS), the
Program Specification (PS), and the Data Base
Specification DS)

litWhen designing output requirem ts, the
systems analyst should keep the lowing
objectives in mind:

6. Durability-for example, paper tape
versus'magnetic tape .r

7. Retention'-for example, CRT display
versus microfilm '

The -variations in different output media and
media type should be taken into careful
consideration by both the systems analyst and
the user.

Input Design Specifications
(Step 2)

1. Design the output in a fashion to reduce
the volume of information to a minimum
(especially printed output) ,while being
consistent with achieving the needs of the user.

2. Design\ the output so that it is easy to
understand.

3. Design the output.to be cO sistent with
command policy.

4. Design .the output on approp 'ate form_
layout sheets f the system under anal 's, e.g.,
IBM forms, Honeywell forms, UNIVAC orins.

After the output content and.format have
been degigned or redesigned. by the systems
analyst and -approved by the user, the output
media should be considered. Output media
consideration is a very important part of Output
design. The following are just a few factors to
consider when selecting' the type of output
media:

1. Cost-for example, printer paper versus
CRT-hard copy

2. Storage-for example, cards versus
microfilm

3.. Speed-for example, magnetic tape
versus disk

4. Efficiency-for example, coniole
, typewriter versus printer

5. Shipping-for example, disk
printer listing

versus
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-Aftek---the-output conterit and-format shave
been designed and approved by the user, the
syst s analysis team can then proceed to
desi the new input requirements. During this
ste of phase 4 th.e analysis team is simply
de ining and designing the data that must be
brought into the system to produce the
requested output. The types' of data that will
probably be considered as input are:

1. Actual ,output from other 'Systems within
the total system. ,

2. New source data created from source
documents.

3. Data entered within a program from the
results of computer calculations.

4. Extracted data from existing data bases.
5. Data keyed into the system during

processing time.

It is essential that a new software syStem
llve accurate input to produce the desired
output. If the input is haphazardly designed by
the systems nalysis team, it can almost be
assured that tie user will be dissatisfied with the
results of the final output. The following
procedures are suggested wlien designing input
data and input media:

1. Utilize edited data whenever possible.
2. Design thp input so. that it is 'easily

understood.
3. Design the input so that it is easily

c011ected.
4. Keep the volume of data to a minimum

that is required to produce the-desired output.
5. Do hOt duplicate the source data

resources.

1 ou ti
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67Design the input data within the
processing limitations of the comput
characteristics.

7. Design the input data to match the
deiired input media.

Good input design and output results can be
judged only by the' user. The final step in
designing input should-always be the acceptance
of the design by the user.

Data Base Design and Specifications
(Step 3)

When designing a data base, the quality of
data is a critical factor. Many of the
considerations given to a conventional data base
are also givpn to a system that utilizes a Data
Base Managemtnt System (DBMS). Chapter 5 of
this rate training maTkacl. discusses data bases in
conventional- format, and in systems using the
DBMS. The design techniques should conform
to the structure of the database presently being
used within the system.

When designing -any type of data base, the
first deOgn consideration should be the
validatiori of input data for any application.
Anther key factor that should be .considered
during the design of a data base is the design of
adequate audit trail for processing the. data.

The data base design will actually start with
the design of (1) input records, (2) input files
( master and .intermediate), and (3) input
procedures. How well the system functions and_
the quality of output depend on the quality and
dependability of the data base. It should be
emphasized at this point that reports which are
produced from fires and data bases that contain
erroneous information breed mistrust of the
ADP community as'a whole.

Processing Rtilesand Specifications
(Step 4)

uring this step the systems analysis team
will a tually design the procedures, programs,
and utilities necessary to produce what the user
has requested. The systems .-analyst who

performs this step of the analysis should be
thoroughly familiar with the operating, and
programming language capabilities Of the
operating system. It.would be a complete waste
of time, money, and effort if designed programs
and procedures were beyond the capabilities of
the computer's software and hardware. -

The following software and hardware
considerations- are potential guidelines for
designing a complete subsystem to an operating
system:

1. Design program documentation and
systems flowcharts, for editing and validating
data for files within the data base.

2. Design program documentation and
systems flowcharts to ,create master an
infermediate fileg. .

3. Design program and utility docu-
mentation 'and systems flowcharts to extract
data from files.

4. Design' program and r u tili ty docu-
fnentation and systems flowcharts to update the
data base and files. 1

5. Design program documentation and
systems flowcharts that will logically manipulate
data into intermediate and final outputs.

6.' Pesign documentation and systems
flowcharts for procedures and software
requirements that match hardware capabilities.

All of. the systems analyst tools that were
prepared in phase 2 and phase 3 are employed
during the actual design. or redesigr\ effort. The
tools that .were used for fact gathering and
analysii can now serve to effectively document,
flowchari, and design. the proposed _change,
deletion, or addition to the system. These tools
were items such as decision tables., interview
forms, SAD/r)CWs, grid charts, and other locally
prepared material% utilized to perform the
analysis study.

The systems analysis team.should prepare a
complete design with all specifications, in the
form of documentation and systems flowcharts,
for all'outputs; inputs; data bases and files, and
processing . procedures. These designs and
specifications should be prepared in such a

,
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manner as to facilitate the actual physical and
technical design produced by the program:ling,
data base, and operations branch in phase 5 of
the systems analysis. It should be emphasized at
this point that it is not a'function of/he systems
branch to perform the actual' technical functions
of programming and detailed data flowcharting.
These functions are.' the responsibility of the'
programming, operatiOn4 and data base
branches (4 most ADP facilities.

At the conclusion of the design (phase 4,
step 4), most of the responsibilities of: the
systems analysis branch for the systems analysis
study are complete. The major responsibilities
that. remain with the-systems branch_ are \the
coordination and .liaison duties between the user
and the other concerned branches involved with
the actual produc$ion requested in the project
request that originated the systems analysis'
study.

At hiis.point in the' analysis the systems
analyst should deliver the entire systerns analysis
study plan to the ADP department head for
disburseMent to the other branches that will be
involved with the actrl technical development!'

The systems branch should' be responsible
for any additional coordination between the
user and other braoChes required during
implementation PhaSe.

IMPLEMENTATION (PHASE 5)

A total *systems analysis study in accordance
with SECNAVINST 5231.1 series has not been
emphasizedt in this chapter. Earlier in this
chapter it was stated that a sy,stems analysis for
a problem on an existing funded system and tk
total systems analysis that requires higher
authority approval basically fallowed the same
phases and stePLThese procedures in general are
true up to the 'implementation phase. At this

point,
because of the vast difference of

requirement's That exists between the fwo types
of analysis, the general procedures for a total
systenis analysis, in accordance with

'SECNAVINST 5231.1 series' are given in
Appendix Y.

In contrast to Appendix I, the following is
an analysis for a problem on in existing funded
system. This type of local command generated
problem analysis is usually completed in four
steps. It is discussed throughout the remainder
of this chapter.

Research (Step I)

During the first step of the implementation
phase (phase 5) of a systems analysis, the
responsible branch, ih this case programming
branch, should assign as thick personnel as
deemed necessary tO complete the project
request.

Once the prograniiner has been assigned, a'
thorough research and desk study shocild- be

41-lade of the entire sys&ems analysis study plan,
After it haskeen determined that the work can
be accomshed according to the specifications
in the analysis study tian, the programmer in
charge should coordinate completion time
schedules, tnrough the systems analyst, with the
user.

Develiiinent(Step 2)

During step 2 of the - implementation phase
` (phase 5), the programming, operations, or data

Apse branch, (in most cases all th-ree branches
will be involved) will perform the technical
requirements to develop the output, the user
requested in the project request. The user
usually does not care abobt the machines,
languages, procedures, and documentation that
is required to complete this step; instead, the
major concern of the user is simply the output.
The systems 'output, therefore, should be
developed to meet the user's requirements. This
is- accomplished by highly trained" DP
programmers, operators, and data, base
administrators who will make decisionsn what

1 procedures, documptation, languages, and
operations will be required to produce the
output.

. VP
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be' followed for the technical development of
anysystem.

Testing (Step 3)

During step 3 of the implementation phase
(phase 5) all Aetting should be accomplished:
The testing of all software should be
implemented with test data .input. After the
successful completion of testing test data, actual
live dair (real source data) should be used as
input This should produce the results df the
requested output.

During the testing stages, 'sail operating,
programmihg, and documentation requirements
should' be completed. Once these required
procedures have been .completed, the
appropriate.,branch (the programming branch in
this case) can coordinate through the systems
branch for a final appointment with the user.

User Approval (Step 4)

During the fourth step of the imple-
mentation phase (phase 5) all concerned
branches' should meet with the user who
submit*1 the project request. Once the user has
reviewed and accepted the output, the systems
analyst should submit the project request to
upper management (the ADP department head)
for production approval. Upon upper
management's approval, the system can be put
into production and the systems analysis study
is complete until other modifications to the
system is needed.

ANALYSIS STUDY
PLAN OUTLINE

Once any analyis Study has been completed,
all analysts can look back and see. where
improvements and different procedures aduld
have been used in the study. The following
summation of the preceding procedures is given,
not as a policy or standard, but to aid the DP2

"I. and above in conducting a syitems analysis
.study for a problem on an existing funded
system.

AN PANALYSIS STUDY -PLAN
OUTLINE

PREPARATION (PHASE 1)

Step

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Approval

The is appointed
L.

The scope of the study is defined

Schedules are set

Step 5: "The analysis study plan is prepared

Step 6: Questionnaires are prepared

Step 7: Blank forms (tools)are collected

Step 8: The analysis study team
indoctrinated

Step 9: Interview schedules arecoordinated

Step 10: The analysis study is officially
commenced

INTERVIEW/SURVEY (PHASE 2) k

Step 1: Survey problem (project request)
using existing documentation

Step 2. Interview all concerned individuals

Step 3: Document and data . collection
(source material)

esq.

ANALYSIS/DECISION (PHASE 3)

Step 1: Sequence collected documents and
data

Step 2: Analyze facts about
gathered

Step 3:

-material

Make conclusions on what is
requeste4, in relation to what
actually exists

Step 4: Make recommendations to upper
management

4-24 n n
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DESIGN 'PHASE 4)

Step I': omplete loUtput design specifi:
c4tions

Step 2: Con\al to input'
cab*

Step 3:' Comp Ikte data
specifications ,

- .
desigh specifi-

base design

. ,

Step 4: Complete processing procqdures
and specifica ons

a

o,

ti

IMPLEMENTATION (PHASE 5)
1

Step I: Submit analysis study for,technical

Step':

° StqP 3:

a.

research

of-

Com plet teclicaldev'elopment

Complete technical testing

Step 4: Receive user and managemtn t's
approval for production imple-

omentation

Y

-

. 4
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CHAPTER. 5
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DATA BASE ORGANIZATION

This chapter' provides basic information
about data base organization and data, base
Management, techniques to aid the DP who is
performing the duties of a Data Base,
Administrator (DBA). Authoritative referenCes
are cited throughout this chapter, and are to be
utilized when implementing any type, of data
organization, data base management system; on
data element standards. This chapter, should' not
be referenced as the' authority to implement any
data base organizational standards. 4Us intended

' only to assist the DPI and DPC in data base
management.

)*
Numerous data management techniques have

been designed and redesigned for, computer
-, systems purchased by the,U.S. Navy, Army, and

Air- Force. With each new technique the
i manufacturer claims increased flexibility and

speed. Consequently, because of the new terms
and procedures inherent with- each new

"'''' ' technique, the DP is usually left in a' state of
confusion unless extensive and experisive schools
are provided. . . .

The increased awareness that data 'can be
utilized as an effe0iVe organizational resource
has led to a recognized need for disciplined
control of all automated and nonautomafed
data. This control is embodied in a set of
management procedures and technical functions
whkh is characterized as "data base
administration." At the presenttime, the term
data base 'administration is applied to a
conglomeration of duties and responsibilities for
which the DP1 is held accountable, and for
which few standaids or guidelines exist. There is

ch interest in this emerging discipline, both in
. the Navy and in the civilian sector.-

DEFINITIONS

The communication of facts and ideas
depends, upon , a mutual understanding of
terminlogy.' This is particularly true in the
fapidly rowing field, of information processing,
in which there ig a continuing need for a
comprehensive source of technical terms and

-definitions.
Foi the purpose of clarifying and

/ standardizing the terminology' used in this
chapter, the following terms, abbreviations, and
definitiohs are proVided:

5-1

1. Data: (a) A .representation of facts,
concepts, or instructions presented in a
formalized manner suitable for communication,
interpretation, of processing by humans or by
automated means; (b) Any representations, such
as characters or analog quantities',. to which
Meaning is or might be assigned.

2. Data Base: (a) A set of data, part or the
whole, of another set of data, and consisting of

-Lat4east-one--file, that is sufficient for, a given
purpose or for a given data processing system;
(b) A collection of data fundamental to a
system,.

.

3. Data Base Administrator (IBA): A
person or group of people responsible for.
managing, controlling, And organizing the data
base for an organization. The responsibilities 'of
the DBA include the control, definition,
organization, documentation, protection, and
efficiencypf the data base.

4. Dafa Base . MAnagem ent,,Systems
(DBMS): A Data Base Management System can
be characterized as a generalized software tool

i
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that provides a single, flexible facility for
ac co m w o da ting different data files and
operation. A DBMS facilitates operations on
data (definition, maintenance, storage, retrieval,
output); it facilitates reference by name rather
than: by physical location; and it provides an
environment that is not tied 'to a particular set
of application programs or files.

5. Data Catalog; A software tool used to
list all of the data elements in a data base.

6. Data Description Language (DDL): A
language independent of a host language, such as
COBOL, that is used to describe a data base.
This language should have the ability to specify
the physical description, of the data; specify the
logical organization of the data; and modify the
stored- physical and logical data description,
without necessarily affecting the programs
processing the original data.

7. Data Element Dictionary (DED): A
software tool used to describe each' data
element; i.e., to tell "what" it is.

8. Data Element Dictionary/Directory
(DEDJD): A software tool used to list, describe,
and locate- each data element in a data base. it
provides a centralized repository of information
about each data element in order to facilitate
the management and control of, and access to
the data base.

9. DateElement Directory: A software tool
used to locate each data element; i.e., to tell
"where" it is.

0. Data hierarchy: A dati structure
consisting of se_tsansLsu_bsets _such that_every
subset of a set is of lower rank than the data of
the set.

11. Data library: A collection of related
files; e.g., in stock control, a collection of
inventory control files.

12. Data logging: _The recording of data
about events that occur in time sequence.

13. Data management: (a) The function of
controlling the acquisition, analysis, storage,
retrieval, and distribution of-...4ta; (b) In an
operating system, the .c2fnputor pl/ograms that
provide access to dattperform or monitor the
storage. of data, and control input/output
devices.

14. Data medium: (a) The material in or on
which a specific variable-may represent data; (b)
The physical quantity which may be varied to
represent data.

15. Data name: A l'character or group of
characters used to identify an item of data.

16. Dependent DED/D: A primary DED/D
that is designed and implemented to be DBMS
specific.*tises features of the DBMS to which
it is tailored, while providing the DBMS with
control and management of the data elements.

17. Direct access: The ability to obtain data
from a storage device or to enter data into a
storage device in such a way that the process
depends -only on the location of that data and
not on a reference to data previously accessed.

18.*Direct access storage device: A storage
device in which the access time .is, in effect,.
independent of the location of the data.

19. Direct address: An addr,ess that
designates the storage location of an item of
data to be treated as an operand.

20. Directory: A table, of identifiers for and
references to the corresponding items of data.

21. File: A collection of related records
treated as a unit..

22, File layout: - The arrangement and
structure of data or words in a file, including the

'order and size of the components of the file.

. 23. Format: The arrangement or layout of
data.

24. Freestanding DED/D: A self-contained
DED/D that performs the basic' functions of
controlling and managing the data eiemenf's
without dependence on a DBMS.
. 25. Indirect address: An address that

designates the storage location of an item of
data to be treated as the address of an operand,
but not necessarily as its direct address.

k 26. Index: A list of the cohtents of a file or
of a document, together with keys or references
for locating the contents.

27. Input data: Data being received or to be
received into a deviqe or into a computer
program.

- 28. Inverted file: (1) A file whose sequence
has been reversed; (2) in information retrieval, a -

-5-2
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method of organizing a cross-index file in w
a. keyword identifies a record; the, s,
numbers, or documents pertinent to that
keyword are indicated.

29. Job Control Language (JCL):.-In a job,
problem oriented language designed to express
statements that are 'used to identify the job or
describe its requirements to an operating system.

30. Library: A collection of related files. Fdr
example, one line of an invoice may form an
item, a complete invoice may form a file the
collection of inventory control hies may form 4
library, and the libraries used by an organiiation
are known as its data bank.

1

31. List: An ordered set o items of data.
32. Primary DED/D: A s parate and distinct

software package that fun- tions principally as a
tool for identifying, ocating, controlling,
reporting, and manipul ting the information
about data elements in a data base.

33, Pushdown List: *A list that is constructed
and maintained so that, the next item to be,
retrieved is the most recently stored item in the,
list; i.e., last4n-first-out (LIFO).

44. Pushup List: A list that is constructed
and maintained so, that ' the next item to be
retrieved is the earliest stored item stiff in the
list; i.e., first-in-first-out (FIFO).

35. Queued access method: Any access
method that synchronizes the transfer of data
between the computer program using the access
method and input/output devices, thereby
minimizing delays for input/output operations.

36. Random access: In COBOL, an access
anode in which specific logical records are
obtained from orslaced into a mass storage file
in a nonsequential manner. .

37. Record: A collection of related data Or
words treated as a unit; e.g., in stock control,
each invoice cauld constitute one'record.

38. Secondary DED/D: A software package
in which the data dictionary function exists, but
is not the main purpose of the software. A
secondary DED/D is usually embedded in
another system, and serves as the file and
predefinitionmechanism for that system.

39. Software tool : A computer progrant, the
rules, and the associated doeumentation that
assists a data processing technologist in
designing, developing, maintaining, and
managing data and software.1

Data is a very valuable and sophisticated
resource to an organization, not unlike the more
traditional scdnomic resources. Data is used
influence4supper managment decisions by
Providing lithely and accurate information.
Therefore, it is very impbrtant that data as a
resource be easily accessible, and essential that it
be properly and effectively managed.

Before getting into file and data base
structures, standard data elements, data
description languages, and data base
management systems, a close look at the
individual who creates, manages, and
manipulates these data software tools should be
observed.

DATA BASE ADMINISTRATION

Data--1 base administration is a growing
concern of management. Data base
administration encompasses all the technical and
management duties required for organizing,
creating, maintaining, and directing the data
base environment. Over the years, data resources
in the Navy have grown in size and complexity.
It is apparent that not all of the data problems
within the Navy are resolved with the use of
software tools. Although software tools such as
the DBMS, DED, and DEDJD are needed to
handle the influx of larger and more efficient
data bases, these software tools create more
administrative-duties pnd tasks for the DP.

Some ADP facilities have established data
base branches (-sections/divisions) within the
organizational structure to create, coordinate,
maintain,- and -difedt-dala base uses. Within is
structure the DP performs the functions and
duties of a Data Base Administrator (DBA).

The main goals of data ease administration
are: ,

1: To optimize usage of data in a shared
data base environment.

2. To incorporate a systematic
methodology for the centralized management
and control of data reukces.

3. To balanceyconflicting objectives with
respect to the ofganization's mission and the
overall economy of data handling. 406
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Among the key requirements for effective
data base administration are:

1. An ardent support and commitment by
local command upper management.

2. A technically Competent DP staff.
3. A team participation in the data base

environment by ,the 'management, DP DBAs,
systems analysts, programming staff, operations
staff, and users.

There are significant advantages that can be
derived from a well-formulated data base
administration policy. Some of these advantages
are:

1. The data base can be\ better managed,
especially if the data resourcei-are centralized
and shared.

2. Data independence can be accomplished
through controlled definition, design, and

\,implementation.of the data base.-
3. Data redundancy and inconsistency can

be 'reduced by balancing conflicting
requirements. ,

4. Data integrity /can be improved by
implementing standard usages, increasing data
reliability, and gnfording security restrictions.

5. Increased responsiveness to the various
user communities can result from better
controlled and more up-to-date data.

6. Economic benefits can be derived by
eliminating unnecessary duplicative proces4ng.4

oti

The degree to which data base
adniinistratiori shouldbe applied depends on the
sizeand complexity of __the data- bases, Mostly,
the application of data base administration
depends on the informational needs and
Procedures of the local command.' However,
proliferating data.' bases, overlapping
requirements, lack of data integrity, and
duplication of effort are indications of the need
for data base administration.

DATA BASE
ADMINISTRATOR, FUNCTIONS

Most ADP facilities have found it
'advantageous. to let DBA functions eveloc:,

gradually since they often counter' more
traditional approaches to data proc,essing
management and organization. In recent .years;--
with the development of more cothplicated and,
sophisticated software, such as the DBMS, it
became apparent that a need' exists for
individuals with more technical expertise and
knowledge in data management.

The DBA for an ADP facility should
normally be a DPI or above and be,appointed
with positional authority to control all aspects
of the data base. The DBA Should coordinate'all
unusual requests or violations of command
policy concerning the data base with upper
management. The six basic qualifications an
individual should possess before being appointed
as a command's DBA are:

1. Coordination AbilityA DBA should
possess an excellent command of the English
language and be able to converse as an amicable
arbitrator between 'users and other staff
members.

2. Organization KnowledgeA DBA
should have a thorough knowledge of the
command's mission for long range data base

.planning.

3. DBMS and DED/D KnowledgeA DBA
should possess a thorough knowledge of the
software tools'present on the system to which
the DBA is assigned.

4. Operations BackgroundThe DBA
should possess a minimum of 3 months
operations experience (or the educational
equivalent> on the system to which_ assigned, A
thorough knowledge of the operating software
characteristics, hardware, and teleprocessing
procedure's is essential when making decisions
,k.tout the systems environment:

5. Programming BackgroundThe DBA
should possess a minimum of 3 months
programining experience (or the educational
equivalent) on the system to which assigned. A
thorough knowledge of the host language in
Which the DBMS functions is essential when
making software recommendations about data
manipulation.

IA 6. Documentation Backgrounde DBA
should have a thorough knowledge of the

5-4 '
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f ollowing 'higher authority directives and
instructions:

(a) SECNAVINST 5200.18 (series)
(latest revision)
Subj: Data Elements and Data

Codes Standardization
Program

(b) SECNAVINST 5200.19 (series)
(latest revision)
'Subj: Data Elements and Data

Codes Standardization
Procedures

(c) SECNAVINST 5200.20 (series)
(latest revision)
Subj: The Department of the Navy

Catalog of Standard Data
Elements and Related
Features

(d) SECNAVINST 5210.11 (series)
(latestrevision)
Subj: The Department of the Navy

Standard Subject
Identification Codes

(e) SECNAVINST 5233.1 (series) (latest
revision)
Subj: Department of, the Navy

Automated Data Systems
Documentation Standards

The DBA, in theory, is the ADP facility's
leader in planning, designing, developing,
implementing, testing, documenting, operating,
and maintaining the data base environment.'The
role of the ,IMP, DBA is usually characterized as
both technical and administrative. The DP DBA

_represents._ Ole__ `data base administration
concepts and procedures" to' all participants,
and coordinates all data base activities among
management, 'analysts, programmers, operators,
and users. It should be 'noted that although the
tasks in data base administration are sometimes
performed by more than one DP, there is usually '
only one individual at a command who is
charged ,with the resppnsibility for coordinating,
controlling, and directing activities in the data
base environment. This DP is generally
designated locally as the DBA because, at
present, no NEC or authorized official billet
exists. *:

A Although there is agreement on the basic
functions of data base administration, there is

no standard set of duties and responsibilities for
a DP DBA.

The subject area of the tasks most
commonly performed by DP DBAs is compiled
in the following paragraphs. It should, be
reemphasized at this point that this rate
training manual is not to be referenced to
implement any function for a command, but is
provided only to assist the DP in training.

DATA BASE DEFINITION
FUNCTION.The DBA should, identify and
define common data elements and define the
relationships between data elements and other
components such as programs, files, and
systems. (Some defions must be derived
through negotiations various users). The
definition . of the data elements and the data
relationships should be based on a clear
understanding of each participating user
community's .requirements, as Al as the
command's overall needs. Where possible, the
DBA should use a data definition language to
define aid structure the data base (the
CODASYL Data Description Language (DDL)
will be referrid to later in this chapter). It
should also be in the DBA's purview to define,
review, and monitor data standards in
accordance with higher authority instructions. If
the need arises for changing and restructuring
the data base, the DBA should coordinate with
upper management, initiate appropriate internal
activities, and redefine the data base to meet the

..changing requirements.'

TOOL SELECTION FUNCTION,The DBA
should participate in the evaluation, selection,
and. PrOcUreMent of new hardWare, software,
and services related to data base administration.

DAT ASE DESIGN FUNCTION.T4e
DBA sho d take into consideration the
differing needs of the entire user--eerrimunity .
during data ease design. A data base should be
designed to serve all users and represent all of
their interests. Complex data structures are
required to support the various facets of
multiple users. This function includes:

1. The,design of the_data structure, as seen
by the programming cdmmunity.

2. The storage structure df the data base.

-f-
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3., The mapping and Search strategies.

4. The access methods utilized for thedata
base.

5. The design of the DED/D and of support
software for treating; maintaining, and
reorganizing the data base.

DATA BASE CREATION FUNCTION.
Under the data base _creation fuhction are
included activities such as data collectibn; data
base loading and testing; and implementation of
data definitions, the DED/D, and other data
base support software.

DATA BASE SECURITY FUNCTION.The
data base security function is intended to guaid
against unauthorized access to the data base,
unauthorized update, copying, removal or
destruction of any part of `the. data bade. Data
base integrity is related to the DBA's
responsibility for the correctness and accuracy
of the data. It can be achieved through the use
of validation checks, loggings, dumps, backup
and recovery procedures, and auditing
procedures.

DATA BASE MAINTENANCE
FUNCTI1ON.The DBA should be responsible
for the continued well-being of the data base
environment. As such, it -should be the DBA's
responsibility to maintain and update data base
definitions and data base documentation.
Further, it should be the responsibility of the
DBA to maintain and update the DED/D and

other_ _data_ base_support _software. The _DBA
/should 'follow and administer' upper
management's policies related to the data base,/
and define-ci1es of use and access constraints for
the data baslt. In addition, the DBA ,should be
respakilble for review and approval of new data
definitions antlenforcement of data standards in
accordance with higher authority instructions..

COORDINATION FUNCTION. The DI*
should have a good rapport with users,
programmers, operators, and upper man ent

.,' to facilitate the completion of daily tasks i
successful manner. The DBA should give
assistance and guidance on the yse-of data base

:. .

facilities and notify all concerned individuals of
changes in the system's status.

DBM4 VS DMS

Before going any further in this chapter, it is
necessary to clarify what is meant by Data Base,
Management Systems as oppbsed to a similarly
named but, distinctly different class of software
called Data Management. Systems. The use of
these two terms within the ADP community has
been used rather loosely and has led to massive
confusion on the part of the uninitiated.

A Data Base Management System can be
defined as a software system that is intended to
manage and 'maintain data in a nontedundant
structure for the purpose' of being processed by
multiple applications. A Data Base Management,
System organizes data elerhents in some
predefined structure, and retains relationships
between diffeitnt data elements within the data
base. .

A Data Management System, on the other'
hand, is one that is intended primarily to permit
access to and retrieval from already existing files
(usually for a single application). Althoughf a
Data Managenient System may be capable of
minimizing data redundancy and centralizing the
storage of data,_ the principal intent of the
system is to perform s ch functions as
information retrieval, repo:. generation, and
inquiry for a single application.

MANAGEMENT TOOLS FOR
DATA ELEMENTS (DED/D)

The exIblosive growth of data bases, both in
size and complexity, has made imperative the
need for tools to aid in centrally controlling the
data base definitions and accesses; for .tools to
manage the growth and changes occurri g in a
data base; and for tools to provide infor ation
to the different types of users with' an
organization. Data Base Management Sys ink
(DBMS) have been designed' and used to eet '-

. the information requirements, for management
of the organization. .

A recent trend, however, is to use a separate °

class of automated tools for
controlling/manhing data elements in a uniform
manner, across organizational lines. These

5-6
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, .

automated tools, Data Element
Dictionary /Directory (DED/D) systems, while
performing some of the same functions as the
DBMS, are different In that their main thrust is
in providing control over all the data resources,
automated and nonautomated, within an
organization. The functions of defining,
describing and controlling the definitions and
descriptions of the data elements are an integral

, part of the DED/D; that, is, it is not just a
cross-referencing or report generating tool.

Early designs of data processin'g systems
revolved around specific application systems;
likewise; the data was organized so that it would
be machine and application specific. Thus, the
data seldom crossed operational, functiOnal, or
organizational boundaries. This, situatidn
resulted in multiple definitions'of the same data
as: Independent data files were generated,
thereby creating much redundancy and overlap.

As the role of the computer grew within the
Navy, the need for sys em .integration was
evident, particularly with espect to data'. The
advent of Oata Base anagemcet Systems

ti

(DBMS) helped solve many of ?he information
problems by organizing the' data elements to
which they wereapplied. DBMS can be
characterized as generalized software which
provides a single flexible facility for
accommodating different data files and,
operations, while demanding less programming
effort than conventional programming languages
(DBMS will be discussed later in this chapter).
Although the.DBMS did not fully integrate all
data resources within the Navy, they helped
unify many,of those resources.

Many of the benefits realized from the use
of a DED/D are parallel to the ones attributed to
the use gf a DBMS. However, it should be noted
that while the benefits realized from the DBMS
are directly related to the effective computer
processing of the data, the benefits from a
DED/D are directly( relited to the effective
collection, spe'cification, and management of the
total . -data resources of an organization. The
tangible benefits that can be derived_ from the
use of a DELi/D and/or a DBMS are summarized
in figure 5-1.

Benefits of a DBMS

The amount of redundancy in stored
data can be reduced

The problems of inconsistency in stored
data can be avoided,

Stored data can be shred

Standards can be enforced-

If*
SeArity restrictions cantekapplied

"S

Data integrity can be maintained

Conflicting requirements can be
balanced -

,"
Benefits of a DE15 /D .

Simple and4ffectiye control of the data
elements

,Reduction of data redundancy end
inconsistency

Enforcement of standard usage

Enforcement of security safeguards and
. controlled accessibility to the data base

Determination of_the impact on the_total
information activity from changes to

1 data elements

Centralization of data. elements as an aid
in design and development of new
syAtems

Consistency in documentation for data
elements

Figure 5- 1.-- Organizational advantages-through the use of information resource control.
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Description of Automated Tools

Automated tools for the, management of
t,

data elements provide a centkalized repository-of.
information about each datalem.Ot in order to
facilitate access to and control of the data base.
These-tools do not manage the actual content of
the data, but they do manage the descriptive
characteristics of that data; that is, its physical
properties, such as length, value range, types of
admissible charact%s, and validation criteria.
They also control the usage of the data
elements, such as what person or program is
allowed to access and/or change the date_
elements. They-further define the relationship of
the data elements with each other, and' with
other components of the system. The use of
automated software tools shOuld reduce .data

:redundancy, assure standard usage of data
elements, and maintain data integrity. '--

'These software tools are variously called
catalogs, dictionaries,- directories, and

'dictionary/directories. The deciding factors,
about what to Call the package should be the
amount and type of information 'that are
provided the user. The nomenclature in figure
5-2 will prove helpful. Since most of the
commercially available packages ,are of the Data
Element Dictionary /Directory (DED/D) type,
this group will be discussed.

,

Data Elemetit
Dictionary/Directory

The Data Element Dif tionary/Directory is a
software tool that provides the means for
defining and describing the characteri4ies of a
data base, as oppoted to the contents of a data
base. Basic features of a typical DED/D are
described below in the following paragraphs. `,1

Typically, a DED/D has the following basic':
chara'cteristics:

1. It contains a unique identification,.a set
of , physical 'characteristics, and a textual
description for each of the data elements.

2. It shows the relationships of elements to
each other and to Components of the system, for
example, programs and reports.

.11

Definition
A

'Data "catalog"

Data Element "Dic-'
Aftmary'

Data° Element "Direc-
tory',

Data ,Element
,tionary /Directory'

",Simply lists all of the
- elements

Describes each
element, i.e.,
what it is

data
tells

f

Locates each. data
-element, i.e., tells
,where it is

Describes and locates
as well as lists each
element, i.e., tells
both, where and
what it is

to

Figure b-2.--Nomenclature of automated tools.

"
3! It Spe,cifies the source, location, usaFe4

and destination Of the elements.
4. itit , has. -validation , and Dredundancy

che'cking capabilities.
It .cOntains- :security safeguards for

control of the accessibility io the dataments.
6. It hot a command language.
7. rthairepOrting capabilities, such as:,

a. "Predefined management-oriented,
statistical analysis of summary
rep6rts ,

b. Ad hoc, user defined reports
c. Cross - reference reports.
d,* Elements usage repoiis
e. Audit trail reports
f, Chanip effect reports
g., Error reports

8e It-, ha§, retrieval capabilities, such as
' key w-ording, ''indexing,' and online batch

querying. -

9. It has facilities fqr interacting with a
DBMS:

5-8

The commercially available packages have
mo'st of the preceding characteristics, as well as
other features that distinguish. each system from
the rest.
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a, The basic intent of 'DED/D's security
features is to contiel the access to the data
elements. However, this feature can also be used
to protect the integrity of the data base, as well
as to enforce predetermined conventions.
Security features are present in all DED/Ds,
although their extent and implementation vary
in DED /D systems that make use of host system
or operating system security provisions.
Depending pn local command policy, there is,
multilevel access control; the data administrator
has, the highest level of controlthat is, has the
ultimate- Authority for creating, updating,
deleting, and accessing all data elementsand
different levels of security are assigned to
analysts, programmers, and various classes of
users of the data elements.

. ,

DED/Ds can be grouped according to
Whether their dictionary/directory function is
the primary one? or is secondary. Further,
primary DED/Ds can be subdivided into
freestanding and/or depepclent categories,
according to their Implementation. Figure
presents a schematic "representation of this
classification.

Primary DED/D

A primary DED/D is a separate "and distinct'
software package that functions mainly as a tool
for identifying, locating; controlling, reporting,-
ar)d manipulating. th.e' information about data
elements.in data base It is a basic tool within
the data base environmat that can assist the
data administrator, the systems analyst, and the
programmer In managing, -plauuing,
evaluating the collection, storage, and usage of
the data 'resources.

DEDADIFunction
.

Primary

Secondary

DED/D Implementation

Free-Standing or
Dependent

Dependent,
,(By definition)

Figuie 5- 3. Classification of DED/D's by function.

''The existence qf primary. DED/ps as
separate entities, rather than as a part of ahother
system, is a recent innovation in the afea of data
management. They may be implemented in such
a way that they May require a DBMS to
function properly. A further subdivision of the
primary DED/Ds clarifies the implementation of
these packages: freestanding or dependint. It
should be emphasized that both subcategories
function principally as dd. dictionary/directory
systems, and that they are different only in that
implementat ion.

Freestanding DED/Ds are self-contained, and
perform the basic functions of con/rolling and
managing the data elements. However, they may
use programs not specifically written for the
DED/D, in order to enhance their capabilities
and performance.

A freestanding DED/D may%support one or
more DBMS through the use of interfaces,
achieving mutual benefit from this association.
It, should be emphasized that the freestanding
DED-gl_ does not depend .on the DBMS to
function; however, the use of DBMS interfaces
can provide the data base administrator witH a
greater degree of control over the DBMS. It is .

possible for freestanding DED/Ds to have
interfaces to more than one DBMS, sometinittk
simultaneously. Freestanding DED/Ds are also
known as "generalized DED/Ds" in 'the civilian -

market. 1/4

Dependent, DED/Ds are separate software
systems that are specifically tailored to a' eneral
purpose DBMS. They provide the DIMS with
control and management of the data elements
by supplying the DBMS with the description,
definition, location; and cross-references of the
constituent data elements. In turn, DBMS
resources such as file structure and access
methods are made available . to the DED/D.
Dependent DED/D-s must perform all the
functions of freestanding DED/D's.

Because the dependent DED/D is designed
and implemented to be DBMS specific, the
portability of this type of DED/D is restricted to
installations having thattparticular DBMS.

DED/D Relationship to DBMS .

Because DED/Ds . are concerned with the
management of data elements, it is logical that
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there should exist a ng relationship between
a DED/D and a D S. In this chapter, DED/Ds
are categorized' as "freestanding", with the
capability in erface ,with a DBMS; or as
"dependent", needing a DBMS.

It should be noted that freestanding
DED/D's can have interfaces to more than one
manufacturer's DBMS. Moreover, these
interfaces can be supported simultaneously, so
that whe.re more than one DBMS isoperational,
the DED/D having multiple interfaces can
generate the data definitions for all of the
DBMSs, without having to "disconnect" any Of
the interfaces. The implementation of interfaces
varies considerably from system to system and
from manufacturer to manufacturer. The
variance ria.)i be due to the Way that the control
blocks are generated, or it may be in the way
that the DED/D suppdrts the DBMS.

Interfaces enhance the usefulness of both
the DBMS and the DED/D by providing the user
with the ability:to:

I. Define -the data base to the DED/D,
capitalizing on DBMS resources Ouch as existent,
well-defined file structures and access methods;

2. Generate ;data element description for a
DBMS from an up-to -date DED/D; and

3. Eftercise control over the data elements
of a DBMS usingDED/D facilities.

Secondary DED /D

A secondary DED/D is a software package in
whicfi the data dictionary_ function exists,-but is
not the purpose of the software. Secondary
DED/Ds usually are embedded, functions within
another system; they serve as the data and file
predefinition mechanism, and are, an integral
part of another software system. lJ

Among the major differences between a
primary and a secondary DE6/biare:

1. The primary DED/D is a self-contained
system, whereas the secondary DED/D isy
internal function of another software system..

2 The reporting and retrieval capabilities
are tensive for the primary DED/D, and

ited for the secondary.

3. Primary DED /D's hav)e more extensive
security control over the data elements.

Since secondail DED/D's are embedtitd,":5-,
within another software system they are
necessarily oriented towards the characteristics
and internal representation of that system. It is
impossible to separate their functions from
those of the software system they serve. The
emphasis in this section of this chapter is on
primary DED/Ds; secondary DED/Ds are
included only to complete the classification in
figure 5-3.

Summary on DED/D

Among' the major advantages of utilizing a
DED/D are:

.

. I. A central, consistent source of
infOrmation about data is provided to the
organization:

2. Consistent and timely documentation
about data resources is proRded to upper
management.

3. A tool for -controlling arid maintaining
the data resources of an organization is provided
to the data base admihistrator.

4. A tool for data base and application ,

design is provided to the system analyst.

Some disadVarita-ges of utilizing a DED/D
are: it can be time-consuming' to install; the
maintenance function may require considerable
effort; and there may be objection to the
formality necessitated by the DED/D.

Another drawback is that such a system,is
usually tailored to a specific application, and
may not be flexible and responsive to changing
requirements.

Soinetimes the choice of a commercial
system may be influenced by the fact that a
DBMS is already operational within the organ-
ization. If there. exist DED/Ds tailored to that
DBMS, the DBA and upper management can
consider dependent or freestanding DED/Ds
having interface capability with that DBMS.
'Choice may also be influenced by the degree of
support given a package. Of course, cost,
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availability, and specificity are critical factors in
the purchase/lease of a DED/D system.

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
I

A Dl S is a software tool that provides an
integrate source l'or data for multiple users,
while presenting different views of that data to.
different users. It oan be characterized as
'generalized software which provides a single
flexible facility for accommodating different
data files and operations; while demanding less
programming effort than conventional
programming languages. It features easy access
to the data; it facilitates the storage and
maintenance of large volumes of data; and, most
importantly, it provides the capability for
sharing the data resources among different, types
of users.

Data Base Management Systems range from
elementary systems with single record
structures, providing. rudimentary report
formatting facilities, to very elaborate systems
handling several files with hierarchical
structures, performing functions in an online
mode, and having sophisticated query and report
writing,capabilities.

So far in this chapter it has been emphasized
how great the DBMS concept is _and what
problems cant be solved by its utilization. By
concept, DBMS is fantastic, but not all of the

:problems have been solved within the software
by any commercial manufacturer. Like any new
idea, concept, f lor,, methodology, it has had
growing pains.-,.DBMS is being used on a wide
variety of computers in the Navy today. Because
of this, no . one DBMS by any single
manufacturer will be discussed in this chapter.

Most of the problems with' DBMS in Navy
computer systems are the same as in the
commercial community. A few of these problem
areas are in the Tollowing list.

1. Users do not want to share their data
with others in the data base.

2. There is no proper data representation.
3. Privacy and safeguarding of proprietary

information,are not sufficient,.

4. There are different views of data by
technical and nontechnical DBMS users.

_
5. There is no proper data structure for all

applicable users.

The wide use of DBMS in the Navy indicates
that all or most future operating syslerlis will be
oriented primarily toward" DBMS. \Slowly but
surely, the DBMS problems in tite preceding list
are being eliminated through better and more
sophisticated software, coupled with advanced
training of users on such software usage.

Fake a look at (he changes that have been,
made from the conventional system file
structure to the data base management system
structure. As shown in figure 5-4, a conventional
system is in. taiLlapplication, programs or systems
using differenNita bases and files. These data
bases and files are systems that are either online
or offline; at any rate, they must be online at
execution time. Under a conventional system, If
data was needed in SYSTEM A and SYSTEM B,
it was usually duplicated., This redundancy of
data is not acceptable to the ADP community.
The following problems are just a few of those
that exist when redundancy of data is required.

1. Excess storage is required.
2. An excessive number of personnel are

required to handle and manipulate the data.
3. A greater chance of error is possible

hen updating all the common data in different
data bases and files.

4. An excessive amount of funds is
expended for report production for
management.

5. An excessive amount of CPU time is
expended when collecting data for reporting.

6. A greater chance of error is possible in
data integrity.

In many Navy ADP installations; DBMSS
has produced a better record fn °Orations and
productivity than its predecessor, the file
management system. DBMS has only a brief
history to document its worth. DBMS software'
evolyed from man"), .different software
improvements, from many' aifkerent
manufacturers; for example, from the IBM 7s IMS

5 -11
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1;
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ONLINE

MANUAL TO

ONLINE

OFFLINE

Figure 5-4.A conventional system.

software to the Cullinane 'Corp.'s IDMS
software. None of. the, many DBMSs function
exactly the same.,Otegardltss of the
manufacturer's software installed at a particular
ADP installation, a basic DBMS can be
conceptually depicted as shown n Ogre 5-5.

The next few sections discuss the events that
take -place, when an application program of a
particular software system needs (READS) a
record. Before pictorially depicting a DBMS
"execution event, SCHEMAS, SUBSCHEMAS, a
DDL, and a Data Manipulation Language (DML)
need to be discussed.

Schema

A schema is a complete description of a data
base, and consists of DDL entries. It includes the
names and descriptions of ALL of the areas, set
types, record types, and associated data items
and data aggregates as they exit in the data base
and are.- known to the Data Base Management
System (DBMS). In other words, it is the overall
logical data base description or framework into
'which values of data items can be fitted. A
schema can be viewed like the bins in a storage

4

78.152

,,
11-Fthause holding supplies.'''The schema will not

change, but the data values will.
Schemas and subschemas differ from one

software system to another and from one
application to another. Because of limited space
in ,thig), rate training manual, schemas and
subschemas will not be depicted. i

5-12

Subschemas

In addition to the schemas
SUBSCHEMA.

The

is the

subschema is the applications
programmer's view of the data within the data
base pertinent to personal use or interest.
N'Lurally, there are usually more than one
programmer and one application on a software
system, so there are usually many different
SUBCHEMASfor each wHEM A .

)

The fallowing are just a few of the many
reasons subschemas are used.

I. The user and programmer do not need to
know what data is2contained in the entire data
base.

,1 22-
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a.
a.

O

ONLINE DATA BASE

OISCRIPT ION
OF

OATH BASE

Figure 5-5.DBMS.

2. Subschemas enhance security factors and
prohibit data compromise.

3. Subschemas aid the 'Data Base
Administrator (DBA) when implementing data
integrity.

NOTE: A subscllema has kccsss 'to- those
areas, set types, record types, items, and
data aggregates of interest in the pertinent
application.to which it was designed.

Schema DDL

The SCHEMA DDL is used for describing a
DATA BASE, which may be shared by many
programs written in many languages. This

,description is in terms of the names and
characteristics of the DATA ITEMS, DATA
AGGREGATES, RECORDS, AREAS, and SETS'

'included in the data base, and the relationships
that exist and must be maintained betWeen
occurrences of those elements in the data base.

OUTPUT

78.153

A DATA ITEM is an occurrence of the
smallest unit of named data. It is represented in
"a data base by a value.

A DATA AGGREGATE is an occurrence of
a. named collection of data items within a
record. There are two kindsvectors and
repeating groups. A vector is a one-dimensional
sequence of data items, all of which have
identical characteristics. A repeating group is a
collection of data that occurs a number of times
within a record occurrence. The collection may
consist of data items, vectors, and repeating
groups.

A RECORD is an occurrence of a namedo
collection of zero, one, or more data items or
data aggregates. This collection is specified in
the schema DDL by means of a record entry.
Each-record-entry in the schema for a data base
determines a type of record, of which there,may

. be an arbitrary `num,ber of record occurrences
(records) in the data base. For example, there
would be one occurrence of a

5-13 -)''
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PAYROLL-RECORD type of record for each
employee. A DATA BASE KEY is a unique
value which identifies a record in the data base
to a run unit (program(s)). The value is made
available to the run unit when a record is.
selected or stored and may be used by the fun
unit to reselect the same record.

A SET is an occurrence of a named
collection of records. The collection is specified
in the schema DDL by means of a set entry.
Each set entry ,in the schema for a data base
determines a type of set, of which there may be
an arbitrary number of set occurrences (sets)'in
the data base: Each type of set-specified in the
schema may have one type of record declared as
its owner type of record, and one or more types
of records declared as its member type of
record. Each set occurrence (set) must contain
one occurrence of its defined owner type of
record and may contain an arbitrary number of
occurrences of each ofits defined member type'
of record types. For example, if a set type
QUALIFICATIONS was defined as having
owner record type EMPLOYEE and member
record types JOB and SKILL, each occurrence,
of set type QUALIFICATIONS must contain
one occurrence of record type EMPLOYEE, and
may contain an arbitrary number of occurrences
of recordtyptes JOB and SKILL.

An AREA is a named collection of records
which need not preserve owner/member
relationships. An area may contain occurrences
of one or more record types, and a record type
may have occurrences in more than one area. A
particular record is assigned to a single area and
may aot migrate between areas.

A DATA BASE consists of all the records,
sets, and areas which are controlled by a specific
schema. If an installation has multiple data
bases, there must`be a separate schema for each
data base. Furthermore, the .content of each
data base is assumed to be independent.

A PROGRAM is a set or group of
instructions in a hostlanguage such as COBOL
or FORTRAN-For the purpose of this chapter,
a RUN UNIT is an execution of one or more
programs.

Data Manipulation Languages (DMLs)

A Data Manipulation Language (DML) is a
language used to cause data to be transferred
between' a run unit (program(s)) and the data
base. A DML is not a complete language by itself
and is known as a query language by some
commercial manufacturers. It relies on a host
language to provide a framework for it and to
provide the procedural capabilities required to
manipulate data.

The User Working Area (UWA) is
conceptually a loading and unloading zone
where all data provided by Ae/DBMS in
response to a CALL for data is delivered? It is
also where all data to be piked up by the DBMS
must be placed. Each data item included in the
subschema will be assigned* location in the
UWA and may be referenced by the programs by
its name as declared id- the subschema.

DBMS Events

This chapter is not a complete specification
for a DBMS. It is intended only as a conceptual
training aid for the DP2 in DBMS. This DBMS,
as presented in figure 5-6, is for instructional
purposes only.

The numbered arrows in figure 5-6 trace a
call for data' by application program 1 of
SYSTEM A. (Calls for-data by other programs
may be handled concurrently by the DBMS, but
this is not depicted in the figure.) The following
events (numbered to correspond with figure 5-6)
take place, depending on the software system in
use, when a progam attempts to read a record:

1. Using a DML program 1 of SYSTEM' A
,makes a call for data from DATA BASE (A) to
the DBMS.'

2. The DBMS analyzes the call and
supplements the arguments provided in the call
itself with, information provided by the schema
for DATA BASE (A), and the subschema
referenced by program 1.

3. The DBMS 'obtains the subschema used
for SYSTEM A and retrieves the description of

' the data in question.
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take pl;te when (anj
a system

that is interfaced with a DBMS.

4 The DBMS examines the da)a base
physi al description and keys the actual physical
record to read.

5. On the basis of the call for its services
and the information obtained from 'the schema
and subschema, the DBMS requests physical
I/O operations, as required to execute the call,
from the operating system. .

6. The operating system (OS) interacts with
the storage media Containing the data base.

7. The operating system then delivers the
requested data from)the actual data base to the
system buffers.

8. The DBMS transfers data, as required to
fulfill the call, between the system buffers and
the UWA of program. 1, which originated the
call. Any required data transformations between
the representation of the data as it appears in
the data base (as declared in the schema) and the
representation of the data as it appears in a
program's UWA (as declared by the subschema)
are handled by the DBMS.

The DBMS provides status information to
program 1 based do the. outcome of its call, for
example, error indications. The data in program
1 's UWA may be manipulated as required, using
the facilities .in the host language. The system
buffers are shared by all programs serviced by
the DBMS. Remember, programs interact with
the system buffers entirely through the DBMS.

Schema DDL and Hardware

A schema DDL entry does not include
references to a physical device or media space.
Thus, a schema written using a DDL is a'
description of a data base which is not affected
by the devices, or media used to store the data.
The data base ..may, therefore, be stored. on any
combination of storage media 1which is
supported in a particular DBMS. Some device
(such as magnetic tape), because of their
sequential nature, may-not take full advantage
of the facilities included in a DDL: Such devices
are not precluded, however, , and may be
perfectly adequate for some of the data.

Because of the Ihnited space provided in this
rate training Manual, the format specifications
for a DML and a schema DDL are not presented.
The syntax rules for a Data Description
Lariguage are similar to those for COBOL, and
are too technically extensive to include in this
chapter. For example, a DDL has a character set,
words (programmer supplied), reserved words,
key words, names, literal and nonnumeric literal
formatting, and many other qualification rules.

5-15
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Schema/Subschema Data conversion

Since data description in the subschema is
host language oriented, the syntax used in the
subschema to describe'the characteristics of data
items may differ from that in the schemaor
storage' schema. This means that data types
which turn out to have the same representation
in a given implementation may be described
differently, in the schema and storage schema
than in the subschema. Also, there!may be data
types defined in the subschema which have
characteristics and representations different
from those of any schema type, and vice versa.
However, any data item description is eligible
for inclusion in a subschema for a particular host
language subschema data description entry if
one of the following conditions is satisfied in the
implementation involved:

1. The data item has the same
representation both in the data base and in the
UWA in that implementation.

2. A conversion procedure has been
provided by the implementor.

'PP"' '
3. A conversion procedure has been

provided by the data base administrator.

The implementor is responsible for defining
the correspondence between the schema data
types and specifications and the subschema data
types and specifications, in terms of the
representation of these respective data types in
the implementation. An example of a
correspondence which might be established by
an implementor would be correspondence
between coded, arithmetic data in the schema
and COMPUTATIONAL data in the COBOL
subschema.

The implementor might provide sp'ecial
conversion procedures in additioii to those in
the DBMS ,for, implementing the conversion
rules. An example of a - case where the
implementor might provide a special conversion
procedure would be in the ihterface between, the
DBMS and data base' procedures written in
particular host languages. If the DBMS supplies a
standard parameter list to data base procedures,
the representation of some of the parameter

,values might not match' that of any data type in
a particular host language. In this case, the
implementor might wish to provide a standard
conversion procedure to allow the host langue
to correctly access such values.

Developers of host language data base
facilities may provide rules defining the intended
correspondence between data types allowed in
their host language subschema DDL and the data
types in theAchema DDL. Such rules may be
specified 41ierectly, naming characteristics of
subschema 'data types so that they can be
matched with the characteristics of schema data
types. Different host languages may define their'
rules for intended data type correspondence in
terms of the closest schema equivalents; e.g.,
FORTRAN referring to schema TYPE
specifications and COBOL referring to schema
PICTURE specifications. In this case, the
conversion rules specified as part of the schema
DDL may be used in determining appropriate
conversions involving data types not explicitly
mentioned in the host language's defined rules.
For example, the COBOL data base facility
might specify the intended correspondence
between its subschema PICTURE specifications
and schema PICTURE specifications. With the
correspondence between schema and subschema d.
PICTUREs established, subschema PICTURE
specifications may interpreted as if they were
shema PICTURE specifications, and the schema
DDL defined conversion rules (which define
conversions between schema PICTUREs and
other schema data types) then-used to determine
appropriate conversions between subschema
PICTUREs and any schema data type.

Schema and DML

The relationship between a DDL and a DML,
is the relationship between and
procedure. The DDL declaratio s, iDRose a
discipline over the executable code and are to
some extent substitutes for procedures written
in the DML and the host language.

In order to specify the relatiOnship between
DDL declarations and DML commands, a set of
basic data manipulation functions must be
defined which i§ independent of the DML and
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the host language. Specific commands provided

basic functions. The resolution is defined by the
implementor of the DML.

storage description of the same. This concept is
significant from several points of view.

1. A data administrator may design a

The basic data mutation functions
assumed in these .specifications include the
functions required to:.

1. Select records.

2. Present records to the run unit

3. Add new records and relationships

4. Change existing records and relationships

5. Remove existing records and
relationships

schema structure consisting of logical records
and relationships which sensibly match the

.totality orapplications under implementation or
likely to be implemented.

2. Efficiency cdfisiderations are separated
from logical description by specifying the
storage environment and schema to storage
schema mappings inthe storage schema. Tuning
may be carried out by changing the storage'
schema without alteration to the schema,
subschemas, and programs.

at.

The storage schema describes the
representation of stored data in' device

Schema and Storage Schema

The concept of separate schema and storage
schema allows the . separation of the logical
description of the entire data base from the

independent terms. The data base may therefore
be stored on any combination of storage media
which is- supported by ,a particular
implementation. The data administrator may
allocate .media and devices with differing
characteristics to suit the command's
operational requirements, without alteration to
the storage schema.

1
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CHAPTER 6 *
WORLDWIDE MILITARY COMMAND AND

CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATIONS .COMMUNITY
This chapter provides an overview of the

Worldwide Military Command and Control
Systerh (WWMCCS) and the computer system
that supports WWMCCS commands. It is not the
,intention of this chapter to cover all existing
HOneywell 6000 series configurations and,
operation procedures 'for all concerned

intendedhardware. It is. intended to serve as a
manageinent le1401 in ctrination training aid for
one of the largest ADP ommunities within-the
Navy.

The support and efficient use of WWMCCS is
. given High prfcirity, within the Department of the

Navy. Navy and Marine Corps. elements of the
WWMCCS are maintained Co ensure maximum
responsiveness to the National Command
Authorities (NCA) through the National Military
Command System (NMCS).

A comm3pd and control system consists of
the facilities, equipment, communications,

, procedures, and personnel _ essential to _ a
commander for planning, directing, - and
controlling operations of assigned forces' in

' carrying out the missions assigned. The specific
composition oflthe and and control
system depends pon the command's
Organization and miss' s, and the types. of
forces assigned to he command. This
composition extends to those operational forces
that, due to the nature of their combat
employment,. must remain- 4, directly and
immediately responsive to the commander.

NATIONAL COMMAND'
AUTHORITIES (NCA)

The NCA consists only of the President and
the Secretary of Defense, or their duly

deputized alternates, or successors. The chain of
command runs from the President to the
Secretary sof Defense, and through the Joint
Chiefs of Staff to the commanders of unified
and specified commands.

NATIONAL MILITARY COMMAND
SYSTEM (NMCS) .

The NMCS is the priority component of the
WWMCCS and is designed to support the
National Command Authorities (NCA) in the
exercise of their responsibilities. The NMCS
provides themeans by which the President and

\--the Secretary of Defense can receive warnings
and intelligence to assist them in making
accurate and timely decisions, apply the
resources of the military departments, and assign
nillitary missions and provide dire4tion to the
commanders of unified and specifiedcommands.
The NMCS is capable of providinginformation
*so that-appropriate and timely responses can be
selected, directed, and implemented try the
NCA. In addition, the NMC$ supports the Joint
Chiefs of,Staff carrying 'out their duties.

Both the communication of warning and
intelligence fr Om all sources and the
communication of decisions and commands to
the military forces require that the NMCS be the
most responsive, reliable, 'and survivable system
available. This requires that the command and
control systems within the WWMCCS be
'configured and operated for effective support of
the NMCS, as well as for. their specific missions.-
Interfaces must be compatible; communication
links must provide direct connection or real-time
relay wherever necessary; computerized data
formats must be common; and all details of

6-1
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system configuration sand operation must be as
'efficient Ws possible in terms of both
effectiveness and utilization of resources.

WORLDWIDE MILITARY ',
COMMAND AND CONTROL
SYSTEM (WWMCCS)

The WWMCCS is the worldwide ,command
and control system that provides the meats for
operational direction \ and . technical
administrative support involved in the function
of command and control of U.S. military forces.
The WWMCCS is composed of:

1., The NMCS.

2. The command and control systems of
the unified andIspecified commands; including
those command and control systems of
subordinate unified commands and joint task
forces when such are established and assigned.

3. The WWMCCS-- related management
information systems of the headquarters of the
military departments.

4. The command and control sysienis of
the headquarters of the service component
co inin ands.

5. The command and control support
systems of Department , of Defense agencies.
Figure 6-1 is a pictorkal representation of the
WWMCCS relationships.

Department of Defense (DOD) Directive
5100.30. series' provides policy guidance and
establishes responsibilities for the management,
development, acquisition, and operation of the
WWMCCS. It states that the primary mission of
the WWMCCS is the support of the NCA. The
secondary mission of the WWMCCS is the
suppoit of the command and control systems of
the unified and -specified commands, the
WWMCCS related management/information

stems or the headquarters of the military
ki,:partinents, the command and control systems

the headquarters of the service component
commands, and the command and control
,iipport,systems of the Department'of Defense

agencies.
The effective operation and support of the

WWMCCS within the Navy requires that it be

*ft

recognized as an integrated system, including
communications, which extends from the
NMCS, through the systems of the commanders
of the unified commands and the Chief of Naval
()Orations, tp the command and control
systems of the headquarters of the Navy
component commanders (CINCLANTFLT,
CiNCPACFLT, CINCUSNAVEUR: and
COMUSNAVSO). Recognition musts' lso lie
given to the requirement for the WWMCCS to

interface through non-WWMCCS Navy command
and control systems with those command
centers afloat, . ashore, or in the air where
combat direction is exercised. Efficient
command and control requires both the timely,
reliable, and secure'flow of irr ders and directions
downward through the established operational
chain of command. It equally requires the
timely, reliable, and secure flow of essential

, combat information 'and intelligence laterally
and upward to necessary points in the deciion
process. The WWMCCS, by virtue of its position
within the command-and control hierarchy, is
the cornerstone of any such end-to-end Navy
comliand and control. Its responsiveness to
comthand, as a total system' (personnel,
equipment, communications, facilities, and
procedures), must be ensured.

NAVY HARDWARE/SOFTWARE USERS

The Honeywell 6000 line of hardware and
associated software has been selected as the
WWMCCS's standard computer system.. For
Navy users, the hardware system consists of
either-a single or dual processor 6060' with a
variety of peripheral equipment, including card
readers and punches, magnetic tape handlers,
magnetic disk drives, high-speed printers, and
terminal devices such as teletypes, cathode-ray
tubes, remote line 'printers, and the like.
Although specific equipment configurations vary
in size among installations, hardware types are
standard. Because of this diversification in size
among installations, it has been necessary to'
constrain the design of the applications by
limiting the resources required for their
execution. This has enabled the applications to
be implemented at multiple installations. The
General Comprehensive Operating Supervisor

6-2
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Figure 6-1.WWMCCS relationships.

(GCOS) operating system, in conjunction with
the hardware, is capable of concurrent execution
of several programs or program segments within
a single processor (multiprogramming) and
simultaneous execution of several programs or
program segments within two or more
processors (multiprocessinff. Within such an
operational environment; it is necessary to
control the allocation of processing resources in
order to optimize the utilization and prevent
inefficient and ineffective monopolization by a
few programs; program segments, or
applications. OPNAVINST 5230.12 series sets
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forth software/hardware applications, operation
requirements, and complete management
procedures of the WWMCCS new standard
computer systems.

The rest of this c apter covers the
Honeywell software an ardware being used
within the WWMCCS mmunity.

THE WWMCCS HONEYWELLCOMPUTER

The Honeywell series 6000 is a family of
large - scale, multidimensional information
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systems featuring high throughput, optimum use
of systemrevurces, and a wide spectrum of
user-oriented *abilities.

The series 6000 achieves an exceptionally
high level of performance by operating in a total
multiprogramming and multiprocessing
environment. The system makes full use of its
resources ,through concurrent processing in all
dimensions, focal and remote batch, direct
program access, transaction processing,
interactive remote terminal job entry, online
document entry, message switching, and time
sharingall using a common data base.

10 The series 6000 systems are built for
maximum uptime. De "signed with the latest
advances in integrated circuit technology and
with improved packaging, the series 600P sys-
tems are compact and easily maintained.
Powerful error detectio_h,4 automatic .retry,
circuit testers, and comfrehensive maintenance'
panels expedite system diagnosis and help to
isolate malfunctions quickly. The total online
test and diagnostic routines in the General
tomprehensive Operating Supervisor (GCOS)
allow temporary deallocation of,central system
mckdules, pe.ripherals, communication
subsystems for automatic checkouts while
norhw'processing continues in other elements.

GENERAL COMPREHENSIVE OPERATING'
SUPERVISOR (GCOS)

The GCOS 6000 maintains the status of all
system resources (peripherals, memory, and
processors) and all user jobs in the system. Using
the system scheduler, the allocator queue
accommodates a virtually unlimited number of
jobs (available disk storage permitting). These
jobs can be entered into the system through(
multiple central and remote devices concurrent
with the execution or jobs in the system. The,
jobs. are dispensed to the systeth according to
priorities and resource requirements. The GCOS
allocates system resources to jobs in the
allocator queue in accordance with the priority
of the job, and superviSes the concurrent and
simultaneous execution of as many programs
(up to 63) as 'the configuration Can
accommodate. The GCOS also controls the
concurrent printing/flinching of output from
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completed jobsHigh-piiority programs can be
expedited by swapping out programs
in execution.

The GCOS also provides the, programmer
with a complete logical approach to problem
solution. There are no constraints or unusual
programming considerations imposed on the
programmers because of the multiprogramming
or multiprocessing environment in, which the
programs are /executed. File processing is

r performed s6cfuentially or randomly at the
logical file _level; programmers need not be
concerned with the physical characteristics and
constraints of the pepipher'al devices used nor
with the organization of the file\system...

File Management Su- pervisor (FMS)

The "heart" of a Series 6000
Multidiempsional Information System is a

centralized file system of hierarchical,,
tree-structured design, accessible by programs
operating in any of the dimensions. Catalogs and
files are secured by passwords and permisSions.
File access is controlled by the FMS. Several
programs can read and/or update a file
concurrently. The FMS performs vital protective
and restorative file monitoring and resource
control functions in all processing modes. Files
are automatically sustained in a readily usable
and extremely reliable. conditioh. A unique
design feature of the file system allows
maintenance (repacking) routines to be
"cleaning up" a portion of the file system while
production routines in concurrent operation are
accessing other portions cft the system.

Batch Processing

The GCOS 6000 provides a flexible,
high-throughput batch processing environment.
Up to 63 programs can be in concurrent
execution. Ihcoming jobs are classified into
a number of separately defined' job streams,
permitting users to control their Own priorities.
Roll-out, roll-in capabilities allow for fast
`response to- high-priority jobs or transactions.
Batch jobs may be submitted from any local
input device or remote terminal at any time,
without operator intervention.
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Remote Processiiii

Conctirrent ,;remote prOcessing capabilities
can be added Atb the Series 6000 systems by
including olite or more DATANET 30,
DATANET 305, or DATANET 355 Front-End'
Network Processors (FNP) in the configuration.
Each- FNP permits a variety of terminal,
transmission rate, and processing options.
Remote processing capabilitie) include remote
batch, direct program access, transaction
processing, message switching, and time sharing.
The GCOS remote access Uses a reactive terminal
interface which provides 'direct .terminal access
(through the FNP) to the information system
and to the- common file system, facilitating the
development of "online" terminal applications.

Transaction Processing -

The transaction processing system opens the
door to online, real-time data processing.
Transactions' (messages representing events in
the users environment) can be . entered via
remote terminals. The transaction processing
system interprets the transaction code contained
in the me age\ and calls the necessary
application p ogra into execution-to preuss
the message. The utput or acknowledgment
will be returned to t e-designated terminal.

Time Sharing

time sharing executive; which utilizes
the eactive terminal interface, provides the
WWMCCS Series 6000 installations with
concurrent time sharing. Language capabilities
include FORTRAN, a scientific-oriented
language; BASIC, an easy-to-use, probem-solving
language; and a powerful text-editing package to
create, update, and obtain formatted text. Full
upper/lower case ASCII character handling is
provided. Many Other languages and systems
such as ALGOL, JOVIAL, ABACUS, and a
time-sharing library of applications a.e also
provided. Catalog structuring, file prot )ction,
file sharing, access control, and source object
file storage capabilities are provided thiugh the
file system. The time-sharing batch capability
permits time - sharing users to create and initiate
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batch mode programs,and is scan or receive the
batch outputall from a 'time-sharing terminal.
In addition, the structure 'of the- Time Sharing
Execute and the integration of time-sharing
files in the file system facilitate user -extension
of the time-sharing system to provide further
remote processing capabilities.

.
InteraCtive Remote Job Entry

The interactive remote job entry includes an
interrelated set of time-sharing subsystems anct
batch programming that together provide a
powerful. capability, for full 'batch dimension
programming from *a remote terntinal 'such as a
teleprinter. Turnaround time and programmer
productivity for even very large programs are
greatly improved:'

On-Line Document Handler

The Siries 6000 DoCumenot EntrysSubsystem
(DS 6000) is _a_cokipination of hardw'are and
software and is desrgned to ,perform the vital
processing of magnetibally and optically
encoded documents. .The DES 6000 modular
design allows for great flexibility ,in meeting the
changing document entry requirements during
the processing cycle of each day. High-speed,
high-capacity document operation can proceed
within the 'Series, 6000 environment
concurrently with otifki normal dimension's
controlled by the dCOS, without 'the
restrictions that doqument entry/sor
normally imposes upon an operating system.

Message Switching

Message switching adds 'yet another
dimension to multidimensional GCOS. The
comprehensive message switching capability of
the Network Processing Supervisor (NPS) with
the' D ATANET 355 Front-End Network
,Processor allows data exchange . between
terminals-, between terminals and ''the
information processor, and "between the
info nation processor and terminalS. The
message switch system operates in store and
forward mode, re ceiving each message

` completely and storing' it in a journal before
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forwarding it to the .addressed destinalion(s).
The message switching dimension control is

entirely within the DATANET 355.

Total Online Testing
System (TOLTS)

The Total Online Testing' System ig
composed of fbur major 'subsyitems for
peripheral, communications, main frame, and
remote testing. This online testing system is part
of a total maintenance and reBovery concept.
Eight concurrent diagnostic programs can
operate' with user programs under the GCOS.

4

HARDWARE OVERVIEW

Honeywell Se 'es 6000 systems provide
pfocessing and inp t/output capabilities across a
wide performan e range. The systems are
tailored to the sp cific workload and processing
envir9nment of t the installation through the
sele6tion of the ap opriate system model, and
by the configuration of central system mRchiles
and peripheral devices. System models are
differentiated by the speed of the central system
components.

With a system model, further' performance
flexibility is possible through "functional.
modularity' or the selection of central system
modules to mat/6 the work load needs of the
installation. The General Comprehensive
Operating Supervisor (GCOS) is the, same for all
models and configurations and provides
multidimensional procestpg capabilities, from
the smallest to the largestlrystem.

Functional Modularity

Series 6000 multidimensional systems
employ a unique design concept which provides
complete flexibility in configuring the precise
blend of processing, memory input/output, and
communications resources to perform efficiently
any given scientific/data processing workload
mix. This concept also facilitates major system

- extension without reprogramming or conversion.
The major system' functions of processing,

memory, input/output, and communications

control have been separated into the following
discrete functional modules-

1. Memory ModulesTo provide the
required amount of directly addressable primary
memory.

2. Bulk Store Subsystem Modules-To
provide' the required amount of scondary
memory.

3. Processor ModulesTo provide the
required amount of computational capability.

4.' Input/Output ModulesTo control the
required level of data input/output between
memory, and the peripheral and communications
subsystems. re

5. Front -End Network Processor
ModulesTo control data communications
functions and provide service to remote users.

6. Data Entry Controller ModuleTo
p rovide on-line paper document entry.

Multiple modules of each type may be
configured on an information system to match
the processing, memory size, memory access,
and data input/output requirements of an
installation workload. This modular
construction results in configurations that are
tailored to the precise needs of an installation.
System growth is readily accomplished bye"
adding .the appropriate modules as they are
needed. Added reliability is a by-product of
system extension, since all modules of a given
type are id9ntical and can provide backup for
each other.

The operating system (GCOS) automatically
adapts itself to control any standard equipment
configuration. No system generation is required.
One version of one operating system supports
the smallest to the largest configuration.

Figure 6-2 illuitrates the way the central
system modules are interconnected to provide a
high degree bf functional modularity and
backup capability. The solid-line figures
represent a configuration consisting of two
processor modules, two memory modules, and
two input/output. multiplexer (IOM) modules.
Every processor and TOM connects through
ports to each memory modules; these
connections permit access to the full range of
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PORT .
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PROCESSOR PROCESSOR

MEMORY
MODULE,

MEMORY
MODULE

IOM

1

IOM

NOTES. PORT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE FROM EVERY MEMORY
MODULE TO EVERY ACTIVE MODULE

ANY OF THE FOLLOWING MODULES PROCESSOR, IOM,
DATANET 355 FNP, DATA ENTRY CONTROLLER, OR BULK
.STORE CONTROLLER

Figure 6-2.Functional Modularity'.

processors, memo , and peripherals. The
broken lines re t expansion capabilities.
The system by adding more processors,
memory, 'in:put/output multiplexer modules, or
FrontfE Network Processors with no user:
cove, 4i-..

mory Module

Edch memory modufe compoied of a
system controller and associated memory units.
Series 6000 systeins are "memory-orientedz"
permitting processor and IOM functions to
execute asynchronously and simultaneously.
The memory module has neither program
execution nor arithmetic capability, but acts as a
passive systenf component. It serves tthe
processor, I/O multiplexer, and DATANET 355

78.170.1

FNP, data entry controller, and bulk store
subsystem modules which call upon the memory
module to save r retrieve information or to
communicat ith other system components.

Ea611 access Min the memory module is
composed of eight 9 -bit bytes plus 2 parity bits.

,vFor purposes of memory protection in
multiprogramming, the memory is organized
into 1024-word (94096-byte) ,blocks. Each
memory module can contain up to 262,144
words. (1,048,576 bytes)' .or (256 blocks) of
memory. -

6-7

The system controller has up to 8 ports for
connection to active modules and also contains
32 program interrupt cells. The eight ports pave
"wired-in" positional priority in the order of
their numbers (0 . . . 7); thus, simultaneous
requests are serviced in a predetermined manner.

1
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Increased'system throughput is achieved by
operating the memory module and associated
memory units on a 72-bit parallel basis. This
corres nds to 2 instructions, 2 data words, 8
d at by tes, 12 data characters, or 1

do -precision fixed- or floating-point
number.

Systems with more than one system
controller provide additional effective
information rate, since each system controller
operates independently and its functions can bee
overlapped with those of other system
controllers. Additional overlap is provided by
the address interleaving feature of the Series
6000 systems. Address interleaving considerably
reduces the probability of the same memory
unit being accessed in succession. Furthermore,
the processor and system controller Are
especially designed to utilize memory accesses of
two memory units in -rapid succession. These
two factors contribute to the higher access rates
and effective memory cycle times of the Series
6000 systems. For example, Models 6070 and
6080 can haVe each of four memory units
provide a complete memory cycle (read/write)
of- two full 36-bit words,, or eight 9-bit bytes

° within' a xs`iii>, basic cycle time of 500
nanosecondsan effective rate of 16
nanoseconds,,per byte.

,4

Processor Module ,

Series 6000 systems are highly modular,
allowing the systeiv configuration to be matched
to the workload mix. The Extended Instruction
Set (EIS) processor is particularly well suited for
heavy workloads, while the other models handle
mixed workloads of business and scientific jobs.

Each processor module has full program
execution capability and conducts all actual
computational processing (data movement,
arithmetic, logic, comparison, and control
operations) within the information.system. The
processor, which communicates only with the
system controller(s) and associated memory,
consists of an operations unit and a control unit.
The operations unit executes arithmetic and
logic operations; the control unit. performs
instruction fetching, address preparation,
memory 'protection, and data fetching/storing.

6-8
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Both units operate with relative independence
and maximum overlap to provide the highest
possible rate of instruction execution on the
faster models.

The processors contain several special
features thtemake significant contributions to,
the exceptional multiprogramming, high
througput, and rapid turnaround capabilities of
the information systems. These features are
under the'control of the GCOS, which maintains
automatic supervision and complete control of
the multiprogramming/multiprocessing
environment. These features are:

DUAL-MODE OPERATION.The processor
has two modes of operationmaster and slave.

1. The master mode, reserved for the'
GCOS, allows unrestricted access to all of
memory, pertnits initiation of data input/output
oiderations through the IOM(s), and P'ermits the
setting of control registers.

2. The slave mode, used ,for the execution
of all user programs, is also used by the GCOS
when appropriate. Slave mode operation
restricts memory references to assigned program
boundaries and causes all memory references to
be relative to a base address register (BAR).
Program execution time is strictly limited by a
timer' register. Also,- program execution is

limited to a subset' of the instruction
repertoire control operations (such as
input/output operations or setting the BAR and
timer registers) cannot be executed in the slave
mode.

_Dual-mode operations provides effective
operating_ control and protection of the
information system's multiprogramming
environment tothe GCOS.

AP.

BASE ADDRESS REGISTER (BAR).Each
processor contains a base address register, which
performs both address translation and memory
protection functions in the Slave mode of
operation. The BAR is not used in master mode
processing.) The BAR is set by the GCOS prior
to transferring ,control to a slave program. It
contains -the beginning address of the program
(absolute) in memory and the number of
1024-woill or 4096-byte blocks assigned to the
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,1024-Word or 4096-byte blocks assigned to the
program. Program memory is lo ally and
physically contiguous.

During4lave mode execution, each memory
address developed by a.prOgram is checked to
ensure that the address is within the area of
memory assigned to the program. If the
developed address is within the program's area,
the address is added to the- beginning' address
value in the BAR to develop the true address,
and the memory access is performed. If the
address developed by the program is outside the
area of memory assigned to the program, control
automatically reverts, to the GCOS fOr
appropriate action.

An important attribute of the BAR is its
ability to move user programs, in 'memory
without address relocation merely' 6y
establishing a new BAR setting. This feature is
used for program swapping and memory
compaction.

TIMER REGISTER. -Each processor
contains a , timer register, which initiates a

'program interrupt at the end of a preestablished
interval of time. The interval is set by the GCOS
Prior to giving control to a slave program. (The
timer register can be set in master mode only.)
The timer register is used by the GCOS to time
programs for automatic termination, to prevent
programs from monopolizing a processor, and to
provide detailed accounting information on
processor and peripheial Use time.

PROCESSOR FAULTS.-SiZteerr special
proceising status conditions, termed "faults",
cause interruption of sequentidl instruction
execution and transfer of control to 1 of 16
discrete fault vector locations for appropriate
action lly_the___GCOS ,Faiiitts provide' program
control (e.g., arithmetic overflow) an system
control (e.g., 'timer' runout or an attempt to
reference outside of memory limits), and call for
operating system services .(e.g., master mode
entry).

0
EXTENDED INSTRUCTION SET

(EIS)., -EIS models have processor instructions
well surfed for workloads with a pre'dominance
of business rather than scientific work. The EIS

\ ,
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prcicessor has all of the jnstructions of the other
models plus ma*, business-oriented features,
inluding decimal arithmetic, powerful editing,
mixed-mode operations, address registers, and
extended instruction format (multiword
instruction) with two or three addresses. For
example, _a single CCMOL statement can be
performed by a single instruction on the EIS
processor but would require several instructions
on a conventional processor.-.This not. only
reduces the memory required but also the
execution tin

Input/Outpu ultiper (IOM)

Each 10M module operates essentially a
stored-program device controlled by, and shanng
memory accesses with, the Pioctssor modules.
Data transfer operations are initiated' by the.
GCOS in the- master:" mode. (Data transfer
operatitins cannot be initiAted by a program in
the slave mode.) Peripheral device operations are
controlled by processor-prepared control word
lists stored in the communications region in
memory (referred to'as "IOM mailboxes"). Data
transfer operations 'are performed
asynchronouSly wiith program processing, with
minimum interference between the processor
and input/output.

Each IOM module in anY configuration is
directly ,cotiple,d to each memory module,
providing, direct' aoc'ess to all of memory. Data
transfer operations are controlled by lists of data
control words (DCW), which specify the areas of
memory to/from.which data is to be transferred.
These DCW, li'sts allow data to be gathered from,
or distributed to, noncontiguous locations in
memory. -

Membry protection o?' data transfers is
performed in much the same manner as in the
processor. The BAR setting of the program
requesting the I/O is inserted as part 0C the
required instructions in the IOM mailbOXes.
Each DCW processed by an IOM is checked for
address limits. If an out-of-bounds -address is
defected, the transfer is not performed and aft
appropriate interrupt is generated to the control
processor. IOM communication with the
proce'ssor is effected through the IOM

1 36
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mailboxes and through four discrete types of
interrupts to 1 of 32 present interrupt vector
locations. All data transfer and peripheral status

1.4 conditionkof interest are signaled to the control
proCessor via the interrupt mechanism to
maximize peripheral utilization and program
throughput.

In Series 6000 information system, the
input/output multiplexer (IOM) is the
,coordinator of all input/output operations
between the 'complement of peripheral
subsystems and system controllers. The
inp,ut/output multiplexer operates essentially as
a hard-wired program-device controlled by, and
sharing metnbry with, a process'or. Data transfers
between a , peripheral device and memory are
accomplished by the IOM while the processor
runs the jobs. Peripheral devices are controlled
by processor-prepared control words stored in
the memory.

Significant features of the input/output
multiplexer iiiClude :

1. Complete Memory protection for all
input/output mnl-tiplexer data transfers.

Z. Total awareness of the, number, qes,
and states of up to 24 I/O subsystems per IOM.

3. Hardware/software integration resulting.'
from control programs designed to take, full
advantage of equipment features.

4. Ability to interrupt processor
operations. ; , - r

5. Scatter,/gather of noncontiguously stored
I/O Program data.

6. A special I/O processor for peripheral
channel managements 1

7. Maximum data transfer capacity of. 6
million characters per second:

8. Maximum .single-channel, data transfer
capacity of 1.3 million characters per second.

'""9. Simultaneous operation. of peripheral
subsystems in a wide range- of equipment
con figurations.

10. Communications with, Multiple in-
de p en den ttsys tent controllers.

11. scratchpad storage for control words on
some moaels:.

12, Six special channels -to provide for
specifietystem functions, including new test and
diagnostic aids.

REMOTE INPUT/OUTPUT OPERATIONS

Data communications systems, essential to
many existing and future computer applications,

'.,are integral parts of the Series 6000 Information
'System. The GCOS permits multiple remote
terminals and computers at widely separated
locations to communicate with the system.
One-way or two-way communication over
common and private carrier lines, coaxial cables,
or via microwave transmission can be channeled
through a selection of DATANET Front-End
Network Processors (FNPs).

Remote Processing Capabilities

Remote processing capabilities are provided
in many modes of the Series 6000
Multidimensional Information 'Sys,te.m:

1. Remote batch
2. Direct program access
3. Time Sharing
4. Transaction processing
5. Message switching
6; On-line document entry

Through these dimensions or modes of
operation, the remote terminal user has access to
the full capabilities of the system.

The GCOS. takes advantage of features
within the information system to enable the user
(in various data communications applications)
to achieve:

EFFECTIVE REMOTE DATA
PROCESSING.The multiprogramming
environment can include aiarge number of users
in both local and remote locations with diverse
processing needs.

. RADICAL REDUCTIONS IN
-TURNAROUND TIME.Total turnaround time,
the period between the subniission of a job for
processing and the receipt of the desired output,
is a function of several factors:

Input time -

-Time spent in awaiting processing
Actual processing time

Time spent in awaiting output
Actual output time

6-10
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Through the use of multiple local and
remote input/output devices, simultaneous
processing and input/output operations, ,and
automatic job interrupts, the nonproductive
waiting time and output time can be reduced to
a level commensurate with the high-speed
processing capabilities of the information
system.

Standard terminals accommodated by the
GCOS include the:

1. Honeywell Series 100 remote batch
Co mputers

2. Honeywell VIP 765/775/785/786/7705
visual display terminals

3. Teletype Models 33, 35, and 37
Teleprinters

4. GE TermiNet230'or Honeywell SRT301
Teleprinter

5. IBM 2741

The thre e communications processors
providing the network processing of Series 6000
Multidimensional Information Systems are the:

1. DATANET 355 Front-End Network
Processor

2. DATANET 305 Front-End Network
Probessor

3. DATANET 30 Front-End Network
Processor

DATANET 355 Front-End.06
Network ProceSsor

ts.

The DATANET 355 is a high-performAce,
stored-program NP designed to match the
large-volume communications needs of the
Series 6000 Multidimensional, Information
Systems. The DATANET 355 FNP features total'
integfted circuit logic ..construttian and a
memory size of 16,384 or 32,768 words (18 bits
or 2 bytes pet Word) with a cycle time of one
microsecond. The s DATANET 355 FNP
accommodates data of variable word lengths-6,
9, 1 a, or 36 bits. All data' word lengths. are
individually addressable to allow high1' efficient
Processing of tabular. data., Ninety-eight
instructions in an 18-bit format are proN4d0,
with one single-address instruction per woid.

6-11

Three index regigters and :multilevel indirect
addressing, with indexing at all levels, give an
addressable storage capability, of up to 32,768
words.

The input/output is designed to facilitate
-e fficient realtime concurrent servicing of
multiple terminals and peripheral devices. Up to
16 adapters can be provided to accommodate a
total data transferrate of up. to 500,000 words
,per second (with 6, 9, 18, or 36 bits per word).
Sixteen levels of priority. interrupt, with 16
sublevels per level and corresponding interrupt
masks, are provided.

The system organization of the DATA NET
355 FNP follows the pattern of the Series 6000.
The DATANET 355 is a storage-oriented
computer with its, own independent memory,
processor, and input/output modules. These
three basic DATANET 355 modules are
independently ed arid opeiafe-
asynchronously with each other. The processor,
and the input/output controller (which are
active units) process data at their own rates and
request cycles from thd storage module (a
passive unit) as the need arises. Only when the
processor executes certaih input/output
instructions must the processor and the
input/output controller of the. DATANET 35.5
communicate with each other.

COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM. The
DATANET 355 FNP, as.'a module of the Series
6000 Multidimensional Information System, is
capable of simdltaneously handling up to 200
teleprinter users (110 to 300 bps), or 32 remote
batch users (voice-grade or broadband), or 32
CRT subsystekris (voice-grade), or an appropriate
mix of these three classes. (See fig. 6-3)

The DATANET 355 FNP 'consists of a
DATANET 355 processor with the following
input/output adapters:

1. The DATANET 355 Intercomputer
Adapter (ICA) with up to, four ICA ports to
interface with the Series 6000 system controllers
or a direct interface adapter to interface with an
IOM

2'. Up to three High-Speed Line Adapter
(HSLA) units

- 138
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DATANET Sys ADDITIONAL
PROCESSOR .16,, WORDS
IRK WORD

MEMORY
I/O coNTRDL

MEMORY

ADAPTER TO
SYSTEM

CONTROL, ER
OR /OM

TO MASS

LINK Chi OR PSI
PERIPHERAL
ADAPTER I--

1---

TELETYPEWRITER
CONSOLE

TO

READER
OR

PRINTER

CONSOLE
ADAPTER

MEDIUM SPEED
COMMON

PERIPHERAL
ADAPTER

HO BUS
o

HIGH
SPEED
LINE

ADAPTER

NIGH i TO

SPEED DIGITAL
CHANNEL SUBSET

LH
LOW

SPEED
LINE

ADAPTER

LOW
SPEED

CHANNEL

TO
DIGITAL

MAXIMUM CONFIGURATION

16 CONNECTIONS TO THE NO SUS

32K MEMORY
3 HIGH SPEED LINE ADAPTER UNITS

`37 ATGITSPSETTL/Nt-THTERPACE TIMIS P Eft ADAPTER e -
6 LOW SPEED LINE ADAPTER UNITS

62 LOW SPEED LINE INTERF ACE UNITS PER ADAPTER
I INTERCOMPUTER ADAPTER

SUBSET

Figure 6-3.DATANET 355 System configuration.

3. Up to six Cow-Speed Line' Adapter
(LSLA) units

4. A console adapter for connection of a
teletypewriter console

5. Ah adapter link-to Series .6000 mass
storage

HIGH-SPEED LINE .ADAPTER'
(HSLA).The HSLA is a multilie
communications controller with up to 32

concurrently operating lines. The following
types of channels are available on the HSLA:,,

1, Broadband (19,200 to 5..0,000 bps)

2. General purpose (75 to 9,600 bps)

3. Dual synchronous (2,000 to 9,600 bps)

4. Dual asynchronous (110 to 1,800 bps)

78.171

These channels are 'modular in design and
can be configured in any combination not to
exceed 16 terminals total per HSLA (32 lines).
Because Of its flexibility, the HSLA and its

channel offering can interface with every type of
remote terminal supported on the Series 6000,
systems.

LOW-SPEED LINE ADAPTER (LSLA).
The LSLA provides the prim* facility for
connecting low:speed terminals to the
DATANET 355 FNP. Up to 52 terminals at 110

bps, or 26 terminals at 134.5/150 bps, or 17
terminals at 300 bps, or a combination ofthese
can be connected to a single LSLA. The LSLA
operates' with low-speed terminals in either the
full- or half-duplex mode for asynchronous data
transfer. The LSLA operates on the principle Of
time- divion multiplexing, developing a message
frame composed of a number of 8-bit characters
called tim slots, each time-slot containing oneslots,
complete c aracter associated with a particular
terminal s-.,.\'
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Model
. 6030/6040

Model

6050/6060
Model

6070/6080

Max. No. of.Pracessors 1 4 4
Max. No of DATANET FNPs or DEC6000s 3 3 3
Max. Memory Size (in 36-bit words) 262,144 524,288 1,048,576'
Max. Memory Size (in 9bit bytes) 1,048,576 2,097,152 4,194,304
Memory Cycle Time (8 bytes) 1.2 1.2 0.5 1.

Max. No. of 10Ms
1 4 4

Max. Transfer Rate per IOM (bytes/sec) 0.8 or 2.0M .2.3M 4.0M
Max. Transfer Rate per IOM (char/sec) 1.3 or 2.8M 3.7M 6.0M
No. of Data Channels per 10M 16 24 24
Peripheral Capacity (subsystems) 16 24 24
1/0 Compute Simultaneity 16 24 24
,Programmable Registers 49/57 49/57 49/57
FloatIng Point Yes Yes Yes
Memory Protect Yes Yes Yes

`Hardware- Radix Conversion Yes Yes Yep
Interleaving No Yes Yes
Instiuction Yes Yes --

340,000 550,000Instructions per Second Imax.)
1,400,000

Figure 6-4.Series 6000 characteristics.

SERIES 6000 CHARACTER TICS .

Figure 6-4 gives the general characteristics of
the various Series 6000 models. Models 6040,
6060, and 6080 have the Extended Instruction
Set (EIS) processors, while Models 6030, 6050,
and 6070 do'not. The basic atch-only system in
figure 6-5 contains a single processor, a single
system controller, and a single IQM with its
peripherals, while' the mutidimensional system
requires morecmemory, possibly two or more
system controllers, and a DATANET 355
Front-End Network Processor as shOwn in figure
6-6. The FNP is essential for all dimensions of
the systems except local batch.

the common data base. These connections
permit the GCOS to assign work to the available
resources. I

. Although figure. 6-7, shows only two
processors, one IOM, and one DATANET 355

o

MEMORY
UNIT

PROCESSOR

-
Figure 6-7 illustrates the central

Configuration of a multiprocessor system.
Fundamental to Series 6000 operation is the
fact that all active modules (processors, IOMs,
DATANET 355 FNPs, DEC6000s and bulk store
controllers) connect tp all system .controllers,
and thus have common access to memory and to

6-13

SYSTEM

CONTROLLER

IOM

PERIPHERALS

.MEMORY
UNIT

Figure 6.5. Basic system.
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MEMORY
UNIT

PROCESSOR

YSTEM
TROLLER

SYSTEMMEMORY MEMORY MEMORY

UNIT UNIT CONTROLLER UNIT

IQM

1}
PERIPHERALS

DATANET
355

FRONT-END
NETWORK

PROCESSOR

Virloti4;
TERMINALS

Figure 6.6.Multidimensional system.

FNP; the system allows as many as four
processors, four I0Ms, three DATANET 355
FINIPs/DEC6000s, and two bulk store

.controllers, subject to the additional theoretical
restriction of eight total active .modules. It is

J PROCESSOR

78.172

unlikely that eight or more active modules
woulebe required to perform the work load of a
WWMCCS. Along with the functional
modularity: of the hardware configuration, there
is complete program compatibility so that any

c!!'"
BULK STORE
SUBSYSTEM

PROCESSOR'

SYSTEM
CONTROLLER

SYSTEM
CONTROLLER

MEMORY
ONIT

MEMORY
UNIT

MEMORY
UNIT

MEMORY
UNIT

1=11

IOM

iltiiiii;
PERIPHERALS '

DATANET,
356

FRONT-END
NETWORK

PROCESSOR

TERMINALS

713.173

Figure V.Multiprocessor multidimensional system.
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YSTEM OPERATIONS

program that is capable of nning on one
configuration can run any other
configuration (except ..for- EIS grams, which
must run on an EIS system).

Peripheral Subsystems

All peripheral subsystems communicate with
Series 6000 4Multidimensional Infoimation -.-

Systems -through an input/output multiplexer
(IOM). There are two standard interfaced .

available on the IOM for the connection of
peripheral controlsthe common peripheral
interface (CPI) transfers data in excess of 650
thousand characters per second, while the
peripheral subsystem interface- (PSI) is capable
of transferring data in excess of 1.3 million
characters per second. These interfaces support a
variety of peripheral device' controls; such as
magnetic disk and tape cont s, card readers;
printer and punch controls, and data

----communicattons-prOCeSTOrS.
The 1GCOS issues commands to the

peripherals through the IOM. Peripheral devices
can also request action by transiditting special'
interrupts to .the GCOS., Representative
peripheral subsystems that can be utilized with
Series 6000 Multidimensional Informative
Systems are described later in this chapter.

Control Console

, 'The primary 'function of a control console is
to provide for direct communication between
the operator and the GCOS. The master console
is a freestanding unit of suitable operator
working height that connects to" a common
peripheral interface channel of the IOM; the
console is controlled' just as a peripheral
subsystem. (See fig. 6-8.r6ignificant processor
and system controller functions are displayed on
the system status display panel, keeping the
operator constantly informed of running status.
The status 'display panel contains the following
indicators and controls:

1. SYSTEM READY light

2. OPERATOR ATTEN light and switch
(attention)

of.

6-15

78.174
Figure 8-8.Control console.

a

3. Dq light (processor waiting)

4. INSTRUCTIONS EXECUTED/SECOND
t indicator

5. CONSOLE READY light

6. MASTER MODE light

7. SLAVE MODE light -

8. EMERGENCY POWER OFF switch

The console includes an input/output
typewriter that accepts input data via keyboard
entry and transmits the data to the input/output
mbitiplexer. Output messages from the 10M are
printed at 15 characters per second (nominal).
An operating routing within' the GCOS provides
responses to operatbr requests through the
typewriter.

k 12
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DSS181B Disk Storage Subsystem

The type DSS181B disk storage subsystem
provides medium size, modular, auxiliary system
storage for online, direct-access programming.
(See fig. 6-9.) At some WWMCCS sites the
DSS181 aAd DSS191 disk storage subsystems
are being replaced by the D55450 and D55451
disk storage subsystems.

STORAGE CAPACITYEach removable
disk pack stgres 27,648,000 characters or
18,432,000 bytes. Online storage per disk
subsystem ranges from a minimum capacity of
82 million characters or 55 million bytes (3
operating spindles) up to 442 'million characters
or 294 million bytes (16 operating spindles) of
online direct - access storage.

DISK AND RECORD LAYOUTData
is grouped in a total of 72,000 continuously
addiVaabla seefoisdr3g4Clrara-cterseacir *
total of 360 sectors (138,240 characters) are
accessible in each actuator position or cylinder.

Bits per charkter:

Bits per byte: 9

Characters

Sectois per track:

Characters per track:

per sector: 384

Tracks per cylinder:

Characters per cylinder:

cylinders per disk pack:

Characters per disk pack:

(256 bytes)

18

6,912

(4,608 bytes)

20

138,240

(92,160 bytes)

200 plus 3 spares

27,648,000

_ (18,432,000 bytes)

. 78.175

Figure 6-9.DSS1811disk storage subsystem.

CONTROLThe control handles up td 16
online disk pack drives. Command decoding,
data checking features, and data control are
provided in the control hardware. (See fig.
6-10A.)

DUAL CHANNEL OPTIONProvided in the
control and drives is the option for dual,
simultaneons cross barred channels. (See fig.
6-10B.) Dual simultaneous channels provide
higher throughput and greater availability of
data. This option permits- multiaccesses to the
device level. Each channel )s capable of
simultaneous command and data transfers to
different disk pack drives while overlapping
seeks on all other drives.

SWITCHED CHANNEL OPTION=
Nonsimultaneous channels permit sharinrof the
disk storage between the central system'and the
Front-End Network Processor.

DUAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEMTwo
single-channel controls may be connected into a
cross-barred subsystem to provide higher
throughput to a larger data base (32 drives) and
greater data availability by 'independent access

'to all 32 drives through either channel. (See fig.
6-10C.)

BLOCK COUNTThe hardware block count
provides protection where multiple files share
the same cylinder. Such blocks, or sectors, are
specified by the processing system, and the limit

6- y13
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,

Basic DSS181B Disk Storage Subsystem

(A)

10M 10M OR
DA ANET 355

CONTROL

Dual Channel DSS181B Disk Storage Subsystem

(e)

Maximum Dual Control Crossbar DSS1819 Disk Storage Subsystem

(C)

Figure 6-10.DSS1818configurations.

N

Can vary from one up to the maximum number
of sectors within a cylinder: Configuration
Features:

1. Maximum dual-channel crossbar with 32
disk-pack drives provides a capacity of 884
million characters or 589 million bytes.

2. Dual Clkan n el o p ti onal.
3. Additional (switched) data channel

optional. .

4. Dual-control crossbaroptional.
5. Basic configuration consists of control

and three disk-pack drives.
6. Expandable-up to 221 million characters

(147 million bytes) by adding up to five,
additional disk -pack. drives.

4

(

.
78.176 ,

-., .
7. Additional drive electronics- in control

provide capability for increased capacity of up
to 442 million characters or 294 million bytes
(16 disk-pack drives).

, .

Magnetic Tape S4systems
4 .

The data medium is half-inch wide,
magnetic-oxide plastic tape, up to 3,200 fst
long. Data formats are binary (standard) and
spe,,a'ial decimal. Checking features include: °,

Transfer Timing

Blank Tape Read'

Transmission Parity

Lateral Parity

6-17

40

1 4 4 '

Missing Charactef

Longitudinal Parity

Bit Detected During Erase

Cyclic Redundancy
,..

.=.

41!
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IN

Figure 6-11.Magnetic tape unit.
78.178

The average rewind speed is 500 ips on the
MTH500 dries; 300 Is for other tape handlers.
Features of the Magnetic Tape subsystems in
figure 641 include:

1. Either single - channel /or dual-channdl
control of tape units/

2. Dehsitie-s of 200/556/800/1600 BPI.

3: Program or opejator control of recording
. density.

4 Special decimal mode which provides
cw campatibility with non-Honeywell tape.

systems..

-

5.'1' Dual-gap read-write
ead-after-write checking.

heads for

6. ape control buffering
nsfers.

during data

7. File protection through'
write-permit sing.

use of a

Transfer Rates
(thousands fser second)

Type
NUmber

Tape

Tracks

Tape

Speed

(ips)

Density
(bpi)

6bit
Character

8bit
Bytes"

MTH200 7 37.5 200/556 7.5/21'N,

MTH300 7 37.5 200/556/800 7.5/21/30

rsATH201 7 75 200/556 15/42

MTH301 7 75 200/556/800 15/42/60-

MTH372 7 150 200/556 30/83
,MTH373 7 150 200/556/800 30/83/120

. MTH404 9 75 200/556 20/56 15/42
'MTH405 9 75 200/556/800 i0/56/80 15/42/60 $

MTH492 9 150 200/556 40/111 30/83
MTH493 9 150 200/556/4300 40/111/160 30/83/120

MTH501 7 75 / 200/556/800 ;15/42/60
,15/42/60/120MTH502 9 t. 75 200/556/800/1600 20/56/80/60

MTH504 7 125 200/556/800 25/70/100
MTH505 9 125 200/556/800/1600 33/93/133/267 25/70/100/290

Figure 6-12.Magnetic tape unit characteristics.
406
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$

.INPUT/OUTPUT MULTIPLEXER

COMMON PERIPHERAL
ERIP ERAL/ SUBSYSTEM

I ACF INTERFACE

MTH200/300
MTH201/301
MTH372/373
MTH404/405
M TH492/493

MTH501
MTH 502
MTH504
MTH505

Figure 6-13.7-Magneiic tape interface.

Additional features of MTH500 series
include:

1. In-flight error correction -1600 BPI
2. Canister loading
3. Automatic threading
4. Power window

MODULARITY AND FEEXII;(1LITY.,=-A
full range of tape handlers with various speelp
densities, and, trps,fer° rates is available vigil:,
Series 6000 magnetic" tape subsystems (fig.

INPUT/OUTPUT
MULTIPLEXER

SINGLECHANNEL
MAGNETIC TAPE

CONTROL

1

I

Figure 614. Single - channel magnetic tape subsystem.

6-12). All of the Magnetic tape controls, except
the controls for MTH500 Series handlers,
connect to the I0114 via common ,peripheral
interface channels (fig. 6-13). The controls for
MTH500 Series handlers connect to the IOM via
peripheral sub system interface channels,
permitting higher data transfer rates.

A single-channel magnetic tape subsystem
connected to an IOM permits reading or writing
of any one of up to eight magnetic tape units
connected to that control (fig. 6-14): Reading or
writing proceeds simultaneously with other
peripheral operations on _other peripheral
channels and with Processor operations. _

Dual-channel control of a magn tape
subsystem provides for atuomati g of
read and write operations o any. f the
iassociaied tape units. As shown in figure 6-15, a
subsyStem including a dual -chapel control and
two or more tape units perniits accessing of any
tape unit through either channel and tape
control: Thus, if one channel is busy with an
assigned tar unit, access can be gained to any
'other tape unit on the subsystem through the
other channel,

0

As .sho" by the dotted line, a magnetic
tape subsys em featuring dual-channel control
ca connected between two I0Ms.

\IiiI.0001 and URC002 Unit
RecIrd-Controls

sr- 0 . .

Unit record controls connect multiple unit
record devic tolhe Series 6000 central SYstem.
As many sderi devices can' be controlled
simultantO a uhit record control, while
requiring only k sing e interface to the Series
6000 cegtrat systt* (fig. 6-16):

Two `versions are ,offered: the URC001,
which is physically' integrated into the
input/oUtput multiplexer (IOM); and the
URC002, aaffeettanding control. Both versions
have id nticfal -functional capabilities.

CONNECTED DEVICES.The URC001 and
URC002 Unit record controls are completely-

/ 6-19
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INPUT/OUTPUT
MULTIPLEXER

!

io

CARD
READER

CARD
READER

CARD
PUNCH

`.,

DUAL-CHANNEL
CHANNEL CHANNELMAGNETIC TAPE

1 2
CONTROL

Figure 6-15.Dual-channel magnetic tape-subsystem.

CENTRAL
SYSTEM

IOM

UNIT
RECORD

CONTROL

CARD
PUNCH

PRINTER

PRINTER

PRINTER

URC Maximum Single Channel Configuration
...

r

INPUT/OUTPUT
MU LtIPLEXER

J

UNIT
RECORD

CONTROL

URC Mu ttple System Con iguration

Figure 6-16.URC001 and URC002,configurations.
e
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flexible; either control can connect one to seven
unit record devices, iii mixed combinations. The
following devices can be connected to the unit
record control:

Type CRZ3JQ1 card reader-1,050 cards
per minute '

Type CPZ300 card punch-100 to 400
cards per minute

Type PRT263 drum printer-1,100 lines
. per minute

Type PRT303 train printer-1,150 lines
per minute

MAXIMUM CAPACITY.A unit record
control controls a maximum configuration of
two CRZ301 card re priers, two CPZ300 card
punches, and three PRT203 or PRT303 printers

a_r-ombination of these printers) at their
maximum rated device speeds. As manyiameven
devices can be multiplexed through a single'
channel to the input/optput multiplexer:

MULTIPLE CHANNELS.As many as three
additional IOW-ckannels (a total of four).are
optionally available with either the URC001, or
the URC0024uhit record control. The addition
of these channels permits the unit record
subsystem to be shared by multiple central
systems. When the subsystem is used by more
than one system through multiple I0Ms,
individual devices must be dedicated to A
specific central system.

PRT303 Printer

The RRT303 printer is a high-performance
train printer equipped with interchangeable
`train cartridges" that produce exceptional print
quality, with excellent vertical and horizontal
alignment (fig. 6-17). In addition, the PRT303
utilizes a power-driven hood and stacker, and
noise-suppressant panels for greater efficienc,
and quieter operation.

The PRT303 can be connected either to the
.Type URC001 integrated unit record control in
they input/output multiplexer, or to the

6r11

78.179
Figure 6-17.PRT303 printer.

freestanding URC002 unit record control. The
datAmedium consists of continuous, fanfold
forms .up to 21 inches wide and 22 inches long.
It prints the original and up to five copies and
handles -single.part, continuous, or tabulating
card stock.

SPEEDS.Rated speed for the PRT303
printer is 1150 lilies per minute (Ipm) nominal
(48- character set)..Speed is based on .character
set size, configuration, and utilization. The
tandard print trains for the PRT303 are the
iiCD set- with 63 printable characters and the
ASCII set (upper/lower case) with '94 printable.
charIcters. These standard character sets are
preferred train sets which provide the best
average print speeds.

TRAINS.The train cartridges are
interchangeable by the operator, and include the
standard BCD, print train cartridge, and the
ASCII (tipper/lower case) print train cartridge.
Each train holds 288 character positions. Other
train cartridges are available on special request.

CHARACTER SETS.There is a choice of
standard character sets of 63, (BCD mode) or 94
(ASCII mode) different printable characters per
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train, cartridge,. Various special type fonts or
characters are available on special request.

CHECKING . The PRT303 illuminates
warning*, for: Taper lowOut of
paperIncorrect parity in paper loopHammer
drive fuse failurePaper feed errorBuffer,
overflowParity error on characters in printer
line bufferParity on train image charaeters in
bufferParity on address to printer.

PRINT MODES.--The edit print mode
qallows character-controlled skipping by using

control characters in the data line. The nonedit
print mode' prints all 6.3 printable characters of
the Series 6000 standard BCD character set.

-In the ASCII mode, all 94 printable
characters of the standard ASCII character set
are printed. Features of PRT303 printer are:

1. URC control of up to three printers.
2. Power hood and power stacker.
3. Noise suppression panel for quiet

operation.
4. Paper skipping up. to 70 inches per

second, uses a 2 -speed slew.

5. Vertical format is controlled by print
command: single, double, top of page, or no
spacing. Paper can be skippd to any of 15
coded positions on the paper tape loop: 0 to 15
lines by countdown, or skipped to the top of the
page.

6. Horizontal format character can cause '8
to 120 (in multiples of 8) blank positions to
occur in the print line.

7. Line width is 136 characters; 10
characters per (rich.

8. Operator selects six or eight lines per
inch.

9. AutoMatic standby turns off the print
train, ribbon drive mechanism, and paper stacker
automatically when not used for a specified
period of time.

10. Two -level ov e r temperature sensing
provides a warning_ indication prior to final
shutdown in event of overtempeiature.

11. InAproved fault detection provides useful
maintenance aids.

CR4301 Card Reader

The CRZ30 I card, reader is a photoelectric
card input device. Demand feeding of cards
permits a card` cycle to begin at any time
following completion of the previous cycle (fig.
6-18). The CRZ301 can be connected to either
the URC001 Integrated Unit Record Control in
the input/output multiplexer, or to the
freestanding URC002 Unit Record Control. The
data media may be either 80- or 51-column,
12-row cards; the data transfer modes are
Hollerith and binary codes; the reading method
is photoelectric with column-by-column feeding;
and the speed is 1,050 cards per rp`)riute.

Two checks, validity and cycle, are
performed at the time of data transmission. The
validity check is for an illegal punch. The cycle

icheck s for failure of the photocell circuitry
and/or timing signal generator. Failure of either
check sets a program-accessible status indicator
which can 'be used to effect a branch to a
corrective youtine.

The card reader r ponds to a failure of
either check by offsettin e error card in the
stacker. At the same time, a check indicator

78.180
Figure 6-18.CRZ301 card reader.
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light on the operator panel is also illuminated,
calling attention to one or more tifi7fae status

' indicator lights.
Features of the CRZ301 card reader include:

J

1. URC control of up to two card readers.
2. Read hopper capacity of 3,000 cards.
3. Stacker capacity is 2,500 cards.
4. Data Protection using validity- check;

cycle check; offset stacking of misread cards;
read data comparison checkdouble read per
column.

5. Reads intermixed Hollerith and binary
cards.

CPZ300 Card Punch

The CPZ300 card punch is a high-speed card
output device (fig. 6-19). Pun'ching speed is
variable as an inverse function of the amount of
data, to be punched in each card. Punching is
provided in Hollerith or binary. c 'A

The CPZ300 can be connected either to the
URC001 integrated unit record control En the
input/output multiplexer, or to the freestanding
URCOO2 unit record control. The data media
consists of 80-column, 12-row cards and the'
data transfer modes are Hollerith and binary
codes. The punching method is dual-column
punching with column-by-column feeding.

The speed varies from 200 to 400 cards P.er
minute, depending upon the exact number of
blank column pairs and their location on the
card.

Data protection is accomplished through
punthing error detection. Punching errors are
detected by sensing the punches' that have been

6 -23

activated and automatically comparing the result
with the "data specified for punching.

Features of the CPZ300 card punch include:

1. URC control of up to two card punches.
2. Hopper/stacker capacity of 1,600 cards

each.
3. Nonstop card loading and unloading

while processing.

4. Data protection using punch activation
check and .punch parity Check.' Mispunched
cards are offset stacked.

5. High-speed skip provides a significant
increase in punching throughput on applications
employing a gap between fields.

Figure 6-19.CPZ300 card punch.
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CHAPTER 7r
DOCUMENTATION PREPARAiION AND STANDARDS

According to the Dictionary 'for Information
Processing (FRS PUB 11-1), the definition of
documentation is "The management of
documents which may include the actions of
identifying, acquiring, processing, storing, and
disseminating them. A collection of documents
on a given subject." A docunient is a medium
and the data recorded on it is for; human irse. By

.' extension, a documpqt is any .record that has
permanence. and cah be read by hunian or
machine. With the foregoing in mind, it easy
to see the important relationship documentation
has with the data processing world.

The first part of this chapter will discuss, in
generaf, the requirements prisoffibed, for
documentation preparation standards in
SECNAVINST 5233.1 series, entitled
Department of 'the Navy Automated Data
Systems Documentation standards. The
discussion, although -slZeletal fit form, is
complete -enough to acquaint the DP2, Dpi, or
DPC with. the 'document components 'that are
required for a production-ready documentation
package. The lass part of the chapter will discuss
explicit details of actual documentation
Standards as required. by. the Department of
Defense Instruction 7935.1 (series), entitled
DOD,. Automated Data. Systems Documentation
Standards. Not every' type of document can, be
discussed in this rate training manual because of
space limitations. Only:the most commonly used
manuals, such as Compliter 'Operation
Manual, will be discussed. , ,

NEED FOR STANDARD
DOCUMENTATION

YOu are on your way to becoming First
Class or Chief Petty Officer, and now you, will

114

be the one toanswer questions rather than ask
them. Your quest for knowledge will now, more
than ever, be directed into' the written
documentation that surrounds, and sometimes
seems to smother thost in supervisory and
management positions.

If the material with which you are dealing is
too wordy or confusing in format, time is lost
and the material is not fully utilized. The
documentation standards adopted in
SECNAVINST 5233.1 series have, done much to
help management avoid this Waste.

When automatic data processing was
adopted into everyday use in the Navy, a sudden
and realistic need for documented procedures
Presented itself to management.

The passing of information from persOn to
person, as the need arose, quickly became
obsolete, and a Method of factual, detailed, and
concise documentation was developed. The,
guidelines for this method, discussed later in this
chapter, are contained in SECNAVINST 5233.1
series.

Many articles have been written -concerning
the need for Automated Data System (ADS)
documentation and its standardization.
Following are just a few of the purposes that
documentation serves.

It provides managers with documents to
review at significant developmental milestoneL
to determine if requirements have been met and'
it resources should contirnie to -be expended.

2. It records technical informationto allow
coordination of later- development and
use/modification of the ADS.

3. ,It ensures that authors of documents and
managerLoLproject development have a guide to

7 -1'
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follow in preparing and chtc,king
documentation.

4. It provides uniformity in theormat and
content of computer programs, documentati6n,
and ADS, across command lines.

SECNAVINST 5233.1 series. has providtd
standards for recording information required for
computer programs to ensure that the
documentation produced will serve the,
aforementioned. purposes. These standards apply
to the following', types of computer;
programming documents:

DOCUMENT TYPE NAME/MNEMONIC
IDENTIFIER

1. Functional Descriptions (FD)

2. Data, Requirements Documents'(RD)

3. System/Subsystem Specifications (SS)

<4. Program Specifications (PS)

5. Data Base Specifications (DS)

6. Project Manuils (PM)

,'NOTE: Project' manual mnemonic
assignment occurs only for small projects when
the Users, Computer Operations, and Program
Maintenance manuals are bound as -a single
'docutnenf of under 200 pages. After the
combining of these manuals is complete, they
areygrraiestaLaProject Manual (PM).

7. Users Mnuals (UM)

so

NOTE: Under certain circumstances, thp
commanding officer may authorize minimums
docUmentation requirements in a Users Manual.
These circumstances include (1).when coMiuter
programs have been developed exclusively for
internal use a't the local level, (2) when programs
will be used on a one-time.basis or for no longer
than 3 months duration, and when
programs have no identifiable use elsewhere in

the government. An annotated program listing
should be included in the Users Manual.

8. Computer Operation Manuals (OM)

Program Maintenance Manuals (MM)

10. Test Plans (PT)

11. Test Analysis Reports (RT)

12. Implementation ProceduresVP)

Other documents that are to be prepared in
accordance with these , standards, when
applicable, include Technical Reports (TR) and
Technical Notes (TN). A Technical Report (TR)
is a docuMent that reports the results of a
completed' project:. basic research, or
developmental study. A Technical Note is a
document that provides procedures, lists of data,
or other information that does ..not logically
belong in other types of documents.

DOCUMENT COMPONENTS

Each of the 11 types of documents in the
preceding list is 'a complete. work within itself.
That is, each type is a complete manual or
report which explains or supports the title of the
document. (The PM (Project Manual) is not
counted as a single type of document because it
encompasses three man4s.) The OM
(Computer Operation Manual), for example
`contains precise and detailed information on the
control requirements- and operating procedures
necessary to successfully _initiate, run, and
terminate the subject system. This documenting
is done by supplying the retlevant information
called for by the stMidaid outline in
SECNAVINST 5233.1 series and DOD
Instruction 7935.1 series. Once the information
is supplied to completely fulfill the requirements
for an OM, it is then put into manual form as a
self-standing document.

Within the covers of each of the 41 Fypes of
documentation are optional and required
components. Each document is structured from

7-2
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the following components, in the sequence
listed:

1. Front cover

' 2. Title page

3. Special notices

4: Abstract

5. Table of contents

46. List of figures

7. Record 9f changes

8. List of effective
pages

9. Text

10. Appendixes
(a) Terms and

abbreviations
(b)' References
(c) Bibliography
(d) Other appendixes

11. Index

12. Distribution list

13.Bkk cover

(Mandatory)

(Mandatory)

(As reciu' fled)

(Mandatory in FD,
UM, PM; and TR)

(Mandatory)

(As required)

(As required)

(Mandatory in clas-
sified documents).,

(Mandatory)

(As required)
(As required)

(As-required) .

(As required)
(As required)

(OptiOnal)

(Mandatory) .

(Mandatory)

In the following sections, a brief description,
including an exatnple and format layout of each
mandatory and optional component of a
d,ocumen t, is discussed. When actually
documenting an ADS, SECNAVINST 5233.1
series should be refereiiced.

Fron' Cover

A front cover for each document is
mandatory and contains the information shown
in the *mat' layolit in figure 7-1. and in -the
example figure 7-2:

1. .The document title and subtitle (may
include a superseding statement).

2. The activity short Balm.
3. The document number. The document

number consists of the project- number under
which the -document is produced, followed p3g a
control' number to identify the individual

_document. On both the cover and title page, the
document number appearing beneath the

7-3

designator of the preparing organization is
formatted in the following'manner:

NARDACWASHDc DOCUMENT NO.

(project no.) 981'1003

(control no.) C-PS-04A

The alphanumeric project number uniquely
identifies, the project effort and also may be
used for budgethig and funding control. The
first and second characters' of the project
number indicate the requesting organization; the

lthird character specifies thefunction of the
project; the fourth charader identifid the
organization responsible for development of the
project; rand ..the fifth, sixth, and seventh
characters form a serial number for the given
requestor, functional area, and 'organization
responsible for development.

4. The type of _document. The first
character of the control number" is the
classification of the document. The characters
used are "T" for TOP SECRET, "-S!' for
SECRET, and "C" for CONFIDENTIAL. If the
document is unclassified, no letter designator is
used. The second and third .characters are the
mnemonic identifiers for the document type and
are preceded and followed by a da-A ("-''); The
fourth and fifth characters are the document
type count. The document type count consists
of two digits assigned from a consecutive count
of the same type of documents generated on the
project. The first docUrnerit of a particular type
is numbered. "Oh" For any project with over 99
documents of one type, a third 'digit may be
added, starting with the -numeral "100." The
sixth character, which follows the 'document
type- count, is alphabetic and is used to identify
a document which has been reVised. A new,
'consecutive character 'is used for each reissue or
major change, starting with "A" for the first
re %ision. When a revision letter is used, the
document preceding the revision is normally
cancelled.

The preceding example (fig. 7-2) refers to a
confidential Pr o gram Specification (PS)
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USED ONLY IF
DOCUMENT IS
°CLASSIFIED

SEE
SECNAVINST

5233.1 SERIES

CLASSIFICATIOR

8

DOCUMENT 'TITLE (1t1) .

DOCUMENT SUBTITLE
(SUPERSEDING STATEMENT)
(IF REQUIRED)

ACTIVITY SHORT NAME
DOCUMENT NO.

XX XXXXX
X- XX-,XX

DOCUMENT TYPE

DOWNGRADING
NOTICE

rt

ACTIVITY

NAME

ACTIVITY

SEAL,

SEE
SECNAVINST

5233.1 SERIES

SEE
SECNAVINST

5233.1 SERIES

DISTRIBUTION
NOTICE

(IF4 REQUIRED)

NATIONAL SECURITY NOTATION

--=. CLASSIFICATION

c,

78.155
Figure 71 .Layout of front cover.

prepared by NARDACWASIIDC pipjeCt
98T1003. The document is the fourth F'rogram
Specific4tion (PS) in the series and has been
revised once since the briginal document' was
prepared:

5. The activity name:

6. The activity seal.
7. The security identification (includes

classification of the document, downgrading
notice, distribution notice, and,national.security
notation if Classified.) See SECNAVINST
5233.1 series.

7-4
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P

0

CONFIDENTIAL)

PROGRAMAING DOCUMENTATION

STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS (U)

SPACE FOR SUBTITLE

NARDAC, WASH. D. C.
DOCUMENT NO.

98T1003
C-P5e04A

PROGRAM&ECIFICATION

CLJUISIPIED SY GAT A. SEA ICIILEEAI
SUANICT TO CISIWIAL OESLASSI ASA.
TOON SCHIDULE O / EXECUTIVE ON DIA

AUTOMATICALLY DOWNIIIIIAOSO
AT TWO YEAH INTERVALS DISLAISI
11(0 ON DISEASES% 21. AWL

NAVY
REGIONAL
DATA
AUTOMATION
CENTER,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

DIST OUSUTION LIMITED TO U S. SOVT
ACIENSIIS ONLY. TUT ANO EVACUATION
AI JAN 1070 °THUS AtILIIISTS ION THIS
OOCUMCNT MUST St TO CHO
100.1411

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION
UNAUTHORIZED p)SCLOSURE SUBJECT TO CRIMINAL SANCTIONS

CONFIDENTIAL

Figure 7-2.Example of front cover.
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Title Page

The title page of each document is
mandatory and has the information shown in
the format layout in figure 7-3 and the example
in figure 7-4.

1. The activity name. f

2. The docturient title.and subtitle.

3. The type of document.

f. The date.

5. The activity short

6. The document number (same format,as
on the front cover).

7. The user designator, if the document is
prepared for a specific user.

8. The contractor and contract number
designation, if the document has been prepared-
by a contractor under the guidance of the-
approving' activity.

9. The security identification': (So .

SECNAVINST 5233.1 series.)

10. The copynumber.

The actual layout of the preceding items
may vary when:circumstances require the use of
a "window" front cover, which displays a
portion of the title page as part of the front)
cover.

Special Notices
b

Special notices in each document are on an
"as required" basis. An "as required", basis is ,.
simply an item that is required by dop.timent
content or higher authority instructions or
special interest, for example, 'special security S
handling procedures. Special notices . may
contain information concerning the slatus of a
document, instructions for its handling, letters
of promulgation, the status of the contents of
the document, the date the provisiops of the

7-6

document become effective, credit to an
indhiidual or organization for the preparation of
the document, or such other information as may
be pertinent. The titles of such special notice.
'pages generally reflect the subject matter of the
information provided.

Abstract

An abstract is mandatory in FD, UM, 'PM;
and TR documents. The abstract is a brief
suntritary (not to exceed 250 words and
preferably unclassified) of the function,
purpose, scope, and content of the computer
program /system or study described in the
document. Information concerning inputs,
p,rocessing, and.outputs must be included in the
abstract of computer programs/systems. An
abstract of a study must summarize essential
facts, findings, conclusions, and
recommendations. The purpose of the abstract is
to assist potential users in determining the
usefulness of certain subject matter to their
particular environment and to summarize .the
most significant material in the document
clearly and concisely.-The abstract should be in
narrative form and include no special characters.

Table of Contents

The table of contents is mandatory for each
document ind lists the identification number or
code, the title, and the page number of each
section. The numbered paragraphs in the text, as
well as each appendix and the numbered
paragraphs in each appendix (if applicable), are
also listed. Tabulation is ordinarily at least to
the third organizational level, e.g., 3.11.1.

List of Figures

The list of figures is on an "as required"
basis andr accounts for each figure included in
the text and appendixes of a. document. The
figure number, its title, and a beginning page
number are shown for each figure.
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CLASSIFICATION

ACTIVITY
NAME

DOCUMENT TITLE (U# ),

USED 'ONLY IF
DOCUMENT IS
CLASIFIED -

SEE ...
SECNAVINST

5233.1 SERIES-

DOCUMENT SUBTITLE

aw COPY NO
OF COPIES

oicumprr TYPE

DATE
ACTIVITY SHORT NAME DOCUMENT NO.

XXXXXXX
X. -XX-XX

..

e.

..

PREPARED FOR
USER DESIGNATION

PREPARED BY
CONTRACTOR NAME

UNDER CONTRACT NO.
XXXXXXXXXX

DISTRIBUTION NOTICE
(IF REQUIRED)

DOWN&ING NOTICE

+NATIONAL SECURITY NOTATION

.
'CLASSIFICATION

t

SEE
SECNAVINST

5233.1 SERIES

SEE
SECNAVINST

5233.1 SERIES

Figure() 7-3.-Layout of title page.

Record of Changes

The retiprd of changes page is used on an'as
required" basis and should be inserted in a
document starting with the first change. The
record of changes page is used to record changes

r 7-7

F

.0

<

7:

78.157 ,-

made to a document, and is included at
origination,, when frequent changes to the
document are expected. This page is arranged in
columnar form and provides spaces for the
change number, the date of the change, the date
the change is entered, and the signature of the
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CONFIDENTIAL .

NAVY REGIONAL-DATA

AUTOMATION
WASHINGTON, C.

Programming Documentation
Standards and Specifications (U)

Program Specification

December 1977
NARDACWOHDC DOCUMENT NO.

9871003 .

C-PS-04A

Copy No.___I__
of 250 Copes

-Prepared for
Chief of Naval Operations (Op-942)

DISTRIBUTION LIMITED TO Y. S. GOVT
ACIENCIESONVIsTEST ANO EVALUATION
tOJANISTE REOUESTSPORTNIS
DOCUMENT MUST EE REFERRED TO CNO
(0P441).

CLASSIFIED SY CAP? A. S. SEA (COMM
SUSJECT TO GENERAL OECLASSIPICA
TION SCHEDULE OP EXECUTIVE ORDER

AUTOMATICALLY DOW tD
AT TWO YEAR INTERVALS DECLASS
PIED ON DE S1. 11112.

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION

- UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE SUBJECT TO CRIMINAL SANCTIONS.

CONFIDENTIAL

Figure 7-4.Example of title page.
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individual making the change.. The record of
changes page follows the format layout shown in
figure 7-5.

A change transmittal notice should be issued
by r the authority responsible for the
maintenance of the document being changed. It
should include a reference, to the document, a
list of the actions to be taken to complete the
change, a cancellation notice, if appropriate, and
any other information or directions necessary to
keep the document current and properly effect
the change.

The revised text of the document should be
either attached to the change transmittal notice
as the page(s) to be inserted into the document
or specified by a list,of pen changes in the body
of the notice. (See fig. 7-6.)

Page changes are preferable to pen changes,
since they are generally more economical,

provide a neater product, decrease the chance of
errors, and decrease the time expended by the
ADP staff in making changes.

A list dr changes to be Made by deleting,
changing, or adding information by pen should
be provided when the time required to enter all
of the changes does not exceed the time
required to replace the sheet. Directions must
state precisely where the change occurs and
include the page number, paragraph number,
line number, and other pertinent information
necessary to make the change correctly.

List of Effective Pages

A list of effective pages is mandatory in
classified documents and optional in unclassified
documents. its list should be provided when
frequent changes to a document are expected or
when strict page accountability is desired. Each
page of the document and its change number

RECORD OF CHANGES

CHANGE
NUMBER f.

DATE OF
CHANGE

DATE
ENTERED

BY WHOM
ENTERED

..

.

Figure 7-5.Layout of record of changes page.
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NAVYREGIONAL DATA AUTOMATION CENTER, WASHINGTON
NUISMOKTONKAVY4Alq

ASIMIGTON 9 C 20374 10111hY1111110

Code 70
Ser

NARDACWASHDC DOCUMENT NUMBER 98T1003 TN-01 CHANGE TRANSMITTAL 1

From: Commanding Officei,:Bavy Regional Data Aatomation Center',
Washington, D.C.

Subj: Documentation Standards (ft

Encl: (1) Revised pages 1, 2, and 3

1. Purpose. To transmit Change 1 to the subject docudent.

2. Action
pcG

a. Pen, change. In paragraph ?.2, item d, delete "(Optional)" and
insert "(Mandatory)".

b. Fape changes. Remove pages 1, 2, and 3 and inser

Distribution:
(sop next page)

s/ComManding Officer

c

encloSure (1).

Figure 7-6.Example of change transmittal notice.

a
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should be listed. An example is shown in figure
7-7.

, hen a list of effective pages is required in-a
=-' d ument, it must be updat with each change

ansmittal notice that add pages to or replaces
pages in the document. T e revised liseshould.
be forwarded with each 'change transmittal
notice unless only pen changes are to be made-to
the document.

Text

The text of each document shduld conform
to the prescribed content as set forth in
SECNAVINST 5233.1 series. Figures may be
used in the text to clarify or illustrate the
technical content. The instructions, content
requirements, and format for a4Project Manual
(PM) which contains the Users Manual (UM), the
Computer Operation Manual (OM) and the
Program Maintenance Manual (MM) are attached
to this rate training manual as appendix IL This
appendix should be reviewed thoroughly prior
to taking advancement in rate examinations.

I
Appendixes

.. . c

Appendixes are used on an "as required"
basis. They should contain material which
suppotts, but is not readily incorporated into,
the text of a document. Included within the
appendixes may be narrative material or
illustrations which should generally _i be
sequentially referenced in the text and listed in
the' same order in the table of contents. When
appendixes are classified or bulky, they may be
bound separately. The following three basic
appendixes should be provided.

Terms and Abbreviations.This appendix
---, provides definitions of acronyms and

abbreviations used' within the document. Any
terms or phrases appearing in dictionaries or
accepted data processing vocabularies, such as
NAVSO P-3097 and FIPS PUB 1 P-'1, need not
be denied.

7-11

I Explanations of terms unique to specific
computer programs may be provided, but should
be separated from the terms and abbreviations
appendix. Item nudes, location tags, and short
program names may be included, and a
cross-reference to the full name of the computer
program that uses these tags and names should
be provided.

References.This appendix is provided if
more than 10 sources are cited in the text. All
references listed must be referred to in the text
and should be presentpd in the same general
order as they are referenced in the text. Each
source listed in the appendix must be identified
by an Arabic numefal. The identifying
information for each reference is presented in
the following order: (a) BooksAuthor's name,'
name of the book, book identification number,
place of publication, name of the publisher, date
of edition, and pages being cited. (b)
Periodicals*Author's name, title of the article,
name of the periodical; volume number, date,
and pages being cited.

, Bibliography. This appendix provides a list
of indirect references which are worthy of note
by the reader. A ,source listed in the
bibliography needs no identifying number, but
must be listed in alphabetical order according to
last name of the author. References not credited
to a specific author should be listed first. A
short summary, not to exceed four lines, may be
provided

4
for each bibliography listing.

Index

--,

An index is an optiOnal component and
should contain an alphabetical list of names,
subjects, and the like, together with the ___./
paragraph number of-each.

Distribution List

The distribution list is a mandatory
component and is composed of the names and
codes of commands, activities, and offices,
external to the originating organization,, which
receive copies of the document. When wide
distribution is planned, the Standard Navy
Distribution List (SNDL) codes should be used.

161 .
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LIMP or ITIPBCTIVS PAWN

PAGE MAN=
NUMBER

1 0

111.v. 0

,11 0

ix-xiv 0

1-53 0

A.1 - A-12 0

Dist. List 0

PAGE
CHAN=
MMUS

t

er

reverse of page 1 blank

issued with
original
document

as issued with

Change 2,to the
document

Change 2

29 February 1972

LIST Of 13111CTIVIC PAGES

PAGE 61AXGR
Nteete PAGE CHANCE

NUMBER

1 0
-,

111 -iv
. 0

u .
1 . .

vii. 2

ix -x 6

xi -x11 . -
x111 -xiv 2

1-33 N 0 '

34 -37 1

3843 0

44-53 2 c

A-1 - A-12 0

Dist. List 2 .

_a_,

- A

, .

f page is blank

Figure 7-7.Layout of lists of effectivd pages.
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Back Cover

-- The back cover is a mandatory component,
and is blank, except for the -security
classification if the documenf.is classified.

DOCUMENT DOCUMENTATION
REQUIREMENTS

In the' firs) part of this chapter
documentation components were discussed. In
the second half, the documents themselves will
be discussed including a summary of the purpose
of each document. The required contents of the
Computer Operation Manual, Users Manual, and
Program Maintenance Manual are thoroughly
discussed in the appendixes. Every type of
document may not be needed on every project.
The project manager must determine early in the
development process which of the types of
document Will be needed for the projeCt.

One of the main determining factors for the
.number of. documents to be provided is the
ultimate user. If the User is not computer
oriented, it may be beneficial , to the project
manager and the user to provide all the
documentation, This will allow for explanation
of as much .of thek system (hardware and
software) as possible in a language that the user
can understand. Tile more the user understands
about the actual funCtioning of the system, the
better for both parties. Once understanding is .

dev'eloped, Communication becomes easier, not ,

only in the area of the current project but also
for any future dealings.

If the project is large and eoinplex, the
maximum amount oc documentation should be...
provided. Under these circumstances it does not
matter if the user is or is not computer oriented.
The bett ter and more complete.' the
documenation is in tax's case, the .better the
final proxtuct (system) wig' be. The more
do'cumentatioh produced, the less likely
be that any portion of the system will be left

'Out. ."

figure 7-8. This chart lists complexity factors,'
with five values assigned to each factor. The
more complex, costly, or 'time restricted a factor
is, the more value it holds. Teutilize the chart
for a project, simply put a check mark beside
the descriptive block that is most accurate for
each factor. Total the check marks for each
column and multiply that times the value for
that column. For instance, there may be a total
number of four check marks in column one.and
a total value for that column of rour (4 times 1
equals 4); four check marks in column two for a
total value of eight (4 times 2 equals 8); three
the marks in column 3 for a total value of

he (3 times 3 equals 9); and no check marks in
columns four or five. Each column's value totals
are then added together for one total (in this
case 21), which . is the level of project
complexity.

Once a level of project complexity has been
established, the types of doCumentation needed
can then be determined. Figure 7-9 is suggested
as a method of determining the documentation
requirements, based on the complexity totals. In
the preceding example, the complexity total of
21 would require the writing of a Users Manual, .
a Compu,ter. Operations Manual a Program
Maintenance Manual, and a Test P1

lt,must be emphasized that this is a general
guide. SituatiOns occur when more or fewer
types of document may be required, as is
indicated in the notes of figure 7-9.

The*Navy has established. documentatfon
standards to ensure completeness and
uniformity for computev system: information
between commands and between civilian and
Navy organizations. The. amount of detail and
the time /cost factor of Such 'program
documentation for "in-hottse" use at, the local
level may be too 'great. In these' instances,
options are given to the commander/
commanding officer providing the 'resources
and/or funds to establish appropriate minimum
documentation requirements less than those
established in SECNAVINST 5233.1 series.

A e

To further help in determining the 'need for bocal* minimurn documentation
proper docuMentation, refer to the chart in requirements are usually established by the head

.. ./
4.- . ,..> .
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COMPLEXITY TOTAL.
...

. .
DOCUMENT TYPES .

.
12 - 15 iii,

.
UM OM MM

12 - 26
...- UM OM MM PT

24 .rf 38 FD
,

UM OM MM PTf

36 - 50 FD SS.-
, . UM OM MM 1214RTt

48 - 60 " FD 'iS PS UM 0141 MM f PT RT -
0

q.

.

NOTES I .PREPARATION OF THE DATA REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT THE DATA BASE
r

.
pECIFICATION, AND THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES JS
SITUATIONALLY DEPENDENT.

' 2. ADDITIONAL' DOCUMENT TYPES MAY BE REQUIRED AT LOWER COMPLEXITY.
7

.

ABBREVIATIONS, .
,..

FD " FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OM-COMPUTER OPERATIONMANUAL

SS - SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM SPECIFICATION ID MM- PROGRAM MAINTENANCE MANUAL

PS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION PT TEST PLAN .. - .
7 UM USERS MANUAL RT TEST ANALYSIS REPORT\ 4'

Figure 7-9.Types of documents/project complexity.

of the data processing department /division. At
most commands this function is delegated to the
project manager, These requirements are
generally. based on experiences of personnel who
have been involved in writing, maintaining, and
analyzing programs /systems, and in training new
personnel to take the jobs of transferred
personnel.

The key to the minimum ,amount of
documentation required by local commands
should be the amount

to
is required' for

replacement personnel to understand input,
processing, and output for each 'program system
for which they will be responsible.

TYPES OF DOCUMENTS

The following paragraphs provide a narrative
discussion, of the types Of documents that may

, be produced during the evolutionary
development of a compUter program or system.
It must be emphasized that the need for any one
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of these documents must be determined by the
nature- of the project, using Jthe guidance
provided in SECNAVINST 5233.1 series.

Functional Description (FD)

An FD (Functional Description) is normally
prepared for any system requiring a basis for
mutual understanding between the Development
Group and the User GrOup of a proposed-ADS.
It reflects the definition Of the system
requirements and provides the ultimate users
with a clear statement of the operational
capability to be developed. If the scope, of the
FD is changed at any point during project.
development, the FD should be updated and
receive user concurrence.

The FD is a tool for Use by both computer-
and noncomputer-oriented personnel and
should be written, as Much as possible,- in
noncomputer-oriented language, since many
elements of the document will be subject to
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review by staff personnel who do not necessarily
have a computer background.

Data Requirement Document (RD)

The RD (Data Requirement DocuMent)
normally is prepared when a data collection
effort by the User Group is required to generate
and maintain system files. The RD is a technical
document prepared by both development and,
user personnel. It should be as detailed as
possible concerning the definition of inputs
required of the er; the procedures to be fol-
lowed to -Provide his input to the system; the
description of expected output data; the
specification of all uses of standard data
elements; and the data limitations of the system.

The term "data element," as used
throughout the RD,includes its related features.
The term refers to a data element or, to its use in
a data systeni, often called the "data. use
identifier." The names and associated codes of
many data elements have been standardized in
order to facilitate data exchange and achieve
commonality in data structures. These standard
data elements and data element codes should be
used whenever applicable in all data base files.

Automated data element libraries have been
developed and are being used by various
organizations within the Department of Defense.
These.gata element libraries identify and define
the data, elements used by a ,particular
organization, reference the systems and files in
which they are used, and associate these data
elements to applicable data, elements and data
code standards. When a data processing system is

_designed that uses standard data elements or
uses .data elements that have not yet' been
standardised, any existing data element libraries
should be updated to reflect the new uses.

System/Subsystem
Specification (SS)

An SS (System Specification or Subsystem
Specification)* may be prepared to guide the
development of large projects. If the system
breaks down readily into subsystems, this
document may' be used to prepare individual
Subsystem Specifications. A subsystem is herein
defined as the logical-breakdown of a system

into separate areas of responsibility, such as
functions, where each breakdown is composed
of a program or a series of programs.. If

,individual Sub sy s t em Specifications are
prepared, they may at some point be bound
together to form a System Specification, or a
separate System Specification may be written.
Many systems, however, may not logically be
brOken down into smaller 'components because
they are already broken down into the lowest
common denominator. In these cases, a system
docum( outline may be used 41to write a
System Specification.

The Systein/Subsystem Specification is a
technical' document prepared for systems
personnel. It is to. be as detailed as possible
concerning the environment and the design
elements in order to provide maximum guidance
to the program design effqtt. This- document
also defines system/subsystem interfaces. It is
anticipated that th,e System/Subsystem
Specification will present more detailed data
than the FD due to the continuing design effort.
However, it shokild be noted that any
modification to the scope of the system effort
should bo'submitted as; a change to the FD.
Subsystem Specifications consider only those
segments 'of the FD that are applicable to the
particular subsystem.

Ptogram Specification (A),

A PS (Program Specification) may be
written after the SS (System/Subsystem
Specification) to expand on its requirements or
without any SS having been prepared. The PS
may present modifications of the FD, but it
should be noted that any modification to the
scope of the system effort should be submitted
as a change to the FD.

The PS is a technical document. The amount
of detail to be included is dependent upon the
use to be made of the document within the
particular project for 'which it is prepared. The
intent of a PS is to guide program development.
It is anticipated that 'the PS will present more
detailed data than the FD and the related SS as a
result of the detailed, progr design effort.
Furthermore, a PS will consider only those

7-16
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O

segments of an FD or SS that are applicable to
the particular program.

Data Base
Specification (DS)

A DS (Data Base Specification)' is generally
prepared when many analysts/programmers will
be involved in writing programs that will utilize
the same data.

The DS is a technical document prepared for
programmers. It is sufficientirdettiled to permit'
progranl coding and da d base generation by the
tleveloriment group. ince this document is
intended to cover 1,types of systems, it does
notinalce specif data or presentation formats
mandatory. Devel pens of any given system are
best qualified to devise the physical formats
m st useful and comprehensible to _project
pe onnel. However, to achieve consistency in
ocumentation, the following practices apply in

.all Data Base Specifications:

1. Each graphic pres ntatibn is to be
followed by a narrative ex nation.

2. Each item of information shown in a
graphic representation is to be consistent with
standardized data element names, as shown in"
data element libraries.

Users Manual (UM)

The primary purpose of the UM (Users
Manual) is to serve the needs of the User Group.
Sections 1 and 2 of the UM present general and
specific information on a specific computer
program system. They are directed toward an
organization's general management and staff
personnel who have no need for detailed
technical information concerning system
implementation or operation. Sections 3 and 4
of the UM address staff personnel but are more
detailed in the discussions about how to provide
input to the system; how to respond'to requests
fro the system for information; and hoAr
make use of outputs fr2m the system that may
be tin the form of hard copy, CRT displays, or
the like. Instructions for the operation of
specific consoles or terminals may be included in
sections 5 and 6. If a Users Manual is the only

document produced for a particular computer
program, an annotated program source listing
must be provided.

Computer Operation Manual (OM)

The OM (Computer Operation Manual)
contains precise and detailed information on the

. control requirements and operating procedures
necessary to successfully initiate, run, and

'terminate the subject system. It is directed
toward -supervisory and operator personnel who
are responsible for the efficient performance of
their organization's .computer center. These
readers are interested primarily in detailed
information on the external characteristics and-
operating 'procedures of a computer program. In

'general, the- manual is written in a step-by-step
fashion, as opposed to an expository style, in
order to clarify and emphasize the 'procedures
associated with the computer programs.
Supporting. illustrations are concerned' with the
flow of input Alta and output information but
do not present breakdoAs or delineations -of
the internal logic and flows within a computer
program.

Program Maintenance
_Manual (MM)

The MM (PrOgram Maintenance Manual)
presents general and specific inform ation on the
computer program, It is written for.personnel
who are responsible for the maintenance of the
computer programs. It describes the computer
programs in a detailed, technical presentation to
assist the maintenance programmer in
functioning.

Test Plan (PT)

,The PT (Test Plan) is a tool for directing-the
ADS- testing and contains the orderly schedule
of events and list of materials necessary to effect
a comprehensive test of a complete ADS. Those
parts of the document directed toward the staff
personnel are presented in-nontechnical language
and those -parts of the document directed
toward the operations personnel are presented in
suitable terminology.

7.-17 .
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Test Analysis Report (RT)

-The RT (Test Analysis Report) describes the
status of the computer program system after test
completion and provides a presentation of
deficiencies for review by staff and management
personnel. Therefore, the document should be
prepared in non-technical language.

Implementation Procedures (IP)r
The IP Onfplem

too) for: directin

the
of

test site of

tation Procedures) is a
the installation or

ADS at locations other
r testing of the ADS has

been completed. It may also be used to direct
the implementation of major modifications or
enhancements of an ADS which has already
been installed. Those parts of the document
directed toward the staff personnel shall be

4 presented, in nontechnical language, and those
parts of the document directed toward the
operations personnel shall be presented in
suitable terminology.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

The process of -documentation is often
identified as a separate phase of project
development for accounting purpoi% This gives
the unfortunate impression that notllihg need be
done to write or prepare documents until the
last.stage's of a phase of project development. It
must be recognized by all personnel involved in
project development, particularly the project
manager, that documentation is a continuing
part of the developmental effort. Additions to
the draft documents should be made as
frequently as poisible to avoid the problem of
preparing the necessary documents after
programming has been completed: The
documentation standards for the Navy have
been arranged in a way that allows the
evolutionary creation of the necessary portions
of the supporting documents.

When it is anticipated that a document will
be formaliied for managerial review in the
future, the evolutionary information should be,
added- to the draft. The addition may takgothe
form of a working paper in a notebook,

developed in modular fashion as it becomes
knpwn.

DOCUMENT REDUNDANCY

A comparison of the types of documents
contained in the Documentation Standards will
show a certain amount of redundancy. This
redundancy is of two types. Introductory
material has been included in each type of
document to provide the reader with a frame of
reference for reading the rest of the document.
This information has been included because the
overall philosophy of these types of documents
is to .provide "stand-alone" documents with a
minimum . of need for cross-referencing;
however, cross-referencing is allowed. There is
also apparent redundancy in that most types of
documents specify that a, description of inputs
and outputs, a program summary, and the like,
be included. The actual 1"Tormation that should
be included for each of these items in the
various types of ,Aocurnents is different;
however, as the ju-fonnation is intended to be
read by differpft audiences, it must, therefore,
be prepared using the terminology that is suited
to- the appropriate audience. If, however, the
audiences are essentially the same,
cross-referencing is allowed.

ADS PROJECT LIFE
CYCLE

Projects evolve through many phases of
development between the time that an idea to
create an ADS occurs and the time. that a
program can produce the needed output. A
generalized development chart is shown in figure
7-10.'Most of the phases shown' are used on all
program_ development efforts regardless of the
size of the project. During project development,
one phase may, begin before the preceding phase
has ended with little or no formal management
review aneevaluation at. the beginningof each
phase.

Initiation

Prior to beginning development, certain life
cycle management planning actions must be
accomplished. During the initiation phase, a

7-18
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If

tr
INITIATION. DEVELOPMENT

.
EVALUATION OPERATION

.

INITIATION

P

DEFINITION

.s

DESIGN PROGRAMMING
INIEGRATION,TEST

INSTALLATION , MAINTENANCE

ii.

REVISED'
OPERATION

Figure 7-10.A typical ADS development life cycle.

project request for the desired product is
prepared. This project request may range from a
verbal request to official correspondence, and
specifies the objective or general capabilities
being requested. Also included may be
information on the point of contact for
additional data, desired milestone dates, security
classification, and environmental constraints. At
this time, initial identification; justification, affd
validation are accomplished. As this information
is generally specified in separate directives and is
often limited by legal constraints if the services
of a contractor are to be employed, no
specification of the contents of the project
request is included in these standards.

Development

During the development phase, which
includes the definition, `design, and programming
stages, the project request is analyzed to
determine alternative solutions and the best
solution is selected depending on cost factors,
timeliness of response, manpowIr availability,
and other factors. If further ADS development is
indicated, this solution is then designed,
programmed, debugged, and tested.

Definition

During' the definition stage, the proposed
solution must be determined and the managerial
techniques that will . be used during the
development must be planned. Included is a
decision on whether or not a contractor will be
used and, if so, for what stages (see DOD
instruction 4100.33). Also included might be a
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determination of the documentOtliat would be
prochiced during the ADS life cydle.

A Functional Description is normally the
only docurrienr produced during this stage. If
the situation calls for the development of a Data
Requirements, Document, it may also be
produced during this stage, but it is normally
completed after the functional description. A
document preparation chart is shown in figure
7 -11 fbr each phase of an ADS project life cycle.

Design

Following the definition stage, a design stage
may be necessary if the .project is relatively
complex or is of sufficient size. This allows the
creation of an intermediate milestone to ensure
that the development is properly directed.

If this stage is necessary, a
System /Subsystem Specification, Program
Specification, and (if necessary) a Bata Base
Specification may be produced.

Programming
I.

During the programming stage, a ,proposed
solution created in either the definition or.,
design stage is translated into computer
instructions, the ADS is tested, and any errors
are corrected.

During this stage the final documentation in
the form of a Users Manual, a Computer
Operation Manual, and a Program Maintenance
Manual may be prepared. The Test Plan and the
Implementation Procedures are also prepared in
anticipation of the evaluation phase.
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PHASE
STAGE

INITIATION

DEVELOPMENT

EVALUATION

'OPERATION

DEFINITION DESIGN

..

PROGRAMMING MAINTENANCE opREELIS, TEDON

PREPARATION PROJECT
REQUEST

FD

RD

SS PS

DS
UM OM MM PT

IP RT

USE

.

FD
RD

VP"

SS

PS 111.

DS

UM
i OM

MM
.
II

PT

IP
RT

...

FD - FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION SS - SYSTEAVSUSSYSTEM SPECIFICATION UFA USERS MANUAL PT - TEST PLAI4
RD - DAYA REOUIREMENTS DOCUMENT PS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION OM COMPUTER OPERATION MANUAL RT TEST ANALYSIS

OS - DATA BASE SPECIFICATION MM PROGRAM MAINTENANCE MANUAL REPORT
IP - IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

,

A

- . .

Figure 7-11.A typical ADS development life cycle related to document preparation and use.

Evaluation

When the ADS development has reached this
phase, the package of the completed programs
and the related object documents are thoroughly
reviewed to, ensure their completeness and
accuracy. -.During the evaluation phase, , the
computer program or system is run and reviewed
by the personnel who requested its development
in the project request to ensure that all
requirements have been met. The organization(s)
that will be iesponsible fa the operation and
maintenance of the program or system may also
be consulted and given an opportunity to ensure
that its , requirements h'ave been satisfied.
Additionally, an implementation /installation
date may be established.

The Test Analysis Report, if necessary, is
prepared during this pha§e.

?

Operation, -

When till organizations mentioned in the
preceding section are satisfied that their

4*
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i

requirements have been met, the ADS becomes
operational and is run as needed. Routine
maintenance to meet changing operational
requirements is performed and, to the extent
require some of the previous stages are
repeat This results in revisions to the ADS in
the revis d operation stage.

I

SUMMARY

no cumentatiori is an extremely important
facet of the data processing community. DP
technical managers -should ensure that all
gl.ocumentation developed under their
supervision is prepared in accordance with the
references kited in this chapter. Time and money
can be saved if proper documentation standards
are followed.

This chapter, appropriate appendixes, and
-referenced material should ebe reviewed by all
DP2s and above prior to taking advancement in
rate exams. -.,
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APPENDIX I

LIFE CYCLE PHASES AND POLICIES

A. MISSION ANALYSIS/PROJECT INITIATION
a

1. The purpose of this phase is to identify a mission element need (set
of functional requirements); validate that Aged; and recommend the
exploration of alternative functional concepts tiirsatisfy the need. This phase
is completed upon approval of the Mission Element Need Statement at
Milestone') at a preseribed,organizational level and issuance of authority to
explore and develop alternative concepts.

2. The foilpWing pblicies apply:

, a. e Mission Element Need Statement (MENS) shall be prepared
in accords with SECNAVINST 5231.1 (Series).

b. When feasible, mission needs shall be satisfied through the use of
existing DoD Component equip;ent and resources.

c. Information sporting requirements shall be justified and
approvedunder the provisions of DoD Directive-5000.19.

d: DoD Component or OSD- directed requirements for
star dization, integration, or interface with other automated information
syst s' shall be acconmodated. uch requirements wifl be explicitly
identified and documentet . .

e. Appropriate measures to specify and safeguard vital management
and operating information, and assure needed_ mobility., effectiveness,
survivability and continuity of operations in peace and war shall be
emphasized. This includes:

(1) Clearly identifying AIS wartime role, if any; and

(2) Designating, secure backup facilities, or making computers as
transportable and as survivable as the principal activi4s which they support.

AI-1
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B. CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

1. ,The purpose of this phase is to synthesize (or solicit) and evaluate
alternative methods to accomplish the 'function shown in the approved
MENS and -to recommend one (or more) feasible concepts for fuither
exploration. A determination is made whether several alternative concepts
should be demonstrated or that demonstration §hould be omitted._

ao If demonstration is decided to, be necessary, each functional
concept selected for demonstration shall be outlined to the point that the
function has been bounded and all risks stated. Competitive demonstrations
are intended to verify that the chosen concepts are sound, could perform in
an operational environment, and provide a basis for final selection of a .

concept.

b. During this phase, modeling and simulation of various concepts
may be 'necessary to establish feasible. functional baselines for further
exploration., This phase is completed upon issuance of approval at Milestone
1 at a prescribed organizational level to demonstrate alternative concepts or
to proceed directly to definition and design of an MS based on a selected
concept.

2. The following policies apply:
,on

.
a. A project manager shall be designated durin g. this phase for elch

anmajor MS and given authority to manage all aspects or the MS. A proj ct
manager may be reassigned during the Concept Development,
Definition/Desiglt System Development phases of a major AIS only with
the express approval of senior functional and ADP officials. This provision, is
intended to promote continuity, responsibility and accountability.

b. An MS to bl used by more than one DoD Component shall be
assigned to a DoD Comp nent designated as Executive Agent and chartered
by the Secretary of Defense.

-7-

c. Proposed constraints for the conduct of any demonstration and
validation ittivity will be specified for each alternative. The constraints will
establish tffE basis on which to continue or terminate the effort for each
alternative through completion of the demonstration.

d. The interface of ADP, telecommunications. and other supporting
elements shall, be recognized as an integral part of the AIS fromthe outset of
planning and analysis efforts. Technical systems concepts, requirements,
specifications and costs for communications assets shall be identified and
coordinated with appropriate communications organizations during this
phase and throughout the life cycle of each AIS in accordance with DoD
Directive 4603.1.

AI -2
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e. Preliminary requirements for the protection of information shall
.

be identified in this phase and refined during follow-on phases. Such
requirements shall be in accordance with DoD Directives 5400.0 and
5200.28 and OMB Circular A-71, Transmittal Memorandum No. 1.

f. Necessary contractor versus in-house analysis shall be prepared in
accordance with DoD Instruction 4100.33.

C. ;DEFINITION/DESIGN

1. The purpose of this phase is to define, fully the functional
requirements (system/subsystem specifications) and to design an operable
AIS. This phase is completed when ADP and telecommunications technical
adequacy has been validated and upon issuance of approval at Milestone II at
a presdribed,organizational level to develop fully the system.

2. The following policies apply:

a. Functional requirements and prtcesses to be automated shall be
documented. and validated by an appropriate senior functional policy official
before an MS design is commenced. As a minimum, the functional
documentation shall specify functional operational reqUirements and a
detailed description of the function to be supported by automation.

b. Specific objectives expressed in terms of performance measures
shall be established for each MS project, supported by initial feasibility
studies, and economic analyses prepared in accordance with DoD Instruction
7041.3 and refined in follow-on phases.

Va.

c. A new MS may be designed only after it has been determined
that an existing AIS, including One available from another DoD Component
or off-the-shelf front industry, cannot be used or economically modified to
satisfy validated functional requirements.

d. AIS'designs shall exploit proven technology.

e. Pach MS shall be constructed in a modular structure providing a
direct relationship bf each module to the mission/function supported, unless
another design technique is approved as more appropriate. As a goal, the
overaltAIS will be conceived and sized in a manner ,that will permit the
developnent.and evaluation of each module within 9 to 12 months after
detailed desi f the AIS has been pompleted. Such practices will
contribute to c visibility, reliability, maintainability, and reduce the risk
and cost assoc with evaluation and validation.

f. AIS design'shall include provisions that will facilitate appropriate
functiodal and technical audit of the AIS.
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, g. Requirements for specialized 'functional and technicil training
to operate an AIS; including associated time and costs, shall be identified in
this time period and updated during follow-on phases. Proper coordination
and adequate lead time for implementation shall be provided system users
and training organizations.

D. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

1. The purpose of this phase is`to 'develop, integrate, test and evaluate
the ADP system and the total AIS. This phase is completed upon apprOval of
the MS by appropriate functional officials' as satisfying the mission need;
and issuance of approval at Milestone III at 'an appropriate organizational
level to deploy and operate the approved AIS. . ,

2. The following policies apply:

a. Each AIS development shal e supported by documented plans.
The scope of ADP system life cycle management documentation shall be
appropriate to the resource investment contemplated and consistent with the
principles stated in this Directive and in DoD Instruction 7935.1 (Series).

b. Where an AIS must operate under both peacetime and wartime
conditions, the development shall provide for immediate readiness and
transition from one conditiOn to the other without need for retrofit or
redesign.

c. Modern software develOpment concepts such as top down design,
chief programmer teams, design walk-throughs and program libraries shall be
used wherever practicable.

d. The DoD standard high order programing languages are specified
in DoD Instruction 5000.31. The National Federal and/or DoD
specification& for these languages shall be used. The use of specific DoD
§tandard high order languages in AIS shall be based on the capabilities of the
language to meet the system requirements as follows:

(1) Nonstandard high order programing languages may be used
for classes of applications where, for technical reasons, the use of a DoD
standard high order programing language would .not be feasible. Such use
shall be approved by the DoD Component Senior ADP Policy Official and
information copy of the determination shall bessent to the ASD(C).

(2) Machine dependent assembly languages may be used when
the DoD standard high order programing lanRage does not have the
capability to accomplish required functions, and whefe it would not be cat
beneficial to have the capabilities added to the DoD standard high order
programing language compiler. Such use shall be approved by the DoD
Component Senior ADP Policy Official and an information copy of the
determination shall be sent to the ASD(C).

AI-4
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(3) Use of implementer defined features and vendor supplied
nonstandard extensions in high order programing languages compilers shall
be avoided.

e. A plan for continuity of operations shall be prepared for each
AIS in. accordance with DoD Directive 3020.26.

Any AIS, including those that will operate at-niultiple sites, shall
be fidd tested at one (or mote) representative operational sites, using actual
functioneitransaction data, and shall' be certified for adequacy by
appropriate authority covering functional and technical interests prior to
operation.

g. All components. of the MS tfunctional, ADP, and
telecommunications 'requirements) shall be managed as configured items.
The terms, tools and techniques contained in DoD Directive 501'0.19 and
those developed and approved by DoD Components shall be adopted or
adapted for such configuration management of an MS.

E. DEPLOYMENT AND OPERATION

I. The purpose of this phase is to (a) implement the approved
operational plan, including extension/installation at other sites; (b) continue
approved operations; (c) budget adequately; and (d) control all changes and
maintain/modify the AIS-lduring its remaining life .using well defined
configuration management procedures.

2. The following policies apply:

a. No MS shall be made operational, including an MS to be
extended beyond its initial operation test site, without ensuring that the
implementation plans, including training and resource availability, are
sufficient to support the schedule for operations.

b. Computers designated as transportable field units shall be field
tested periodically to assure that they can operate in field environments and
that adequate power supplies and transportation support are available.

c. Each operational AIS shall be reevaluated on a periodic basis to
assure that the MS continues to operate efficiently and to meet functional
requirements in a cost effective manner.

d. 'Prior to upgrading the ADPE of an AIS, the AIS shall, undergo i
performanu evaluation and opportunities for sharing shall be explored.

e. An MS which no longer serves a significant need shall be
expeditiously terminated. 9
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APPENDIX II to

4

4

SECTION 1, GENERAL

1.1 Purpose of the Users Manual. This paragraph shall describe the urposeof the UM (Users. Manual) in the following words, modifie when
, appropriate:

The objective of the Users Manual for (Project Name) (Project
Number) is to provide the user's non;ADP personnel with the
information necessary to effectively use tire system.

1.2 Project References. This paragraph shall provide a brief summary' of,
the references applicable to the history and development of the project. Thegeneral nature of the computer programs (tactical, inventory control,
war-gaming, management information, etc.rdeveloped shall be specified. A
brief description of the system shall include its purpose and uses. Also
indicated shall be the project sponsor and user as well as the operating
centef(s) that will, run the completed computer programs. At (least the
foftwing documents, when applicable, shall be specified by author or
source, reference number, title and security classification.

a. Project 'request.

b. Pviouslyublish documentation on the project.

c: Documentation concerning related projects.

d. Standards or reference documentation, such as:
#

( I) Documentation standards and specifications.

(2) Programming conventions.

(3) DoD or FAeral Atandards (data elements, plograping
languages, ete.5.

1.3 Terns and Abbreviations. This paragrah shall provide a list or include
in an a iendix any terms, definitions or acronyms.unique to,this document
and subject to interpretation by the user of the document. This list will not
include item 'names or data codes.

1.4 Security. This paragraph shall contain an overview and 4liscussion
the security considerations associated with the data of the systern.

.
1
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SECTION 2: SYSTEM SUMMARY

2.1 System Application. The uses of the ADS in supporting the activities-
of die user's staff shall be generally 'stated andhaplained. The description
shall include:

a. The purpose, reason, or rationale of the system. "a,

4

b. Capabilities and operating improvements provided by the system.

c. Additional 'features, ,characteristic, and advantages considered,
appropriate in furnishing a clear, general description of the system
and the benefits derived from it.

d. Functions performed by the system, such as preprocessing or
postpfocessing data input or output from a primary processor,;
maintenance of data files; display of subinarine, surface or aircraft,
etc.
4

2.2 System QterationoThis paragraph will show the relationships of the
functions perprined by the system with the organizations or stationsathat
are sources ednput to the system afid those that are recipients of output
from it. Included Shall be charts and a brief narrative description including
only the who, what, where, and why concerning the inputs and outputs
shown on the chart.

. .

C'd
,..7

2.3 System Configuration. A brief narrative description of the equiprrient
used bY the .system shall be given. It may include the type of comprerand
input,and output devices.

-i
-

,

.
.

I.

.

2.4 System Organization. The objective of this paragraph shall be to
present a general overview oY the organization of the system. The
presentatioikshall show, as appropriate, the logical parts of the system (such'
as subsysteffs and programs) end a brief description of their role in the
operation of the system. - _

. , .

2.5 Performance. This paragraph shall. present 4 tlrie,C description of the
overall performance capabilities of the system, inClUding holk it meets the
information requirements of the staff or how it supports associated
activities. Performante measures and information of interest are represented
by the following examples: .

0.
a. InidiutTypes, volumes, rate of inputs, accepted.

b. Outputtypes, volume, accuracy, rate of, outputs that the system
can produce.

2

7
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c. 'Response time-include qualifications, where necessary, that
affect response time in 'procesing operational reports, such as
listing a tape, compfling an object program, etc. Type and volume
of input and equipment configuration are examples of items that
may influence running time and, consequently, response time. t-

. .
d. Limitationsfor example, maximum size Per unit of input,

fopmat constraints, restrictions on what data files May be queried
and by what location, language constraints.

cf, ,

e. Error 'rate capabilities for detecting various 'legal ,d logical
errors and the means pro4ed fo error correction.

f. Processing timeshow typical processing times.

g. -FlexMltynote provisions alloCiiin extension of the usage of the
system.

h. Reliabilitynote system provisions that support, for example,
alternate processihg or a switch-over capability.

2.6 Data Base. The data files that are referencid, supported, or kept
current by the 'system shall be identified in furictional terms. The brief
description should include the type of data in the file and the usage made of
it. If the system does not have a,file query capability as described in Section
4, this paragraph will include a description of the data elements included in
dip data ,base. For each data element may'be listed information such as.the
folfowing:

a. Data element name

b. Synonymous naive

c. Definition

d. Format

Range of values

f. Unit of measurement,

o
g. Data item names, abbreviations and codes

When the information is piSished in a data element dictionary,
reference to an entry in the dictionary will be made rather'than ineluding an

0

3

t .
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extract from that dictionary. Any variations in either the inputs or, outputs
fm the format or data items that will be used on the data base of the ADS

t be specifically identified.
d "+4,

2.7 General Description of Inputs, PrOcessing, Outputs. This paragraph
shall present a general narrative description of the inputs, the flow of data
through the processing cycle,-and the resultant outputs'.

es

a. Inputs. In describing the inputs, consideration shall be given to the
following:

(1) Purpose Of inputexplain why the input is made to the
program system and note conditions or events requiring its
submission.

(2) Content of input ,describe .what the input contains in the way
of operational; control, or reference data.

,

(3) Associated inputsdcscribe any other inplits required by the
system in addition - direct,input.

(4) Origin of inputs identify the source or preparer of the input.
. .

(5) Date files- identify in general or functional ,terms theedata'
filevissociated with the input

(6) Security considerations. .

(7) Otherinclude addijional remarks of general inform aion.

A b. Processing. In this paragraph, the relationship of the input to the
output should be described with a general description of the flow of data
through the processing cycle.

c. Outputs. In 'describing the outputs, consideration should be given
to the following:

, . .

(1) Outputlist the outputs produced by- the program system
showing their relationship to the inputs.. .

(2) Purpose of output explain the reason for. e outpkt and
note conditions or events that require its gene tion 'Ty the -
sYstem. .,/..-':'

A

r
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(3) Gintent of outputdescribe in general terms the information
provided by the output.

1

.
(4). Associated outputsreference other system outputs that

complement the information in this output.

(5) Distribution of outputsnote the recipients in the organizatibn
who receive this Output.

ay

(6) Security cbnsiderations.

(7).0therdescribe additional items ofgeneral information.

4*

.

. t
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'SECTION 3. STAFF FUNCTIONS RELATED TO TECHNICAL
OPERATIONS

Section 3 of the Users,Manual shall provide the details necessary to'prepare,
staff inputs to the system. The logical arrangement of the information shall
enable the staff and functional personnel .to prepare required inputs. In
addition, thii section will exp4ain in detail the chaiicteristics and meaning of
the info ation the program system produces as outputs. If an exclusively
batch pro ssing system or an exclusively online system is being described,
the follow paragraphs should provide the necessary procedures for the
staff to util ze the system. If an online system with batch processing
capabilities is being described, this paragraph may reference the manual that
describes the terminal operations and the following paragraphsimay detail
the procedures to-be- followed fpr the batch processing runs, or both may be
presented herein. Optionally, the following information may be presented
with each capability.

3.1 Initiation Procedures. The procedures that must be follded to initiate
system operation will be detailed in this paragraph. Included may be
information such as sample job request forms, sample control card formats,
or 16g-on procedures to bemused for Online terminal operations. If these
procedures are standard or are detailed in another manual, that 'manual will
be referenced.

3.2 Staff -Input Requirements. The requirements to be observed in
, preparing entries to the, program system shall be delineated in this paragraph

for each differerit type or class of input. Typical considerations' are the
following:

a. Cause of inputnote what .operational conditions require the
submission of the input (e.g., catastrophe, normal status report,
need to enteparameters in a source program, need to update data,
tne desire to obtain particular data, the need to respond to a
particularbdisplay).

b. Time of inputspecify when the input must be prepared (e.g.,
periodically, randomly-as a function of an operational situation).

o
'

Origin of inputidentify4 the staff unit or station authorized, to
generate the input.

4. Medium,of inputnotethe medium used to enter the input (e.g
keyboard, punched.card; magnetic'or paper tape):

6

1
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e. Associated inputs referertaiany related inputs that are required
to be entered at th e time as this input.

Other ,no any other applicable information, such as other
recipients of the inputs; priority; Acurity handling; variations on
the basic input format using code or key indicators; limitations on
what files may be interrogated by a particular type of input.

3.2.1 Input Formats. The* layout form(s) used in the initial preparation of
program system inputs shall be illustrated and the information which may be
entered odythe various sections and lines explained. The_ explanation of--\
each entry provision shall be keyed to the sample form illustrated.

3.2.2 Composition Rules. This paragraph shall provide a description of the
language and theirammatical rules and conventions that must be observed in
order to prepare input that can be accepted by the prograth- "system. The
rules of syntax sage of punctuation; etc. will be explained. Items for
consideration milinclude the following:

f.

a. Input lengthe.g., 100 characters maximum.
5

b. Line length e.g.. 30 characters maximum.
if

c. Formate.g., all input items' must be leftjustified.

d. Labelingi.e., usage of tags'or identifier to denote major data sets
to the system. _

9

. Ilk
c

e. Sequencingi.e., the order aild placement of items inie input.
004--

f. Punctuation* -i.e., spacing and use of symbols (virgule, asterisk,
character combinations, etc.) to denote start and'end 09 input, of
lines, of data grciups, etc.

4t)g. Combinationi.e., rules forbidding use of particular r ikr
parameter sets in an input.

1,17
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3.2.3 Iput Vocabulary. This paragraph .shall explain' the legal character
combinations or codes that must be used to identify or compose input
items.' Included may be codes for submission or operational status,
inventory items, statements or- operations.

3.2.4 Sample Inputs. Each class or type of input acceptable by the system
shall be illustrated. An introduction will be given as to what the sample
represents. A complete explanation shall follow, describing the significance
of the subsections of the sample, input. Included in the explanation may be
information on the following types of inputs:.'

a. Headercontaining entries' hat denote tpe input class or type,
date /tine, origin, instruction codes to the iystem, etc.

b. Textcontaining the subsections of the input representing data
for operational files, request parameters for an information
retrieval progran,,etc.

c. Trailercontaining control data denotiog the entf input and
any additional control data.

d. Omissionsindicating thpse classes or types of input that may be
omitted, at the option of the composer or because -qf particular
circumstances concerning the input.

e. Repeatsindicating those subsections of 'the input tlift may be
repeated °up to a specified maximum number of entries, i required.

a

p

.1 An appendix may be provided containing an alphabetical listing of item codes that can
N be entered into an itput to the system or that can appear on an output from_the system,

and an alphabetical listing of Nnctional or genetic categories, e.g., matdliel control,
weather, chip type. Each of these basic categories will Contain an alphabetic) listing of
associated data items' and their code representation. If extensive lists of codes have
prlously been promulgated in final fpnn, those lists shall be referenced.

.. t
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3.3 Output Requirements. The requirements, relevant to each class or type
of output shall be described. Representative information that may be
included for each class of output is:

a. Purpose;thel reasons why the output is generated e.g., the desire
,to obtain particular data, due to the existence of an "exception"
situation, to identify different operating units at different ranges./

b. Time whether the output is randomly or periodically produced.
If produced periodically, the period must be specified:

c. Options arty modifications o;, variations of the basic output that
'are available.

d. Mediaphysical form of the output, such as printout, CRT, tape,
cards.

e. Location where the output is required to appear, such as -in the --
computer area or remotely at a= particular physical area or station.

f. Otherany additional requirements for this output, such as
.priority, security handling, associated outputs that complement the
information inethis output.

1
.

43.3.1 Output Formats. The layout in which .each class .or type of system
output is presen4ed shall be explained in detail. Explanations shall beikeyed
to particular p0 of the format illu ted. Appropriate information that
may be provided includes the following.

, .

a. Hiaderthe title, identification, time, ,number of output parts,
and similar basic control data that maybe contained in the header
or control segment of the otltput shall be described.

b. Bodythe information that may appear in the body or text of the
output must be explained. Described shall be the, significance of
fixed data, such as columnar headings-in tabular display types of
output. The Pitict fnce of subsets or sections in theoutisdt,format
(e.g., part A, dart B) should .be noted. Iii card /tape 'output, the
position or column locations allocated to specific -output
information should be described.

9
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c. Trailerthe control . or reference information that may be
appended to the body of information presented shall be discussed.

Additional characteristics concerning the make-up of outputs may
include information such as the meanings of special symbols, etc.

`3.3.2 Sample Outputs. Illustrationi of the output obtainable from the
system shall be given foVeich different class or type. The function or
putpose of the output shall be explained. A detailed description including
inforniation such as the following may be provided:

a. Definitionthe meaning and use of.Aach information vari ble fOr
the reader or user.

b. Sourceitem extracted from a specific input, from a data, base
file, calculated by system, etc.

c. Characteristicsconcerning omissibility of the item under certain
conditions of the output generation, range of lialues, unit of

measure.

3.3.3 Output Vocabulary. Any codes or abbreviations that iappear in the
output in .% form different from those usedson the input described in
paragraph 3.2.3 shall be described in this-paragraph.

3.4 Utilization of System Outputs. An explanation shall be given of the use
of the output by the operational area or. activity which receives it. For'
example, a ,summitry report of POL (petroleum, oil,' and lubricant) stocks
may be received by a materiel control activity and, depending on the
information in the repot; action might be required to initiate -the purchase
or transfer of 'stocks to a particula location; the appearance of a blinking
symbol on a CRT may require keyboaitd entries by several stations; etc.

r , .

3:5 Recovery and Error Correction Procedures. A list of the error codes
generated by the applioation program and the corrective actions to be taken
by the user to correct the condition shall be included within this paragraph.
Also included in this paragraph shall be the prodedures to be followed by the
user to ensurethat any recovery and restart capabilities cah be utilized,

v. \

10 -
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.SECTIQN 4, FILE QUERY PROCEDURES

This' section shall be prepared for those ADSs with a file query retrieval
capability. The inst?qctions necessary for recognition, preparation, and
processing of a query applicable to the data base shall be cited in detail. The
descriptive techniques illustrated in paragraphs 4-.1, 4.2, and 4.3 shall be
utilized as applicable.

4.1 System' Query Capabilities. This' iaragraph shall illustrate in tabular
form the preprogrammed query capabilities provided by the system with, a
cross-reference to a query card format or query statement. An example is
.shown in Figure 4-01.

4.2 Data Base Format. This paragraph shall illustrate the data base format
and content. An example is shown in Figure 4-02. If applicab16, the format
shall' show .both the data which are not subject to queries and the data
which, even though not specifically reqwsted, are extracted for some
queries. For each data element may be listed information such as the
following:

a. Datelement name

b. Synonymous name

c. 'Definition

d. Format

e. Range of values

f. Unit of measurement

..g. Data item nariies, abbreviations and codes

When the information is published in a I to element dictionary,.
reference to an entry in the dictithiary Will be ma's, der than including an
extract from that dictionary. Any variations in either IheInputs or outputs
from the" format or dptia, items that are "used on the data base must be
specifically ideritilled. .40.1!

4.3 Query. rreparatio . 441:sn7 ns , au: provided- for the preparation
- .., . 4. . trio 3% ... ,

of any necessary tiueij title, gewigf,Pvcit parameter input. -Tire details of
each specific data base and system

s necessary in the form of positive
'retrieval -capability is part of a support

query input'preparation in ,t
retrieval capability shall be re
instructions. In cases when th
program system- -and query inputlformats are not needed; the specific query
statement reqUired 'shall be listed. Figure 4-04 shows a specific query

.

1.1
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QUERY Ort QUERY CARD FORMAT
, - , I

Numbers of employees within an organization A
Number of employees in a specific pay grade '' . 13
Total gross pay for employees wj.thin.an organization . C

State tax year to date for a specific state ,, -.
1. D

FICA tax year' to date for a specific employee , E.
Total deductions for a specific employee F
Net pay for a specific employee - G

°

FIGURE 441. Example of Preprogrammed Query Capability ,

1

12
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FIGURE 442. Example opata Record Format
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Alpha-numeric
SOC-SEC-NO 37-45 Alpha-numeric
NAME 46-65 , Alpha-numeric
PAY-GRADE _

;
66-.69 Alpha-numeric

GROSS-PAY 70- Signed-numeric
GROSS-PAY,-YTD 76-89 Signed-numetic
FED-TAX `84-89 N Steed- numeric
FED-TAX-YTD 90-97 Signidlnumeric

,FICA . 98-103 Signed-numeric
,FICA-YTD 104-111 Sigtpd-numeric
STATE-TAX 112-117 Signed-numeric
STATE-TAX-YTD .., 118-125 SignredInumeric
STATE ;TAX -CODE 126-127 Alpha-mitneric
ALLOTMENTS .128-133 .. Signed-numeric
NET-PAY \...... 164-139 Signed-numeric

FIGURE 442. Example opata Record Format

N
7,
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9

FORMAT OF QUERY CARD A (NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES WITHIN
AN ORGANIZATION)

QUERY I'T'EM TITLE

Query Designator
File Number
Query Number
Security Classification
Query. Card Format Code
Organization

BEGIN IN
CHAR. POS.

1-
2
4'

10
12
14

CONTENT/COMMENTS

Q Constant
01 Constant
01 First Query
U Unclassified
A

Insert ORG-ID Code as
requested, by query.
Refer to data format
for applicable code.

FIGURE 443. Example of Query Card Forinat

INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM.

Request 'No. of employees within an organization
(Office of Secretary of Defense)

Qum StatementIF ORG-ID EQ OSD LIST NO OF
EMPLOYEES

FIGURE 4-04. Example of Query Statement

1
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statement. The formats provided will be u,sed by control persOnnel to
transcribe queries into the technical phrasing of the retrieval system.

4.4 Con)tol Instructions. Instruct," shall be provided for the control of
the attuencing of runs and of the pro necessary to extract the response
to the query' request from the data b These instructions shall include the
requirements fOr, and the preparation of, control cards Which may be
required by the system or_ application- programs. 1f extensive information
concerning control card -preparation is contained in support system
documentation; this documentation may be referenced.

15
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SECTION 5. TERMINAL DATA DISPLAY AND,. RETRIEVAL
PROCEDURES

5.1 Available Capabilities. The data display and retrieval capabilities
available through terminal operations will be stated and explained in gene
terms. te

5.2 Data Base Content. This 'paragraph will discuss the content d if
applicable, the format of the data base used by the system with emp asis on
the relationships amongthe data that can be displayed or retrieved.

5.3 Access Procedures. Presented in this patagraph will be the sequence of
steps required to access the data base. Included will be such information as
the name of the system or subsystem being called and other control
information.

5.4 Display and Retrieval Procedures. Paragraphs 5.4.1 through 5.4.n will
describe the step-by-step procedures necessary to, produce the various
displays and retrievals that are available through the use of a terminal. For
each procedure information such as the name of the operation, input
formats, and sample responses may be included.

5.5 Recovery and Error Correction ftocedurei.' Error codes and messages
should be provided indicating their meanings and any corrective actions that
should be taken.

5.6 Termination. Procedures. This paragraph will present,the sequence of
steps necessary to terminate the display or retrieval operation.

16,
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SECTION 6. TERMINAL DATA UPDATE PROCEDUOES

6.1 Frequency. This paragraph will docribe e frequency of data updates
from terminals. Information such as the events that caused the update may

'be included.

6.2 Restrictions. This paragraph shall describe any restrictions on updating
the dafa base: Included may be such factcirs as:

iv a. The offices or personnel authorized to update.

b. Time 'periods when such updating is allowed-.

c. Information for-ensuring that only authorized updates are allowed.

6.3 Sources. Included in this paragraph will be a list of the sources used to
obtain the data that Will make up each update.

6.4 Access Procedures. Pre*nted in this parakaph will be the sequence of
steps required-to access the d ta base:Included will be such information as
!the name of the system or bsystem being called and other control
information.

6.5 Update Procedures. Paragrap 6.*571 through 6.5.n will provide
information to enablg an authorized u r to update data in the systern data
base using a terminalIAPor each type of date procedure information such
as the name of the operation, input forma and sample responses may be
included.

6.6 Recovery and Error Correction Procedures. Error codes,and messages
should be provided indicating their meanings and y corrective actions that
should be taken. Any user initiated recovery proc dures and validity checks
should also be included in narrative 'form.

41
6.7 termjnation Procedures. This paragraph shall present the step-by-step
sequence oT actions necessary to terminate the update.

17
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SECTION 2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

2.1System Application. A brief description of the system including its
purpose and uses shall be provided.

2.2 System Organization. This paragraph shall describe the operation of
the syslem by use of a chart showing The data prodesSing operations,
including how- die different operations are interrelated. If sets of runs are

grouped by time periods or cycles, then each set pf integrated operations
required on a daily, weekly, etc. basis will be presented. If runs may be
gyouptd logically .by organizational level, .the groups of runs. that can be
performed by each organizational level such as headquarters processing, field
activity processing, etc., shall be presented.

2:3 Program Inventory. This paragraph shall provide an inventory, of the
various programs. This listing shall include the program full name, progra
ID, as well as security considerations of the programs and identification '0'
those programs necessary to continue or resume operation of the ADS i
case of an emergency.

2.4 File Inventory. This-paragraph shall list allpermanent files that .re
referenced, created, or updated by the system. This listing shall incl de
information such as the file name, file ID, storage medium and fequi ed
storage (number of tapes or disks) as well as security, considerations. ,he ,
listing shall also identify those files necessary to continue or res me
operation of the ADS in case of an emergency.

2.5 Processing Overview.: This paragraph will piovide information wh ch is
applicable to the processing of the system. Separate paragraphs may b. used
as needed to cover system restrictiOns, waivers ofoperational sfani ards,
information oriented toward specific support areas (e.g., library, EAM
support) or other processing requirements such as the following:

a. Interface with other systems.

b. Other pertinent system-related inforMation.

2.6 Security. This paragraph shall contain an overview and dis ussion of
the security considerations associated with the data of the system.

2
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SECTION 3. DESCRIPTION OF RUNS*

Section 3 of 'the Computer Operation Manual shall provide a description of
'the runs for operations and scheduling personnel to allow accurate and
'efficient scheduling of operations, assignment of equipment, the
manageinent of input and output data, and restart/recovery procedures. In
online systems-some-information about system operational control will be
related to the capabilities of the operating system and other information will
need to_be _presented in a manner more directly useful to operators of online
terminals. Much of the necessary. information should be included in figures

rwith additional information that is specificalli, oriented to the hardware and
software set being used.

3.1 * Run Inventory. This'paragraph shall provide alist of the various runs
(i.e.,. programs,-jobs) that may be made by the system and include a brief
summary of the purpose of the run. This list should relate to the runs that
are included in the remainder of this section and should show the programs
that are executed during the run..

3.2 Phasing. This paragraph' shall provide a schedule of acceptable phasing
of the program system into.a logical series of operations. A system run may
be phased 'fo permit manual or semiautomatic checking of intermediate_
results, to provide the user with intermediate results for other purposes, or

.11) perthit a logical break if higher priority jobs are submitted. An example of
the minimum division for Most systems would be edit, file update, and
report 'preparation.

3.3 Run Description (Identify). Paragraph 3.3 through 3.n will provide the
detailed information needed to execute runs of the sytem. The information
provided will be organized in a manner most useful to the operating centers
and operations personnel that will perform the rum. ' ,

3.3.4 Control Inputs. This paragraph shall provide a listing of the =stream
of job control statements needed to initiate the, run.

3.3.2 Management Information. This paragraph shall present the information
needed to manage the run including, for example, the following infornittion:. -,..,--- ,,--

a.
1

Run identification.
o

b. Peripheral and resouce requirements.

c. Security considerations.

3
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4
d. Method of initiation, such as on request:as a result of another run,

at a predetermined time,etc.

e. Estimated run time. '

f. Required.tuinaround time.

g. Messages and responses.

.h. Procedures for taking check points.

i. Waivbrs 'from operational standards.

j. Contacts for problems experienced with the run.

3c3.3 Input-Output Files. This paragraph shall list information about the files
that serve as input to or that areicreated or updated by the run.Included foi
each fye should be information such as the following:

a. File name.

b. Security and privacy.

c: Recording medium.

Retention schedule..

e. Disposition of file.

3.3.4 Output Reports. This paragraph shall list informatiOn about the reports
that are produced during the .run. Included for each report should 'be
informationsuch as the following:

a: Report identification.,

'b. Security and privacy.

c. hardcopy, tape).

d. Volume of report.

e. Number of copies.

f Distribution of copies.

3.3.5 Reproduced Output Reports. This paragraph shall provide information
about those computer generated reports that are subsequently reproduced
by other means. Included for-each, report shall be information such as the
following:.

4
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a. Report identification.

b. Security, and privacy.

c. Reproduction technique.

d. paper side.

e. Binding method.

f. Nuntber of copies.

c

4

g. Distribution oT copies.
1

3.3.6 Restart/Rec ery Procedures. this paragraph'shall Provide infbrmation
to the operations ter personndl concerning restart/of a system failure.-

3.4 Run Description (Identify).' aragraph 3.4 will present information
about the second run in a manner similar to that used in paragraph 3.3.

5
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SECTION 1.:GEIIERAL DESCRIPTION

1.1 ,Purpose of the Program Maintenance Manual. This paragraph shall
describe the,,purpose of the MM (Program M4intenance Manual). in the
following words or appropriate modifications thereto:

The objective for writing this Program Maintenance manual for
"(Project Name) (Project Number) Is toProvide the maintenance

programmer personnel with tile information necessary to effectively
maintain the systeth.

.

1.2 Project References. This paragraph 'shall provide a brief stpmary of
the references applic.able to the history and develomoment 9f tlaProject. The
general nature of the systein (tactical, invent5r. control, `war-gaming,
management information, etc.) developed sliall. be specified. A brief
description of this Otem shall include its purpose, and,uses, Also indicated
shall be the project sponsor and user as well as the operating center(s) that
will tun the completed computer programs.' At least the ,following
docuThents, when applicable shall he specified by author or source,
reference number, title and security classification:

'4*-N -\a. Users Manual.

( b. Computer Operation Manual,

c. Other pertinent documentation on the project.
.

1.3 Terms and Abbreviations. This paragraph shall provide a lister include
sa.'in an appendix any terms, definitions or acronyms unique to this document
,- and subject to interpiftation by-the user of the document. Thislist will not

include item names or data cods..

1
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SECTION 2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1. System Application. The purpose of the system and the functions it
performs shall be explained. A particular application system, for example,
might serve to control mission activities by accepting specific inpu'1s (status
reports, emergency conditions), extracting Items of data, and deriving'other
items of data in order to produce both information about a spicific mission
and information for summary reports. These functions shall be related.to
paragraphs 3.1, Specific Performance Requirements, 'and 4.2, System
Functions, Of the FD (Functional Description).

2.2 Security. This paragraph shill contain an overview and discussion of. the security considerations associated with the data of the system.;

-2.3 General Description. This paragraph will provide a comprehensive
of the system, subsystem, jobs, etc. in terms of their overall

functioa description will be accompanied by a chart showing the
interrelationships of the major components of the system.

2.4 Program Description, The purpose of this paragraph is to supply details
and characteristics of each program and subroutine' that would be of value to
a maintenanceprogrammer in understanding the program and its relationship
to other programs. (Special maintenance programs related to the- specific
system being documented will be discussed under paragraph 4.4, Special
Maintenance Procedures.) This paragilph will initially contain a list of all
pro'grams to be discussed, followed by a narrative description of each
program and its respective subroutines under separate paragraphs starting

44, with 2.4.1 through 2.4.n. For each major item listed below include any
applicable information on security considerations. Information to be
included in the narrative description is represented by the following items:

a. Identificationprogram title or tag, including a designation of the
version number of the program.

'b. Functionsdescription of program functions and the method
used in the program to accomplish the function.

.,
c. Input - =description of the. input. Description used here must

include all information pertinent to maintenance programming
including:

( I) Data records used bSelhe program during operation.

(2) Input data type and location(s) used by the prdgram when its
operatiohjngins.

2
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(3) Entry qiiirements concerning the/initiation of the (program.

d. Processingdescription of the processin performed by the
prograni,Including:

,

. (1) Major operationsmajor operations of the program will be
described. The d.escription.may reference chart(s) which may
be -included in an appendix. This chart wifi. show the geniral
logical flow,Of operations, such -as read an input; access a data
record, major decision, and print ah output which would be
represented by segments -or subprograms within the programe'
Reference maybe made to included charts that presenteach

' major operation in more detail.
-? .

'(2) Major, branching conditions providedin the program. .

(3) Restrictions that have been designed into the system with
Aspect to the operation 'of this program, otany limitations on/
the use of the program.

4

(4) Exit requirements conceming termination of the operation of
the program.

(5) Communications or linkage. to the next logical prOgram
(operational, control).

(6) OUtput data type and' location(s) produced by the program for
use by related. processing segments of the system.

(7) StorageSpecify the amount and type of storage required to
use the program and the broad parameters of the storage

2 locations needed. , .

. .

e, Outputdescription of the outputs produced by the program.
While this description 'may reference output described in the Users
Manual, any intermediate, output, working files, etc., should be
described for. th.. benefit of the maintencp programmer.

f. Interface's description of the interfaces to and from this program.

g. Tablesithd ItemsprOvide details and characteristiOs of the tables -
and items within each program. Items not part of a table must be

a

. 3
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a

listed separately. Items contained within a table may be referenced
from the table descriptions. If the data description of the program
provides sufficient information, the program listing may be
referenced to provide some of the necessary information. At vast

:the following will be included for.eachlable:

(1) Table tag, label or symbolic name.

(2) Full' nape and putpo se of the table.

(3) Other programs that use this table.

(4) LOgical, divisions within' the table' (internal table . blocks or
partsnot entries). .

.. (5) "Basic table structure (fixed pr variable length, fixed or variable
entry structure).

(6) Table layout, (a graphic Presentation should be used). Included
in supporting.description should ,be table control information,
details of the structure of each type of entry, unique or

. signif,icanf charneteristics, of the use of the. 'table, and
information about the names' locations'ations of items within the
table.

(7) Itemthe term "item"'refers- to a specific category. of detailed
information. that is coded for direct and immediate
manipulation by a program. Used in this sense, the definition
of an item is machineand program-oriented rather than

. operationally oriented. Of primary' importance is an
explanation of the use of each item. At least the following will
be included for each item:

(a) Item tag or label and full name.

(b) Purpose of the item.

(c) Item coding, depending upon the item type, such as
integer, symbolic,.status, etc.

h. Unique Run Featureidescription of any unique features of the
running of this program that are not included in the Computer
Operation Manual.

'
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V.

SECTION 3. ENVIRONMENT

3.1 Equipment Environment. This paragraph shall discuss the equipment
configuration and its general characteristics as they apply to the system.

3.2 Support Software. This paragraph shall list the various support
software used by the system and identify the version or release number
under which the system was developed.

3.3 Data Base. Information in this paragraph shall include a complete
description of the nature and content of each data base used by the system .
including security considerations.

3.3.1 Genetal Characteristics. Provide a general descriptiori of the
characteristics of the data base, including:

a. Identificationname and mnemonic reference. List the programs
utilizing the data base.

b. Data Permanencynote whether the database contains static data
that a program can reference, but may not change, or dynamic data
that can be changed-or updated during system operation. Indicate
whether the change is periodic or random as a function of input
data.

c. Storagespecify the storage media for the data base (e.g., tape,
disk, internal storage) and the amount of storage required.

d. Restrictionsexplain anyThmitations on the -use of this data base
by the program in the system.

3.3.2 Organization and Detailed Description. This paragraph will serve to
define the internal structure of the data base. A layout will be shown and its
composition, such as records and tables, will be explained. If available,
computer-generated or other listings of this detailed information may be

,referenced or included, herein. The following items indicate the type of
information desired:

a. Layoutshow the structure of 'the data base including records and
items.

b. Sectionsnote whethet.tke physical record is a ,logical record or
one of several that constitute a logical record. Identify. the record
parts, such as header or control segments and the body of the
record. V

I
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c. Fields identify each field in the record structure and, if neces-
sary, explain its purpose. Include for each field the following,

A,. items: I
N / .

(1) ,Tags/labelsindicate the tag or label assigned to reference each
field.

,
6

(2) Sizelildicath the length and number of bits/characters that

0

mdke up each data field.

(3) Range indicate the range of acceptable value for the field
entry. .

't

d. Expansionnote provisions, if any, for adding additional data
fields to the record.

/
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SECTION 4. PROGRAM 'MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

Section 4 of the anual shall provide information on the specific procedures
necessary for the rogfammer to maintain the programs that make up the
system.

4.1 Conventions. This paragraph will explain all rules, schemes, and
conventions that have begn used within the system. Information of this
nature 'could include the following items:

a. Design of mnemonic identifiers and their application to the tagging
or labeling of programs, subroutines, records, data fields, storage
areas, etc. ,

b. Procedures and standards for charts, liitings, serialitation of cards,
abbreviations used in statements and remarks, and symbols
appearing in charts and listings.

c. The appropriate standards, fully identified; may be referenced in
lieu of a detailed outline of conventions.

d. Standard data dements and related features.

.4.2 Verification Procedures. This paragraph will include those
requirements and procedures necessary to check the performance of a
prograth sectionfollowing its modification. Included ay also be procedures
for periodic verification of the program.

4.3 Error Conditions. A description of error conditonOio reviously
docpmented, may also be included. This description shad ude' an
explanation of the source of the error and recommended metho to effect

4.4 Special Maintenance Procedures. This paragraph shall contai an
speci. rocedures required which have not been delineated elsewhere in this
section. pecific information that may be appropriate for presentation
would incl e:

4
a. Requ ements, procedures, and Verification which may be

necessa to maintain the system input-output components, such
as the dat base.

b. Requirements,
perform a Libra

rocedures, and verification methods necessary to
Maintenance System run.

4.5 Special Maintenance ams. This paragraph shall contain an
inventory and description of an ecial programs (such, as file restoration,

7
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purging history files) used to maintain the system. These programs should bedescribed in the same manner as those described in the paragraphs 23 and
2.4 of the MM.

a. -Input-Output Requirements. Included in this paragraph shall be the
requirements concerning the equipment and materials needed to support the
necessary maintenance tasks. Materials may, for example, include card decks
for loading a maintenance program and the inputs which represent the
changes to be ,made. When a support system is being used, this paragraph
should reference the appropriate manual.

b. ProCedures. The procedures, presented in a step-by-step manner,
shall detail the method of preparing the inputs, such as structuring and
sequencing of inputs. The operations or steps to be followed in setting up,
runninj, and terminating the maintenance task on the equipment shall be
given.

4.6 Listings. This paragraph will contain or provide a reference to thelocation of the program listing. Comments appropriate to particular
instruetions shall be made if necessary to understand and follow the listing.

8
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NAVEDTRA 10265-D

Prepared by the Naval Education and Trainihg Program Development
Center, Pensacola, Florida

Your NRCC contains a set of assignments and
perforated answer sheets. The Rate Training Man-
,ual, Data Processing Technician 1 & C
NAVEDTRA 10265-D , is your textbook for the
NRCC. If an errata sheet comes with the NRCC,
make all indicated changes or corrections. Do not
,change or correct the textbook or.assignments in,
any other way.

HOW TO COMPLETE.T.HIS COURSE
SUCCESSFULLY

Study the textbook pages given at the begin-
ning of each assignment before trying to answer
the items. Pay attention to tables and illustra-
tions as they contain a lot of 4n4ormation.
Making your own drawings clan help you understand

the subject matter. Also, read the learning ob-
jectives that precede the sets of items. The
learning objectives and items are based on the
subject matter or study material in the textbook.
The objectives tell you what you should be able
to do by studying assigned textual material and
answering the items.

At this point you should be ready to answer
tto items in the assignment. Read each item care-
fully. Select ti'e BEST ANSWER for each item,
consulting yoyr textbook when necessary. Be sure
to select the BEST ANSWER from the subject-matter
in the textbook. You may discuss difficult points
in the course with others. However, the answer
you select must be your own. Remove a perforated
answer sheet from the back of this text, write
in the proper assignment number, and enter your

. answer for each item.

YoUOKNRCC will be administered by your cam»!
mand or, in the case of small commandstc, the .1
Naval Education and Training Program De loOhept
Center. No matter who administers yOur ouse---
you can complete it successfully by earning a 3.2
for each assignment. The unit breakdown of the
course, if any, is shown later under Naval
Reserve -Retirement Credit.

WHEN YOUR COURSE IS ADMINISTERED
BY LOCAL COMMAND

As soon as ydw_have finished an assignment,
submit the completed answer sheet to the officer

designated to grade it. The graded answer sheet
will not be returned to you.

If you are completing this NRCC to become
eligible to take the fleetwide advancement exam-
ination, follow a schedule that will enable you

.to complete all assignments in time. Your 'sched-
ule should call for the completion of at least

.

one assignment per month.

Although you complete the course success-
fully, the Naval Education and Training Program

pevelopment Center will not issue you a letter
bf satisfactory completion. Yourpcumand will.
make an entry in your service relPrd, giving You
credit for your work.

WHEN YOUR COURSE IS ADMINISTERED
BY THE NAVAL EDUCATION
AND TRAINING PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT CENTER

After finishing an assignment, go on to the
next. Retain each completed answer sheet until
you finish all the assignments in a unit (or in
the course if it is not divided into units).
Using the envelopes provided, mail your com-
pleted answer sheets to the Naval Education and
Training Program Developffiblit Center where they
will be graded and the score recorded. Make sure
all blanks at the top of each answer sheet are
filled in. Unless you furnish all the informa-
tion required, it will be impossible to give you
credit for your work. The graded answer, sheets
will not be returned:

The Naval Education and Training Program
Development Center will issue a letter of satis-
factory completion to certify successful comple-
tion of the course (or a creditable unit of the
couese). To receive a course-completion letter',
follow the directions given on the course-comr.
pletion form in the back of this NRCC.

. You may keep the textbook and assignmehts

for this course. Return them only in the event
you disenroll.from the course or oth &wise fail
to complete the course. Directions for returning
the textbopk and assignments are given on the
book- retu'n form in the back of this NRCC.
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PREPARING FOR YOUR ADVANCEMENT
EXAMINATION

of

Your examination for advancement Is based
on the Occupational'Standards for your rating as
found in the MANUAL OF NAVY ENLISTED MANPOWER
AND PERSONNEL

ona

CS. ' I ell1. 14 :71rj: ese cupa
Standards define the minimum tasks requ red of
your rating. The sources of questiont i your
advancement examination are listed In e BIBLI-
OGRAPHY FOR ADVANCEMENT STVDY (NAVEDTRA 0052).

For your convetience, the Occupational S andards
and the tourcet of questions for your rating are
combined In 8 single pamphlet for the se ies of
examinations for each year. These OCCUPAT
STANDARDSANOLLI1412/441227ETS ca lea
Sheets), are ava our ESO. Sin e your
.textbook and NRCC are among the sources li ted
in the bibliography, be sure to study both as

you take the .course. The qualifications f your

rating may,have changed since your course and
textbook were printed, so refer to the latest
edition of the Bib,Sheets. .

NAVAL RESERVE RETIREMENT CREDIT

The course is evaluated at 12 Naval 'Reserve
4 retirement points, Which will be cred4ted upon

satisfactory completion of the entire course.
These points are creditable to personnel eligi-

A ble to receive them under current directives
governing the retirement of Naval Reserve
Personnel. Credit cannot be given again for
this course ifthe student has previously
received credit for completing another Data
Processing Technician 1 & C course.

r

COURSE OBJECTIVE ,

In completing this NRGC, you will demon-
strate a knowledge of the subject matter by
correctly answering questions on the following:

.principles of good supervision; responsibili-
' ties of the data processing manager;

guidelines used in establishing service,
management, and operational objectives

instituting a Computer Performance Management
program; the management of ADP resources;
personnel acquisition; delineating personnel
responsibilities;.requesting changes to man-
power authorizations

conducting a physical security audit of an ADP
facility; requirements of the Privacy Act of
1974 in handling personnel data,

personnel skills required for billet structure
allowance; characteristics of ADP installa-
tions in the Navy; risk analysis procedures;
security measures

methods of fire safety, detection, and extin-
guishment; electric power utility problems;
developing and implementing` contingency
plans

Steps ina systems analysis procedure; ADP
terms; problems and objectives in systems
analyses; phases in a systems analysis

conducting personnel interviews; assembling'
information for decision making; data

management systems and data base management
systems

creating, managing, and manipulating data base
software tools; functions of software tools

' utilized in a DBMS; command structure's
associated with the WWMCCS operations
community

operations ofthe General Comprehensive Operat-
ing Supervisor in the WWMCCS Honeywell
Computer; hardware characteristics of the
WWMCCS Honeywell Computer; remote input/
output operations of the WWMCCS Honeywell
Computer

documentation as related to ADP iji the Navy and
SECNAVINST 5233.1 (Series);,c ponents of
each documentation manual; c aracteristics
of each document type and Malan; aspects
of project development

While working tin this correspondence

Courses you may refer freely to the text.
You may seek advice and instruction from
others Ob problems arising in the course,
but the solutions submitted must be the
result of your ownWork and decisions.
You are prohibited from referring to or
copying the.solutions pf others, or giving
completed solutions to anyone else taking
the same course.
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Naval courses may include a variety of questions -- multiple-choice, true-false, matching, etc.
The questions are not grouped by type; regardless of type, they are presented in the same general
sequence as the textbook material upon which they are eased. This presentatiob is designed to pre-
serve continuity of thought, permitting step-by-step development of ideas. Some courses use many
types of questions, others only a few. The student can readily identify the tiype of each question
(and the action required) through inspection of the samples 'given below.

I

MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Each question contains several alternatives, one of which provides the best answer to the
question. Select the best alternative, and blacken the appropriate box on the answer sheet.

SAMPLE

s-1. The first per, on to be appointed Secretary

of Defense under the National Security Act
of 1947 was
1. George Marshall
2.: James Forrestal
3. Chester Nimitz
4. William Halsey

sit

Indicate in this way on the answer sheet:

s-1

1 2 3 4

r
TRUE-FALSE QUESTIONS

Mark each statement true or false as indicated below. If any part of the statement is false
the statement is to be considered false. Make the decision, And blacken the appropriate box on the
answer sheet.

SAMPLE

s-2.%Any naval officer is authorized to corres-
pond officially with any systems command
of the Department of the Navy without his
commanding officer's endorsement.

Indicate in this way on the answer sheet:

MATCHING QUESTIONS

1 2 3 4,

s-2 [E] 11 D

Each set of questions consists of two columns, eachilist1ng words, phrases or sentences. The
task is to select the item in column Bwhich is the best match for the item in column A that is
being considered. Items in column B may be used once, more than once, or not at all. Specific
instructions are given with each set of questions. Select the numbers identifying the answers and
blacken the appropriate boxes on the answer sheet.

In questions s-3 through s-6, match
from column B the name of the department

A

SAMPLE

the name-of the shipboard officer in column A by selecting
in which the officer fUnctions.

B' Indicate in this way on the answer sheet:

s-3. DamageControl Assistant

s-4. CIC Offider

1:

2.

Operationi Department

Engineering Department

s-3
s-5. Disbursing Officer 1. Supply Department

- s-6. Communications Officer
s-4111

s -5

s -6

1 .2 3 4 \

.c]
I::

ED _

E:1 _
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Assignment 1

DP Supervisioh and Management

Textbook Assignment2fDIKTECH 1 fi C, NAVEDTRA 10265-D; pages 1-1 through 1-19

Learning Objective: Identify the prin-
oiplee and praoti'oee of good super-
vision,-pointing out mistakes which
supervieors sometimfe make.

1-1. The ADP supervisor should contin-
,uously measure and evaluate the
facility performance in support
of established

1. personnel wants and desires
2. management wants and

desires
3. personnel goals and

objectives
4. management goals

and objectives

QUESTIONS 1-2 THROUGH 1-5 ARE TO BE
JUDGED TRUE OR FALSE.

1-2. Thei ADP term "user" is defined as
a person who abuses ADP resources.

1. True
2. False

1-3. A good supervisor knows how to get
the most out of the crew and still
be sensitive to their-human needs.

1. 'True
2. False

1-4. 11 a supervisor were to apply
enough pressure on a crew,
the production rate would
be permanently increased.

1. True
2. False

1-5. A high level of productiOn indi- ,

cates good supervision only when
it is accomplished willingly and
with interest on the part of the ,

crew.

1. True
2. False

5

1-6. Which of the following actions
should a DPI or DPC take upon
assuming duties as a supervisor?

1. Make it clear that all things
will be changed

2. Tell the crew that from now
on, no foolishness will be
tolerated

3. Tell the crew that things
will stay the same for.
the present

4. Make the crew feel good by
indicating that something
.will be done about all of-
their gripes

1-7. As a neW supervisor on the job, a
DP1 or DPC will be able to keep
matters better in hand by follow-
ing which of the following prac-
tices?

1. Trust none of the subordinates
2. Accept none of the responsi-

bility for the crew's mistakes
3. Give orders that will not be

questioned by the crew
4. Accept full responsibility for

anything that takes place on
the job

1-8, Which of the following practices
should a supeivisoefollowin
building the proper relationship,
with the crew?

1. Make it clear by certain
actions that the supervisor,
is a step above the,crew,

2. Have answers for everything,
and make it clear that sug-
gestions are not needed

3., Be like one of the crew,
both on and off the job

4. Maintain a friendly, con-
servative manner, be con
sistent, demonstrate
confidence in the crew,
and set a good example
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1-9. The supervisor must follow which
of the following practices to
ensure that wdrk is dqne pro-
perly and is accomplished on
time?

1. Organize the work
2. Delegate as much author-

ity as is feasible
3. Supervise and control

the work
4. Do all of the above

QUESTION 1 -10 IS TO BE JUDGED TRUE4OR
FALSE.

1-10. Since a supervisorq'concern for
the health and welfare of the
crew pays dividends in the
form of increased procuction,
the supervisor ghould plan
every stage of a project with
safety in mind and .set a good
e*mple by following. safety
practices.

1. True
2. False

1-11. Effective teamwork in an organiza-
tion demands which of the follow-

.

ing types of cooperation on the
part of the supervisor?

\

1. Cooperation with the Members
of. the staff

2. Cooperation with the Other
supervisors

3. Cooperatibn with the super-
visor's superior

.4. All of the above

1-12. A Productive crew has whiCh of the
following characteristics?

1. A ot of liberty
2. Hi orale
3. Numerous medals
4. A light workload

1-13. Which of the following 'is a good
sups visory practice that is com-
Morifto all positions?

4

1. Maintaining a casual rela-
tionship with subordinates

2. Training and developing
subordinates

3. Delegating no authority to
subordinates

4. Disregarding' suggestions
by subordinates in major
decisions

22.3

1-14. To be successful, a supervisor
must strive for balanced super-
vision by following whichf,of
the following practices?

1. Stressing safety'as the
most im05rtant factor
in the job

2. Allotting the major
portion of time to
personnel matters

3. Emphasizing training as
the most important
attribute to a credita-
ble production record

4. Placing the proper
stress. on each of the
responsibilities

1-15. Loyalty is one of the most impor-
tant traits of a good supervisor.
Which of the following statements
demonstrates the best means to
instill loyalty?

J\\

1. Maintain a "buddy-buddy"
relationship with the
crew

2. Insist that the crew "do
as I say, not as I do"

3. Believe and practice the
maxim "loyalty encour-
ages loyalty"

4. Each of the above

1 -16. Which of the following character
istics would NOT be found in a
positive-thinking leader?

1. Displaying indifference
to changes

2. Looking to the future
with confidence

3. Going about the daily
routine wit*. enthu- .

siasm
4: Taking advantage of new

ideas and training
opportunities

1-i7. Which,of the following steps
should e'new supervisor take
first?

1. Have the crew get ligir
cuts

2. Give the crew a person-
nel inspection

3. Get to know the crew
personally

4. Give the whole crew
special liberty

%IN



1-/e. Which -of the following is charac-
teristic of a person with
initiative?

1. An open and alert mind
2. _Continually looking for a ,

better way'to db things
3. Correcting unsafe conditions

before accidents odour
4. Each of the above

QUESTIONS 1-19 AND 1-20 ARE TO BE JUDGED
TRUE OR 14SE.

1-19.,:'When a problem arises that
involves many factors wor-
thy. of consideration,'the
supervisor should still be
prompt in making a deci-
sion and risk the possi-'
bility of overlooking some
of those factors.

1. rue
2.- False

1-20. Courtesy and fairness are impdr-
tent qualities for a DP1 or DPC.

1, True
2. False

USE THE FOLLOWING-TN-FORMATION ON THE
ACTIONS AND TRAITS OF FOUR DATA PROCESS-
ING CHIEFS IN ANSWERING QUESTION 1-21.

CHIEF MOON DISMISSES TRIFLES AS OF NO
IMPORTANCE; HE WILL RELAX WITH SOME OF
THE CREW BUT NOT WITH OTHERS; HE EXHIB-
ITS A, BOLD FRONT TO SUBORDINATES.
CHIEF KNIGHT IS WARM. AND FRIENDLY; HE IS
ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT HINJOB; HE IS ALWAYS'.
LO9KING FOR A BETTER W Y TO DO THINGS.
CHIEF DAY PLACES LITTLE SIGNIFICANCE IN
CREW SENTIMENT; SHE BELIEVES IN "BEARING
DOWN" WHEN THINGS GET LAX; SHE IS ALWAYS
THE DOMINANT PERSONALITY IN A GROUP. 4

CHIEF STARR LEAVES DECISIONS TO HIS
SUPERIOR; HE SHOWS INTERBST IN HIS SUB-
ORDINATES; HE WAITS TO SEE WHAT OTHER
SUPERVISORS WILL DO ABOUT COMMON
PROBLEMS.

1-21. Which of the four DPCs show char-
acteristici that are usually most
desirable in a supervisor?

1. Knight
2. Day
3. Starr
4. Moon

Learning Objective: Spec
pies and techniques of g
.reprimands.

QUESTIONS 1-22 AND 1-23 ARE TO BE JUDGEb
TRUE OR FALSE.

the princi-
g orders and

1-22, A sup visor who deals with per-
', sonnOksquarely and honestly all

the time will win and hold their
respect.

'1. True 4

2. False

-23. A supervisor who possesses a
quiet inner confidence usu-
ally has a cocky manner.

1-24.

1. True
2. False

What is the minimum number of
basic types of orders availa-
ble to a supervisor?

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3
4. 4

1-25. Which of the following factors
determine(s) the words used in
giving an order?

1. Rate of the person to whom
the order is given '

2. Personality of the indi-
iridual to whom the order
is given

3. Situation under which
the order is given

4. All of the above

1-26. Assume a crew member has been
seriously injured and you want'
Seaman Jones to call an ambu-
lance. Which of the following
orders should you use?

1. ."Jones, call the' ambulance."
2. "Jones, will you call the

ambulance please?"
3. '"Jones, perhaps we should

call the ambulance."
4. Either 2 or 3, but riot both
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1-27. Which of the following types of
orders, is recommended for a DPI
or DPC to use when supervising
a group off normal, average peo-
ple who are doing routine'tasks?

1: Direct command
2. Request
3. Suggestion
4. Each of the above

1-28'. The suggestion type of order is
appropriate when it is directed
toward which of the following
types of individual?

1. One who has initiative and
. likes to work independently

2. One -who is lazy and
insubordinate

3. One who lacks initiative
but is otherwise a good
worker

4. One who is careless and
indifferent to orders

17,29. Which of the following statements
is usually true with respect to
the request type of order?

1, kIt has authority over other -

types of orders
2!

4
It demands initiative,
especially when a person
does not like to work
independently

3. It tends to create a feeling
of cooperation and teamwork

4. It is not recommended for
the normal person

QUESTIONS 1-30 AND 1-31 ARE TO BE JUDGED
TRUE OR FALSE.

1-30. The tone of voice in which you
give an order is immaterial as
long as you use the correct
words.

J. True
2. False

1-31. The reprimand is the most dom-
. monly used form of disciplinary,
action and should be fitted to
the individual and the situation.

1. True
2. False*

1-12 What is the first step to be
., I) taken whe% you reprimand a

person?

'''

1. Ask the erson why the
error w made

2. Get the person to admit
making the mistake

3. Get all the facts in the
case

,4. Call the person down on
the spot

1-33. To test the effectiveness of your
reprimand, ask yourself which of
the following questions?

e

1. "Did .it instill fear in the
crew?"

2. "Did it cause regret on the
part:of the person who T

erred?" 0

3. "Did it build morale?"
4. Both 2 and 3above

1-34.' The basis for true discipline is
the spirit of

1. freedom
2. cooperation
3. indifference
4. apathy

1-35 What type of motivation is proL
duced in a crew by the practice
of negative discipline?

1. Esprit de corps of the crew
2. Desire to increase production
3. Desire to cooperate
4. Fear of reprisal

1-36. Which of the following human
relations factors does NOT
contribute to a positive
disciplinary program?

29

1. Knowing eaWici individual
in the group

2. Admitting errorsif made
3 Frequently showing.

authority
4. Refraining from the use

of authoHty to accom-
plish objectives.

sr
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1-37. Which of the following actiogs is
most typical of an approach'to a
policy of positiVe discipline by
a supervisor?

'1. 6st that action be taken
in c ses of minor discipli-
nary infractions as well as
in major cases

2. Utilize idle time for train-
ing activity whenever
possible

3. Retain authority for the
accomplishMent of dele-
gat4d functions

4. Investigate the veracity of
statements of subordinates

'QUESTION 1-38 I'S TO BE' aUDGED TRUE OR
\FALSE.

1-4. In pursuing a posit ive approach
to discipline, a s pervisor
reduces the need or formal
discipline by removing as
many causes of misconduct
as possible.

1. True
2. False

Learning.Objective: Identify the ele-
ments of teamwork that are necessane
in '<t,n organization and determine
methods of achieving teamwork.

1-39. Which of the following psychologi-
cal factors is/are necessary in
.achieving teamwork within a group?

1. A feeling of security.
2., A feeling of pride
3. A feeling of "being somebody"
4. All of the above

1-40. Which of,the following objectives
is basic to the goal of achieving
teamwork?

_ ,

1. Procurement of qualified
personnel'

2. Effective management in
the field of human
relations

3. Good working conditions
4. Performance equivalent

to cost outlay for
personnel

5

1-41. The principal obstacles to es
lishing a genuinely cooperative
spirit with fellow supervisors
are usually which of the follow-
ing conditions?

r.
1. Competition for jobs and

unrealistic deadlines
2. Friction and jealousy,
3. Laige workloads
4. Misunderstandings

1-42. Unless safety is involved which
of. the following supervisors
should directly correct A.
mistake a rew member is making?

1. The hief in charge of the
facility

2. The crew member'simmediaie
supervisor

3. The commanding officer of
the facility

4. The 'executive officer of
the-facility

QUESTIONS 1-43 THROUGH 1-45 ARE TO BE
JUDGED TRUE OR FALSE.

1-43. A.supervisor should never let
crew mgrabers know all the rea-
sons why a task has to be com=
pleted a certain way.

1. True
2. False

1-44. Frequent and sincere praise is
an incentive to a crew as a
whole.

1. True
2. False

1-45. A supervisor should never give
advice to a crew member involv-,
ing the,member:s personal
problems at work, s

1. True
2. False

i,46. Which of the following qualities
is usually the most desirable in
a crew member?'

1. Punctuality
2. Loyalty
3. Neatness
4. 'Durability
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Ns' 1 -47. In the interest of cooperation,
which of the following means
should be used to keep your 1

supervisor informed?

1. Reporting everything that
is said by personnel dur-
ing the day ,

'2. Reporting all errors that
have occurred dgrimg the
day

3. Reporting those personnel
whofail to keep tidy

/work spaces
4. Reporting personnel.piob-

lems that exist and any
changes Al work proce-
dures that youintend
to make

4

1-48. Which-oftthe following is/are (an)
obstacle(s) in establishing coop-
eration with fellow supeivisors?

1. Seniority and pride
2. Idiosyncrasy
3. FrictioA and jealousy
4., Temperament

Learning Objective: Recognize some of
the functions and responsibilities of
the data processing'manager.

2-49. Which of the following responsi-
bilities is/are,(a) function(s)

1:'; of the data processing manager?

1, Applying the most econorlical
C \ contract terms

2. 'Assuring proper computations
of rental and maintenance
costs

3. Recording of time and obtain-
'ng the most effective use of
quipment

4. All of re above

J/ 1-50. Which of the fallowing descrip-
tions is pertinent to a Computer
Performance Management (CPM)
program?

1. A software program thae'com-
putes octal numbers .

2. A program that evaluates the
performance of an installed
computer system

3% A program that evaluates
local upper management

4. A program thalNevaluates all
ADP facilities \*
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1-51. Which of the farbwinq factors
has sometimes turned the ADP

facility technical manaOr s
job into gn Overwhe
challenge? ,

1. Leadetship responsibilities.
2. ManageMent responsibilities
3. Personal problems
4, Computer technology

. ,

Learning Objective: Detgrmine some of
the'information.guidelines used in
establishing service, management,
ana-operationaT'objectives for ADP
installations. .

1-52. The decisions thatthe ADP faci-
'lity technical manager faces
nearly every workday includes
which of the-following factors?

1. What imprOvements could be
realized by minor modifi-
cations to userrequire-
ments

2. If user coMplaints about
poor, service are justified "76

3. How should the compute
room be.14id out to
optimize operator
efficiency

4. -1,Aal of the abOve

-

1-53. Which of the following time
blocks is known as prime
time hours?

f '

1. 0001 to 070,0.
2. 0700 to 1600'
3. 16O0 to. 2000
4. 2000 to 2400

1-54. Which of the following actions go
hand-in-hand'in the control,
operation, and financial
budgeting of an ADP facility?

1. Supervision and management
2. I eadershipand restrictions
3. Command and control

Ccheuling and teaching

1-55. To whom is ADP management's
greatest responsibility?

1., The operator
2. The programmer
3. The user
4. The analyst

I 3,

r
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QUESTIONS 1-56 AND 1-57 ARE TO BE JUDGED
_ 1-62.

TRUE OR FALSE.

1-56. Personally surveying users is a
practical approach, to defining
such requirements as turnaround

1. True
2. False'

c

1-57. Turnaround time evaluation should
be 'obtained from information con-

, tained in the system accounting
/log files. .. A

1. True
2, False

1-58. The user requirement termed
"accessibility" is most
closely related to

1. locating remote proces-
sors and.-terminals to
Use //

2. anticipating a system
crash

3. rely g on the com-
pute to meet deadlines

4. sche ling computer time
,during operational periods

1 -59. Which of the following practiceS
on a computer system should J1
avoided during prime work hours?

1. Fire_drills
2. Two -hour blocks of scheduled

time 4,
3. Three hours of unscheduled

time
4. Compete single project sys-

tenVdedication

1-60. A computer schedule should allow
time for which of the following
procedures?

1. Manual oper$ions
2. Set-up time
3. Unavoidable delays
4. All of the above

1-61. What time factor should be intro-
duced into a schedule to compen-
sate for coordination variances?

By which of the following means
does intelligent programming
inherently help to reduce setup
time associated with large com-
puter system operations?

1. Eliminating the need of
scheduling program test-
ing time

2. Keeping to a minimum the
number of changes of
tape reels regdired

3. Keeping to a minimum the-
total number of instruc-
tions in a program

4. Using the most efficient
program instructions
possible

1-63. What Information does figure 1 -3
in yourr$extbook indicate regard-
ing iape'unitr2?

1. Tape unit 2 was used for
regular job mix andother
than regular job mix

2. Tape unit'2 was used 9
hours for regular \job mix,
2 hours for scheduled
maintenance, and 4 hours
ftir other than regular
job mix

3. Tape unit 2 was used '8
hours fonregular job mix,
1 hour for scheduled main-
tenance, and 6 hours for
other than regular job mix

4. Tape unit 2 was used 15
hours for regular job mix

1-64. What isthe normal relationship
between processor time and I/O
time?

1. The processor time is twice
the I/O time

2. The I/O time is twice the
processor time

3. The I/O time is equal to
the, processor time

4. TIe processor time 4s four
. times the I/O time

1-65. For which of the following rea-
sons should allocations of time
be made when operations are
'scheduled?

1. Lead time 1. Special requests
2. Lag time 2. Unscheduled maintenance
3. Maintenance time 3. Reruns
4. Euffe'r time 4, All of the above

7
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1-66. On which of the following time
measure's should a preliminary
schedule be devised?

1. Daily
2. Weekly
3. Monthly
4. Quarterly

1 -67. You 'need the answers,to numerous
questions'in order to develop a 1-71. Assembly time
fairly accurate preliminary sched-
ule o data processing operations. 1-72: Testing time

Which of the following purposes
would be the primary reason to ask 1-73. Training time
the question, "What is the rela-
tionship of one application to
another?

IN QUESTIONS 1-70,THROUGH 1-73, MATCH
THE CATEGORIES OF TIME IN COLUMN A
WITH THE DEFINITION OF TIME IN
COLUMN B. RESPONSES IN COLUMN B
MAY BE tSED MORE THAN ONCE.

A.'CATEGORY TIME B. DEFINITION

1. Time used
Lir program
testing

2. Time tamed
for pro-
cessing an
application

3,. Time used
' for program
assembly or
compilation

4. Time used
(or train-
ing opera-
tion or
programming

% personnel

1-70. Production time

1. To -learn the relative priori-
ties ofdata processing pro-
cedures

2. To learn whether it is possi-
ble to consolidate setup func-
tions for different operations

3. To determine the relative pro-
cessing times of the different
procedures

4. To determine the relative pro-
gram testing times for the -
different procedures

1-68. Programmett are able to estimate
the running time of each program
they prepare. You can, use such
estimates in scheduling computer
operations after you modify them
td include the time required for

1. equment setup and the input
and output of data

2.. equipment setup and error
recoverl, provisions

3. error recovery provisions and
the input and output of data

4. input and output of data

1-69. .What method(s) is/are us4in most
installations to establisla, the
actual schedule?

1. Priority system
2. 'Normal frequency
3. Demand
4. A combination of the above

14" 8

1-74. Which of,the following events
should be recorded in the lop
under buffer time?

1. Assembly of programs
2. Unpredictable events

that occur during,
processing

3. Trainibg personnel
4. Reprocessing opera-

tions that are due
to faulty input
media

1-75. What scheduling method should he
used to inforM a user when to
expect delivery of a run?

220

1. Run scheduling
2. Demand scheduling
3. Scheduling by shift
4. Scheduling by control
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Assignment 2

ADP Resources and Personnel Management.

Textbook Assignment: DP TECH 1 & C, NAVEDTRA 10265-D; pages 1-19 through-2-19

2-1. What information is furnished
the section supervisor when
the scheduling-by-shift
method#is used?

1. Setup time and completion
time of each individual
operation

2. Start time of each indi-
vidual operation and
when the operation,
must be completed

3. Number of runs to be corn-
pleted during the shift
only

4. Start time for each run
only

2-2. When utilizing shift scheduling,
which of the following individ-
uals is responsible for
detailed scheduling?

1. The DP technical manager
2. Ttle.,..user

3. The 'bhift'supervisor
4. The console operatOr

2-3. Which of the following is/are the
net result(s) of a good produc-
tion control and scheduling
system?

.1. Reduction in cost
2. Responsive to the user
3. Both 1 and 2 above
4. Elimination of time consum-

ing program checkout

2-4. The ADP facility technical manag-
er's most obvious responsibility
is the direct control of

1. fire drills '

2. resources
.4r3. training lectures
4. programming standards

D

40.e
2-5. Which of the following solutions

is recommended for cutting cost
of an ADP operation?

1. Cutback of civil service
overtime

2. Reduction in operatof---
shifts

3. Tight control of supplies
4. All of the above

2-6. Preferably, status reports should
be submitted to upper management
in what format?

1. Hand written
2. Graphical
3. CoMputer type
4. Crayon

2-7. Which of.the following guidelines
should be followed when reports
are written for upper management?

I. Reports 'should.be comprehen-
sive with minimum graphiCs

2. Reports should' provide a
comparison of the,facili-
ty's current performance
level aqainst a set of
predefined goals

3. The amount of information
reported should exceed
upper management require-
ments for decision making

4. All of the above

2 -8._ -Pie terms and conditions of a
maintenance contract must be
applied with care to ensure
the best interest of the

9

411P

1. Navy
2. DP technical manager
3. Commanding Officer
4. user-
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2-9. Which of the following procedures
is currently being followed
regardin'the exparieion of main-
tenance responsibilitiescfor ADP-
equipments?

4
1. Joint, _contractoriuser-

clauses are written,
into all contracts

2.'"Fhe contractor is
solely responsi-
ble for all main- '

tenance
3. The Nally, in certain

situations, is;
_responsible for
maintenance

4.' The user is responsi
bLe for maintenance
in all new contracts

Learning Objective: Recognize some of
the procedur involved in instituting
a Computer Performance Management
prograM%

2-10. When each phase of'a life cycle of
a system is reported, which of the
following practices itLare recom.-
mended?

4
1.e The data types should be

determined according to
availability

2. The report'should remain
highly visible when com-
pleted -

3. 'The report should provide
-a historical trend

4. Both 2 and 3 above

,2-11. Which of the following factors is
a reliable indicator-of the base-
line system's natural react}on to
various workload demands? t/'

'

1. Future requiremerits
2. .Equipment' type
3. Site conditions
4. Past perfprmance

2-12. Which, if any, of the following
statements pertains to the data
requirements specified by
SECNAVINST 10462.18?

1. Mdst ADP facilities recluire
( less utilization data than

the report requires
2. 4ost ADP facilities require

more u,14Ag4i4i4data-than
the re066e01.064res

3. 4ECNAVINST 1046 .18 does not
specify format for reports

4. Node of the above'

2-13. Which of,the following iddivid-
uals should play a central rote
in instituting and overseeing 4
CPM program?

1. The DP technical manager
2. ,The lead programmer
3. The tape librarian
4. The shift supervisor

2-14. In determining the neeesfor
reports, any CPM program
should

... 1. undergo a periodic
recrkew at least
bi-annually

2. reflect changes &n
informational needs
in new CPM reports

3. examine existing
reports to estab-
lish historical
trends

,2-15. Which of the following is the
Aost usual, form of rental
rates for ADP equipment?,

r: Straight hourly rates
,Straight monthly rates

3. Standard monthly rates for
a specified number of hours
and extra charges for over-
'time machine usage

4. Variabfe monthly rates
determined according to
the average number of,
hours of actual machine
usage

10.
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2-16. Many task's are pefformed by the
operator and the,cotputer.
`Wbich of the,following'func -
tions is usually performed by
the computer?

2-17.

1. Jiidgemeht
2. Repetitive
1. Control
4. Evaluation

Of what relative importande s
the human efficiency factor' n
EAM and ADPS operations?

",
/

1. Equally important because ..,

' machines are unable to
recognize. errors

2. More important in.EAM
because EAMs depend
wholly on manual con-
trol and data handling

3. More important in ADPS
because the operating
speeds of ADPS magnify
and compound human
errors immediately

4. More important in EAM
because%EAMs lack the
complek automatic con-
'trol and checking fea-'
tures.of-the ADPS.

,

In.which'bf the following ways
can the operating standards of
a data processing installation
be raised.

2-18.

1. By instituting a eontinu-
ous on-the-job training
programs

2. By having the operating
manuals apcessable to
operators

3. By using idle machine time 1

for productiVe purposes r.

4. Each of the above

QUESTIONS 2-19 THROUGH 2-21 ARE TO BR
JUDGED TRUE OR FALSE.

2-19. The use of idle machine time is
more easily controlled for EAM
than EDP systems:

'1. True
False

1."

ti

2-2p. When evaluating a new operator;
the number of errors made on a
computer systeis more impor-
tant than the amount of
improvement made.

1. True
2. False

2-21. Skill and experience must be
taken into consideration when
evaluating the efficiency of
programMers.

1. True
2. False

2-22. Which of the following statements
could be justification to change
a production program?

1. Additional output needs
2. I/O format changes
3. Obsolete requirements
4. All of theabove

2-23. Once a program is released for
production, after final review,
and found acceptable under
operating conditions, it must
then be completely

1: streamlined
2. stored on disk,
3. documented,
4. rewritten in FORTRAN'

'2-24. The section.or division charged
with program maintenance should
maintain a master copy of each
run manual for which of the
following reasons?

1. To providea ready reference
'for operators

2. To facilitate the prepara-
tion of new r manuals

3. To prevent the loss or
destruction of program
instructions

4., Both 2 and 3 abode
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Learning Objective: Identify the
instructions and standards rele-
vant to the management, of ADP

. resources and reporting.

IN QUESTIONS 2-25 THROUGH 2-28, MATCH
THE INSTRUCTION TITLE IN COLUMN B
WITH THE SECNAVINST NUMBER IN
COLUMN A.

A. SECNAVINST B. INSTRUCTION
NUMBER TITLE

2-25. 5231.1

2-26. 5238.1

2-27. 10462.16

2-28. 10462.18

46-

1. ADP Review
and Evaluation
Program

2. Government- °

Wide ADP Shar-'
,ing Program

3. ADP Program
Reporting Sys-
tem

4. Management
of ADS Devel-
opment

2-291 The use of FIPS was approved in
SECNAVINST

1. 5200.28 series
2. 5230,3 series
3. 5238.1 series
4. 10462.16 series

IN ITEMS 2-30 THROUGH 2-33, MATCH THE
FIPS PUB-TITLE IN COLUMN B WITH THE
FIPS PUB NUMBER IN COLUMN A.

A. FIPS PUB

2-20.. 11=1

2-31. 21-1

2-32. 35

2=33..
. )

NUMBER,
B. FIPS PUB

TITLE

1. DICTIONARY FOR
INFORMATION PRO-
CESSING

2. GUIDELINE ON
COMPUTER PERFOR-
MANCE MANAGEMENT:

-AN INTRODUCTION

3. COBOL,,

4. CODE EXTENSION
TECHNIQUES IN '7
pR 8 BITS

<

,

IN QUESTIONS 2-34 THROUGH 2-37, MATCH
THE FIPS PUB TITLE COLUMN WITH
THE FIPS PUB NUMBER IN COLUMN A.

A. FIPS PUB, B. FIPS PUB
NUMBER TITLE

.2-34. 1

2-35. , 3=1

2-36. 24

2-37. 41

1. COMPUTER SECU-
RITY-GUIDELINES
FOR IMPLEMENTING
THE PRIVACY ACT
OF 1974

2. CODE FOR INFOR-
MATION INTER-
CHANGE

3. RECORDED MAGNETIC
TAPE FOR INFORMA-
TION INTERCHANGE

. (800 CPI, NRZI)
4. FLOWCHART SYMBOLS

AND THEIR USAGE
IN INFORMATION
PROCESSING

ITEMS 2-38 AND 2-39 ARE TO BE JUDGED
TRUE OR FALSE.

2-38. All,FIPS and approved ANSI menu--
als can be ordered on DD Form
1425 from the U.S'. Naval Publi-
cations and Forms Center, 5801,
Labor Avenue, Philadelphia,

'Pennsylvania 19120.

1. True'
2. False

2 -39. ADPPRS data is to be reported in
accordance with SECNAVINST
5231.1 series to COMNAVDAC,
code 04.

1. True
=2. False

Learning Objective: Identify the manage-
ment strategies of personnel acquisition.

2-40. A'DP1 should be aware of which of
the following management strate-
gies?

1. The delineation Of personnel
responsibilities

2. The organizational structure
of an ADP organization

3. The methpds of personnel
' acquisition

1.- Each of the above

12
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2-41. The administration of naval per-
sonnel involves which of the
follywing activities?

1. Classification
2. Evaluation
3. Separation
4. Each of the above

2-42. Which of the following is an
objective of personnel admin-
istration in an ADP organiza-
tion?

1. To ensure enough person-
nel assigned for a four-

, day work week
2. Tp ensure that extra

personnel are assigned
to the facility

3. To ensure maximum uti-
lization of personnel
assigned

4. To ensure that each per-
son assigned has prior
sea duty

2-43. Nava], manpower anti personnel
administration are engineered
to cope with which of the
following problems at all
organizational levels?

1. Hardware
2. Software
3. Security
4. Personnel

2-46. The officer assigned as. the
Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations for Manpower and
Naval EMserve is also the

1. Chief of'Naval Personnel
2. Chief of Naval Operations
3. Secretary of the Navy
4. Commandant of the Marine

Corps

2-47. Which of the following ihstruc-
tions is the basis from which
plans-are developed to procures,
train, and assign personnel?

2-44. The responsibility for manpower
management in the Navy begins
with which of the following
individuals?

1. The Chief of Naval Operations
2. The Secretary of the Navy
3. The Secretary for Manpower

and Resepe
4. Commander, Naval Data Automa-

tiOn Command

2-45. Statistical forecasting, balanc-
ing, and manpower requirements
relate to which of the following
activity requirements? ,

1. Naval ships
2. Military billets
3. AutoMobiles
4. Civilian positions

13

1. SECNAVINST 1000.13 series
2. SECNAVINST 1301.1 series
3. OPNAVINST 1000.16 series
4. OPNAVINST 1301.1 series

2-48. The vj.tal support of policy con-
trol and direction of the Navy
Manpower Requirement System is
provided by which of the follow-
ing field components?

1. NFMMACLANT
2.4 NAVMMACPAC
".3. Both 1 and 2 above

'C1NCLANT
. .

Learning Objective: Select Iig manage -
njent strategies utilized to gelineate
personnel responsibilites.

2-49.. Which of the following is the
purpose of NAVMMACLANT/PAC? ,

1 To implement risk analysis
studies for manpower

2: To apply work study and
management engineering
techniques to document
and recommend the opti-
mum use of manpower
resources

3. To apply studies to data
base management systems
that apply to manpower':
resources

4. To store data base infor-
mation on a Navy-wide
spectrum to control
information pertinent to
the Privacy Act

2,34
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2-50. The,Department of Defense Plan-
ning,,Programming, and Budget
ing System operates on a cycle
of what total.number of .months?

1. Eight
2. Twelve
3. Eighteen
4. Twenty -four

.2-54. When do departments/agencies sub-
mit budget estimates to the SECDEF
for the budget year?

2 -51. The President, the National Secu-
rity Council, and the Department
of DefenSe.are involved in intel-
ligence appraisals.of Any poten-

- tial threat to the.seourity of , 2-55.
the Nation. Which of the follow-
ing individuals and/or staffs
issues the Defense Policy and
Planning Guidance?

1. The National Security Council
2., The Secretary of Defense
3.- The President

The Joint Chiefs of Staff

,2-52. A Joint Force Memorandurrt is spb-
mitted to the Secretary of Defense 2-56.
by which of the folloWing individ-
uals and/or staffs? '

1. The Jo int Chiefs of Staff
2. The Vice President
3. The President
4. Theqslational Security Council

2-53. The program objectives memorandum 2-57.
(POO) submitted to the Secretary
of Defense is. concentrated

fiscal' years in -

(two), (four) ,

advance of the,current fiscal
year and includes planned projec-
tions of forces programmed for

fiscal years and
(six), (eight) 2-58.
manpower igogrammed fok

fiscal years?
(four) ,

1. . (a)

(five)

four (b) (c) five
2. (a) two (b) eight (c) five
3. (a) two (b) six (c) four
4. (a) four (b) eight (c) four

14

1. During program decision pro-
cess -

2. When program decisions are
finalized

3. ,Immediately prior to program
decision finalization

4'. When the agencies decide that
it would be in their best
interest

The budget year is usually the
fiscal year in advance of the
current fiscal year and is which
of'thefollpwing program years
of the Five-year Defense Plan
(FYDP)?

1. First
2. Second
3. Third
4. Fourth

Who promulgates the manpower
authorilations (OPNAV FORM
1000/2)?

1. The Secretary of the Navy
2. The Secretary. of Defense
3. The Chief of Naval Operations
4. The Chief of Naval Personnel

What is the single official state,
ment of organizational manning and
billet authoriqtion?

1. OPNAVINST 1000.16 series'
2. NAVDAC Pub, 1 ( ,

3; SECNAVINST 10265.1 series
4. OPNAV FORM 1000/2

Which of the following require-
ments is /are NOT subject to end-
strength limitations?

1. Mobilization
2. Ship manning.
3. Shore installation manning'
4. Any ADP personnel needs

41



2-59. Changes to an activity's missidn,
tasks, or functions, which will
require manpower changes, must be
identified to the Chief of Naval
Operations what minimum number of
months prior to the beginning of
the fiscal year in which the man-
power change is required?

1. Six
2. Twelve
3. Eighteen
4. Twenty-four

Learning Objective: Identify the proce-
dures required when requesting changes
to manpower authorizations.

2-60. Billet changes requiring.perma-
nent change of station orders
should be projected with an
effective date a minimum of how
many months from the date of
approval?

1. Five
2. Six
3. E it

4. Four '

2-61. Who retains final decision author-
ity on all billet change requests?

1. The Chief of Naval Personnel
2. The Chief of Naval Operations
3. The Secretary of the Navy
4. The Commander, Naval Data

Automation Command

2-62. Billet change requests should be
submitted a minimum of how many

d

im nths prior to the effective
te, desired?

t

I.A. six...,..

42. Eight
3. Ten

. 4. Twelve

2-63. Requests for changes in manpower
authorizations are forwarded via
the chain of command to which of
the following commands?..bureau,s,
or offices?

,&. The manpower claimant
'2. The Bureau of Naval Material
3. The Office of the Secretary

A of the Navy
4. The Joint Chiefs of Staff

(

15

2-64. The manpower claimant forwards
billet requests that are recom-
mended for approval to -.what
individual?

1. The Chief of Naval Personnel
2. The Chief of Naval Operations

* 3. The Chief of Naval Material
4. The Commander -in -Chief

2-65. Who makes recommendations to the
. Chief of Naval Operations about
billet requirements for assigned
activities and planned mobiliza-
tion activities which do NOT
exist in peacetime?

1. The activity's commanding
'officer

2. The activity's executive
officer .

3. The area's master chief
petty officer

4. The manpower claimant

2-66." The OPNAV form used to request
billet changes when submitting
Manpower Authorization Reqbests
is number

1. 1000/1A
2. 1000/2A
3. 1000/3A
4. 1000/4A

2-67. It i recommended that OPNAV
Forms 1000/4A be submitted
in which of the following
manners?

1: Typed and letter perfect
2. Bold and legible, hand

printed,
3. Photographically reduced
4. Keypunched_on cards

2-68. When a complete reorganization is
NOT being requested, which of the
following information should be
entered on OPNAV Tom 1000/4A?

1. Billets that are to be added
2. Billets that are to be

changed
3. Billets that are to be

deleted
4. All of the above

2 3
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2-69. The original and wht.t inimum
number of copies of OP AV.
Form 1000/4A should be
submitted to the CNO?

1. One
2. Twb
3, Three
4. Four

2-70.. A short format of the manpower
authorization form can-be uti-
lized for requesting which of
the following changes?

1.* A single additional billet
2. A paygrade thange
3. A Navy enlisted classifi-

cation code
4. A billet rate,.ehange

.3.

fA

QUESTIO
JUDGED

S 2-71 AND 2-72 ARE TO BE
TRUE OR FALSE.

2-71. The Manpower Authorization
Short-Format Change
Request may be used only
by fleet and fleet staff
units,

ti

1. True
2. False

2-72. Thqskanpower Authorization
Short- Format Change Request

. may be seht directly to the
Chief of 'Naval operations

16
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1. True
2. False
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_ Assignment 3

ADP Installation Characteristics and Risk Analysis

Textbook Assignment: DP TECH 1 & C, NAVEDTRA 10265 -D; pages 2-20 through 3-8

Learning dbjective: Identify the person-
nel,skills required to satisfy the ADP
billet structure al.lowance,

3-1. At an ADP installation, the Navy
assigns billets mostly by which

--- of the following methods?

1. The size of the computer
2. The model of computer '

3. The base location
4. The individual's NEC

3-2. Which of the' following factors
determine(s) the number of per-
sonnel required for an ADP
facility?

1. The workload
2. The hours of operation
3. The mission of the facility
4. All of the above

3-3. Who is responsible for all data
processing performed by an
activity, including systems
analysis, administration, pro -
gramming, and operations?

1. The training technician
2. The senior systems analyst
3'. The data processing,manager
4. The data base administAtor,

3-4. Who coordinates data processing,
standards development and
implementation?

1.' The DP technical manager
2. The standards controller
3. The senior analyst
4. The operations supervisor

3 -5. Who is responsible for professional
technical, development of personnel
attached to the ADP facility?

1. The data ase adpinistrator
2. The tape ibrarian
3. The training technician
4. The senior programmer

QUESTIONS 3-6 THROUGH 3:12 AkE TO BB
JUDGED TRUE OR FALSE.

3-6. A systems analysis supervisor is
NEVER required to coordinate proj-
ect control And approval.

1. True
2. False

3-7. The senior sys'tems analyst is in
direct liaison with.the management
and personnel of the 'user depart2
ments.

1. True
2. False

3-8. A Systems analyst participates in
the analysis of systems problems F

and the development of problem
situations concerning software
only.

1. True
2. False

3-9 A data base administrator supervi-
sor approves all software and hard-
ware changes affediting structure'
and administrative handling of the
data base.

1. True
2. ,False

3-10. The senior data base administrator
provides direction and control
within co specifications for
Data Base Man ement Systems and
inherent'schemas.

1. True
2. False

3-r1. The programming supervisor provides
technical and administrative direc-
tion to the systems analysis
department.

17..

1. True
2. False
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,3-12. The applications programmer
participates in analysis
liaison with the systems
analyst.

True

3-13. Who supervises the operaion of
key-to-tape/disk equipment?

1. The senior programmer
2. The, operations supervisor
,3. The programming supervisor
4. The systems analyst

3-14. Wherprepares the computer for
program processing ,and is
responsible for satisfactory'
completion of each'scheduled
'computer operation?

1. The senior systems analyst
2. The tape librarian
3. The senior console operator
4. The maintenance programmer

3-15. Who directs the control and coor-
. dination of all operational faci--

lities through supervising
library activities, production
control procedures, and operating
standards?10P

1. The operations supervisor
2. The key-to-tape/disk

supeivisor
3. The operations control.

supervisor
4. The programming supervisor

3-16. Who controls foreign recording
. .media?

'The tapeNlibrar2'an
2. The analyst
-3. The operator
4. The programmei.

Learning Objective: Describe the charac-
, teristics of ADP installations,iii the

Navy.

3-17. At which of the following types of
commands, should a DP expect the
most cross=training?

1. A. communications station
2. A ship
3. A supply facility
4. A naval air station

18

3-18. For an activity to have a DPID,,
it must haveatleast (a)

(one), (two)
central processing unit(s) and

(b) computer operator(s)?
(one), (two)

40 (al one (b) two
f.t (a0'one (b) one
3. (a) two (b) one
4. (a) two (b) two

3-19. When an activity has a data pro-
cessing programming support
department- (DPPSD)-, it must have
an organizational element with
which of the following primary
functions?

1. To design application
software/computer
programs

2. To develop, application
software/computer pro-
grams

3. To maintain-application
software/computer pro-
grams

4. Each of the above

3-20. For an ADP activity to have a
DPPSD, it should have what
minimum number of programmers/
analysts/specialists?

.3-21

239

1. Five
2. Six
3. Three
4. Four

For an installation tb have a
technical support department.
(TSD), the activity must hake
an. organizational element
that provIdeswhich of the
following primary-funations?

1. Specialized.t9chnical
,support

2. Generalized technical
support

3. Developmental techni-
, cal support

4. Research technical
support

(



3-22. When planning for incoming hard-
ware at a new installatibn, the
planner's primary concern(s)
should be for

1. space only
2. arrangement only
3. environment only
4: space, arrangement, and

environment .

3 -23. Each NARDAC is organized under
a standard structure patterned
after which of the following
commands? -

QIP

1. eTNCLANT
2, CINCPAC
3. NAVDAC
4. NAVAIR

Learning Objective: Select the risk .

analysis procedures as the basis for-
developTent of a security policy for
a DP facy...ity.

QUESTIONS 3-24 AND 3-25 ARE TO BE JUDGED
TRUE OR PALSE.

3-.F4. The Physical security program for
a highly classified defense come
mand should be comparable with
the Physical aecurity program of
an unclassified, nontaCtioal
command.

1, True
2. False

3-25. A physical security program for
an ADP facility in Florida
would require as much emphasis
on earthquake protection as
would an ADP facility in
California.

1. True
2. False

3=26. The impact of a given threat to'
an ADP facility may depend on
which of the following factors?

11,

1. The perceived importance of
the facility to activists
or subversiveSV

2. The local environment
3. The geographic location of '

the facility
4. Each of the above

3-27. Which Of the following is a threat
to 4t1 ADP facility?

ADP hardware failures
'2. Accidents causing the non-

availability of key personnel
3." Tampering with &nput, pro-

. grams, and data
4. Each of the above 40

a

,3-28. It is recommended that the ADP
facilitr'upper management begin
develdpment of the physical
security program with a/an

40,

. 1. intensive training program
.2. inventory of equipments
3. risk analysis
4. 'survey of data integrity

3-29.'' A quantitative risk produces which
'orthe following benefits?

1. Long-range planners receive
guidance on personnel
requirements

2. The security program:objec-
tives directly relate to
the mission of the command

3. Criteria are generated for
designing and evaluation
contingency plans

4. Both 2 and 3 above

3-30. The first steP-to be considered
when the risk analysis is Ord-
pared is to

1. estimate the potential
losses to which the ADP
facility is exposed

2. evaltlate thb threats to
the ADP facility

3. develop an estimate 9f
annual loss expectanby

4. review the security
program objectives

3-31. Whi,ph of the following'as/are the
objective(s) of the loss poten-

. tia1 estimate?

1. Identify critical aspects of
the ADP facility operation

2. ,Place a monetary value on
the loss estimate

3. Both 1,and 2 above
4. Determine data replacement

requirementg

19
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IN ANSWERING QUESTIONS 3-32 THROUGH 3-35,
SELECT THE LOSS POTENTIAL IN COLUMN A'
THAT IS APPLICABLE TO THE SITUATION IN
COLUMN B. RESPONSES IN COLUMN B MAY BE
USED MORE THAN ONCE.

A, LOSS POTENTIAL B. SITUATION

3-32. Cost to replace 1. Loss of4 assets program
files

3-33. Cost to.recon- 2. Indirect
igt struct files theft of

assets
3-34. Value of assets 3. Theft of

stolen before informa-
loss is detected tion

4. Theft of
3-35. Security/compro- tangible

mise assets

,

3-36. The DP technical manager should
call on which of-the following
personnel to assist in making
loss estimates?'

1. Supervisors
2. Users.
3. Contactors
4. All of the aboye

IN ANSWERING QUESTION 3-37, REFER TO
FIGURE 3-1 INTEXT.

41

3-37.. The task receiving aOMANPOWER
COST ESTIMATE Of 1:*eek,
teceived a DELAYEE0110cESSXNG,
IMPACT 'estimate considered;
betwhatrelative'yalu'e?

,

...., 1. '' Very Low
;4,,

2. Low
3. Moderate
4. Extreme

..,

3-38. After a preliminary screening= t0
identify the critical tatks tpp..).

4r
DP.technical manager, shoul ao ..

which of the following tas s it,

next? , . .

--39. The second step to be considered
when'preparing the risk anaMsis
is to

1. evaluate the threats to the
ADP facility

2. review the security program
objectives

'3. estimate the potential
losses to which the ADP
facility is exposed

4. develop an estimate of
annual loss expectancy.

31.40. When estimating the occurrence
probability for each type of
threat, the DP technical
manager should use which' of
the following resources?

1. General information '

2. Common sense
3. Higher authority

Astructionsj
manuals

' 4. All of the a ve
.rz

QUESTION 3-41 IS TO BE JUDGED TRUE
FALSE

di"

OR

3-41. For security reasons, the Over-
all risk analysis should be
conducted by the DP technical
manager without the partj.cipa-
tion of other AD? facility
personnel.

0' True
False

,3 -42.' The thiid step
when preparing
sis is to

1. Determine the scope of the
critical tasks

2. Quantify loss potential
with the help of user
representatives

3. Determine the back-up sys-
tem requirements for the
critical tasks.

4. All of the above

o

to-be considered
the risk analy-

,

1, review tOe security program
objectivbs

-;ta, estimate thd potential
loSses to which 'the ADP
facility is exposed
develop an estimateof
,annual loss expectancy
evaluate the threats

t'he ADE' facility

'410
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3-43. Which of the following is the
purpose of an annual loss
expectancy?.

1. To determine which per-
sonnel will be responsi-
ble for each security
measure

2. To pinpoint the signifi-
cant threats as a guide
to selecting security
measures

3. To determine the amount
, of money to spend on

each security measure
4. Both 2 and 3 above

3-44. Fire, flood, and-sabotage, in
varying degrees, result in
which of the following
losses?

1. Physical destruction
2. Delayed processing
3. Both 1 and 2 above
4. Theft of information

QUESTION 3-45 IS TO BE JUDGED TRUE OR
FALSE.

3-45. In each case where there can be

A r
signif' t loss, the ldss
pote is multiplied by the
probab y of occurrence,Of
the threat to generate an
annual estimate of loss.

1. True
2. False

Learning Objeqpive: Select the appro-
priate security measures to reduce
exposure to losses in an ADP facility.

IN ANSWERING QUESTIONS 3-46 THROUGH 3-49,
SELECT1THE SPECIFIC RESPONSE IN COLUMN A
THAT IS APPROPRIATE FOR THE RESPONSE
FORM IN COLUMN B. RESPONSES IN COLUMN B-
MA..k BE USED MORE THAN ONCE.

on0

X

21

A. SPECIFIC RESPONSE B. RESPONSE
A. SPECIFIC RESPONSE FORM

3-46. Prepare a bac kup
system for off- '
site operation

-47. Provide intrusion
detectors, mili=,
tary guards, and
special door locks

3-48.

q

Implement more rigor-
ous standards for
programming and
software testing

3-49. Relocate the ADP
facility

1. Alter the
environ-
ment

2. Improve
pro6e-
dures

3. Establish
contin-
gency

% plans
4. Erect

barriers

IN ANSWERING QUESTION 3-50, REFER TO
FIGURE 3-3 IN TEXT.

3-50. Which remedial measure is eifec-
tive against all but one threat?

1. Intrusion detector
2. Roving guard patrol
3. Back-up plan

,4. Loss control team

3-51. Which of the following is one
possible way to select a reme-
dial measure to minimize a
threat?

1. Begin with the threat hav-
ing the largest annual
loss potential

2. Begin with the remedial
measures for which the
annual cost is/Aare than
the expected reduction
in annual loss

3. Begin with only those mea-
sures for which the cost
can be estimated precisely L-.

4. Begin with only those
remedial measures that
would not cause a loss
reduction in the same
area

242
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REMEIAL MEASURES

N4.0 THREATS

B C D

1 3 1 2 13 3 10 4_ L 16 14 2

2 2 1 1 13 3 10 3 0 10 9 1

3 1 3 -2 7 Q 7 3 2 1 9 2 7

4 4' 4 0 4 2 2 4' 2 2 8 3 5

FIGURE 3-A--THREAT MATRIX

IN ANSWERING QUESTIONS 3-52 THROUGH 3-54, Learning qbjective: ,Identify the 'various
REFER TO FIGURE 3-A. steps in ikplementing an ADP security

program..:
3-52. Which remedial measure is-the most

effective on threat A? 3-56

1. 1

2. 2

1. 3

4. 4

3-53. Which remedial measur is the most
totally effectiveon threats B, C,
and D?

1. 1 °

2. 2

3. 3

41t

3-54. Which remedial measure is the most
totally effective on all threats?

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

3-55. In producing-a threat matrix,
which of ehe following factors
is/are established and docu-
mented?

1. The annual loss potential
of critical tasks

2. The annual cost and loss
reduction from remedial ,

measures
3. Both..1 and 2 above
4. The annual percentage of

non-essential maintenance
performed

I

22

When an ADP security program is
planned, which of the following
is the suggested Sequence of
steps? f

1. Conduct preliminary planning, .

ur.g.ent _quick.,
and perform preliminary.ri'sk
analysis

Z. Establish an ADP securi
team, identify majcifr pro
areas, and document a
detailed risk analysis

3. Implement urgent quick fix4
- justify cost and document %,

action plans, and document
a deteiled risk analysis

4. Conduct preliminary planning',,-
document a detailed risk ana--.
lysis, and implement urgent,
quick fix

After the detailed risk analysis
is approved, the next step in
implementing a s curity program
is to justify an document which
of the following plans?

em
ti

S-57.

.1. Contingency
2. Training and

plans
3. Test and audi
4. All of the a ve

lans
ifidoctkination

plans
1
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IN QUESTIONS 3-58 THROUGH 3-61, MATCH
THE DOCUMENT IN COLUMN A WITH THE
DOCUMENTATION ACTIVITY IN COLUMN B.
RESPONSES IN COLUMN B MAY BE USED
MARE THAN ONCE.

B. DOCUMENTATION
A. DOCUMENT ACTIVITY

3-58. Security 1. Reflects secu-
policy rity objectives
statement and requirements

2. Provides general
3-59. Security guidance an*

handbook assigns respon-
sibilities

3-60. Command 3. Indoctrinates
Standards staff in secu-

rity program.
t-61. Command requirements

Instruc- 4. Describes in
,tions 4 detail the secu-

rity program and
procedures

'QUESTION 3-62 IS TO BE JUDGED TRUE OR
FALSE.

3-62. The action plans for an ADP secu-
rity program must be documented
as completely separate items.

1. True
2. False

.4

1

1

IN QUESTIONS 3-63 THROUPB 3-65, MATCH
THE. INSTRUCTIONS AND MANUALS IN
COLUMN A WITH THE CONTENT IN
COLUMN B. RESPONSES IN COLUMN B MAY
BE USED MORE THAN ONCE.

3-63.

3-64.

A. INSTRUCTIONS
AND MANUALS B.

OPNAVINST 5239.1 1.
series with
enclosures

OPNAVINST 5510.1
series

3-65. Office of .Naval
Intelligence

23

2.

3.

CONTENT

Department of
the Navy
Information
Security Pro-
gram regula-
tions
Guide for
Security
Equipment
Department of
the Navy
sectrity pro-
gram for
Automatic
Data'Process%
ing systems
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Assignment 4_

r

Fire Safety and Contingency Plans\

'Textbook Assignment: DP TECH 1 & C, NAVEDTRA 10265-D; pages 3-8 through 3-20

Learning Objective:. Select the metbods
of fire safety, detection, and extin-
guishment used in an ADP facility.

4-1. In minimizing an ADP building to
fire damage, which of the follow=
ing factors should be considered?

. 1. Building contractors
2. Building design
3. Building location
4. Both 2 and 3 above

4-2. Which of the following is/are'(a)
fire safety eleMent(s) that
should be included in an ADP
physical security program?

1. Measures to ensure prompt
detection of and response
to a fire emergeftcy4

.2. Provision for quick human
intervention and adequate
means to extinguish fires

3. Provision of adequate
means and personnel to
limit damage and effect
prompt recovery

4. All of the above

'4-3. Generally speaking, the degree of
hazard associated with a given
occupancy (material) depends on
the

1. amount of combustible'
material
weight of thd material,

3. exposed 'sUrface'area
of the material,_

4. package in which"-the
material is stored

N

2..15

IN ANSWERING QUESTION 4 -4, REFER TO
FIGURE 3-5 IN TEXT. .

4-4. Which of the five basic types o
construction is the least
flammable?

1. Noncombustible
2. Heavy timber

Fire resistant
4. Ordinary construction

64-5. Which of the followiw is/are (a)
fire safety factor(s) to co ?sider
when the building for an ADP
facility is designed?

1. A uate ventilation
2. ire walls
3. Heat_resistant_lIght.S_
4. Storm windows

QUESTIONS 4-6 AND 4-7 ARE TO BE JUDGED
TRUE OR FALSE:

4 -6. It is recommended that the assis-
tance of a qualified fire protec-
tion engineer or local base fire
personnel be sought in evaluating
the inherent fire safety of the
ADP facility.

1. True
2. False

4-7, The lack of sprinkler protection
'was NOT a factor :in fighting the
July 1973 fire aethe U:S.
Military Personngl Redbrds
Center in Overland, Missouri.,

1. True
2. False

r
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4-8, The inherent fire safety of a
building can-be rendered
ineffective because of which
Of the following hazards?

1. /Substandard electric
"wiring

2. Fire doors propped open
3.0 Undue accumulation of

debris or trash °

4. Each of the above

AO' p 4-9. Experience in fire fighting has
shown that the major factor in
liMiting tire damage is

1. experienced fire fighters
'2, early detection of fires
3. quick response time to

alarms by fire fighters
4. multiple fire extinguishers

4-10. During the third_stage of the fire,
firetighting becomes increasingly
difficult and often people CANNOT
remain at the fire site because of
which of the following reasons?

4

1. High temperaturep
2'. Large Volumes of smoke
S. Toxic gases°
4. All of the above

4711. Prompt fire detection is best
accomplished through the use
of ,

. 1. smoke detectors
heat detectors

3. gas detectors
4, flame detectors

N

4-12. Which, if of the following
j factors Should NOT be considered.

when detectors are installed?

A,

1. The direction and velocity
of air flow

2. The presencd of areas with
stagngnt air

3. The location of equipment
and other, ,potential fire
sites

4. None of the above

4-13. Which of the followingvindica-
tions is/are included on the
detection control panel?

,
1. Indicates the power supply

status of each detector
2. Indicates which detector

has alarmed
3. Indicates the location of, '

'41.. the detector which has
alarmed

4. All of the above

4 -14. To assure that someone will
always be alerted to'a fire,
which of the following addi-'
tional alarm locations should
be provided?

1. Computer room
2. Personnel office
3. Commanding OffiCer's office
4. All of the above

QUESTIONS 4-15 AND4-16 ARE TO BE JUDGED
TRUE OR FALSE.

4-15. Reducing the sensitivity in smoke
detectors to eliminate nuisance
alarms may delay the detection of
an actual fire.

1. True
2. False

4-16. In additiat to alerting personnel
to. the presedbe of a fire, the
detection equipment can b used
to control the air condit bning
system.

1. True
2. False

4-17. In an actual fire situation, the
air handling equipment should be
shut down automatically to avoid

1. excessive energy consumption
I. fanning the flame'
3. strain on the air handling

equipment
4, excessive filter wear

25
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4-18., When fire detection systems are
interconnected with air handling
equipment, a Preferred technique

. .

51i

Learning'Objective: Select the problems
that may occur to the, electr power

',utility which ADP facilities epend on.is to cause the system to take
which of the following measures?

1.' Lower the thermostat

QUESTION 4%-23 IS TO BE JUDGED TRUE OR
FALSE.

2. Exhaust the smoke
A'risk analysis establishes the3. Both 1 and 2 above
possible effects of,breakdowns,4. Recirculate the smoke
sabotage, vandalism, fire, and

.flboding on an ADP facility.4-19: What is the minimum temperature,
required to activate an automa-
tic sprinkler system2-

. 1. .True
2, False

1.

2.

3.

4.

liO°
125°
135°
145°

4-24. The filtering and regulatiOn of
line voltage CANNOT be expected
to eliminate voltage variations
beyond a reasonable range. What
is the minimum-fluctUation in4-20. To ensure the effectiveness of

portable fire extinguishers,
which of the following mea-
sures should be observed?

1. Extinguishers should be ,

marked for rapid identi-
f ication

2. Extinguishers shou1Ld be
placed in cbrners

3. Extinguishers should have
inspection tags

4. All of the above

QU ESTIONS 4-21 AND 4-22 ARE TO BE JUDGED
t TRUE OR FALSE.

,

4-,21. Small commands, in general, need
military personnel who are know- ,4-25.
ledgeable and trained in fire
safety more so than large com-
mands.

1. True
2. False

4-22. Key personnel who extingish fires
must know how to turn in an alarm,
which type''of extinguisher to use 4-26.
for which type of fire, and. how to

1. True
2. False

26
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line voltage which will cause
excessive fluctuation in the
d.c. voltage applied to the,)
hardward?

1. ,90 percent or less-of nomi-
nal for more than-7 milli-
deconds

2. 90 percent or less of nomi-
nal for more than 6 milli-
seconds

3. 90 percent ox less of Komi-
nal for more than 5 milli-
seconds

4. 90 percent or less of nomi-
nal for more than 4 milli- .

seconds

Power fluctuations in line volt-'
age cause unpredictable resultd
on which of the following ADP
compo7nts?

1. Hardware
2. Logic
3. Data transfer
4. All of the above.

The'effects of internal power
fluctuations can be minimized
in an ADP facility'by

1. isolating the ADP hardware
from ether facility loads

2. grounding the CPU
3. 'wiring all components in

parallel.
4, wiring each component.

, 'with a circuit breaker

1

,
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4-21. When connecting the ADP facility 4-32.
to more than one utility feeder,
the technique has more protection
value when the feeders are con-

- nected in what manner?

Which of the following measures
should betaken if the risk ana-
lysis has shown a major loss
from power outages lasting 30 to
45 minutes onobeyond?

1. To ate same junction box 1. Add more mtkltiple, indepen-
2. From the same utility pale ' dent UPS units
3. To different power substations 2. Cut back on operations
4. To different meters . 3. Install.an onsite generator

4. Both,-2 and 3'above .

4-28. An uninterrupted power supply
(UPS) Consists of a solid- QUESTIONS 4 -33 AND 4-34 ARE TO BE JUDGED
state rectifier which per- TRUE OR FALSE.

)forms which.of the following
functions?

1, 1. Synthesizes alternating
® 'current

2. Keeps batteries charged
3. .Drives a solid- state,

inventor
4. Both 2 and 3 above

4-29. The UPS battery supply can sup-
Port a facility load'for a
maximum of

4-33. 'After the external power has
failed, theUPS switches
over to the generator when
the control unit starts the
prime lover.

1. True
2. False

A4' 4-34. In addition to the UPS load, the
ansite generator must be large
.enough to support other essen-
tial loads,- such as air condi-

1. 25 minutes tioning or minimum lighting.
2. 35 minutes

,

3. 45 minutes 1. True
4. 55 minutes' 2. False

Learning Objective: Select the mepiods
appropriate to ensure physical protec-
tion for anrADP facility.

4-35." Which of the following processes
is/arelinvolved in provading phy-
sical protection for an ADP.
facility?

4-30. The control circuitry for a static
transfer -switch.(installed between
the UPS and the computer)' performs
which Of the following functions?,

1. Senses variations in frequency
2. Switches the load to the -prime

source without causing a
noticeable'transient

3. 'Senses an overcurrent
' condition

4. lloths2 and 3 above

431., Which of the following benefits
is/are derived from using multi-
ple, independent UPS units?'

1. Each unit can be switched
off -line. if it fails,

2. Power consumation is
lowered

3.- The metering of component
sower consumption is

,C facil/itated
4.' All of the above

27

1. Permitting access to autho-
rized persons

2. Denying access to unautho-
rized persons

3. Both 1 and 2 above ' ,

4. Minimizing risks from
natural disaSters

4-36, Which,',..if any, of the following
contingepcy plans for dealing
with classifiedImaterial shbuld'
NOT be,considered in ethergencies?

Potection.of material
2. Removal Of material

03. Destruction of material
4. None of the above

24
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4-37 In an emergency, the placement'of
a perimeter guard, force around
the affected area provides pro-
tection in which of the following
ways?

1. PrOvides external contact ,

when communications are
lost

2. Prevents the removal of
classified material

3. Reduces the risk of casualties
4. Both 2 and 3 above

QUESTIONS 4-38 AND 4-39 ARE TO BE JUDGED
TRUE OFALSE.

4-38. .The physical security require-
ments for the computer area
should be consistent with the
classification of the informa-
tion being handled,

-1. True
2. False

4-39. When two or more computer systems
are located in the same controlled
area, direct personnel access to
all systems should be provided.

1: True
2. False

4-40. Fences installed for boundary
protection should'be (a) what
minimum height with (b) what
minimum number of strandg of
barbed wire?

1. (a) 7

2. (a) 8

3. (a) 8

_4. (a) 9

(b) two
(b) two
(b) three
(b) two

4-41. Penetration sensors mounted on
fenceg and gates should provide
which of the following alarms
when tripped?

1. External and internal sound
alarm

2. External lights
3. Internal sound alarm ,

4... Both 2 and 3 above

4-42. Tests have shdwn that electromag-
netic Or acoustic emanations from
ADP hardware may be intercepted
up to a maxiAum of

1. 100 meters away
4. -200 meters away,
3. 300 meters away
4. 400 meters away

28

4-43. If the DP technical manager plans
to take measures to control com-
promising emanations, those mea-
sures are subject to approval
under the prOvisions of 'which of
the following DOD Directives?

5200-19
2. S-5200-19
3. S-5200.20
4'. S- 5200 -22

4-44. The Joint-Services Interior
intrusion Detection System
(J-SIIDS) does NOT provide
internal tamper switches in
which of the following
components?

1. Duress, sensors
2. Monitors
3. Control unit
4. Each of the above

IN .ANSWERING QUESTION 4-45, REFER TO
FrGURE 3-10 IN TENT.

4-45. The control unit contains which
, of the following components?

1. Access/test/secure switch
2. Signal module'
3. Data receiver
4. Both ,2 and 3 above

4-46°. The monitoring and display equip-
ment normally is located in an
area having which of. the follow-
ing qualities?

1. A protected area
2. An area where monitoring per-

' sonnel are on -duty 24 hours a
day

13.. An area that has no windows
4. All of the above

4-47. The alarm monitor module gives
which,of the following indica-
tions?

1. ,Audibje indication of
alarm conditions

2. Audible Indication of
status Changes

3. Visual. ,indication of
alarm changes

4. All of the above

A .
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,QUESTIONS 4-48 THROUGH 4' -51 ARE TO BE
JUDGED TRUE OR FALSE.

4-48. The "Guide for.8ecurity Equip-
ment," ONI7CS-6371-76; is
published'by the Office of
Naval Intelligence and
describes all J-SIIDS com-
ponents and the. use of each.

1. True
2. False

4-49. Remote terminal area requirements
are based upon. the lowest classi-
fied and least restrictive cate-
'gory of rtiterial which will be
accessed through the terminal
under system constraints.

1. True
2. False

4-50: Security measures for terminals
operated by personnel NOT
responsible for the overall
operation of the-ADP system
dhould be agrked to and imple-
mented before 'the terminal is
connected to the ADP system.

1. 'True
2. False

4-51 Though a terminal is NOT cleared
for classified material, the
terminal may NOT be disconnected
from the ADP system when the
system contains classified
information.

ti

1. Trile
2. False

4-52. The second step of an annual
security survey of an ADP
faCility is to

1. define and tabulate areas
within the'facility for
control purposes

2. recommend iMproyeMentsio
upper management

3. identify areas where
remedial. measures
are'needed

4. evaluate all potential
threats to the ADP
facility

4-53. The annual physical security sur-
vey of the ADP facility need $OT
include which pf the following
common areas? °

1, Loading dock
2.`) ADP facility reception area

'3. Air conditioning spaces °
.4. Restroom area

4-54. In conducting the annual physical
_security survey, -the DP technical
manager.should begin at the

1. rood`"
2. atop floor
3: perimeter
4. basement

4-55. When surveying the property line
of an ADP facility, the DP tech-
nical manager should determine
which of the following facts?

1. The type of fence installed
2. The contractor who installed

the fence
3. The installation date of the

fence
4. All of the above

4-56. When surveying the perimeter of
the facility, the DP technical
manager should NOT check which,
if any, of the following access-'
ways?

1. All doors Andwindows
2. All fire escapes

,3. Other entrances such.as
vents

4. None of the above

4-57. When surveying the internal secu-
rity of a facility, the DP tech- ,

nical manager should follow which
of the following guidelines?

,,l. Begin the survey on the roof
*2.. Determine where alarms

annunciate
3. Finish the survey in the

restroom area
4. All of the above

29
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4-58 Which of the/following questions
need NOT be included in 'the.- ,,phy-
sical security survey?

1. Is the present equipment
outdated?

2. Is the alarm system '
inspected and tested
occasionally to ensure
peration? .

.

3. What kind of 'sound does ,

the alarm' annunciate?
4. How many zones of pro- 4

,tection-are within the
protected building?

4-59. Which, if any, of thefollowing,
records should NOT be kept on
alarm signals?

1. Time and. date of alarm
2. LoCation of alarm
3. 'Cause of alarm
4. None of the above

Learning Objective: Identify the proce-
dures for developing and implementing
contingency plans for an ADP facili5ty.

QUESTIONS 4-60 THROUGH 4-62 ARE TO BE
JUDGED TRUE"OR FALSE.

6

.4-60. The operation plans for an ADP
facility assume-normal working
conditions.

1. True
2. False

*

4-61. The DP technical manager should
recognize that pre4entive mea-
sures-will maintain the normale

- working conditions assumed by
he operation plans.

4-62.

IN ANSWER/N6 QUESTION 4-64, REFER Tb.
FIGURE 3-11 IN TEXT:

4-64. The User Representatives should
bp involved in which 'of the c
following tasks?

1. .Emergency response plans
2. .Failure mode analysis
3. Selection of backup modes
4. All of the above

QUESTIONS 4-65 THROUGH 4-67 ARE.TO BE
JUDGED TRUE OR FALSE.

4-65. Tire term emergency response
planning refers to steps
taken immediately. before an
emergency occurs.

4-66.

4 -67.

1. True
2.' False

The risk analysis should be
reviewed by the DP techni-
cal manager to identify
emergency conditions which
have particular implica,
tions for ADP operations.

1. True
2. False

The Loss ,Control Plan should be
implemented as part of COOP.

1. True
2. False

4-68. Which Of the'following guide-
lines should a DP technical
manager use to develop emer-
gency measures? .

1. True
2. False

ti 1. Notify online users of
the service interrupt-
tion

2. Cover ADP hardware
The text refers fo a COOP secu- with water proof
rity program. The acv)4ym COOP material and leave
stands for cooperation. the power on

1. True
2. False

3. Ensure that the air-
conditioning equip-
ment is on

4. All of the above
4 -63. Contingency4gans'for 4i ADP,

facility incluAe Which of the
'following types of _plans?.

' 1. Recovery
2. Backup operations
3. Emergency response
4. Each of the above.,

30
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4-69. All pemonel should be instructed 4.-73.
to take which of the following
security measures if an evacuation
of work areas is ordered?

1. °Secure unclassified materials
in desks or.file,cabinets

2. Turn off equipment but leave
room lights on
Close the doors as areas are
evacuated but leave the doors.
unlocked

4. All of the above

To assure that all safety require-
ments of the ADP facility are
satisfied, the DP technical
manager and the operations
division officer should periodi-

-Nally review 'the protective plans
at what frequency?

1. Once amonth
2. Four times a year
3. Twice a year
4. Once a year

4-71. The emergency response'plan for a
fire emergency should include
which of the following steps?

1. Assess life - safety hazard
2. Iniotiate loss control proce-

dures
3. Both,1 and 2 above
4. Contact insurance company

4-72. Backup operations may take place
onsite following which of the
following conditions?

1. A pprtial loss of capability '
2. Major damage or destructiOn
3. Both 1 and 2 above

ey'

31,

When backup operations are con-
sidered, quite often ADP manage-
ment will find which of the fol-
lowing situations?

1. An exact replica of the
onsite ADP system is
not available for
backup

2. The time available per
day is less than what
is needed to complete
all assigned tasks

3. Both 1 and 2 above
4; Backup operationsare

not needed

4-74. For the purpose of making'back-up
resources available, which of the
following tasks can be set aside?

1: Long-range planning
2. Program development
3. Long cycle processing
4. Each of the above

4-75. When considering back-up,alterna-
tives,' which of the following
substitqe procedures may be
implemented during an emergency?

1. A punched card input could be
used for a failed telephone
input

2. Batch processing could
3 substituted for online

' processing -,

3. Print tapes could be c ried

;Pr
to a backup facility f r
offline printing

4. Both 2 and 3 above

be
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Assignment 5

Physical Security and Privacy Act Requirements

Textbook Assignment: DP TECH 1 & C, NAVEDTRA 10265-D; pages through,3-33

t.

QUESTIONS 5=-1 AND 5-2 ARE TO BE..JUDGED
TRUE OR FALSE.

5-4. When developing the optimum backup
plan, it is wise to form several
backup plans, one of which has
Which of, the following character-
istics?

5-1. Where compatible hardWare is not
available, itriay be feasible to
maintain a second software pack-
age as abackup system which is
functionally identical to the
regular-package but technically
compatible with, the offsite ADP

116hardware that is 'available for .

backup use.

1. True
2. False

5-2. To stretch available backup
resources, it might be,feasi-
ble to halve the cycle time
for aytask, that is, run a
daily task twice a day.

1? True
2. False

e

5-3, When evaluating alternate backup
modes and offsite facilities, the

d DP techni6a1 manager should con-
sider which of the folloWing
factors?

1. Transportation of personnel
with'needed supplies and
materials

24 Maintenance personnel at the
offsite location

3. Overtime cost ,factor for
civil service personnel:'

4., All of the above

as

/ 1. Extends beyond the cause of
delay

2. Lasts at least half the time
required to reconstruct the
facility

3. Includes one or more operat-
ing periods between minimum
duration and worst case

4. Includes each minor partial
failure

IN QUESTIONS 5-5 THROUGH 5-8, MATCH THE
BACKUP PLAN AREAS WITH THE CONTENT ,

DESCRIA ION.

5-5.

A. BACKUP
PLAN AREA B.

Perfor- 1.
mance spe-

tions

5-6. 'User
Instruc-

t' tions

5-7. Computer
system
specifi-

. cations

5-8e Adminis-
trative
informa-
tion

'32
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2.

3.

4.

CONTENT DESCRIPTION

Administrative
144information abou,t

the terms of backup
use
Special personnel
assignments, use of
special.messengeA,
temporary employ--
ment
Requirements of
dolfferent input.
forqs
Specific ways in
which performance'
of each task
departs from

:normal



5-9. The process of recovery will be
carried out more effectively
.and economicallyif

1. personnel other than ADP
staff handle recovery

2. the ADP staff handles
° recovery

3. the ADP staff and users,
handle recovery

4. the users handle recovery

5-10. Which of the following ',tasks
require completion before
recovery. from total destruc-
tion is achieved?

1. Facility modifications
2. Hardware procurement
3. Hardware, equipment,

and Materials verifi-
cation

4. All of the above

IN ANSWERING QUESTION 5-11, REFER TO
FIGURE 3-12 IN TEXT.

5-11. Before the electric power and air-
conditioning can be installed,
which of the following.recon-
struction steps must be completed?

1. Procure ADP.hardware
2. Procure needed floor space

A
3. Procure supplies needed for

check out
4. All of the above

QUESTIONS'5-12 AND 5-13 ARE TO BE JUDGED
TRUE OR FALSE.

ar

Learning Objective: Identify the proce-
dures to be followed when conducting a
physical security audit of an ADP
facility

5-14. WhichCOf the ,following is/are...0;k
(a) standardls) for an ADP
facility audit?

.r
1. Is independent and

objective
2. Elcamines the information

system and its use
3. Both 1 and 2 above
4. Should be the first ele-

ment inia physical secu-
rity program

5-15. The characteristic of an audit
being independent and objective
implies that the audit

1. replaces normal management
inspections

2. his a substitute for Manage-
ment reporting systems

3. complements normal manage-
ment inspections,

4. is a part°of normal manage-
ment visibility

5-16. An audit can be expected to
accomplish which of the fol-

.
lowing tasks?

5-12. The availability of needed back-up
files may be tested by repeating a
particular taskxusing onsite hard-
ware but drawing everything else
from the offsite location.

1. Tru,e
2. "False

5-13. ,Compatibility with the offsite,
facility needs to be verified
only one time.

1. True ¶.=,

2 False

33

-1. It evaluates security
controls for the ADP
facility

2. It provides each level
of managemeht an oppor-
tunity to, maintain its
current security program'

3. It provides the impetus
to keep workers and
management complacent

4. Each of the abovd

5-17. In determining the frequency of
interhal audits, the ADP techni-
cal manager, should consider
which of the following factors?

1. The frequency of external
audits

2. Therate of change of the.
ADP system

3. The results of previous
audits

4. All of the above
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QUESTIONS 5-18 THROUGH 5-21 ARE TO BE 5-25. Which of the followAng s/are
(a) characteristic(s) a
comprehensive audit. plan?

1. It is Action-oriented
2. It lists actions to 'be

performed
'3. It is tailored to the

particular installation
4. Each of the above

JUDGED TRUE OR FALSE.

5-18. One of the main principles of
audit team selection is that
members should be responsible
for ADPoperations.,,,,

1. True
2. False

5-19: The audit .should be conducted
by some department or facility
within the.control of the DP
technical manager.

1. True
2. False

5-20. T he character of each prospective
audit team member is not a con-
sideration for team selection.

1. True
. 2. False

5-21. The leader of the audit team must 5-27,
be able to organize the efforts,
prepare a good written report,
and communicate findings effec-
tively.

I c.

-11

5-26. The third step in Tevelopirig a
comprehensive audit plan is to

1. True
2. False

5-22. Which, if any, of the following
Characteristics is/are NOT
desired for audit board members?

1. I quisitiv..
2. A probing nature
3.. Attention to detail
4. None of the above,

5-23. The group of people who have the
most to gain frOm an ADP facility
audit are the

1. members of the audit team
'2: users of the facility
3. members of the security force
4. programmers in the facility

5-24. One of the Prime requirements of .

the audit team is that it consist
of, people who are

1. objective
2. subjective
3. employed in the facility
4. supervisors

.34`

5-28.

4-
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1. review documents to deter-
-' mine the specified security_
operating procedures

2. examine the security policy
and eract pertinent
objectives

3. review the risk analysis
plan

4. examine the ADP facility
organizatipirchart and job
descriptions

Which of the following questions
should be considered when formu-
lat\ing the audit program?

1. What measures are tested
most fre ently in day-
to-day

2. What a
tions?

e the critical'
issues with regard to
security?

3. What audit activities
produce the minimum
results with the most
effort?

4. Each of the above

It is considered advantageous to
test fire detection sensors
under surprise conditions
because of which of the follow-
ing reasons?

1.'.It tests the response to
alarms

2. It tests the reaction of
, the fire party

3. It tests the effectiveness
of ev uation plans

4. Each of t above

Se.
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5-29. Which of the following4s/are (an)
advantage(s) gained from using a
scheduled audit?

1. It motivates cleaning up
loose ends

2. It reveals vrersonnel
complacenc

t. It provide a test of
response t fire

4. All of th above

g-30. .A surprise audit should be
approved by wh- h of the

t.11
following p e o ner (

1. The ()Mellor in Charge
of the ADP facility

2. The Commanding Officer
of the command in
charge of the ADP
facility .

3. Both 1 and 2 above
4. The Commander of the

District in which the
ADP facility is
located

5-33, In conducting an audit, the first
step normally is to

1. scrutinize the"ADp facility
records

2. interview the ADP personnel
3. survey the ADP hardware

capabilities of the
facility

5-32. When conducting an interview, the
interviewer should follow which
of the following guidelines?

, 1. Strive to be open in dealing
with the interviewees

2. Avoid allusions to private
information

3. Avoid obscure references to
other people J

4. All 6f the above

QUESTIONS 5-33 THROUGH 5-35 ARE TO BE
JUDGED TRUE OR FALSE.

5-33. Any answer the interviewee pro-
vides that appears to be evasive
or defensive should be probed in
some detail.

1. True
2. False

5-34. If the interviewer decides to

#
. tape-record the interview, it

is recommended NOT to inform
the interviewee of the taping.

1. "True
2. False

35

5-35. It is possible to test the ade-
quacy of programmed controls
and data authorization by sub-
mitting jobs that attempt to
bypass these controls. .

1. True
2. False

5-36. Most security audits include test-
ing which of the following activi-
ties at ADP facilities?

1. Fire detection
2. Facility evacuation
3. Disaster recovery
4. Each of the above

5-37. What is the requirement for how
often the audit team should con-
vene to review progress and com-
pare notes?

1. At the end of each day's
activity

2. At the end of each week's
activity

3. Every two weeks
4. Every three weeks

5=38. After the completion of the audit,
when should the written report be
prepared? ,

1. When requested by the super-
visor of the ADP facility
being audited4

2. When requested by the command-
ing officer of the ADP instal-
lation where the ADP facility
is.located
After an extended period of
time so that team members
can reflect on the audit
process

4. Immediately of the audit
is completed

25G



5-39. The person responsible for imple- QUESTIONS 5-44 THROUGH 5-47 ARE TO BE
menting the recommendations JUDGED TRUE OR FALSE.

5-44. The identity of an imdividu4
requesting personal record .

information need not be'con-
firmed befofe the information
is released.

received from an audit is the

1. ADP technical manager
2. facility officer in charge
3. cdmmanding officer of the

command
4. district commander,

5-40. The best approach in assigning
responsibilities for corrective
action is'to summarize each
major deficiency on a control
sheet outlining which of the
following areas?,

1. Requirements and problem
definition

2. Action taken or required
3. Responsibility and

follow-ug-
4. All of the aboVe

QUESTIONS 5-41 AND 5-42 ARE TO BE JUDGED
TRUE OR FALSE.

1. True
2. - False

5-45 An individual must be granted
access to their personal files`
on request.

1. True
2. False

5-46. Any request from an individual
concerning the amendment of
any record or information
pertaining to the indivi-
dual must be granted.

1. True
2. False

5-41. Semiannual reports are recommended
for any audit control items still 5

open.

1. True
2. False

5-42: The emphasis of the audit should
always be negative so that an \.#
objective evaluation is possible.

J. True
2. False

;Learning qbjective: Identify the proce-
dures'thafthe Privacy Act of 1974
requires of ADP facilities handling

,personnel data,.

5-43. Which of the following instruc-
tions- provided guidelines for
implementing security safeguards
required. to implement the
Privacy-Act of 1974?

SECNAVINST 5221.5
2, 'S'ECNAVINST 5239.1
3. OPNAVINST 5510.1
4. OPNAVINST 5510.1a1

O

-47. Rules of conduct are established
for the guidance of Department
of the Navy personnel who are
subject to criminal'penalties
for noncompliance with the,
Privacy Act.

1., True,
2. False

5-48 Which of the following subsec-
tions of the Privacy Act (title
5, section 552a) requires the
use of safeguards to ensure
the confidentiality &nd
security'of records?

V

1. Subsection (b)
2. Subsection (e) (5)

3. Subsection (e) (10)
4. subtection (f)..

1.1
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IN QUESTIONS 5-49 THROUGH 5-52, SELECT
FROM COLUMN B THE DEFINITION OF THE

^TERM IN COLUMN A.

5-49. Data integ-
rity

5-50. Information
Management
Practices

5-51. 'Data Secu-
.rity

5-52. Computer
Systeth
Network
Security
Controls

,s,

1. The pro tection
of data from
unauthorized
modification;
destuction,
or disclosure

'2. Hardwareand
:software'tech-
nlgues for
controlling
the processing
of and access
to data and
other assets

3. Procedures for
collecting,
validating,
processing,
controlling,
and distribut-
ing data

4 When data
agrees with
the source
from which it
is derived

QUE IONS 5-53 THROUGH 5-56 ARE TO BE
JUDG D TRUE OR FALSE

5-53. A data security risk assignment
provides a,bitis for deciding
whether fewer safeguards are
eeded for data.

1 True
False

"5-54. The seriousness of a risk depends
on oth the potential impact of
"the -vent and itt-probability of
occu rence.

1.- T ue .

'' 2. Fa se,

5-55. The Ter icipants on the risk
a'ssessmet team should

-,include xperienced'repre-
sentative from the facility
responslb e for managing.4'ADP
operations

,

1,.. True
2. False

.00

I
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5-56. Experience indicates that the
most commonly encountered
security risks are usually
subversive"attempts.

1. Tae
2. alse

'

5-57. Personal data can be retrieved
from waste paper baskets, mag-
netic tapes, or discarded.
files as a result of

'1. mistaken processing of
data

2. careless disposal of data
3. program errors
4. improper data dissemination

5-58. Data may be misrouied, mislabeled,
or it may contain unexpected per-
sonal.information as e result of

1. improper dat4 dissemination
2. input errors
3. mistaken processing of data
4. program errors

. *

5-59. Which of the following risks
should be considered if there
are persons working'on the
System who have limited
access to the files?

1. Open system access
2. Dial-in access
3. Open access dur g

abnorma' circumstates
4. Each of the'above

QUESTIONS 5-60 AND 5 -61 ARE TO BE JUDGED
TRUE OR FALSE.

5-60. Physical.destructionor disabling
. of the ADP system is normally a
primary risk to'privacy.

-.

1. "ITiue

2. False

5.61. All computer systems pregehtly in
use are vulnerable to deliberate
pendtrations-which can bypass
security controls.

2 5

1. Trice
2. False



' 5-62-

rt

System personnel or the sy em
software can be mislead in o
performing an'operation that
appears normal but actually
results in,unauthorized
access through a' Method
called

r 1, eavesdropping
2. misicIZAtif.ied access
3. spoofing-actions
4., subV-erting ptograms

Communications Linds can be
"monitored" by unauthorized
terminalsto obtain or
modify information .or to
gain unauthorized access to
an ADP system and is called

1. subverting .programs
2. misidettified access
3. spoofing-actions
4. eavesdropping

5-64. Informatii.on management practices
include which of the following
actizOties?

collection, validation,
an transformation

.2: Information proceSsing or
banciling. _

3_ ;nformation control,'dis7
play, and presentation

4. All of the above

5-65: Wh' of the followifig practices
. , is/ suggested for thehandl-

ing f personal data?

1. Label recording media which'
contain data of local per-
sonnel only

2. Carefully,com4col products
of intermediaEZ processing
steps

3. Maintain an up-to-date '

hard copy authoriza-
tion list of all
individuals allowed
to access perspnai
data

4. Both 2 and 3 above

!At,

5-66. Which of the following practices °

is/are suggested for the mainte-
nance of personal records?,

1. Establish procedures for
maintaiming correct, 'current-
accounting of all new per-
sonal data brought into the
'computer facility

2. Maintain logbooks for termi-
nals that are used to access
personal data by system

_

. users
3. Both 1 and 2 above
4: Log each transfer of storage

media containing personal
data to the computer facility

QUESTIONS 5-67 THROUGH 5-71 ARE TO BE
JUDGED TRUE OR FALSE.

38

5-67. A suggested data processing pro-
cedure is to use control numbers
to account for personal data upon
receipt only.

1. True
2. False

5-68. Another suggested data processing
procedure is to takeegularly
scheduled inventories of-tape
storage media only.

1. True
2. False

5-69. Another suggested data processing',
procedure is to verity the_aacu-
racy of the personal data aqui-
sition and entry methods employed.

.True
. False

IV*
5-70. A suggested programming procedure

is to subject aLLoprograminlhg,'
development and.modification.to a ,

'double-check by the program
writer.

1, True
2. False'

,

5 -71. Another suggested programming pro-
cedure is to inv,entoryflaWpW
!programs which process ,or' access,
-personal data.

1. True
2. 'False-

.
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5-72% A designated individual should
be giVen the authority to
oversee which of the following
activities?

,

1. The installation practices
in the storage,'use, and
processing of personal
data

2. 'The use of physical secu-
rity measures, information
management, and computer
,system access controls

3. The internal uses and
externar transfer of .

data
4. Each of the above

O

S 3

39

QUESTION 5-73 IS TO BE JUDGED TRUE OR
FALSE.

5-73. Audit reports should'be main-
tained for routine inspection
and used to provide additional
data for tracing compromises
of confidentiality.

1. True
2. False'
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Assignment 6

...Systems Analysis

Textbook Assignment: DP TECH 1 & C, NAVEDTRA 10265-D; pages 4-1 through 4-28

Learning Objectilge: Describe the steps
in a systems analysis procedure and
define the terminology in systems,analy-
sis as it relates to the military ADP
community.

6-1. The term "systems analysis" is used
by individuals in which Of the fol-
lOwillg career fields?

1. Engineering
2. Scientific
31 Data ProcesSing
4. Each of the above

6 -2. The term 4tanalysis" is defined in
which of the following.Fehr211
Information Processing Standards
Publications?

4
1. ,FtPS PUB 1

2. FIPS PUB 7

3. FIPS PUB 11-1
4. FIPS .BUB 31-2 /

n.

-6-3. Of the following factors, which
prevents the formulation of
exact rules and standards for
systems analyses to follow? .

4.11,- 'The use of shipboard
computers

2. Tfle use of theCOBOL
language on shore-
based computers

3. The variety of difl-
'ferentdata processt,
ing systems tAat:the
Navy maintains

p 4. The lack of air- ,

conditioned spaces
for a standard,
computer system

6-4. The main olliective,of a systems
analysisis eo learn enough
about a problem to implement
a/an

1. cost savings .

24: solution , ,.

3. economic study -

'C. time schedule% .--41

6-5. The Navy DP analyst's major fu9c-
tions involve solving problems
for a command's

1. present computer system
2. future computer system
3. operations department
4. programmingtdepartment

Learning Objectives: Defiiie ADP terms
as they are used in the ADP community.

6-6. In which of the following areas
should a systems analyst have

,\ extensive knowledge and back-.
ground?

1. Operations
2. Programming
3. Data management
4. All of the above

6-7. In which of the following areas

cshould a problem analyst have
extensive knowledge and back-
ground?

1. Operations
"2. ADP management

ADP-oriented terminology
A. All of the above

c' 6-8. IA which of the following areas
'should a data analyst have
extensive knowledge and
bacground?

1. Writing System utilities
24 Programming FORTRAN
3. Programming COBOL
4. All of the above

6-9. A programming analyst should have
.."an extensive badkground in

40

2

1. programming COBOL only
2. programming FORTRAN only
3., programming COBOL and pRT4AN

operations

j.



6,-10. Which of-the following analysts
should be ible to solve complex
priphilems in.hardware'and soft-

1 ' ware interfacing?

1. A analyst
2. A programming analyst
3. A data analyst
4. nach of.the above

6-11. Whibh of the following items
gives detailed instructions
on how an analysis is con-
-ducted?

)

/ 1. A project request
/ 2. A systems study plan

3. An analyst guide
\ 4. An operations manual

6-12. A DP may become involved in,sys
tems design when developing
which of the following areas?

1. Software for a parent
computer .

2. Hardware for a parent,
eomputer
oftware And hardware
or a new system

4. E at of the above

Learning Objective: Explain the basic
working fundamentals of a systems
andlyst and state the knowledge
revNrements.

6-13. What is the minimum number of
-months experience required on
a computer system to receive
a DP 2751 NEC2

1. One
-2. Six
3. Three
4. Twelve

QUESTION 6-14 IS TO BE JUDGED TRUE OR
FALSE.

6-14. A voluminous' amount of material
has been written about systems
analysis in the DP rate train-
ing manuals in the past.

1. True
2. False

41

6-15. In which ofthe following
branches, at most ADP
facilities, is .:a -systems
analyst assigned? '

1.. Systems analysis
and design

2. Operations
3.. Programming
4. Data management

6-16. A systems analyst can be compared
to a/an

1. Operator
2. Handyman
3,/ Programmer
4. Scientist

6-17. Which of the following duties
could be the normal responsi-
bility of a systems analyst?

1. Analyze hard Ware inter-
faces

2. Prepare repor,ts
3. ,Evaluate available

terminology
4. Each of. the above

6-18. Of the following resources, which
should a systems analyst evaluate
when a new Computer system is
/being implemented?

1. Money
2. Machines ,

3. Personnel
4. A11 of the above

6-19. Of the following ADP Ieersonnel,
which one is the interface
between.all branches.of an ADP
facility?

1. A programmer
2. An analyst
3. .A data base manager
4. An operator

6-,20. Of the following ADP personnel,
which one deals least with the

'technical portions of an exist-
ing system?

1. An analyst
2. An operator
3. A programmer
4. 4 data base manager

ti



QUESTION 6-21 IS TO BE JUDGED TRUE OR
FALSE.

6-21. To, receive a 2751 NEC, a DP is
required to possess a college
degree in computer science.

1. True
2. False

6-22. Six months experience in which
of the following areas of work
.is LEAST necessaryto becoming
a successfully trained DP, NEC
2751, systems analyst?

1. Op rations
2. P ramming
G. E ctronics
4. F1 w charting

6-23. After a minimum of how many months
of ADP experience is an individual
granted an analyst 2751 NEC?

1. Five
2. Two
3. Three
4. Six

fi-24. A systems analyst with a 2751 NEC,
and possessing an extensive back-
ground in programming, should be
assigned to a systems study team
as a

1. problem analyst
- 2. programming analyst

3. data analyst
4. design analyst

QUESTIONS 6-25 AND 6-26 ARE TO BE JUDGED
TRUE OR FALSE.

6-25. A DPcan become a qualified sys-
tems analyst by completing this
nonresident career course.

1. True
2. False

6-26. A systems analyst must be skilled
in the art'and science of ADP
problem solving.

1. True
2. False

6-27. Next to experience, which of the
following factors is MOST.criti-
cal in a person becoming a suc-
cessful systems analyst?

1. The ability to generate a
systems study guide

2. Dealing and conversing with
people successfully

3. Creating a systems study
flow chart

4. The ability to design a new
software /hardware, system

Learning Objectilre: Specify the objec-
tives and procedures for a systems
analysis. Relate the problems that
generate a systems analysis to the
different solutions which solve them.

6-28. 'Which of the following factors
%list an analyst determine when
a problem exists?

1. What is taking place
2. What should be taking

place
3. What does the user want

to take place
4. All of the above

42

6-29. Systems analysis involves which
of the following procedures?

1. Collecting facts
2. Organizing facts
3. Evaluating facts
1, All of the above

6-30. After the cost of a redesigned
system is considered, the orga-
nization's information system

17
is improved only if 'it
increases the overall

1. input
2. output
3. speed
4. storage,

6-31. Which of the following situations
would usually'generate a systems
analysis study?

1. The present system sustained a
single disk unit head crash
A user has a software problem

3. system operates 24 hours a-
day ,

4. Each of the above
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QUESTIONS 6-32 AND 6-33 ARE TO BE JUDGED
TRUE OR FALSE.

6-32. Most computer systeits operate per-
fectly, never need changes, and
new requirements never exist.

1. True
2. False

6-33. The system has not been developed
which is perfect and cannot be
improved.

1. True
2: False

6-34. How many phases are in a systems
analysis studylorwa previously
funded computer system?

1. Five
2. Six
3. Seven
4. Eight

-35: During which of the following
phases is the systems, analysis
study team appointed?

.

1. Preparatiori phase
2.1 Interview /survey phase

'3. Analysis /decision phase
4. Desig pha e

6-36. During which of the following
phases is the scope of the
analysis designed?

1. Analysis/decision phase
2. Preparation Phase
3. Design phase
4. Interview/survey phase.

6-37. During which of the following
phases is the systems analysis
study plan prepared?

iirW

1. Interview/survey phase
2. Design phase
3. Analysis/decision phase
4. Preparation phase

I

ff
(Or

FOR QUESTIONS'6-38 THROUGH 6-46, CHOOSE
PROM COLUMN B THE SYSTEMS'ANALYSIS PHASE
WHICH IS DESCRIBED 1N COLUMN A. THE
RESPONSES IN COLUMN.B MAY BE USED MORE
THAN ONCE.

A. PHASE B. SYSTEMS .

DESCRIPTION

6-38. Additional
equipment is
selected

6-39. Ne4 programs
are tested

6-40. The data end
files involved
in the analy-
sis are deter-
mined

6-41. All facts per-
9taining to'the
analysis study
are collected'

6-42. The collected
facts are ana-
lyzed

6-43. Int4iews are
conducted

6-44'. If the results
of an analysis
are negative,
a recommenda-
tion is sub-
mitted to upper
management NOT
to implement
the analysis
request

43

6-45. New software/
hardware modi-
fications are
designated

6-46. Tests of tliq
new system ilre
(NJperformed and
evaluated 1

2 6

a

ANALYSIS, PHASE

1. Interview/
survey phase

2. Analysis/
decision phase

3. Design phase
4. Implementation..

phase

I

0.
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Learning Objective: Determine the work-
ing requirements of an analysis study
team. Explain the different analysis
phases and each step in a complete sys-
tems analysis.

.

6-47. Which of the following conditions
will determine the number of mem-
bers appointed to the study team?

1. The documentation required
2. The overall workload involved
3. The'type of analyst required
4. The type of analysis required

6-48. A total systems analysis is con-
ducted in accordance with what
SECNAVINST series?

5210.131
2. 5220.10
3. 4 5233.1
4. 5238.1

6-49. For a small'systems addition, a
minimum of how many analysts are
usually assigned to conduct the'
study?

1. Five
.2. Two
J. Three-
4. Four

6-50. The first phase of a systems
analysis study is the

1. intertieW/surveli phase
2. preparation phase
3. analysis /decision phase
4. design phase

6-51. of the following minimum totals,
how many basic steps are in .

phase 1?

1. 10
2. 15
3. 20
4.° 2.5

6-52. In which of the following steps
of phase 1 is the study team
appointed? *

.1. Step 5
2. -Step 2
3. Step 7
4. Step 9

(

Ito

6-53. In which, if any,'of the follow-
ing steps of 'phase 1 is the
scope of tAe'analysis defined?

1. Step 5'
2. Step 2
3." Step 3
4. None of the above

6-54. In which of the following steps
of phase 1.is the analysis study
team indoctrinated?

1. Step 5
2. Step 2
3. Step 6
4. Step 8

6-55. In which of the following steps
of phase 1 are personnel inter- '
view schedules coordinated? '

1. Step 9
2. Step 2
3. Step 3
4. Step 10

QUESTION 6-56 IS TAO BE JUDGED TRUE OR
FALSE.

6-56. The person in charge of the analy-
sis should view he 10 steps of
phase 7 as u angeable.

1. True
2G 1. False

6-57, When there is a problem do an
existing funded system, the
systems analysis study is
approved by

1. the Chief of Naval Operations
'2. the local command authority
3. higher authority
4. the. Chief of Naval Personnel

6-58. If inexperiended analys'ts are
assigned to the analysis
branch, what minimum total of
analysts should be appointed
to each analysis project?

444
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. 1. Five
2. Two
3. Three

'&4. Four



6-59. Members are usually assigned to
the systems analysis study team
by the

1. com4nding officer
2. executive officer
3,. OIC systems analysis branch
4. petty officer in charge,

systems analysis branch

6-'60. The scope statement of the analy-
sts study should identify which
of the following elements?

1. The operation
2. The system or subsystem
3. The areas affected
4. Each of the above

6-61. The scope of the analysis study
should answer or identify which
of the following problems?

1. The nature and purpose of
the work products desired

2. The status of the System
or subsystem (new or old)

3. The data files involved
4. Each of the above

6-62. Of the following documents, which
one gets the analysis off to a
correct start?

-11. The operations manual
2. SECNAVINST 5231.1 series
3. The scope statement
4. The documentation manual

6-63. The fourth step of preparation
(phase 1) is

1. the setting of time schedules
2. the setting'of time clocks
3. the preparation of the scope.

statement
4. the-briefing of personnel on

schedules

6 -64., How should the mat ial be pre-
pared for the analysis study
plan?

6-65. Which of the following items
should always be included in
a systems analysis study plan?

1. The written authority to
conduct the analysis study

2. A written statement'of the
mission of the analysis
study

3. 4 schedule showing when
each major step is to. be
accomplished

4. All of the above

6-66. In which of the following situa-
tions should individuals be
interviewed with. questionnaires?

1. When the interviewee has a
speech problewrf..

2.. When the iAerViewee takes
annual leave

3. When it is inconvenient to
interview the individual
in person

4. When the interviewer is
busy

6-67. Prior to an interview, which of
the following data should be
provided on an interview form?

1. Interviewee's name
2. Phone number of interviewee
3. Project number
4. All' of the above

6-68. The remarks section of an inter-
view form should contain a list
of

L.,....

1. individuals to be interviewed
2. appropriate questions for the

interview
manuals to be utilized in the
interview

4. phone numbers for the analy-
sis study team numbers

6-69. During the eighth step of prepa-
ration (phase 1) the analysis
team should be briefed on

l., As a loose leaf binder 1. the time element of tile
2. As a bound document analysis
3. Inserted -in plastic covers 2. the cost of the analysis
4. Sprayed with plastic paint 3. all aspects of.the analysis

4. the importance of coming to
work on time

45
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QUESTION 6-70 IS TO BE JUDGED TRUE OR
FALSE.

6-70. All team member's questions should
be answered during the briefing
given in step 8 of preparation
(phase 1).

1. True
2,. False

6-71. Which of the following procedures
should be accomplished in prepara-
tion (phase 1) step 9?

1. Interview schedulds should be
confirmed

2. The analysis team should be
completed

3. The questionnaires should be
completed

4. Data files should be checked
for duplication

1

6-72. If time permits duiing prepara-
tion (phase 1) step' 10, which
of the following procedures
is/are recommended prior to
commencing detailed factfinding
and interviewing?

1. A few days ;pave to relax
2. An orientation trip to

the branches concerned
with the analysis 4'

3. A rewrite of all con-
cerned documentation
manuals

4. All of the above

oft

4
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Assignment 7
Interviews, Decision Making, and Data Base Management

Textbook Assignment: DP TECH 1 & C, NAVEDTRA 10265-D; pages 4-29 through 5-

Learning Objective: Recognize the proce-
dures and practices used to conduct per-
sonnel interviews. Recognize the
problems involved with interviswing,and
the different procedures available to
conduct the interview correctly.

7 -1., The main purpose of the; interview/
survey phase is to

1. gather opinions
2. gather facts
3, waste time
4. review hardware

7 -2. Basically, facts -are gathered
using which of the following
procedures?

1. Use existing cumen#tion.
and survey t e probl*

2. Interview i dividuals in
their envi onment .

3. Document a d collect data
4. All of t. above

7-3. Which of the following procedures
is/are accomplished in step 1 of
the interview /survey (phase 2) ?.t

1. Endure that documentation
manuals are current agd
determine that all pnrce-
dures are being followed

2. Ensure hat the analysis
team i not over tasked

.3. 'Ensur that operators
foll orders

4. Ens e'that programmers
follow orders

7-4.' What is the most powerful fact-
finding tool available to the
systemsanalyst?

1. Correct documentation
2. Personal interview
3. Questionnaire
4. Software

7-5. Who should control a systems analy-
sis interview?

1. The systems analyst (inter-
viewer)

2. The interviewee
3. A bystander
4. The commanding officer

7-6. An interview should be conducted by
the analyst in the office of the

411°. project manager
2. analyst
3. commanding officer
4. interviewee

QUESTION 7 -7 IS TO BE JUDGED TRUE OR
FALSE.

-47

7-7. When conducting an interview, the
'systems analyst should be apolo-
getic for interrupting the inter-
viewee's work schedule.

1. True
2. False

7-8. Of the following practi .which
one should be followed IN an
interview to eliminate, the need
for the analyst to retfn after
thp interview to verify'facts?

1. Listen carefully during the
interview

2. Be assisted by another analyst
to help remember the'facts

3. Take ndtes during the interview
4. Document the conversation the'

next day

7-9. Which of the followihg techniques
should a systems analyst consider
during an interview?

1. Do not make4disparaging state-
ments

2. Be a good listener
3. Ask frank and forthright ques-

tions
4. All of the above

I
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QUESTIONS 7-10_THROUGH 7-17'ARE TO BE
JUDGED TRUE OR FALSE.

ib

7-10. -Few individuals are nervous dur-
inginterviews.

1. True
2. False

7-11. Some individuals have a tendency
to supply answers that they feel
are most favorable to the ana-
lyst,,rather than give facts as
they exist during an interview.

1. True
2. False

7-12. Some interviewee's will give
information without 'actually
checking their facts.

1. true
2. False

7-13. A cautious person never withholds
valuable information during an -

°interview.

1., True-
2. False

7-14. A resentful individual is perhaps
the most difficult source from
which to get any type of informa-

- tion:

1. True
2. False

7-15. An analyst shouldNOT use tact
when intervi.eltng a resentful
person.,-

1. True
2. False

7-16. The tone of the interview is a
reflection of the physical and
mental attitudes of the
interested parties.

1. True
2. Fall.,

7-17. A systems analyst should express
-an opinion about the problem
that is uhder'analysi'S to the
interviewee:

1. True
2. False

A

7-18. An interview should be limited,to
which of the folloning,activities?

1. Information gathering
2. Fact gathering;
3. Both 1 and 2 above
4. Opinions

1

7 -1-9. What is the maximum time for an
interview at ont setting?

1. One hour
2,, Two hours
3. Three hour\
4. Four hours

7-20. If an interview is scheduled for
an entire day, what is the mini-
mum break time that should be
scheduled every hour?

1. Five minutes
2. Six minutes

O
3: Nine minutes
4. Ten minutes

.7-21. After an interview, which of the
following items should be made
using the information gathered?

1. Notes
2. A flowchart
3. A software program

7-22.

4. A manual ,

After the interview, a copy of
the,interview should be returned
for verification corrections,
art additions.totwhich of the
following indivi uals?'

1, The systems analyst
2, The commanding officer
3. The department head
4. The interviewee

7-23. Information about a document or
source data should be recorded
on which of the following media
as the information becomes
available to the systems
analyst?

I

1. A worksheet
2. A paper tape
3. A magnetic tape
4. A punched card

!c
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7-24. A worksheet should contain which
of the following entries?

1. Opinions
2. .Actual facts
3. Both 1 and 2 above
4. Estimates

Learning Objective: Recognize the dif-
J`erent types of data and list various
ways to. assemble information for deci-
sion making. Recognize the proper way
to sequence data and determine the
correct manner in which to deal with
large volum4s of data collected in the
first 2 phases of the analysis.

7-25. Which of the following is/are the
primary purpose(s) of the analy-
sis/decision phase?

1. To analyze bits and pieces of
data -,

2. To draw conclusions about the
data

3. To make recommendations to
upper management

4. All of the above

7-26. The analysis/decision (phase 3)
is divided into a minimum of
how many steps?

1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. 'Four

7-27. What procedure is performed in
the first step of the analysis/

'decision (phase 3)?

1. 'Collect documents
2. Sequence documents
3. Interview individuals
4. Draw conclusions

7-28. Collected documents and datZ for
an analysis can be rsequenced
into a mininum,cif how many
categories?

4 1. One'
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four

"s

$

7-29. During which step of the analysis/
decision (phase 3) is .each docu-
ment and piece of data information
studied?

1. Step-1
'2. Step 2
3. Step 3

. 4. Step 4

7-30. When collected documents and data.
are to be analyzed, which of the
following items should_be studied
first?

1%. Input to the system
2. Output of the system
3. Data in the system
4. Documents for the system

7-31. An understanding of which of the
following items enables the
analysis team to determine how
information and data are trans-
mitted into and out of the
system?

1.' Programming
2. Operations -

3. System communications
4. System data files

7-32. An analysis of material pertain-
ing to processing and storage
usually results in areas where
which of the following duplica-
tionS is/are found?

1. Duplication of effort
2. Duplication of data elements
3. Duplication of reports
4. All of the, above

7-33. What is the actual purpose of,a
system?

1. Productive output
2. Input
3. Data storage
4: Documentation

L

. 49

7-34.0Whatstatement dictates the type
of locally prepared questions
which should be asked about
collected material'?

1. The reason for the analysid
2. 'the scope of the analysis
3. The authority of the analysis
4. The type of analysis

2
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7-35. Locally prepared questions' about
the material to be analyzed
should produce, information upon
which to base

1. answers
2. questions
3. decisions
4. conclusions

7-36. An analysis study team should
base their conclusions on

1. opinions__
2. facts
3. directions from higher

authority
4. directions from the user'

7-37. In the analysis /decision phase
(phase 3), the fourth step is
for the system's analysis team
to

1. be reassigned to their/
regular duties

2. make d written report to
the official who
authorized the study

3. collect any documents or
data that are relevant
to the study

4. interview the official who
authorized the study

7-38: In the analysis/decision phase
(phase 3), which of the follow-
ing items should be contained
in the report to upper
management?

".

1. Specific recommendations
for redesigning hardware
configuration or soft-
ware systems.

2. Concise statements of
anticipated benefits
as a result of enact-
ing the project%
request

3. A brief description of
each modification to
the present system

1. All of the above

7-39. If a project request is disap-
proved for implementation, a
copy of which, if any, of the.
following items should be sent
to the user by upper manage-
ment?

1. Tke project request
2. The systems analysis study

team's recommendapion
report

3. The letter assigning,the
systems analysis team

4. None of the above

7-40. Which of the following personal
factors does a systems analyst
utilize to solve the problem
that generated the systems
analysis?

1$ Post experience
2. Ingenuity
3. Knowledge of ADP
4. 'A11 of the above

7-41. In what SECNAVINST series is the
Mission Element Need Statement
(MENS) explained?

1. 5230.1
2. 5231.1
3. 5510.1
4. 5510.131

QUESTION 7-42 IS TO BE JUDGED TRUE QR
FALSE.

7742. A,paramount consideration in main -
taining an optimilm system is to
avoid duplication.

1. True
2. False

, 7-43. The design phase 4 of a systems
analysis consists of what total
number of sleeps?

1. Five
2. Six
3! Seven
4. Four

50
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7-44. The design or redesign of sy tems
starts with the design or rede-
sign of the,sy'steds

7-51. How we.11the system funclIgions and
the qualAy of output both depend
on the quality and dependability
of the

1. outputs
2. inputs_

1. hardware
r 3. 'documentation

2. data base
4. configuration 3. software

Igh7-45. When a new system is designed, a
4. documentation

requit'ement for which of the
lowing items is generated?

1. New disk pack(s)
2. Wei...tape drive(s)

7-52. During which of the following
steps in the design phase does
the systems analyst actually
design the programs necessary
to produce the users request?

3. New documentation
4. New data element library(ies) 1. Step 1

2. Step 2
7-46. At most commands, the systems ana-

lyst branch will be responsible
for which of the following docu-

3. Step 3
04. Step 4

mentation manuals? QUESTION 7-53 IS TO BE JUDGED TRUE OR
FALSE.

1. Data Requirement Document (RD)
2. Program Specification (PS)
3. Data Base Specification (D8)
4: All of the above

7-53. The systems analyst performs the
actual technical functions of
programming and detailed data
flow charting.

7-47. Different output media and media
type shduld be taken intocare- 1. True

I ful consideration by which of
the following individuals?

.2. False'

\

1. The user
2. The systems analyst
3. Both 1 and 2 above
4. The tape librarian

7-54. At the .completion of step 4 of
the design phase, the systems
analyst should deliver the -

entire systems study plan to
the

7-48. To produce the desired output, it
is essential that a news software
system have accurate \-

1. ADP department head
2.. user
3. programming branch
4. operations officer

1. input
2. documentation
3. card readers 11

auring the implementation phase,
which of the following branches

)1. terminals `is responsible for the addi-
tional odrdination between the

7-49. Good input design and Output
results can be judged only
by the

user and other branches?

1. The users branch
2. The systems branch

1. tape librarian 3. The programming branch
2. analyst -A. The operations branch
3. user

1

4. commanding officer 7-56. For, the technical development of
any- system, which of the follow-

7-50. The first design. consideration for
any type of data base is the vali-
dation of

ing publicdtions should be
followed? ,

1. SECNAVINST 5231.1
1. i0put°data
2. output data F 2. FIPS publications

3. Local command policy
3. cost factors 4. All of the above

S8 4. documenation

51
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7-57. buring"t4hla of the following
o steps of the implementd'tion I

phase should all testing be
accomplished?

.

1. Step 1
2. Step 2
3. Step 3
4. Step 4\

7-58. During the testing stages of the
implementatiOn phases which of
the following requirements ,

should be completed?

1. All operations.
2. All programming
3. All documentat'on
4. All of the abo e

QUESTION 7-59 IS TO BE JUDGED TRUE OR"
,

7 -59.' At the end bf any system; study,
the systems analyst can\look
back and see there improyements
dhd diffetent'prbcedures,could
have been used in the study.

1. True
2. False

Learning Objective: Recognize the dif-
ference between data management systems
and data base management systems, and ;

define the terminoZogy used within thy
ADP!cdimujty when referring to data
bases.

7-60. Which. of the following improve-.
ments is/are claimed by manufac-
turerswith each new software/
hardware innovation devellped?

1. Better endurance
2. Increased flexibility and

speed
3. Longer durability
4. Increased ease and

simplicity

7-61, Disciplined data control is embod-
ied in a set of management proce-
dures which is characterized 4s

1. qata base management systems

tt

2. data base organization
3. data base administration
4. data management systems

a
52

7-62.4 Which'of ttle followingterms is
defined as any repritosentation
such as characters, to which
meaningis or might be assigned?

7-63.

1. Record,
2. File
3. Byte
4. Data

Which of the following terms
defined as a set of data, part, .

or the whole of another set of
data, consigting.of at least
one file, thAt is sufficient 0411

for a given purpose 64or a '

given data processing system?'

1. Data base
2. Data link
3. Data collection
4. Data base management systems.

:,

7 -64. Which of the following is charac-
terized as a generalized software
tool.

lz A data base
2. A Data Base Management System
3. Data logging
4. A data medium device

7-65. A software tool used to list all
of the data elements in a data
base is a

1. Data Catalog s
2. Data Elemept'"Directory.
3. Data Ele eht Dictionary
4. data ,m ium device

7-66. The software tool used to tell
"what" and describe each data
element in the data base is a

1. utility pregtam
2. source pr6gram
3. Data.Ekement Dictionary
4. Data Element Directory

7-67. Which of the following software
tools is used to tell "where"
each data element's location'is
in a,data base?

1. Data Element Dictionary
2. Data Catalog0
3. Data Description Language
4. Data Element Directory

I
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The recording of'data about 14
events that occur in time
sequence is known as

1. data striping
2. data logging

) '3. 'data storing
4. data recording

\

7-69, , Which of the- following characters
or group of characters is used to
identify an item of data?

11.:" file number
2.A record address

A data-name
. A data library

7 -70. Which of'the.f011owing is an
address which designates, the
storage location of an item
ofdata to be treated as an
operand?

. 1. Index
2. Absolute
3. Indirect
4- Direct

4 4

7-71. A set of related records treated
as a unit the'definitionof:a

.

1. bu ffer .

.2. file
3. block
4. -data base

V 4

'7-72. Which of the following is a file
in which the sequence has been
reversed?

. 1. Sequehtial
2, Random
3. Variable
4, Inverted,

7-73. What term is used to designate
collection .of'related files?

1. A library
2. A data base
3. A master tape
4. An index

7-74. Which'Of the f011owing abbreha-
tions is -a related example of a
pushdown' list?

1. LIFO
2. FIFO
3. GIGO

7-7. An ordeted set of items of data
is termed a/an '.

' 11' organization
2. list
3. .chatt
4. .print

°
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Assignment 8

_ Data Base Software Tools and the WWMCCS Operations Community

Textbook Assignment: DP TECH 1 & C, NAVEDTRA 10265-D4pages 5-10 through 6-7

Learning Objective: Describe the duties 8-5.
of the individual who creates, manages,
and manipulates data base software tools..

48-1. /nn ADP facility that has a data
base branch within the organiza-
tional structure, the DP performs
the function of

1. librarian
2. data base administrator
3. disk pack custodian.
4. analyst supervisor

§-2. Which of the following is one of
the main goals ofdata base
administration?

1. To create data programs to
calculate numbers

2. To reduce the duties and
functions of an analyst

3. To optimize usage of data in
a shared data base environ-
ment

4. To aid managers in technical
knowledge of the system

8-3. A key requirement for effeCtive
data base administration is
having a/an,

1. software system that never
faults

2, third generation computer
system

3. analyst that diagnoses only
data

4. techni6ally competent DP
staff

QUESTIONS 8-4 AND 8-5 ARE TO BE JUDGED
TRUE OR FALSR.

(174. A data base can be better managed
if each programmer controls and
maintains his/her own data base
an0 files.

, 1. True
2. False

Better controlled and more up-to-
date data can result in incrbased
responsiveness to the various
user comdunitiqs, 4,

1. -TrUe
2. False

$.76. Which of the following indications
signify(ies) the need for data
base administration?

1. Proliferating data bases
2- Overlapping requirements
3. Lack of data integrity
4. All of the above

8-7. What is the minimum pay grade
recommended before a,DP should
be appointed as a DBA?

,47:' DP3
2. DP2
3. DP1
4. -DPC

8-8.- All (a) requests ,or
(unustial), (usual)

violations of command policy con-
cerning.the data base should be
coordihated with (b)

JMiddle), (upper)
management.

1. (a) Unusual (b) middle
2. (a) unusual (b) upper
3. ( ) usual (b) middle ei
4. (aa usual (b) upper

#

8-9. Wilkat m nimum number of basic quali-
fications shouldan individual
possess before being appointed
as a command's DBA?

1. Five
2. Two
3: Three

. 4. Six

54
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8-10. A DBA'should possess what minima; 8 -15.
number of months operations expe-
rience on the system to which
assigned?

1, Five
2. six
3: Three
4. Four

8-11. A .DBA should possess what minimum
number of months programming
experience on the system to which
assigned?

ti

1. Six
2. Seven
3. Three
4. Four

8-12. A DBA should have a thorough
knowledge of which of the
following SECNAV instruc-
tions?

1. 5200.18 (Series)
520A.20 (Series)

3. 4233.1 (Serieg)
4. All of the,above

QUESTION 8-13 IS TO BE JUDGED TRUE OR
FALSE.

8-13. The DP DBA's organization 1 role
is usually Itaracterized
administrati e only.

. 1. True
2. False 1

8 -14. Usually, a minimum of howmany
DPs-are charged with the
responsibility for Coordinating,
controlling, And directing
activities in a data base
environment?

1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. .Four

,64

TheAlefinition of data elements
and data relationships should
be,based on whith, if,any, of
the following needs?

1. On a clear understanding of
each participating user
cominunityq requirement

'2. On the,prog arming language
most often sed by the pro=
gramming st ff

3, On the typ of recording
media dete ined to be .

necessary by the opera-
tions branch

4. one of the.above

.8-16. Which, f any, of the following
langua es should be utilized to

mdeti and structure a.data
ba e?.

tr'

1. COBOL
2. PASCAL
3. FORTRAN or BASIC 4

4. None of the above

QUESTION 8 -17 'IS TO BE JUDGED TRUE OR
FALSE.

f

8-17. The DBA shoul4 not 8e involved
with the procurement-of new
hardware pertinent. to the data
base..

1. True
2. Fels

8-18. A data base security function is
intended to guardAgainst unau-
tdhorized access to the

1. ADP facility
2. computer room
3. database '

4. tape library

8-19, Of the following IndividUals,
which'one(s) should be
responsible for the continued

.well-being of the data base
enviornment?

55

1: The operations supervisor
2. The tape librarian A

3. The DBA 4

4. All of the above

, 2.76
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Learning Objective: Explain the differ-s, 8-25
ence between DBMSand DMS, and explain
the Yunctifons of software tools utilized
in a DBMS.

8-20. A DBMS is a software system that
is intended to manage and main-
tain data in a ia)

(redundant),
structure for the

(nonredundant)
purpose of being processed'by

(b)' applications.
(single) , (multiple)

1. (a) redundant (b) single
2. (a) redundant (b) multiple 8-26.
3. (a) nonredundant (b) single
4.. (a) nonredundant (b) multiple

In early sign of ADPS, data
seldom crossed o ganizational
bounddries. Thi situation
resulted in (a)

single , mu tip e
definitions of the same data as

(b) data
.(independent), (dependent)
'files were generated creating
data redundancy. C

1. (a) sigle (b.) dependent
(b) independent

344(a) single (b)4 independent
4. (a) multiple (b) dependent

The advent of DBMS helped solve
many information problems by :
organizing

1

8-21.. A DBMS retains relationships
between different data ele-.

ments. within the

1. CPU
2.. tape controllers
3. data base
4. ADP facility-

. A DMS is inteNged primarily to
permit access to which of the

't following areas?

1. Tape libraries
2. Already existing files
3. CPU 0/S macro modules

C' 4: ,Off4ne utilities

8-23. The principle intent of a DMS is
to 'perform which of the following .
flanCtionsr ,/ .

1. Report generation ,
1

2. Single' aulication inquiry
3. InformAtipn retrieval
4. °All of the above

bEDID systems are different from
DBMS in that thtir main thrust
is to provide,co.ntrol over which
of the following resources
within an organization?"

1.. H ardware
2. Data
3. ,'Personnel

, 4. All ofthe above

1. data elements
-2. software tools
3. ADP shops
4. personnel

QUESTIONS 8-27 AND 8 -28 ARE TO BE JUDGED
TRUE, OR FALSE.

-8-27. The DBMS has fully integrated all
data resources within the Na-vy.

56

1. True
2. False

4-28. The benefits realized from the
DED/E5 are*directly related to
the effective collection, spe-
cification, and'ffiTriagement of
the total data resources of an
organizatior

1., True
2. False 6

8-29. Which; if any, of the foil wing
is a deCidingifactor when it
determining the name for a data
base software pagkage?

t

complications inv.olVed
when controlling the usage

. .

of the package
2. The amount and type of

inforpation the package)
provides the user

3. The amount of core storage
;the package utilizes in
the CPU

4. 'None Of the above

o' 1
'
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8-30. Most of the commercially available
data base software packages are of
which of the followingypes?

1. Data Element Dictionaries
2. Data Element DirectoHes
3. Data Element Catalogs
4.P Data Element Dictionary,'

Directory

8-31. A DEDIDproviaes the means for
defining and' describing which,
if any, of the following ele-
ments of a data base?

1. Contents
2. Characteristics

411. Capacity
4. None of the above

8-32. The basic intent of DED/D's secu-
- rity features is to control/the
access to

1. the data elements
2. the CPU
3. time sharing
4. the computer room

8-33. Usually, who has the highest level
of 'security control in a DED/D?

1. The operations officer
2. The data base administrator
3. the ADP department head
4. The systems analyst

After 'a DED/D's dictionary/
directory unction has been
grouped a primary or
secon ry, it can be.sub-,

di ded, according to their
mplementation, into which
of the following categories?

1. Distinctive
2. Freestanding

De'bendent.
LI: Both 2 and 3 above

QUESTION 8-351S TO BE JUDGED TRUE' OR '

FALSE.

8-35 A primary DED/D is always part of
another system, such as a DBMS:

true
2. 'False

f

'8-36. A subdivision, freestanding or
dependgnt DED/D, differs from ;
a primary DED/D's function only
in

1. theory
2. implementation
3. /installation
4. performance

, .
8-37. In the civilian market, Dreestand-

ing DED/Ds are known as

-1. specific DED/Ds
2. generalized DED/Ds
3. perfe9t DED,/Ds
4. -DBMS-DED/Ds

8-38. Which of the following software
systems does a dependent-DED/D
support?

.- 1. Independent utilities
0 2. Compilers

3. DBMS
4: All of the above

8-39. When interfaces are used between
DBMS and DED/Ds, which of the
following abilities igrare
provided, to the user?

1".

41
'The ability to define the
data base to the DED/D

2. The ability to generate
4ata element definitions
for a DBMS from an up-to-
date DED/D

3. The ability ..to exercise
control over the data
-elements of a DBMS using
DED/D facilities

4. ,...oet of the abpve
-

8-40. A secondary DED/D is an integral
physical part of another system
and functions as a(n)

.

, 1. software and hardware inter-
.

fac 7
2: dab, andifile predefinition

mechanism
3. data transmitting software

buffer
'4. arithmetic subroutine to'the

,operating software

57
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1-41. The
(primary),

has more securi
data \elements a

, report
(modest)

DED/D
(Secondary)
ty control over
nd has (b)

(extensive),
ing and retrieval

capa lities.

1. (a)primary
.,:s

(b) -extensive
2. .(a) secondary

\.s

(b) modest
.3. (a) econdary (b) extensive'
4. (a) primary (b) modest

8-42. Wmajor advantage of utilizing a
DED/D is that it helps the data

N,
base administratortcontrol and
maintain the data resources of
an organization. - .

\

c
1. ,True
2. False .

Learning Objective. Explain the purpose
and functions of SCHEMA, and SUB -
SCHEMAS. ` s

8-43 Which of thr mellowing features
of a DBMS i$ the most importany

1. Easy access to the data
2.. The storage andmaintenance,

of larggvvolumes of, data
3. The caps ility for sharing

the data esourdes

QUESTIONS 6-44 THROU H 8.-48 ARE TO BE
JUDGED TRUE OR FALSE.

8-44. .The DBMS,has s lved all of data
base software roblems.

1. True
',2. False

.

'8-45. In a IMS environment users do not
want to share their data with
other users of, the data base..

1. True
2. False I

8746. Technical and nontechnical DBMS
users have different views of
data.

.1.1True
2. False

7

1
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8-47. 4 conventional computer system
has many application programs

' or systems using. different
data bases and filds.

1. True
2. False

8-48. On a conventional Computer system,'
a lesser chance of error exists
when updating all the common data
in different data bases than
would exist if a DBMS was used.

1. True'
2. False

8-49. Which, if any, of the following
statements best describes a'DBMS
schema?

1. It is the ac4pal data in the
data base frJmework

2. It is the software descrip-
`tidn of the operating system

3. It is the 'overall logical
data base description or
framework

4. None of the above

8-56: Which of the followingdtems
enhance security factors and

help prohibit data compromise?

1. A subroutine
2. A data converter'
3.. A,cryotron
4. ' A subschema

8-51. Which,'if any, of the following
is a description of adata item?

1. An occurrence of 'a-bit in a
data base

24 An occurrence of the largest,
unit of named data

3. An occurrence of the smallest
unit of named data

4. None of the above

8-52. A data aggregate is an occurrence
of p names qoliectio of data
items within a

1. file
2. system
3% record
4. byte
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8=53. A vector is a, (a)

(one-dimensional),
sequence of

(two-dimensional)
data items, all of which have

(b) charac-
(different), (identical)
teristics.

1. (a) one-dimensional
- (b) different

2. , (a) two - dimensional
(b) different

3. (a) one-dimensiohal
(b) identical

4. (a) two-drmensional
(b) identical

8-54. Which of the following is a
unique value which identi-
fies :a record in the data
base to a run unit? '

1. An actual key
2. A data base key
3. 'A search key
4.. A sort key

8-55. An occurrence of a named collec--
,z tion of records is called a

1. key
2. keyword
3. set
4.. mark -

8-56. Each set occurrence must contain
what minimum number of occur-
rences of its defined owx er. type
of record? .

1. One
2., Two
3. Three
4. Four

8-57. A named 4ollectiion of records
which neell:NOT preserve owner/
mem4er relationships is called
a/an

I

1. Set
2. Area
3. Data base key
4. Data item

a

-
I

59

8-58. In a DBMS environment, concep-
ts.. tually, what is the User Work-

ing Area (UWA)?

1. A shop working area for
users

2. An area provided for
object programs

`3. A loading and, unloading
zone where data is
laced

4. A subroutine building
area

8-59. .After the data base physical
description has beet eNamined,
whicD, if any of the follow-
ing items keys the actual
phygical record to be, read?

1. DBMS
'2. Th9robject program
3. The console operator

'4. None of 'the above

8-60. When data has been requested by
a DBMS, to which of the follow-
ing areas does the operating
system deliver the requested
data from the data base?.

1. User Work Area (UWA)
2. System buffer area
3. DBMS
4. All of the above

8-61. After the operating system has
transferred data to the system
buffer area, where does .the
DBMS 'deliver tfle data to be
'utilized by a source program?

1.''A system work disk
2. A system work tape
3. The Usei Work Area (UWA
4. System buffer) area 1 and 2

8-62. Which of the following items are
contained in a Data Description
Language (DDL)?

1. Reservedldwords
2. Key words
3. Literals
. All of the above

S

280
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,QUESTIONS 8-63 THROUGH 8-66 ARE TO BE
JUDGED TRUE OR FALSE.

8-63. There may be data types defined'in
the subschema Which'have charac-
teristics and representations dif-
ferent from those of any schema
type.

1. True
2. False.

8-64 The implementor may provide spe-
cial conversion proceduret in
addition to those provided in DBMS
for impl enting conversion, rules.

8-70. What organization is the priority
component of the WWMCCS? '

1.. NAVDAC
2., NMCS
3. NARDAg
4. NAVSEA

8-71. Which of the following OD Direct.
tive series ptovides po cy guid-
ance and establishes re ponsi-
bilities for the,management of
.WWMCCS?

1. -.4730.1
2. 5100.36
3. 5510.1

1. True l 4. 5510.131
1.

2. False
. .

; 4
8.-65. The relatioosHip between a DDL and

a DML is.the relationship between
definitions and the host 1Shguage.

1. True .

2. False

8-66. A storage schema describes the
representation Of stored data
in device independent terms.

1. True
2. False

Learning Objective:: Describe the differ-
ent command structures associatwith
the.WWMCCS operations community.

o

8-67. The WWMCCS community is supported
by what computer system?

'1. UNIVAC 1500 system.
2. IBM 360/50 system
3. Honeywell 6000 system

, 4. UNIVAC 1100 system

.8-68. Elements of the VWMCCS are main-
tained' to ensure maximum respon-
siveness to which of the following
organizations?

1. 'National Command Authorities '

2. .rofnt Chiefs of Staff'
3. Fleet Commanders 4

4. paified Commands

Thd NCA consists of which of the
followihg individuals?

1 -. Unified commanders
' 2, The-President

3. The Secretary.of Defense
4. Both 2 and 3 above

I

8-72. The effective operation and.sup-
p6rt of thekWWMCCS within the
Navy'requires that it be recog-
nized ai-which of the following
types of systems?

1.

M2. onos able
3. Nonintegrated
4. Integrated

QUESTIONS 8-73 AND 8 -7.4 ARE TO BE JUDGED
TRUE OR FALSE. ,

8-73. The Navy's WWMCCS community
supported only by a single
Honeywell 6060 processor
configuration.

1. True
. 2. False

8-74. The Navy's WWMCCS dommu610
Honeywell 6000 systems are A

standatd and NEVER vary in
size.

60

1. True
2. Elise ,

8 -75., Which of the following OPNAVIRST
Series sets forth software/
hardware applications, operation
requitanents; and complete paAL
agement procedures of the WWMCCS,
new standard computer system?,.

%.

-1. 5110.4
2. 5200.16
3. 5230.12
4. 5400.4

)
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'WWMCCS Honeywell Computer

Textbook Assignment: DP TECH 1& C, NAVEDTRA 10265-D; pages 6-8 through 6-48

Assignment 9

4

V

Learning Objective: Describe the opera-
tions of the General Comprehensive
Operating Supervisor in the WWMCCS
Honeywell Computer.

9-1. In which of the following modes
does the Hoywell 6000 operate?

t

1 Single-processing
2. Multiprogramming
3: Multiprocessing
4. Both,2 and 3 above

411;

9-2. The series 6000 neywell computer "'
was designed an uilt for maximum

1.. downtime
"2/ uptime
3. maintenance
4. deallocation es

.

9-3. What softwaie maintains the status
of all peripherals, memory, pro-

9-6. ,G,COS can supervise the concurrent
execution of a maximum of how many
programs?

1. Twenty-one
2. Forty-three
3. Sixty-three
4. Seventy-two

9-7. How are catalogs and files secured
on the Honeywell 6000 computer?

,

1. By an aehed guard
2. By' passwOrds and permissions
3, By a time .sharing software

package
4. By a wired;source program

9-8. Cbncurrent remote processing capa-
bilities can be added to the
Honeywell 6000 by including
which of the following types
of hardware?

1. Remote batch.processing card
readers

2. Dual channel disk
3. Front-end network ppDcessors.
4: Multiplex channel p1ocessors

Which of theil1011owing language
-

capabilities is/are on the
Honeywell 6000?

cessors,
system?

1. DMAP
2. PMAP
3. XREF
4. GCOS

and user jobs in the.

ghk 9-9.

9-441
allocator queue accommodates a

ber of Sobs by using the system

1.__ports'
2. scheduler
3. monitor
4. multiplexor.

111

9-5.. GCOS allocates system resoarces to
jobs in the allocator queue in
accordance with the prioiity of
the

1. queue
2. system

'3. _job
4. programmer

%,

0,4

1. ABACUS *

.2., ALGOL
3. FORTRAN
4. All of tli* above

QUESTIONS 9-10 THWUG -43 ARE TO BE,

. -" , , oillt *
9-10. Patch mode prq rams-can be

A

'initiated from timefraring

JUDGED TRUE OR FAL

1

.

, terminals.

1. True
2. False,

61 ,
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-9-11. The series 6000 Document Entry
Subsystem (DS 6000) is a hard-

.. ware system only.

1.

2. Fal

9-12. The message switch system stores
messages in a journal before
forwarding it,to.the addresed
ftstination.

1. True
2. False

2-13. The1message switching dimensions
control is entirely within the
Honeywell 6000 CPU.

0.

1. True
2. False .

9-14. TheTotal Online Testing System
is composed of what minimum num-
ber of subsystems?

1. Five
2. Two
3. Three
.4. Four

9-15. Whet maximum number of concurrent
diagnostic programs can operate
with user programs under the GCOS?

9-17. Which of the following system
modules controls data communi-
cation functions and provide
services to remote users?

. 1. Input/Output Modules
2. Data Entry Controller

Modules
3. Front -En1 Network Pro-

cessor Modules
4. Processor Modules

9-18. The Honeywell 6000 GCOS operating
system automatically adapts
itself to control any

...r1. Honeywell 6000 equipment
- configuration d

.

2. manufacturer's,equipmeht-t-
configuration .

3. software packages
4. logic circuit boards

9-19. Every processor and IOM connects
to each memory module through

.channels
7. ports
3. conduit
4. plug boards

9-20.. Each memory module is composed Of
a

1.

2.

3.

4.

Six
,Seven
Eight%
Twelve

1:

2-
3.-

4.

Learning Objective: Identify the hard-
ware characteristics of the WWMCCS'
Honeywell Computer.

9-16. Which of the following system
modules provide the required
amount 116f directly addressable
primary memory?

Bulk Store Subsystem
Modules
Memory Modules
Processor Modules
Input /Output Modules

CPU
system metroller
associat memory units
system controller anq
associated memory units

9-21. The memory module serves the pro-
cessor by acting.as a

1. program executor
2. arithmeic calculator
3. logic ilanipulgtor

, 4. passive system component

. 9-22. Eaah access in tke memory module
is composed of 2 parity 1,1ists and
what maximum' number oaf 9bit
bytes?

1. Eight
2. Ten
3. Twelve

62
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9-23. The Honeywell 6000 series memory' --Q4.1F.STIONS 9-29 THROUGH 9-32 ARE TO BE, is organized into what maximum JUDGED TRUE OR FALSE.
'number of word blocks?-

1. 256
2. 1024
3. 4096
4. 9999

9-.24. The memory's systemicontroller
has what maximum number of
Terts.for connection to active
modules?

1. Six
2. Seven
. Eight o,
4. Four

*a.
9 -25. Which of the fol:lowill fenefits

is achieved by operating the
memory moddle on a 72-bit
parallel, basis?

1. Less tape wear
2. More system'usage of

software'
3. Increased system throughput
4. Less power consumption

9-26. The processor's operation unit
performs which of the following
operations?

1. Arithmetic,../
2. Instruction fetching
3.. Address preparatiOn
4. All of the 'above

The processor's control unit per-
forms which of the following

,

operations?

: Arithmetic
2. Logic -
3. . Data storing ,

4. All of the above

9-28. The processor has what maximum
number of different ,modes of
operation?

1. One
2. Two
3. Thiee
4. Four

9-29. When the processor is'in master
mode, GCOS allows unrestriocted
access to all of memory.

1. True
2. False

9 -30. When the4processor is in slave
mode, user programs cannot
executed.

1. True
2. False

9-31. When the processor is in slave
mode, program execution is
limited by a time register.

1. True
2. False

9-32. The Base Address Register (BAR)
is used for memory protection
functions in the master mode.

1. True
2. False

9-33. PhIch of the following registers
contains the absolute address of
a users prOgram?,

1. The'otimer reg ister
2. The BAR-register
3. The 4, register
4. The Q register

9-34. The-timer register is used by the
GCOS to time programs for which
of the following transactions?

4

1. Input quantity
$ 2. 'Output quantity
4/3. Automatic termination

4. Priority change
! .

9-35. What minimum number of special
processing status conditions,
termed."faults," is on the
Honeywel1.6000'computer?

4.. '1

k. Eight. .

2. Sixteen
3; Thirty-two
4. Sixty-four

63
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9-34,. Peripheral device operations are b 9-42.
controlled by prOcessor prepared
control wofd lists stored in
which of the following areas of

, memory?

44:

1. Arithmetic region
2. Control region
3. Middle region
4, Communications region

9-37. The communications region of
memory is referred to as-

.'
'

1. tcos
2: Slave area
3. IOM mailboxes

AI 4 : Master area

9-38. Each IOM Module provides direct.
access to what pieces of hard-
ware?

S

Output time is reduced on the
Honeywell 6000 through the
use of multiple local and
remote input/output devices.

1. True
2.,Palse

. ,

9-43. The DATANET 355 FNP has a memory -
.size of 16,384 wogs only.'

1. True
2. False

9.-44. The DATANET 355,,FNp has a minimum
cycle time of h6w many micro-
seconds? 0

.., ,

'A

1. Disk controllerS . 9-45.
2. Tape drives
3. Each memory module
4. Unit Record Controllers

5-.39. The IOM
of%which of the following

system operations?

1. 'Tape movement
'2. Input/Output
3_ Disk control
'4. Printer speed

9-40. What maximum number of I/O subsys-
tems can be controlled per IOM?

.1. Fourteen
2. Twenty-four
3:, Thirty-four
4. Forty-four,

-9-41: Each IOM can transfer what maxi- -

s mum number of characters per
.

second?

I. One
.2. Two
3. Three
4. FOur .

What maximum number of adapters
on the DATANET 355 'FNP w411
accommodate a total data trans-
fed rate of 500,000 words per
second?

1. Eight
2: Sixteen
3. Thirty-two.
4. Four

Ott .

/

(
9-46. The DATANET. 355 is a storage

\ oriented computer%with whicl)
of the following hardware
modules 1nclude4?

1. Tndependent memory
2. Processor
3, Input /Output
4. All of the above

9-47. The QATANET 355 'FNP can handle
what maximum 'number of tele:-

rprifnter users?

1. 100
I. Six hundred 2. 200
2 Six thousand 3. 300

3% Sim million 4. 400

' 4.' Six billion .

1:4 9-48., The DATANET 355FNP can handle ,

Learning Objectx.ve:' Describe the remote what'maximum number of CRT
.blpit%output -bperations,of the WWMCCS subsystems? ,...,--..

Horiewell-Corhpute,r.
1. Eight
Z. Sixteen

,3: Thiity-twO4 '-
4. Sixty-four

,'''' v. ..1.. .e. ,
,. , 7

QUESTIONS-9-4A,AND 9-43 p- TO BE JUDGED
TRUE OR FALSiEY'' :..- 7

6



9-49. The multiline compunications con-
.

trioller IISLA can utilize what -

maximum numberof concurrently
operating lines?

1. 32
2. 64
3. 128,

256

9-50. The HSLA channels can be confi-
gured in any combination NOT to
exceed what maximum number of
terminals total per HSLA?

1. Eight
2. Sixteen
3.',Thirty-two
4. Sixty-four ,

9-51- What maximum number of terminals
can be connected to the DATANET
355 FNP through the LstA at
110. bps? -

1. ,jixteen
2. Thirty-two
3. Fifty-two

. f 4. Sixty-four

Learning Objective: Identify the 6000
Series characteristics of'the WWMCCS
Honeywett Computer.

9-52. Which of the follOwing- series
.

6000 model computers have the
Extended Instruction Set (JEIS)
processor's?

1. The 604.0,
2. The 6060
3. The 6b80 °

4. 1111 of the above

9-53. All active 6000series.modules
connect to all'system control.:-
lers and have'common'access to

1. pribters . .-

2: slave systems.
3. 'tape librvies "

" 4. memory '

r

9-54 , What maximum nUmber of stars

9-55 The primary function of a control
console is to provide for direct'
communications between the opera-
tor and the

1, GCOS,.
2. fOM
3. DATANET 355 FNP
4. DATA bank

9-56. The master console connects to a
common peripheral interface
channel of the

1.' DATANET 355 FNP
2. slave computer
3. IOM
4. printer

9-57 The console accepts input data
via which of the following
hardware devices?

4

1. A channel
2. A keyboard
3. A magnettic tape
4. A disk

9 -58. On,the DSS18,1B disk, data is
grouped in what total number
of continuously addressable
sectors?

9-59.

1. 72
2. e720
3. 7,200

`4. ,72,000

b

.0n the DSS181B d-isk, what maxim,
numl,per of sectors is'accessible
in each cylinde.r?

1.- 36
2: 360
3. 3,600

° 1104.:.36,000

;..
. , 9-60. On the DSS1815 disk there- are..

(a). seotors per .track.
(18), (20)
and (b)- trac ks per

(18) , (20),

cylinder.

1. (a) 18' (b) 18
, 2. (a) 20 (b) 20

3. (a) 18 (b) 20
4. (a) 20 (b) 18

interfaCes is .a.ailablevt4t
IOM for the connection OFT
Pheral controls? .

1. One
2e, TwO

'I.^ Three
4. Four

A. "_ 65
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9-61. 'On the DSS181B disk subisystem a
plaximum,dual-channel crossbar
ith 32 disk-pack drives pro-
ides a capacity of what maxi-

,

m number of characters?

589 thousand
2, 884 thousand
3 58b million
4. 4 million 'P

9-62. A DSs1.818 disk subsystem's basic
configuration can be expandedpup4 to a 221-million character capa-
city 'by adding what minimum'num-
ber of additional disk-pack
drives?

4

1. ,Five
2. 'Two
3. ThOe
4. Four 4
On the MTH506 magnetic tape
handler, rewind
speed is'. .

1. 500 ips
200 iris

3 300 ips,
4. 400 ips

9-64. WhiCh of the following tape
densities is/are provided on

?the MTH500?

I. 556 BPI
2. 800 BPI
3. 1,600 BPI
4% .All of the abo

9 65. A single- channel agnetic tape
SubSystem connec ed to an IOM
permi.ts reading r writing
any 'one of what,maximum number
of magnetic tape units connected
to that control?

1. Six ,

2. Eight,,
.,. 3. Twelve

4. Four

9-66. What maximum number-of unit redo0
-devices can be controlled simul- -
taneously by p unit record control?

.

13-61' The CR 01 card reader can read'
"1' what maximum number of catds

per minile?

1. 150
2. 500
3. 1,000
4. 050

9-68. The'pRT303 train printer can
print Oat maximum nuMber of
lines per minute?

1. 600
2. 800
3. 1,100,
4. 1,150

9-69.. The PRTibt has which, if any, of
the following features?

1. Photo-cell print train 0

2".. Power-driven Aood
'3. 'Swingout paper$elders
4. Noyie of the above. ,-

9-70. The PRT303 'can print an original
and what maximum'number of
copies? i

,

1., Five'f,
2. Two
3. Three .

. 4. Four
-t

- 44-°-,w2lr.,,ahe standard print trains for the'
PRT303 are the BCD set with

(a) , printable characters
(63) ; (94)

andtthe ASCII set (upper/lower
case) with (b)- printable

(63), 04)
characters?,

.1. (a) 63 (b) 63
2. (a) 94 (b) 94
.3.' (a) 94 (b) 63- V 4
'4. (a) 63 ,(b) 94

. .,'
9-.72. the P11,813 printer skips.paper,at

.

what maximum number of Loches per
.,--- second?

.1. Six
21.° Seven

.3. Eight
4. Four

s

/1

A

,

1. Fifty ,

'2, Sixty
3. ,Seventy
-4. Eighty

4
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9-73::The CRZ301 card reader .uses which, 9-74. The W301 card reader has a maxi-

if any, of the tollowing types of
.

mum stacker capacity of how many
card input devices? ' cards?

1. Vacuum advano0 1., 1,000
2. Photoelectric 2. 2,000
3. Manual feed 3. 2,500
4. None of the above 4. 1,000

4

N 7
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Documentation

ssignment 10

Textbook Assignment: DP TEC 1 &'C, NAVEDTRA 10265-D; pages 7-1 through 7738(

/
Learning Objedtive: Recoignize the defi-
nition of documentation as it relates to
ADP in the Navy and SECNAVINST 5233.1.
(Series).

10-1. A document is any record that cap
be,despribed by which of the foal-
'Owing characteristics?

1. Has permanence
2. Can be read by a human
3. Can be read'by a machine
4. Each of the above

10-2. ADP documentation preparation
standdrds are discussed in
what SECNAV instruction
series?

1. 5230.6
2. 5231.1
3. 5233.1
4: 5252.5,

10-a. ADP documentation standards are
disdussed in what Department of-,,
Defense (DOD),_instruation?

1. 5200.8
2. -5228.1

. 3. 7935.1
4.. 10462.1

10 -4. Upon adoption of ADP in.the Navy,
Which of the following methods of
passing information became less
desirable?

1. From person to document
2. F.rom person to person

. 3. From'document to person
4. From document to document

10-5. Which of the following is/are (a)
purpose(s)of documentation?

1. To help managers determine if
requirements have teen' met

2. To help managers determine if
resources should continue to
be expended

3: To record technical informa-
tion

4. All of the above

IN'QUESTIONS 10-6 THROUGH 10-9, SELECT
THE DOCUMENT MNEMONIC FROM'COLUMN°B
THAT IS ASSIGNED TO THE DOCUMENT
LISTED IN COLUMN A. RESPONSES IN
COLUMN B. MAY BE USED MORE THAN CNCE.

A. DOCUMENTS B. MNEMONIC,

10-6. System/Subsystem 1. FD,
Specification ..2. SS

3. RD
10-7. Data Requirements 4. PS

Documents

10-8. Program Specifi-
cations

10-9. Functional
Descriptions

10-10. Which of the following documents
can include three manual's and be
bound as one document?

1. Users Manual
2. Project Manuals
3. Program Specificat4ons
4. Functional Descriptions

10-11. What is the maximum number of
pages that shogld be utilized
in a project manual?*

1. 199
2. 201
3. 299
4. 301

10:42. Which of the following manuals
are combined to create a
project'manual?

1. Users, Computer Operation's,.
and Functional DeScription

2. Computer Operations; Data
"Requirements Documents,tand
Users
Computer Operati ons, Users,
and Program Maintenance

4. Users, Program Maintenance,
and Data Base Specifications

68
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commanding otlicer may autho-
ze minimum-ftcumentation

requirements in a Users Manual
un r which of the following
cir umstances?

p

When programd have no iden-
tifiable use el50Where in
the governmNt

2. When only E-6 personnel are
assigned to the command

3. When the computer mainframe
has remote terminals
attached

4. When on117 civilianslare
assigned to the pro-
gramming staff

10-14. An annotated program listing
should.be included in the

1. Computer Operations
Manual

2. Users Manual
Test Plan

4. Test Analysis Report

IN QUESTIONS 10-15 THROUGH 10-18, SELECT
TUE DOCUMENT MNEMONIC FROM COLUMN B THAT
IS ASSIGNED TO THE DOCUMENT LISTED IN

'COLUMN A. RE PONSES IN COLUMN 8 MAY BE
USED MORE THA ONCE.-2

4. . A. DOC ' B. MNEMONIC
t

10-15. Computer Operations 1. MM
Manual Y Z. PT

3. RT
10-16. Program Maintenance 4. OM

Manual

10-17. Test Plan
0

10-18. Test'Analysis
ieports

10-19. A document that reports the
results of a developmental
study is a

1. Technical Report
2. Technical Note
3. Test Plan
4. Test Analysis Report

10-20. A document that,provides proce-
dures and other information
that does'NOT logically belong
in other types of documents is a

1. _Technical Report
2. Technical Note

.3. Test Plan
4. Test Analysis Report

Learning Objective: Recognize in general
the different components of each documeh-
tation manual.

10-21. Of the following statements,
which One is correct concern-
ing the Computer ,Operation

'Manual (OM)?

1. The manual sets forth
standards for tape
liprafies,

2. -The manual 1,s a self-,
standing document
when all informa-
tional requirements
are met

3. The manual is designed
to initiate a data base

A. The manual never contains
precise or detailed
information

IN QUESTIONS 10-22 THROUGH 10-28, SELECT
FROM COLUMN B THE COMPONENT'S STATUS
(MANDATORY, AS REQUIRED, OR OPTIONAL) IN
THE MANUAL FOR EACH COMPONENT LISTED IN
,COLUMN A. RESPONSES IN COLUMN B MAY BE
USED MORE THAN ONCE.

69

A. COMPONENTS'
B. COMPONENT

STATUS

10-22'. Table of con-
.

1. Mandatory
tents ' 2. As required

3. Optional
10-23. Record of

changes

10-24. Appendices

10-25. Index

10-26. Front cover

10-27. Special notices

10-28 Back cover

Learning Objective: Discuss, in brief,
the information required on the front
cover of a document.

10-29. The document.title and subtitle
.on the front cover of a docu-
ment may include which of the
following items?

1. The author's name
' 2." A page count

3. The activity's short name
4. A superseding, statement

29



10-,30. Of the following items,,wilich
one(s) make(s) up the docu-
ment number?

1. A control number'
2. A project number
3: Both 1 and 2 above
4. A,stock number -

IN QUESTIONS 10-31 THROUGH 10 -34, SELECT
FROM COLUMN B THE CHARACTER POSITION
NUMBER OF THE PROJECT NUMBER THAT
UNIQUELY IDENTIPIBS THE FUNCTIONAL
PURPOSE OF EACH CHARACTER LISTED IN
COLUMN A. RESPONSES IN COLUMN B MAY BE
.USED MORE THAN ONCE.

A. FUNCTIONAL
PURPOSES OF
EACH CHAR-
ACTER OF
THE PROJECT
NUMBER

)10-37, Which, if any, of the following
types of characters isrused to
identify a.document that has',,
been revised?

1. An alphabetic
2. A numeric
3. A special character
.4. None of the above

10-38. On what basis is the title page
prepared for each document?

1. Optional
2. Mandatory
3. On an "as required" basis

B. THE PROJECT 10-39, On'wha basis are special notice
NUMBER CHAR- ,componints prepared for a
ACTER POSI- document?
TION

10-31. The character(s) 1.

that specify(ies)
the function of
the project 2.

10-32. The chara6ter?s) 3.
that identify(ies)
organization '4.
-responsible for
development of
the project

10-33. The character(s)
that indicate(s)
the requesting
organization

.

10-34. 'The character(s)
that form(s) a
serial number

First and
second
character
Third
character
Fourth
character
Fifth, sixth,
and seventh
characters

10-35. Of the,following control number
characters, which one designates
the classification of -the
document?-

1. The first
2. The second
3. The third
4. The fourth I

10T36: Of the following characters,
which one(s) designate(s)
ths'document type count in
the control number? ,

1. The first
2. The second and third
3. The fourth arid fifth

1' .;

4. The sixth ,

)

. 70'

1, Mandatory
2. As required
3. Optional

10-40. Of the following items, which
one(s) is/are contained in a
special notice component?

1. Information concerning
. the status of the

document
2. Letters of promulgation
3. Instructions for the

dosiuments' handling
4. All of the above

..

10-41. An abstract component is manda-
tory in which of the following
documents?

1. DS
2. PM
3. PS
4. SS

10 -42. An abstract component does NOT
exceed

(250 words),(280. sentenceA)
is preferably

(classified), (un- °

nd summarizes the
- classified)

function, scope, purpose and
content matter describerin the
document.'

2

1. (a) 250 words (b) classified
2. (a) 250 sen- (b) classified

't

tences
4

3. (a) 250 words (b) unclassi-
.

l

. fied
4. (a) 250 sen- (b) uncfassi-

tences fied



r

;
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10-43. Of, the following language forms,
whidb one should NOT be included
in an abstract component?

1. Abbreviations
2. Complete sentences
3. Narrative paragraphs
4. Special characters

ito ,s

10-49. Which,, cif any, Of the following
appendices, provides definitions
for acronyms used within a
document?

i

i

1. Bibliography 11
t 2. References
i 3. Terms nd Abbreviations -

4. None o -the above
10-44. On what basis are table of con- !.

tents-components prepared fdr,a. ;10-50.
document? !,;

1. Optional
,2. 'As required

' 3. Mandatory

10-45. If a dpcument is NOT expected to
have frequent changes, when
should a record of change com-
ponent be inserted?

1. When the document is printed
2. When the document is canceled
3. -When the document has figures
4. When the document has its \

first change

A reference appendix is provided
in a document when more than
what minimum number of sources
is cited in the text?

1. One
2. Five
3. Seven
4. ;Ten

Hob should references be listed
iV. the reference appendix?

1. In numerical order
2. in alphabetical order
3. Command hierarchy
4. In the order referenced in

the text

How should indirect reference
sources be listed in the
bibliography appendix?

10-46. When classified pages are to be \
added within a change,transmi'ttal\- 10-52..
notice, wliich of the following
document dompone'nts is mandatory
as 'pert of the change?

1. A new index
2. A new abstract
3. A new list of figures ,

4. A new list of effectivetpages

10-47. The instructions, conten t require-
ment, and format for which of the
fo \lowing documents should be
revtewed prior to taking adirance-
ment in rate examinations?

1. JIM

2. )2M

3. MM
4. Each of the above

10-48. On what basis are appendices pre-
pared for a document?

1. 'laudatory
2. As required
43..Optional

1. In alphabetical order by
the author'sPlast name

2. In alphabetical order by
the author's first name
In alphabetical order by
the source's title
n chronological order

b the source's publish-
in date

10-53. 0 what basis is an index com-
J1onent

prepared

for a document?

1. Mandatory
2. As required ,-

3. Optional

10-54 On what basis is a distribution
component pre-Pared for a
document?

1. Mandatory"
2. As required
3. Optional'
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- '10-55. On what basis is'a back-cover
component prepared for a
document?

1. Mandatory
2. As required
3. Optional

10-60. In figure 7-8, if there were
-.two (2) check marks in column

one,. three (3) check marks in
column two, and 'five (5)
check marks in column four,
what wound be the total
pioject's. complexity value?

10-56. Of the following elements, which I.
one may be required on the back- 4 2.
cover component of a document?- 3.

4.
1. IThe commarid's name
2. The page number
3. The activity's seal
4. The security-clasiification

if the component is classi-
fied'

Learning,Objective: Discuss, in general,,
document documentation requirements and
determining factors for documenting
requirements at various ADP installations.

10-57. Of the following individuals,
which One is a main factor in
determining the number of
documents to be provided for
\.! project?

.

1. The operations division
officer

2. The tapelibrarian,.
3. 1T 'operations CPO

he ultimate user

10758 hen should a maximum amount of
AYdocumentation be provided for a
project?

. 1. Only when 'the IBM 03/360
.system is used

2. When the project is small
3. When the project is simple
4. When the project is large

and complex

10-59. In figure 7-8 of the text, what
is the maximum number of com-
plexity factors assigned to
each factor column?

1. One
2. Five
3. Three
4. Four

72

Seven
Ten
Twenty-one
Twenty -eight

10-61. At most commands, the function
of establishing minimum docu-
mentation requirements is
delegated to the

I. user
2. systems analyst
3. head programmer
4, project manager

Learning Obj4ctibe Recognize the dis-
tinctive characteristics of each docu-
ment type' and function.

10-62. The FD (Functional Description)
document should be written in
whigh-ol_the following types of
language?

1. COBOL
2. Computer-oriented
3. FORTRAN
4. Noncomputer-oriented

10-63. The term "data element" refers
to a data element or its uSe
in a data system and is often
called the

1. data user identification
2, data use identifier
3. data system use
4. data manipblator

10-64. Which of the following documegts
wmay be written after the prepare-

tionof an SS (System/Subsystem
Specification) document to expand
on the SS dootment requirements?

293

1. A UM
2. An OM
3. A PS
4. An FD
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10-65. ForWhich:of the following 10-70.
indiViduals is a DS (Data.
Base Specification) docu-

. ment prepared?

1. Programmers'
2. Analysts
3. 'Operators
4. Users

10-66. In some instances, a UM is the
only document required for d
computer program. Of the for=
lowing components, which one
must also be provided with a
UM (Users4lanual)?

1. A program flowc rt
2. An annotated program source

listing
3. A formal explanation state-,

ment
4. A systems study outline

10-67. Of the following documents,
which one containt detailed
information necessary to
initiate, run, and terminate
a particular system?

1. The PT
2, The FD
3. The OM
4. The RT

10 -68.' Of the following documents,
which one provides a pre-
sentation of the computer
program system test
deficiencies for review by
management?

Ofthe following items, which .

one may be included in a
project request -?

1. Points of contact for
additional data

2. Desired milestone dateg
3. Environmental constraints
4. Each, of the above

10-71. During the development phase, '.
which of the following stages
is included? -

1. Design
2. Integration
3. Installation
4. Each of the ,above

10-72: During what stage of an ADS
development life cycle is
it determine if contractors
are to be u ilized?

1. Initiation
4, 2. Definition

3. Design
4. Progr4mming

10-73. Duringwhat phase or stage is a
Functional Description (FD)
document'prepared?

1. Definition 1

2. /Design
3. 1ProgramMing
4, Evaluation.

10-74. During what phase or stage is a
Program Specification (M)'
docpment prepared?

1. The PT 1. Definition
2. .The RT 2: Desigp
3. The PS 3. Programming.

The SS 4. Evaluation

Learning Objective: Identify all aspects 10-75. During what phase or stage is a
-

of project deVelopment. (Computer Operation Manual pre-
. I pared?

10-69. During which of the following . .

phases of an ADS development . 1 1%, Definition
life cycle is a project request 2. Design
prepared? .

3. Programming
, ,4. Evaluation

1. During
2.', During
3:1 During
4. During

the initiation phase
the development phase
the evaluation phase
the operation phase

it U Vq0ViRNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1981- 740-086 24
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COURSE DISENROLLMEhT

All study materials must be returned. On disenrolling,
fill out only the upper part of this page and attach
it to the inside front cover of the textbook for this
.couese. Mail your study materials to the Naval
Education and Training Program Development Center.

PRINT CLEARLY

.4

NAVEDTRA NUMBER

10265-D

'COURSE TITLE

Data Processing Technidian 1 & C

Last First / Middle

Designator aC Social Security.Number

COURSE COMPLETION

Letters of satisfactory completion are issued on y to
personnel whose courses are administered by the aval

Education and Training Program Development Cent r. On
completing the course, fill out the lower part f this
pagelland enclose it with your last set of answ r
sheets. Be sure mailing addresses are comOlet . Mail

to the Naval Education and Training Program D velopment
Cgnter.

PRINT CLEARLY

NAVEDTRA NUMBER'

4 I0265-D

COURSE TITLE

Data Processing Technician 1 & C

Name

MY SERVICE RECORD IS HELD BY:

ZIP CODE

Activity

3ignature.of,enrollee
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FINAL QUESTION: What did you think of this course? Of the text material used with the course?
Comments and recommendations received' from enrollees have been a major source of course improvement.
You and your command afe urged to submit your constructive criticisms and your recommendations.
This tear-out form letter is provided for your convenience. Typewrite if possible, but legible
handwriting is acceptable.

..

(RANK, RATE, CIVILIAN)

ZIP CODE

To: Naval Education and Training Program Development Center (po 6)
Pensacola, Florida 32509

Subj: RTM/NRCC.data Processing Technician 1 & C, NAVEDTRA 0265-D

I. The following comments are hereby submitted:
. ,
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